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FOREWORD

Illiteracy and incarceration are double trouble.

Of the correctional population in the United States, 85 percent are
adult functional illiterates--persons whose basic communication and
computational skills are at best no higher than the fifth-grade
level. Of those in this group, 96 percent will be released in two
years, most without adequate preparation for work or for establishing
a productive and sustaining way of life. Their plight is not just
their own. It affects Lhe quality of life of the entire nation.
In 1969, the Division of Adult Education of the U.'S. Office of
Education funded the University of Hawaii Adult Basic Education in
Corrections (ABEC) project to bring the concentrated resources of the
University, USOE and the Bureau of Prisons to bear on the problems
of incarcerated adults. The project was conceived and carried out as
a developmental effort designed to produce a national system of adult
basic education in correctional institutions. From the beginning it
his sought to create effective educational programs which could be
sustained through existinresources.

In 1969-70, the first year of project activity, goals for ABEC were
determined at a national conference by former inmates, a group of
corrections personnel, sociologists, economists, educators, and
government administrators. Preliminary instructional models were de-
veloped at two nitional seminars and a final model coalesced from them
by a model design coLmitLee. During the next two years, correctional
personnel were trained of sixteen regional seminars to adapt and im-
plement Lite model in their institutions.

lhe model presented here is a revision of the one developed in 1969-70.
Developed under the leadership of Dr. T.A. Ryan, it reflects the ex-
perience, the insights, and the concern of the ABEC seminar partici-
pants and resource persons. In the best sense, it is the result of
three years of participatery planning and experimentation by those in

ned of tdult basic education, those who Can assist adults in their
lc,trnine;, and tho-0: decision-makers who control the conditions under

hi, ii adult luatnin4 c.in tike ploce.

Paul V. Delker
Director
Division of Adult Education
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PREFACE

Our Nation must be as vitally concerned with
the education of its adults as it is with the
education of its children. Adult education
can pay rich personal and social dividends- -
not 20 years from now--but immediately. Our
Nation must provide the "secondary opportunity"
for the partially educated, the uninvolved, the
illiterate, the adult with yesterday's tools
who are in need of marketable skills for today.

National Advisory Council on Adult Education

This is a conceptual model of adult basic education in corrections,
which has been'cleveloped for the explicit purpose of providing a strong
ration..l approth.h for planning and evaluating adult basic education for
correctional settings. Use of the model to plan and evaluate delivery
system o of adult basic education in corrections will optimize outcomes,
fulfill public demands for accountability, and at the same time contri-
hat. to the solution of one of the nation's major social problems-:-educa-
tion of the academically, socially, and vocationally disadvantaged adults
in federal, state, and local correctional institutions. Quality programs
of adult basic education should be an integral part of the total educa-
tional opportunities provided for youth and adults in every community.
Adult basic education systems should prepare individuals to assume and
implement adult responsibilities in a democratic society. Nowhere is
there a more critical need for adult basic education than in the correc-
tional settings, in which is found one of the most disadvantagedpopula-
(ion, in the nation.

Every ten years the census lists the characteristics of persons in
correctional institutions, including federal and state prisons, local
jails and workhouses. The latest tabulations show the median years of
se hoof completed by state and federal prison and reformatory populations

LO bt R.6 years. The census also shows 23.9 percent of the offenders to
be laborers, compared to 5.1 percent in the total population. A striking

tact about offenders who have been convicted of crimes of violence and
then is the rate of recidivism. A review of a number of studies in
vatiow, -.Latt.!:, and in the federal prison system leads to the conclusion
that desvite konsiderable variation among jurisdictions, roughly 80 per-
cent of the offenders released from prison will be reimprisoned, usually
for committing new offenses, within a five-year period (President's Com-

miion on Crime in America, 1967). This is testimony to the need for

eduuatiinil .sVSteMS in corrections which will achieve total development
of the individuals, preparing them to be fully functioning members of
society capably of realizing individual well-being and contribttiing to
:social welfare.
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Every individual must learn to cope and interact with the total
environment in a rational manner. The individual must find self-fulfill-
ment, derive a sense of self-worth, feel pride in accomplishment, and have
a sense of personal dignity. All individuals shoUld be provided with op-
portunities through which to develop their innate ,capacities to maximum
potential. The offenders in the jurisdiction of tike nation's correctional_
systems j.iust be prepared for implementation of adt0-responsibilities in a

free society. This conceptual model of adult basic education in corrections
can used to accomplish these ends. This model can be used to develop
&Livery systchs providing for Management control in a performance con-
text. The model is designed to produce dynamic instructional systems,
which provide for continuing improvement and modification to meet changes
in offender populations, and changing social and economic conditions.

The structural organization of this book was developed with the
idea in mind that those who will use the model for planning and evaluat-
ing adult basic education programs for correctional settings typically
are busy individuals, working under pressure of time and often in isolated

geographic locations. The hook is a self-contained unit, including an in-
troductory section which provides a ready reference to the concepts and
principles of systems approach which -re implemented in the model, and di-
rt,ctions to the user for getting the greatest possible benefits from the

model. The heart of the book consists of the seven chapters which follow
the introductory section, and which comprise the model proper. Each

diapter represents a major element or function which must be incorporated
in a delivery syst.m of adult basic education in any correctional setting.

In the model three expository sections are presented for each element:

(1) definition of the concepts; (2) relation of the element or function
to the total model; and (3) directions to the user in developing and im-

plementing the function in a delivery system. The third section, directions

to users, is preqented in italicized type as the last part of the exposi-

tion on that particular function. An Appendix following the model proper

contain:, a glossary of terms, a comprehensive bibliography of references
on adult basic education in corrections, and a materials source list.

. %. : cao,ial r,2,1,17,Nir. It actually 1.1a work

0 it wa.. work to 1,:oign or

!aoic c4acatir. for corn-ctional st!t-
(7/. on the part .j , 4

T. A. Ryan

Jaen 19-) Honolulu, Hawaii
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PART I

1\ TRODUCTION

This introduction consists of three sections. The first section pre-

sents a rationale for the design and evaluation of delivery systems of
adult basic education in corrections, and describes the nature and devel-

opment of the conceptual model. The next section defines basic systems

concepts and principles which are implemented in the model. The last sec-

tion gives directions to users of the conceptual model, for designing and

evaluating delivery systems of adult basic education for correctional
suttings.
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Rationale For Systems Of Adult Basic Education In Corrections

... in America, we have cultivated crime and hence have

reaped a bountiful crop. Crime is the ultimate human

degradation. A,ciyilizepeople have no higher duty than
to do everything within their power to seek its reduc-

tion. We can,prevent nearly all of the crime now suf7

tered in America if we care. To the extent that the

agencies of lawenforcement and justice do not do their

jobs effectively, they fail to prevent crime. If the

correctional programs do not correct, a core of hardened

and habitual criminals will continue to plague the

community: Ramsey Clark

Th Need For Adult Basic Education. In Corrections
O

Education in correctional institutions in the United States has evolved

in response to societal forces and cultural demands. This evolutionary pro-
ccsb is charaetcri,:ed by-a developmental pattern which has been more haphaz-

ard and idiosyncratic than orderly and planned. The unfortunate part of

this situation is that the effectiveness of any system is directly related
to the degree to which there is order and organization in its structure,
and clear interdependence among all parks of the organization, with the
parts all working together to achieve a stated mission. Despite the demon-

-.tratcd need tot education in correctional settings for the large segment
of th,Thlfendkr population whicNs deficient academically, socially, and
vocationally, th, design of management. systems and the development of in-

structional programs ol adult basic education have been limited.

A survey of 550 correctional institutions in the United States in 1969, re-.
vkal,d a need to improve and/or expand adult basic education in corrections
0.1n, 1972. Otspite the tacit recognition of the nation's responsibility
01 providing special educational programs to meet' the needs of adults

whos, d, fici, ne ics in communication, computation, or social relationship
ki 1 r. tans( flute an impai rment of their ability to get or retain employ-
I, ut ot mtet adult I sponsibilities, relatively few correctional institu-

tion, have a r, ported enrollment of a significant percentage of the total

iostitntional population in adult. basic education programs. .

Loncomilaut with an increasing recognition of the need for educational
oppottnuities in coritetions, there has been a demand for program results
and,b,nelit. in ail ,otial and educational systems (Kane, 1970;Churchman, 19613).''

the responsibility for accountability in corrections, along with other social

.,.:.tear:,, has b,,A1 recor,nie,ed, This means that decision-makers in torrec-

Lions must b, pi...parka to do what they say they will do. Administraatirs

mit,1 he prepared to answer questions; "What were the intended outcomes

edination in thi.. institution?" "Whit
'

in fact, was achieved:" Mc-,
arden 01 'aperintendent of an institution, the teacher in the education
d, imrtment_ at, accountable, Tice mandate for accountability demands from,-
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corrections ptrsonncl more thaft an exposition of what was intended and
what was achitved. There is the further requirement to explain the dis-
crepancies between intended and achieved, supporting with fact--not fic-
tion--the lailures to achieie anticipated outcomes.

Corrections face's a two-fold challenge: (1) protection of society from
tho,e individuals whose deficits in behavior repertoires and,inadequaCies
gn personal development militate against their fulfilling constructive
social roles; and, (2) at the same time, correcting, or, changing the direc-

tions, of these individuals to overcome their behavioral deficits and
ralpe lull personal development thereby preparing them for constructive
pat icipation in society and productive economic roles. This challenge
can bc mit by using the model of adult basic education in corrections to
achieve a systematic approach in which the functions of security and treat-
ment are related logically and rationally, and system's of education are

initiated and maintained which will prepare individuals for constructive,
productive social.; political, and economic participation.

Development Of The Conceptual Model

This model is a eroup product. It is the direct result of the think-
of over 600 persons who participated in the- Adult Basic Education

in Correction;. Program between 1969 to 1972. It reflects the ideas of re-
souiL4 person,' for the Adult Basic Education in Corrections Program, in-
i_tudto,, a number of offenders and ex- offenders, and countless researchers
lad practitioners in corrections, education, behavioral and social sci-
uce.,,, labor, business, :ndtst.ry, social and service organizations. The

torments and su.;geslions from users and reviewers of two experimental vet-

sLons of this model have been taken ,into consideration in the synthesis-of
thin, edition.

t t e9nceptu al model began in May 1969, when the Edu-
eatfoh iad Dtvelopment Center of the University of Hawaii, with a
gl tat 1-0 the .S, office of Edueatien, Division of Adult Education, ini-

,.a.!,-44-hcleeation in Corrections Program. The ftrs-t
Li,; t t eitleorl olive% of correctional institutions to assess needs, by

to teal Itte environments of the institutions with an idealized
ot in kducational program constituting an integral part of a total

,v;tem. file needs assessment was followed in October 1969,
to invit itional work toqfcrence, in which a Committee of One Hundred,

of te,o0i/ed !eiders in *orrections, justice, law enforcement,
It tt, .AltplOymt.n1, ,orTunit*: affairs, social services, labor,

, ,In,,, tetvioral and soci.,1 sciences, offenders and ex-offenders,
li el, 1 .1 philo,ophical base and defined major goals of adult basic edu-

ei t itte;e goals were implemented in two Xpriwntal models,

dovoloped in January and February 19/0, respectively, in two 24-day
. The J,4 modols, the Morgantown and San Minds Models, were

cv,iiitated internally send by outside independent raters before being
,,lithesfAcd into the first version of a conceptual Model of Adult
Bask. Education in Corrections. This experimental model was used in

iz
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1971 as a vehicle for design of delivery systems for 66 correctional ir4
.,titutions.' The system designs,developed in nine 10-day regional seminars,
were management models, intended to serve: primarily as management tools for
accomplishing accountability. The delivery system models developed in 1971
using' the first version of the conceptual model were evaluated, and these
evaluations provided feedback to guide the revision of the conceptual model.
[bib second experimental version, completed in September 1971 was used in
1972 to create 49 delivery systems for instructional programs of adult basic
education in correctional settings. The delivery system models were evalu-
ated, and a self-.!valuation and external evaluation of the revised concep-
tual model were made. The results of these evaluations, together with the
evaluations .of delivery system models, provided feedback to direct the third
revision of the conceptual model. This revision, accomplished in June
1972, is the conceptual model presented herein, Chapters I through VII.

Those who had responsibility for the actual writing of this model

and design of the tlowchart, stand convinced that the product justifies

the enormous amount of time and effort devoted to it by the many persons

who haveJteen involved. It is the thesis o' the authors that this model

not onq Offers a tested vehicle for planning and evaluating effective

systems of adult basic education programs which are integral parts of a to-

tal correctional system, but, equally important, the model sets forth a r°-

common language by which the communication process in adult basic educa-

tion and corrections can be facilitated, and affords a means by which

thought and research on problems in corrections can be stimulated and

existing systtm operations evaluated and improved.

Concepts And Basic Systems Techniques

This conceptual model, was developed through implementation of the

concepts, principles, and techniques of systems research. The use of the

model to design or evaluate programs of adult basic education for correc-

tional settings requires the use of systems techniques and the understand-

ing of systews concepts. Yh'e eection ie clevoted to an overview of basit.

e, 11.10lee, and teehni,iuce. A basic knowledge of syotems
?

. r 4n ling of the cone, ptual mode.1 and ,,;land' tq,.

.1 f'erm uolng ti:e model to design and evatuate &livevd

The user is urged to become familiar with the concepts, princi-
pls, and techniques presented in this section. Institutions or agencies

are cautioned against attempting to use the model in an unsystematic way.

approach is a tXarq c'eproqA which achieves optimum benefits

trom inv.StMnLS ot human and material resources. The full potential from

ir;i9,,: this model will be realized if a team approach is implemented accord-

Lo th, plan d scribed in this section.

1.3'
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Basic Systems Concepts

172e. e.,tetw approach is a scientific process of analyzing, coordi-
nating, relating, and combining elements to make an organized, orderly
whole for optimizing accomplishment of a specified mission. The process
involves;

1. Specification of the system parameters or requirements and
delineation of the mission;

2. Assessment of needs and establishment of goal priorities;

3. Implementation of goals in behaviorally defined objec-
tives;

4. Determination of resources and constraints;

3. identification of alternatives in terms of consequences;

6. Evaluation of alternatives in terms of consequences;

7. Implementation of strategies which optimize system operation;

8. Provision for measurement and evaluation with continuing feed -
hack to insure quality control and direct system modification.

A 0S.i.v.sMS approakh is an_operational concept which refers to a process of
eiily:in; existing systems and creating or synthesizing new systems.

The systems approach means analyzing the real'life world of an orga-
6i,ation as a prerequisite to setting realistic goals; exploring the range

altilnitiv.s open to the decision-maker for implementing the goals; and,
tioallv, .valnatire; results of putting decisions into action in an effort
t. auhi.v. the mission of the organization. Essentially, the systems ap-
ptoath 1 a I.ejcal, rational way of solving problems. When the systems
1;y1 1411 111,10Ved, the end result is innovation, improvement, efficiency,

A .tit oranization or structure of an orderly whole composed
01 A oo,b,r 0 ',moots related in such a.way that each element and the to-
lilt% tit all th palls work together to accomplish the mission of the or-
101 at ion or strutturt. Corrections is,a system, the mission of which is

1.. toir ct the ottender so that the weltare 01 society and the'w11-being
tit. Individual be prestrved and maintained. The extent to which

koIrtttions t Ir11I nr nt ti An-efliciontiv functioning system is a moot question.

ool 41, 0 it t u h- ,hown that a correction al institution, in tact, is

hiteto:: about 1'0 hiod ol Lorrection in the offender population to make

!,0 i d It, l!tient Aad indtvtdual w11-,,eing can it be said that the sys-

t<,1 1,5 helot; aceomplished.

14
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A ?unc,i,::ed K:1, as illustrated by the Model of Adult Basic Edu-

cation in Corrections presented in Chapters I through. VII, -is aseneral-

i4ed or proces-s modt-1- It destrilie-sa-p-rodergi operation which can be

replicated under many conditions in a variety of settings. The Model of

Adult Basic Education in Corrections describes the process of initiating
and maintaining a system of adult basic education in a correctional

setting. the conceptual model identifies the essential elements or func-

tions which must be implemented to achieve an effective or efficient pro-

gram operation.

A oyen.:-. is an organization or Structure made up of a num-

ber of related parts or functions which work together to deliver or

produce identifiable objects, actions, and/or information.

A delivery system turns out products. A delivery system of adult basic
education for a correctional institution turns out products in the form of
ott,ndrs who have aeon changed or corrected by virtue of the participation
in experiences or environments specified in the system design.

The conceptual model is used for simulation, either with a computer

or b), verbal walk-through. In this case, the conceptual model presented
in Chapters I through VII is used to process information about a particu-

lar institution, thereby detecting malfunctions in the system operation
aad indicating alternative strategies which might be implemented to im-

prove the system operation. Several alternatives can be identified and
then in narration simulation these possibilities can be compared and the

belt possible :,olution determined. Tradeoffs can be made to achieve op-

timum performance.

ga.;ic ..;vsttm Techniques

Thei, ire ionr basic system techniques: (1) analysis; (2) synthesis;

h nodeling; aNd (4) simulation

is (kilned as the process of identifying the parts which

op a (hole, relating the parts to each other and to the whole itself,

..!Ln part, and limiting the process, so the parts do not lose

tdeatitv.

is defined as the process of identifying parts which make

cabal. d.termining rkl.tionships among the parts and between the parts
Alta the w1w1-, ombintng tilt: parks in new ways to create a new whole, and

tit1 t Ity opt ration when further combination is either not desirable or

*tot t

process of producing highly simplified but con-

ttollahle ,t.;ions of real lite situations. The modeling process results

tui, i to 1 ,.r9binims parts and illations into analogs, or replicas,

rtal lite emironment.' A 1 created through this process is an

inaloe% Ott the real world, which can by conceptualied in different forms.
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A simplified version of the real world can be expressed as a mathematical
equation, a physical device, a narrative or a graphic analog. flowchart
is a graphic analog. The flowchart model maintains higher fidelity or
faithfulness to the real world situation than a model in narrative form.
Ryan (1969) points out that, as abstractions of reality, models provide
.means of rationally relating and combining elements, and showing the rela-
tiqnships among elements which combine to create new wholes. .

4. Simulction is a process for testing a model or for processing
data through the model to see if it produces predictable results. Concep-
tualization of a model in and of itself will not guarantee high fidelity
in the system design. Silvern (1972) identifies two major purposes of
simulation: (1) testing the model and debugging it until it has a high
correspondence with reality; and (2) using the model as a problem-solving
device. In testing the model, problems are input, processed and repro-
cessed until all elements and their relationships are identified and
appear to be correct. At this point the model design is fixed. The model
then can be used for simulation by taking typical problems and running it
through the model. This should result in finding alternative solutions
and the identification of a best possible solution. Using the graphic,
model, simulation can be accomplished with a computer or by verbal walk-
through of a model using a real life situation. When simulation is done
as an overt activity mentally performed by talking through a problem on
a model, Silvern (1972) calls it narration simulation.

In the process of simulation an effort is made to determine the best
possibly solution to a problem. The commonly accepted criteria for judging
the worth of alternative solutions are: performance, cost, time, reliabi-
lity, maintainability, attainability, and validity. Performance refers
to the -petation. Cost refers to the expenditures which will be required
in light of available funds. Reliability refers to the degree of depend-
ability which can be attached to the operation over time. Maintainability
ryiyrs to the extent to which the operation can be maintained, and takes
into account repair and replacement factors. Attainability refers to the
cxtnt t, which the alternative solution can become a reality and includes
factors such as staffing. Validity is the most important of the criteria,
bcause it refers to the extent to which the alternative solution, in fact,
will eontrihni toward realization of the stated objectives.

U, a language which is used in flowchart modeling. There are
other language, for flowchart models, but LOGOS is used in this book
bocausu it is simple to use, and easy to understand. Silvern (1969)
publiAlcd ,pecifications for LOGOS, a language-Yor optimizing graphic-
all, ord red systems. LOGOS is a language which communicates the thought

tontipt. cmbodicd in a group of words or characters of another" language.
ImoS a r,raphic language. It does not rely solely upon alpha
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(a, b, c . . . z) or numeric (1, 2, 3 . . . n) characters. It utilizes
other shapes and symbols as well as alpha and numeric characters. LOGOS

is a non-mathematical language. LOGOS is a language used in model-
building. The thought expressed by a LOGOS flowchart is a conceptualiza-
tion in the form of a graphic analog representing a real-life situation.
Since LOGOS language is an integral part of the Adult Basic Education in
Corrections flowchart model, it is necessary to understand the meaning of
function or functional block, descriptor, point numeric code, signal path,
feedback, and feedforward (Silvern, 1972).

The elements which eombine to make up systems are called Anctions.
In LOGOS language, the whole is represented by a large rectangle. This,

is usually portrayed as the outside edges of the sheet of paper on which
the flowchart model is to be drawn. Each of the parts, or functions,
is depicted by a functional block, a descriptor, and a point numeric code.
A function is shown in a rectangular function block I I , identified by
a descriptor of five words or less, and a point numeric code. The des-
criptor, whether in the flowchart or in the accompanying narrative is
printed in upper case letters (EXAMINE REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT). The point
numeric code which appears in the lower right hand corner of each function
box identifies the function. Each major function is coded 1.0, 2.0, 3.0
. . . n.O. The elements which combine to make up each major function are
coded 1.1. 1.2, or 2.1. 2.2 . . n.n. Point numeric codes (1.1) and (1.2)
e:: press the concept, that major function (1.0) is made up of two parts,

(1.1) and (1.24. Signal paths describe the flow of actions, in-
tormation or objects between and among functions and specify functional
relationships among the elements of the system. The flow of actions, in-
tormation, or objects always is in one direction only. A signal path con-.

s ists of a tail, a solid straight line, and an arrowhead at oue end of the

line. Only one arrowhead is shown on any signal path. The symbol CO
stands for feedback and indicates that output from one function feeds back
along a signal path to an earlier" function which it enters as input and

upon which it exerts an effect. The symbol/03 stands for feedforward,
and indicates that output from one function feeds forward along a signal
path to a later function which it enters as input and upon which it exerts
,iii eltect. Fcedforward is used only when information, actions or objects
go tram one major subsystem Co another major subsystem, bypassing a major

subsystem on the Wal..

stems Principles

rticrr are iota basic principles which can be applied in evaluating
A ';VStVM 1969i:

Principle 1. Flie greater the degree of ,.(m.rwiii.,Irrz between system

utIvirooMeni, ti c ,;tort, eftecti e the system. Compatihilit} refers to
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the extent to which a system is geared to a particular environment. An

effective system would be one which is designed to match a given environ-

ment.

Principle 2. The greater the degree of optimisation, the more

effective the system. Optimization is defined as the degree of con-

gruence between system synthesis and system purpose. A system should be
adapted to its environment in such a way as to secure the best possible
performance to achieve and accomplish the mission of the system.

Principle 3. The greater the degree of wholeness in the system,

the more efficient the system. Wholeness is defined by the degree to
which every part relates to every other part so that a change in one part

causes a change in the other.

Principle 4. The greater the degree of systematization, the more
efficient the operation of the system. Systematization refers to degree

of3strength in,the relationships among parts of the system. If the parts

of a system are only loosely tied together, replacement or retooling of
system parts may be in order to achieve the desired level of tightness
for an effective system. The aim here is to achieve as strong relation-
ships as possible among the elements which combine to make up the system.

Ryan (1969) defined an index of system effectiveness in terms of
the degree to which the system operation implements the four basic prin-

ciples. The extent 'to which a system manifests wholeness, has strength
in relationships among the parts, is mission oriented, and is compatible
with its environment determines the. efficiency and effectiveness of the

sstem operation.

The use of the Conceptual Model pregented in Chapters I through

VII for planning or evaluating systems of adult basic education inAor-
rectional settings requires a thorough understanding of systems concepts,

skill it using techniques of analysis, synthesis, modeling, and simulation,
ability to read and communicate in LOGOS language, and knowledge of the,

four basic systems principles. .

Use of the Conceptual Model

i4i; conceptual Model of Adult Basic Education in Corrections

.ntended to be used primarily as a vehicle for planning

Ind valuating systems of adult basic education for correctional

-etting,. +he model also can be used by researchers to analyze the ectOca-

ti,.tal prticez-;:i in corrections-, define education- related problems in the

,'etf, lona 1 s'st1-11, and evaluate solutions to these problemst, users must

t+ t, A (1Var understanding of the structure, principles, and organization

01 ifw conceptual model, a proficiency in applying systems technicilies, and

,ifil,r,tanding 01 sNstems concepts and principles. The user should refer

Irequeut.F to the Oossary tit, terms in the back of the hook to assist in

I
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understanding concepts implemeAted in the model, and should make refer-
ence to the preceding section on basic systems to assist in interpreting

and using the conceptual model and applying systems techniques to design

and evaluate delivery systems.

This model is designed for use--rather than reading. The user is

cautioned against confusing this model with an expository narrative like

a novel. This model should not be read from cover to cover, solely for

enjoyment. The worth of this model will be assessed by determining the
extent to which it is used to design or evaluate systems of adult basic

education for correctional settings. If this model is to realize its

potential as a useful vehicle for corrections administrators, the decision

11,Aker must be able to use it to analyze a total corrections system, estab-

lis an institutional philosophy, define goals and objectives, formulate

plans for adult basic education, develop and implement programs of adult

oducation, and evaluate the total system operation. The model must

Ile equally useful and valuable to instructional and instruction-related

personnel who must be able to use it to plan, implem6nt, and evaluate

adult basic education programs. The experimental versions of the model have

been used extensively both by administrators and instructional personnel in

designing and evaluating management and instructional systems of adult basic

education fOr correctional agencies and institutions.. The success of the

earlier editions ofthe model can be attributed in Large measure to the way

in which the model was used.

.
The experience to date with use of the conceptual model to develop

and evaluate adult basic education systems for correctional settings doc-

uments the viability of a workshop or seminar approach which will accom-

plish two purposes simAtaneouily--design of a delivery system model and

training of personnel for continued leadership roles in providing subse-

quent pre-service:and/or in-ervice training as well as ongoing evaluation

and revision of the system. Accomplishment of the mi.sition of corrections

tequires both personnel training and model implementation. Both elements

arc essential. Either one by itself is not sufficient. Models must be syn-

thesi.l.ed to accomplish the mission of corrections and these models must be

implemented. Personndi must be trained in model design and must be pre-
pared to direct and support model implementation. 'It is. not enough to have
a model that can produce an efficient system to support and contribute to

inmate w(Ilare. There must be trained personnel at the institution or
agenv where the model is to be implemented, if the full potential of sys-

tem operation is to be realized. It is not enough to have personnel trained

in the it of ',YStVMS techniques. There also must be model design and im-

plewntation.
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This conceptual model describes the process of developing, imple-
menting, and evaluating adult basic education for correctional settings.
This model can be used to simulate real life situations. By verbally
walking through each of the functions in this model, it is possible to
evaluate the operation of that function and to determine the way in which
relationships shown in the conceptual model are implemented in the setting.
This will indicate the weaknesses and strengths in the syttem as it is
operating, point up needs for improvement, and suggest directions for

change. This talking through of a real life situation by following the
signal paths and attending xo each of the functions in the conceptual
model is the procesi of narration simulation. In talking through the
real life situation, evaluation of the system can be made by checking
the system operation against the four principles of general systems.

The design of the delivery system of adult basic education for a
given setting is accomplished by converting each function in the process
model to an operating function for the delivery system model. This re-
quires writing an operational description of the function in a narrative
and drawing a flowchart model to depict the function as a graphic ant:
This means that each, function must be considered and then a narrative
must be written and a flowchart model must be drawn. The narrative must
be wripten to describe the way in which the function will operate in the
delivery systert, and to identify the relationships of the function to
others in the &livery system. The flowchart model will depict the func-
tions and relationships of the .system, showing feedback, feedforward, and

adjustment mechanisms. It is assumed that actions, information and objects
flow along the sipal paths between and among the functions in the model. '

The signal paths shown in the conceptual model are presented as the direc-
tion of flow for an effective, efficient process of adult basic education.

In the delivery ystem model it is essential that the description of the
functions and thqr interrelationships be specific to a given setting. In

the conceptual model narrative the italicized sections, at the end of the
expositions for each of the functions, give directions,to the user for con-
verting the elementlto an operational concept in the delivery system model.

the conceptual model is designed to present the process of adult
basic education in corrections. Use of this model can result in evalua-
tion or deshul of a delivery system of adult basic education for any cor-
eo_lonal settinglocal, state or federal facility; medium, maximum or
miaiAem qeturitv ,etting; male, female, or coeducational population.

Sinc( a systems approach is a team approach, the optimum benefit

ir0,11 using Om conceptual model to plail and evaluate adult basic education

in ,orrections can be realized from a team. .Planned workshops or seminars

wi11 Lief/ital., And stimulate team work and set the stage for continued

int idopartm,ntn1 A.00peration acid involvement.

lhe lecoimnended approach for most effective utilization of the con-

,nudei is the workshop or seminar approach in which a team made up

hnd prior traiing and experience in the Adult Basic

ition in corretions Program provides instruction in systems, techniques

and tv,-, xltiallvo to participants designing a delivery system model for

theit institutions. The individuals comprising the instructional team have

on cd reg.ional tleam leaders.
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The initial workshop will require a five=day period, during which
the basic concepts and skills of systems approach would be taught, and
the delivery system model developed. In such a workshop it would be ex-
pected that the following objectives would be Accomplished: (1) parti-

cipants would develop understanding of.the basiC concepts and acquire pro-._
ficiency in using systems approach to design or evaluate delivery systems;
and (2) participants would design a system model of adult basic education
foethe institution or agency. The agenda for the initial five-day work-
shop should provide for: one day to overview the conceptual model and
provide supervised practice in using systems techniques; three days to
design the delivery system model; and one day for simulation and revision.
Participants should be assigned to teams.

The initial workshop shduld be followed with another two-day ses-
sion, or two one-day sessions during the year, at which time advanced
training can be given to the participants and th -delivery system model
can be simulated, evaluated,_and revised. From t is point on, there

i should be continuing staff development, program i rovement, and system

evaluation through use of the conceptual model by institutional personnel.

After participation in workshops conducted by.:one of the Adult
Basic Education in Corrections' regional teams, participants should be
prepared to provide continuing pre-service and in-service training for
other institutional staff; continued evaluation and refinement of the
delivery system model designed for the institution; and development of
curriculum guides to implement the instructional system.

As part of the Adult Basic Education in Corrections Program; in-
structional packets for seminars have been developed implementing a design
for a training model in an institutional or agency setting. The materials

have been tested for use with personnel of correctional institutions and
agencies. Under the direction of a regional team leader, with the assist-
ance of one or two tepM members, instruction in the use of the conceptual
model can be given and supervision can be provided to participants using
the model to design delivery systems. A list of recommended regional

team leaders is available upOn request from Dr. T. A. Ryan, Adult Basic
Education in Corrections Program Director, 1776 University Avenue, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96822.

2i
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PART I I

MODEL OF

A D U LT BASIC

EDUCATION

CORRECTIONS

fl

[his model consists of seven chapters, which combine to present a
narrative exposition of the conceptual model of Adult Basic Education in,
"orrt:ccions, and a flowchart. Chapter I concerns the conceptualization
01 the Lorrectional system, describes the real, life environment in its
t aality and the functions-in the system, delineates the relationships
A educati.'m to other functions in the system elements, and defines the
roquirements which must be met by a system of adult basic education.
chapter II, III, IV, V, and VII combine to provide a model for a manage-
opot ,I(.1ivcry .,ystkm. Chapter VI tonstltutes a model for an instructional
dh systcm. Thv llowchatt. (Supplementary Figure) is in the back of
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CHAPTER i

ANALYZE REAL LIFE

ENVIRONMENT (1.0)

Introduction

to begin any new project one must look at the

system as it now exists and begin 'there. Joseph Oresic

17 .

A system is produced by following a specified plan of action:
analysis of the real life environment; establishment of a philosophy to
depict an idealized environment; definition of goals and objectives; for-
mulation of a plan; development, implementation, and evaluation of the
program; and evaluation of the system. This chapter deals with the first
step in the sequence of events that leads to production and operation of
a system--analysis of the real life environment.

An,z1lioi,s is the process of taking an existing whole, breakilg it
into its parts, identifying the parts, relating the parts, and limiting
the process. This is exactly the process that will place in (1.0),

ANAL\ZL REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT, when the parts which combine to make up
the corrections sy§tem in a given setting are identified, their relation-
ships described, and the parts considered separately. A system is an or-
ganization or structure of an orderly whole, made up of parts which are
related to each other and to the whole, with all of the parts, individually
and in consort, working to achieve a defined mission. Every system oper-

ates in an environment (Ryan, 1969). Corrections is a system. The

parts of a 'orrections system consist of actions, information, and objects.
The actions are the functions of the institution. The objects are the in-

dkviduals for whom the system operates, the offenders, and the ones who
hnplement the functions. Analysis of a corrections system is accomplished
by considering carefully the available information about the offenders,
the institutional functions, and the setting or environment in which the
system operates.

!he central concern of corrections is with the behaviors of offend-

ers (Grenier, 1972; Houchin, 1972). A correctional system is concerned

dith securing and controlling individuals_ who have demonstrated behaviors
that did not contribute to the welfare of society or the well-being of the

individual. At the same time a correctional system is concerned with
changing behaviors of these individuals so they can become contributing,
productive members of society. It is essential to begin the production of

a ,ystem by determining the prt,,ent behaviors, that is, the knowledge, skills,
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_______-and_attitudes, and the personal characteristics of the individuals, since
it is by comparing the real life situation, with the ideal

that needs can be assessed and system objectivei defined. It is important
to know the functions which are being implemented in the existing system
and the environment in which the system is functioning, since this infor-
mation points to gaps in the present system operation, unveils weaknesses
in relationships among the parts of the systei, and indicaees problems of
incompatibility between the system and its environment. One of the major__
pitfalls in designing or, operating a system is the incompatibility of
system and environment. A system which is designed for one environment
and which may be effectively functioning in that environment may be a com-

plete failure in a different environment. It is utterly inconceivable'to
expect a public school model of education to meet the needi or fulfill the
mission of corrections. Fisher (1970) made this point, ". . . the biggest

mistake that correctional institutions have made and some are still mak-
ing . . . is patterning their school system after public school (p.189)."

S nthesis of a new system cannot take place unless the real life envilron-
ment, including the offenders,the institutional functions, and the sistem
environment, are identified clearly and completely. Innovation and itA-

provemenc can take place way if there is a clear and complete underst nd-
ing of that which is to be improved.

or

e elements or functions which re

considered essential components of a -ectional system are: (1) th

system environment; (2) the offendey population; and (3) the institu4
tional functions.

fu4ct1on :1NALYZE REAL LIfE ENVIEONAENT (1.0) is accomplished
,r.4 or analses: ANALYZE1SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT (1. 1), ANALYZE

t1.21, and ANALYZE FUNCTIONS (1.3). In the delivery
t" .'se analyses 147::ll he made and tire results reported

ANALYZE SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT (1.1)

File system environment consists of the 'physical setting of the in-
,

:,t.tution and the post-release communities which accommodate the major
portion of the offender group.

N 1111.7111,V41F3T (1. 1) io accomplished for
> 4,11 des,-.7riHng the environment

A11.1LYZP' IN7TITITTONAL SETTING

.,;0%11i 0117 t;:w post-release residence of
7 %' 0 'IV WI ( !.

ANALYZ IN0JirriluNAL 3E11 IN(; (1.1.1)

,,citing 14 made up of two parts, the institution

1 and the nuarbv community which serves the institution. This commu-

mav'be a rliral area, a small or medtum sized town, a large city, or a
ottpolitan area. ow ,;citing includes physical, social, psychological,

and,or000mic Inctorq.
#

2 ;i
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The setting is important because these factors influence system
operation (Boyles, 197U; Eckenrode, 4971).

The.funetion, ANAYZE ,INSTITUTIONAL SETTING (1.1.1) is acconplished
in the 0(61.ivery syst.,:m model by carrying oat two activities: ANALYZE/
DESCRIBE IilSTITUTI,'N PROPER (1.1.1.1) and ANALYZE/DESCRIBE NEARBY COMMU-
NITY (1..1.2).

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE INSTITUTION PROPER (1.1.1.1). The institution
pioper is made up of physical, social-cultural, economic, and psycho-
logical factors. The physical factors include type of terrain, distance
from pities or towns, rural or urban setting and facility information.
Facility information includes age, number, size and structural design of
buildings, size of the grounds, type of facility, composition of popula-
tion, and size of personnel compleMent. The type of facility is deter-
mined by the age )ange served (youth or adult), sex (male, female, co-
educational), security (maxian0,$ medium, minimum), and capacity compared
to actual number of residents. The composition of population is deter-
mined by the general description of 'the offender group.

The social factors of the institution proper include the social
structure and social classes of the institution. These are defined
by the status accorded to offenders vs institutional personnel, and thesocial classes among the offenders and institutional personnel as deter-mined by the formal and informal power'groups.

`The economic.factors of the institution are defined by the contri-
butions of prison industry or farm to the system operation, and by the
socio-economic level represented by offenders and the various groups inthe institution personnel. 0

The psychological fictorillre defined by the attitudes and valuesof offenders and institution personnel.

All of these factors bear upon the operation of the system and
exert influence on the efforts to'achieve innovation and improvement.

'r3f7; v ti iL,

t ? 4 sl ti th,

i ea!

)n, A:,4LF:E/DiSCRIBE INSTITUTION PROPER (1. 1. 1. 1) is ac-
system model by mentally analyzing and reporting

ly ies,,r1bing physical., social-cultural, economic,
,f2ct 3re surrounding the institution proper.

p;ly.Yi'ca7 faoror6 qescribe type of terrain, distance from
r rural, or urldn settIng4., Describe the facility by

P,1 .1-7 . A''ructl n'Ambe2 size, ,Rid structural design of
type of facility aCivording to age, range served --

,'; ,'Gs p T:i'afion--male, female, coeducational; Securitg71.-
r ",:e'1, e ,,,tpacity tic, ao''al windier of OffoneLly0 1w s a ins

04'tut: ,.) :)00,n,72e ,qte elo7p00,iticn of population by reportiv gen-
ed-7 f pnpu'ation. ivsorlto th, pers(nn,!/ complement

r ,0 1,, 'Os ,; br*

Hk.atment, adWinistration, industry, maintenance.

2
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Under social-cultural factors, based on sukiegtive evaluation if
,!,.7cctive data are not available, describe the general social structure
.;,2 ia:ntif4 the.social groupings or classes in the institution among of-

fenders anerinetZtution personnel. Identify formal and informal per
groups.

1.nder economic factors of the institution describe prison indite-

tries or farm operations, and socio-economic levels of the majority of of=

.;:;-,nderr, and of the institution personnel.

Under psychological factors describe the general feeling inside the

'restitution with regard to attitudes and values. This will be a subjective

,Ilaluation of the way in which institutional personnel feel about the of-
j;:nder population, corrections as a system, the institutional operation.

feaings are reflected in attitudes which support a belief in a
1,w:tie, vs rehabilitative vs corrective mission; belief in the dignity

a!! ,f the offneler vs a feeling of an inferior group of individuals;

a.f::one indicatif:g. cooperation among departments vs lack of communication

v.I 3o,peration. Lescribe the major values of the institution personnel

J:1 the 7 nP,.ates.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE COMMUNITY (1.1.1.2). The community of the insti-

tution is the nearest village, town, city, or metropolitan area serving
the institution. The community consists of geographic, social, economic

and psychological faCtors.

This is an important part of the setting, since it is this commu-
nity in which a large part of the institutional staff will reside and it
is to this community that the institution will look for support of pro-

gram operations and system goals (Erickson, 1972; Jeffes, 1971; Nelson,

1472; oresic, 1972). The local community exerts a tremendous effect on

the institutional operations. .(Eckenrode, 1971).c The public attitude
toward rehabilitatfon and correction and the community response to re-
habilitative and corrective programs, as well as Support and opinions of
prominent political figures in the local, s te, and federal jurisdictions,

influence the level and nature of system ope ions (Boone, 1972;

Stet Yes,

eli7AtY;;E/PEC:CRILIE COMMUNITY ( 1. 1. 1.2) is acconplished

P.L,.4%1
s, , ,kscribing the geographic, social, economic,

;:)!_?; constitute major elements in the community

;-w2phi, j',2,t.,re by telling the location, physical and

4,24 lahb,zrke, and limate in the area.

fa -,ton; by identffying the pwer groups in
in which in.ltitution,personnel partic-

; T I,' 2Th 1,e0 , j. i n ti j14 iominant

,,t, fJ ,'(.1.-n1-7 lying th.. major business, industry,

dt r. rat ri-1),,m1nt pi. ture,and indicate

2l
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projected employment trends for the area.

Describe psychological factors oy relating, based on sublective
evaluation if objective data are not available, the degree to which the
co.,:munity supports, in principle and in practice, the correctional insti-
tAion'aperation. Describe the feelings of the community residents about
,?operation with the institution, attitudes toward rehabilitative and
correcti)e progrann. Oescribe the major values which are reflected in the
community.

The main concern in this sub-system is to analyze and describe the
factors of the particular community that affect the operation of a particu-
lar correctional institution, rather than factors univeral to all communities.

ANALYZE POST-RELEASE COMMUNITIES (1.1.2)

Post-release refers to the period of time after the offender is re-
leased from the institution. This may be through discharge, parole, fur-
lou4, or work-release. The post-release community is made up of the geq-
graphic region or regions to which the major portion of the offenders go
upon release from the institution. The community may be one large metro-
politan area, or the entire United States. The post-release community may
be more than one town, city, or metropolitan area to which the offenders
will go upon release. The post-release community has social-cultural,
economic, and psychological factors.

The post-release community is important, because the correctional
system in the institution must operate to prepare the offender for return
to iree society as a civically responsible member contributing to social
well being and economic growth of the community. The only way in which
the correctional system can prepare an individual for effective, productive,
constructive functioning in a given environment is to provide a program
which is designed intentionally and realistically to fit the individual
ior that particular social-economic psychological setting (Caldwell, 1971;
Clausen, 1971; McCollum, 1972; Mock, 1971). If there are groups of bigoted
individuals in the community who are opposed to having ex-offenders in the

area, it is critical to help the individual, while in the institution, to
develop the kind of coping skills needed in this situation. If there are

occupations which are not open, to ex-offenders in the community, the insti-
tution must provide training in other areas to equip the individual with
the skills and knowledge needed for employment in occupations which are
open to ex-offenders. The offender must prepare, while in the institution,

for assuming family responsibiliti s and he/she must learn how to make .

--wor-t-by-use-of -14.1suruLime.. The o fender must _be prepared to adjust to the)i

cultural factors which are part of his/her post-community. Communities are

not All the smo. It is important to know the communities to which the of-

fenders will go upon release (Black, 1971). These may or may not be the

Saill ones from which they came on entering the institution. One of the majoror

:n .,.1 clf ,..)rr,-ctf,-no is to,iridgo the gap between the institution and

r.. .,r7.1. This cannot be accomplished without careful and considered
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analysis of the post-release community, as a prerequisite to planning
viable programs of correction inside the institution. Information about
the post-release community can be obtained from a variety of sources.
Social-cultural information can be obtained from Chambers of Commerce,
newspapers, welfare agencies, social agencies, and civic grow s, as well
as from offender records and interviews in cases where the off der is re-
turning to the same community from which he has come. Economi information
can be obtained from State Employment Offices, U.S. Department f Labor,
labor unions, and newspapers.

At:. function OALYZE POST-RELEASE COMMUNITIES (1.1.2) accomplished
the deliv,r:i system model by describing geographic, socia ltural,

and psychological factors and reporting sources fo obtaining
czt information. Describe geographic factors identifying c--

Zoca*n, and .1 scribing rhysical and political boundaries and landmarks.

t! .,,ca/-cultural information by describ g family rela-
rcreati,nal opportunities, religious groups thnic groups,

A:ttiqgs, Jc iaZ structure, power groups, and itical pressures of
List sources where this informhtion will be obtained for

p2rt:cuLar institution, so the information can be kept up-to-date.

cc,no.r7:c factors by reporting unemployment rates for dill-

:.-cupational t-Jrd:Als, employment opportunities, job trends, major
Lizinces, and industry activities in the community. If there are

e teictions or r,quirarents unique to the area, report these. List-
cconoric fnformation, so this can be kept up-to-dare.

psyc%,)logical factors by reporting, based on Subjective
vb,f,ct,..v,3 -lata are not available, the dominant values of the

, 1""..tCt4 an the attitia,,1 to offenders and the correctional privess.

ANAL:2E OFFENDER POPULATION (1.2)

The offender population is defined as the total number of individuals
'untamed to a Oven institutional jurisdiction. The offender population
hir an institution Consists of all the individuals sentenced'to the insti-
tution tor the purpose of correction. The function ANALYZE OFFENDER
t'firULAWN (1.2) requires identification of the offender population ac-
cordinki to social-cultural characteristics, economic characteristics, and
p(rsonalips chological characteristies,and listing of sources for obtain-
in informatjon in each of these categories.

there is no function more critical to the achievement of a viable
tc op(acion than the function ANALYZL OFFENDER POPULATION (1.2)

(Darrett, 1971). flit delivery system in any correctional sitting must be
,N i od to 1.1,Inge the beha,iors et the ottender population in that partic-

(Lierhe, 1o72; !Wan, 1970). Offenders must be motivated to
to chars, e their behaviors (Dilworth, 1971; Furbay, '1972; Johnson,

V112; %ihols, 1972; fTottward, 1970). Without reliable, valid, objective add
oiplete information to describe the offenders in any given setting, it is
uot po.,.iht, to dosit;t1 1 viable delivery system. It is not possible to identify

2 ()
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the changes that need to be made in the offenders without first having a
clear and accurate picture of the offender group at the starting point.
The most critical elemenL Ln the correctional system environment is the
offender population (Brinkman, 1972; Davis, 1972; Maresh, 1972; McFerren,
1972; Pancrazio, 1972). Any delivery system must be designed with the of-
fenders in mind.

The ANALYZE OFFENDER POPULATION (1.2) function is made up of three
parts: ANALYZE/DESCRIBE OFFENDER SOCIAL-CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS (1.2.1),
ANALYZE/DESCRIBE OFFENDER ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS (1.2.2), and ANALYZE/
DESCRIBE OFFENDER PERSONAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS (1.2.3).

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE OFFENDER SOCIAL-CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS (1.2.1)

fhe social-cultural characteristics of an offender population are
made up of social and cultural factors describing the groups in an insti-

tution. Social factors constitute the characteristics which typify indi-
viduals pr groups of individuals living together. Cultural factors con-
stitute the characteristics which typify the patterns of behavior which
can be expected from a group of individuals.

Social-cultural characteristics of an offender population are im-
portant beLause these factors will bear heavily on the planning and imple-
mutation of programs to change offenders (Wells, 1970). It; is critical to
know the power groups among the offenders and to be aware of patterns of be-

havior expected*from different ethnic 9r culture groups, in order to develop
and operate a successful program of correction (Dilworth, 1971; Johnston,
1971; Nickel, 1970). This information is available from probation/parole
ottices, churches, families, personal interviews, court records, pre-sentence

reports, and welfare and social agencies.

"he ii:,,,ILYZ,oRrP5 OFFENDER SOCIAL-CULTURAL' OHARACTERISTICS (1.2.1)
io i in the delivery system by describing for the total

i3 Ier.tve breakdoon, the family background, religious affil-
,!..2qa1.,l'itereste or leisure time activities, peer group affi/-

Jr ,?ultural grew affiliation. List sources for obtain-
the e,otem tV1 btl kept up-to-date.

ANAIAZE/DLSCR;BE OFFENDER EC NOMIC CHARACTERISTICS (1.2.2)

Leonomic characteristi s of an offender population are the present
earninc power and prior occupational history of the individuals in an
institution. Present earning power is defined in terms of job skills, at-
titudes, and knowledge required to support oneself and family within the
law. Prior occupational history is defined as the chronological sequence

jobs held bti the individuals over,a time span encompassing the previous
potential working years.

The conamic characteristics of the offender population are important,
stme one of the majortaims cif a correctional system will he to change the
of tender in such ways that he/she will he able to get and maintain employment

1
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commensurate with his /her abilities. The economic status of offenders varies,
but generally their earning power is lower than the average citizen, and
their prior occupational history portrays a disoriented, irregular, and in-
complete picture. They have failed to achieve a healthy pattern of career

, development, which would support vertical and horizontal mobility in the .

job market. Their employment has generally, been on jobs that were short in
('duration and mainly in unskilled occupations. Programs to help 'offenders

acquire the job skills, knowledge, and attitudes requisite for productive
st

participation in the labor force can be bupt only on the basis of an
analysis of the job skills, knowledge, and attitudes which the individuals
have at the starting point.

This information about offender economic charatteristics can be ob-
tained frominterviqw, previous employers, family, friends, and records.

-he ANALYZE/DESCR:TBE OFFENDER ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS (1.2.2) fldnc-
tiJn is acc:olplishedin the delivery syste&model by describing the present
Ict,r7 of job skills, knowledge, and attitudes of the offender population in
an ;n:titution. This is done by reporting the percentages of the population
having different levels and kinds of job skills, knowledge, and attitudes.

sources for obtaining this information should be listed, to keep the
inprmasion up-to-date.,.

In this :nib-system, also describe the previous employment history
th.. population, :y reporting the percentages of the population capable

f ,771o:pent or kav:,:g had reported employment in the different occupational
gToups--unskillcd t, professional--upon entry to the institution. List
sources for obtaining information, so this can be kept up-to-date.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE OFFENDER PERSONAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS (1.2.3)

Personal-psychological characteristics of the offender are those
!actors and behaviors which combine to make up the personality of ,an indi-
vidual, including interests, values, attitudes, aptitudes, mental ability,
educational achievement, kinds of offenses, length of sentence, age, sex,
race, and marital status.

The personal-psychological characteristics of the offender popula-
tion are important because these factors will determine in large measure
the kind of programs needed to achieve the correction of individuals in the
institution. fht personal-psychological characteristics of individuals set
the baseline upon which correction programs must be built (Nielson, 1972;
Reed, 1972). Behavior is a reflection of values and attitudes, and in order
r change overt b.chamiar, .the values and attitudes of the individual must
be identified and changed (Nielson, 1972; Ryan, 1970; Woodward, 1972).
The value structure 'of the offender, in general, varies considerably from
that of the lidult in a free society (Jeffei, 1971; McCollum, 1972;
Pancrazio, 1972; 4ard, 1971; Warren, 1972). Typically, the offender has
becn expcp;ed to t limtted amount of parental guidance, possesses a poor self-
imago, la,ks sal-discipline, resents authority, and is ,failure- oriented.
Values are c9nstructs with.cognttive and affective aspects which exert
dire-tive Influences on an individual, constituting the characteristics

3 1
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which shape the behavior of the individual. This information is obtained,:'.,
from test reco*eds, interview, and reports.

4

Ac ASALYZe/DEECRIBE OFTODER PERSXAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERIS-
TICS (1.2.3,) function is accomplished in the delivery sys:.em by reporting
under each of the categories of personal-psychological characteristics the .

number of individuals in the total poputgtion falling in different level4
or intervals. This sL)ald be done in table form. The categories of interest
should be listed,, blloaing usual listing from standardized interest tests.
°ategoriee of values ..):41 be listed, using value inventories to determine
relevant values. Aptitudes should be listed according to those included'
in the Differential Aptitude Test Battery or GenaraZ Aptitude.Test Battery.
Mental ability should be oategortzed according to test score bands. Educa-

tional 'achievement should be listed by grade level, as indicated from school
r.._2rds, and also Li test record. Listing offenses by kind and time and ltst-
Ing (rff-n_iers ty age:, sex, race and marital status are self-explanatory. Ltst

ale., sources far 5.itaiming each kind of in'ormation.

ANALYZE FUNCTIONS (1.3)

A functiOn is an activity carried on-to implement the mission of
the system. A function, or An element, is an integral part of an organi!-
zation or struct4re designed to accomplish a stated mission. Corrections

functions are those activities carried on in the correctional setting to
accomplish the mission of corrections, the redirection of behaviors of
individuals so personal welfare and social well-being will be achieved and
maintained. The corrections functions may be carried on within or outside
a correctional institution,. With the added emphasis on coamunity-based
corrections, riany of the traditional institutional functions now are taking
place outside the instittltion--in treatment centers, halfway houses, work
settings,rand schools.

Corrections funct ions are made up of two kinds of activities': of-
fender-related and institution- related. The ANALYZE FUNCTIONS (1.3)

is maae up of twolparts: ANALYZE,OFFENDER-RELATED FUNCTIONS (1.3.1)
and ANALYZE INSTITUTION-RELATED FUNCTIONS (1.3.2).

ANALYZE OFFENDER-RELATED FUNCTIONS (1. 311).

Ot ender-related functions :ire those activities in the corrections
system whi 4 are concerned primarily with redirection of the offender popu.-
Dijon from anti-social into socially productive and constructive avenues.
These activities fall in two categories: security-and-control of the of-
feddcr, and treatment of the offender. The ANALYZE OFFENDER-RELATED FUNC-
TP)NS (1.3.0 is made up of two parts: ANALYZE/DESCRIBE SECURING AND CON-

-

NOLUNG FUNCTION:; (1.3.1.1) and ANALYWDESCRLBE TREATMENT FUNCTIONS (1.3.1.2).

ANALYZE /DESCRIBE SECURING AND CONTROLLING FUNCTIONS (1.3.1.1)
wring refers to security o." custody of the correctional setting-and di-

:3 4"
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rectly involves the offender in a manner prescribed-by law. The securing
function is accomplished through walls, fences, and towers. Controlling
reft.:rs to rules and regulations that make for an orderly operation within
the setting.

Wardens and superintendents are in strong agreement that without
the securing and controlling functions in corrections implementation of
any other function would be impossible (Nelson, 1972; Parkinson, 1972).
The securing and controlling of the offender population Whin the "Correc-
tional jurisdiction, including Movement inside and outside the institution,
must be recognized as prerequisites for any.kind of treatment program.
This is shown by the signal paths (1.'43.1.1) , (1.3.1.2).

The ANALYZE /DESCRIBE SECURING ARP CONTROLLING FUNCTIONS (1.3.1.1)
io ,t..!:,1:oh.-1 in t,h, delivery system model by describing the structural

r,i.at contribute to security and control, such as walls, fences,

thy: (1:!tivities or prescriptions than are carried out in the
r,ainaini:n;1 security and control, such as number and time of

.,,,tn!..os movement prtJoeduves,:iadjustment proceedings, departmental

alt.' in:.titutional rules and regulations.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE TREATMENT FUNCTIONS (1.3.1.2). Treatment is the

process of managing remedial and corrective services. What happens in se-

curing and controlling theoffender population (1.3.1.1) affects the treat-
ment functions in a correctional system, and vice versa. There is a strong.

mutually reciprocal relationship existing between the two functions. This

is shown by the reciprocal signal paths in the flowchart. Treatment can

take place in a traditional correctional setting or in some type of commu-
nity treatment facility.

The treatment function in a corrections systeM is a key element,
since the mission of corrections calls for redirecting the behaviors of
the individuals. This can be accomplished only through remedial and cor-

.rective services. The ANALYZE/DESCRIBE TREATMENT FUNCTIONS, (1.3.1.2) is

made up of seven parts: ANALYZE/DESCRIBE EDUCATION FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.1),
ANALYZE/DESCRIBE PSYCHOLOGY/ PSYCHIATRY/ FUERAPY FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.2),
ANALYZE/DESCR4BE MEDICAL/DENTAL FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.3), ANALYZE/DESCRIBE

SOCIAL WORK FUNCTION (1.3.1.2:4), ANALYZE DESCRIBE CLASSIFICATION/PROBATION/
PAROLE FUNC11014 (1.3.1-2.5), ANALYZE/DESCRIBE OMBUDSMAN/LECALJUNCTION
(1.3.1,2.6), and ANALYZE/DESCRIBE.RELIGION FUNCTION,.( 1.3.1.2.7).

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE EDUCATION FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.1) Education is a pro-

cess of changing behaviors of an individual in desfrable directions. Chang-,

ang of behw.Lor can Lake place as -a result ofidanned, 'intended sequence of
activities ,pecifically designed to bring about defined behavioral changes,
or the Modification in behavior, can come about as a result of unplanned,
unintended experiences and environments which reinforce the behavioral
change.. Education, as part of the treatment function in a corrections sys-
tem, is intended, planned, and directed, ,with experiences specifically.tre-
ated and environment; purposefully contrived Lo bring about specified be-

havior changes in the offender population. These behavior changes include

changes Lit knowledge, skills, attitudes, and valuesof-the individuals
making up the population in a given correctional setting.

ti
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The education function in a corrections system is nide up of seven
parts: ANALYZE/DESCRIBE SOCIAL ADJUOTMENT EDUCATION (1.3.1.2.1.1), ANALYZE/
DESCRIBE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION-TRAINING (1.3.1.2.1.2), ANALYZE/DESCRIBE
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION (1.3.1.2.1.3), ANALYZE/DESCRIBE RECREATION (1.3.1.2.1.4),
ANALYZE/DESCRIBE GUIDANCE/COUNSELING (1.3.1.2.1.5), ANALYZE/DESCRIBE LIBRARY
SERVICES j1.3.1.2.1.6), and ANALYZE/DESCRIBE COLLEGE (1.3.1.2.1.7).

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT EDUCATION (1.3.1.2.1.1). Social

adjustment education consists of the experiences and environments which are
created and contrived for the sole purpose of improving and enhancing the
capability,of the individual to function positively and constructively in
social situations. This includes the,#evelopment of behavior repertoires
which will allow the individual to participate in social groups, maintain
healthy social relationships, contribute to the social welfare. Social
adjustment demands a repertoire of coping skills and subsumes the capability
of the individual to function as a family member and contribute to the

community. Social adjustment is achieved when problems of alcoholism, drugs,
and minority groups are overcome. Social adjustment education must prepare
the individual to cope with and overcome these problems (Cassell, 1970;

Hatrak, 1970).

,

SOcial adjustment education cam be provided through planned activi-
ties and experiences which constitute part of a curriculum designed specif-
ically to accomplish the objectives of social adjustient in,indiVAduals of
the offender group. Social adjustment education also can be provided dhroft!gh

planned programs developed by service groups such as Jaycees, Alcoholics
Anonymous, Black Studies Society, Narcotics Anonymous. This education func-

tion can be implemented in programs developed by inmate councils.

.The ANALYZE/LEJCRIeE SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT EDUCATION (1.3. 1.2. 1. 1) func-

on is accomplished-in the delivery system model by describing programa
of social aUustment Aich are operating in the correctional. system. De-

scribe social adjustment educatio4 by telling who'dsigned the program, the
vltie of the program, objectives, time involved, number of individuals en-
rolled, au;rber on ,*waiting list, staff, content 6f the program, methods/
materals/techniques, eoqZuation proccJitres,,budget allocation, and

spages and physical plant facilitte,i used. This information should be

given for each program, clurriculum, course which implements the pole-
tion of social" adjustment.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TRAINING (1.3.1.2.1.2).
Vocational education-training is defined as the experiences and environ-
ments created and contrived for the purpose of developing occupational
awareness, providing exploratory job experiences,, and preparing for gain-

ful employment. Vocational education- training is intended 6% develop the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes so the individual can gain and maintain
employment commensurate with his. capability.

Vocational education-training can be provided through a progam
or curriculum develbped rer Implementation at the institution, through
work-release or school release utilizing community resources, or a com-

bination of hese elements. The primary pUrpose of vocational education-
training is t prepare the individual for the world of work (Caldwell,

1971; Enyart, 1970; Lothridge, 1972; Parkinson, 1971; Towey, 1971).
I ,

.
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The ANALYZE/DESCRIBE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION-TRAINING (1.3.1.2.1.2),
function is accomplished in the delivery system model by describing the
vocational curriculum offered at the institution, including related sub-
jects and skill training, and the programs implemented outside the institu-

. tion. For each activity, tell who is responsible. for the program planning,
supervision, the name of the program, the objectives, the time schedule,
number of enrollees, number on waiting list, staff, equipment/ materials,/
methods/techniques, general content areas, evaluation procedures, budget
allocation, and space and physical' plant facilities used.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION (1.3.1.2.1.3). Adult,basic
education is defined as education be190t the level of high school completion
which is designed to prepare the indiOual for entering and maintaining
gainful employment and assuming adqii. responsibilitiel. Adult basteeduca-
tion includes two general areas: liasic;and high school. The basic education ;

prepares the individual to functimat the level commensurate with that of ;

a sixth grade completion. High sch4ol, offered either as a formal program %
of courses comparable to that of thl publi-Cschool or a General Education
Development (GED) program which includes administering of the GED test, ;/

entitles the individual to a high school diploma or a high school equiva-f
lency certificate. The adult basic education program is-concerned primalily

with developing the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to equip the indivydual
for constructive participation in society as a contributing member of the
community, capable of being civically responsible and achieving self-reali-
zation (Black, 1971; Towey, 1971). The outcomes of the adult basic educa-

tion program should be reflected in demonstrated capabilities of comniunica-
tion and computation, as well as the possession of a healthy, positive self-

image. The outcomes of adult basic education must be more than the develop-
ment of literacy skills (Ciccariello, 1971). The individuals, by virtue of

having successfully participated in adult basic eduCatiOn, must be able to
Junction in society, capable of assuming responsibilities of family members,
and be able to maintain an earning power to support themselves and their
families. Beyond the scope of literacy skills and job knowledge, adult
basic education is involved in the total growth and development of-the indi-
vidual (McGee, 1971; Oresic, 1970; Ryan, 1970).

Adult basic education is an important part of the total educational
program since it is in this part of the program that major attention is
given to the development of the kind of attitudes, values, skills, and knowl-
edge which 411 support healthy growth and development of the individual
throughout an entire life. Adult basic education should provide ways for
meeting psychological, sociological, and economic needs of the individual.'

Adult basic education can be provided either in the institution or

through schools in the community. The program can be an individualized or

group offering of basic education and secondary education. The secondary

program can be thrqugh high school courses, with granting of units for gra-

duation, or can be a GED program designed to prepare the individuals to pass
the General Educational Development test with ,scores to qualify for the

high school equivalency certificate.

?);:e- NIT .r:IM(1111'1011, ( 1. .1. 1. 31 function
ie 4 toopp liehe ;:Pi th. i'l7a.111 ..1/43 tem no le Z 1,if dell,?ribing all of the educa-
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lion programs below college Level. This includes programs from grades one
through twelve, offered at the institution as well as in the community,
and 3ED Jr related prpograra3 prepave the individual .for acquisition

of equivalency certificates through testing. For each program describe
who is xysponsible for planning and supervision, 'courses included, number"
of enrollees, number on waiting list, time schedule, staff, equipment,
materials/Methods/techniques, evaluation procedures, budget allocation,

. and space and physical plant facilities used.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE RECREATION (1.3.1.2.1.4).. Recreation is defined

_as the process of contributing to personal growth and development through
pleasurable exercise or activity, which is conducted primarily for enjoy-
ment. Recreation is any formal or informal, active or passive leisure time
activity Used for refreshment of body or mind.

t.eq.

Recreation is an important component of the education function,
since it is concerned primarily with worthy use of leisure time. In view

of the trend toward greater amounts of leisure time for individuals in _the
free world, it/becomes doubly important to.prepare'offenders for this
situation. It is also important to contribute to the refreshment of body
and mind during the confinement of the individual in the institution, since

the nature of institutional routine tends to militate adainct growth and

development of the individual.

Recreation can be prodded as a planned part of the &stitutional
programi or in the community as part of the community leis re time activi-

ties, or a combination of these.

The ANALYZE/PES,7RI3E RECREATION (2.3.2.2.1.4) fUzction is accom-
'plished in the delivery system model by describing the iecre&tional pro-

grams. For each program or activity, tell who is responsible for planning

and supervising, hambcr of participants, time schedules, equipment and
pro,A,d.tkvs, budget allocatioll, physical plant and space

uelqd; an;:,7 community involm-rant.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE GUIDANCE/COUNSELING (1.3.2.2.1.5). Guidance -con-

sists of services provided to individuals or groups to maximize and facili-

tate learning and direct behavioral change in desirable directions. Counsel-

ing consists of services provided by professionally trained personnel to
individuals or groups of individuals to assist them in dealing realistically
and successfully with the developmental tasks appropriate to growth stages.

Guidance or counseling services as part of the corrections system
can be provided by professionally trained members of the institutional
staff or by contract personnel- Guidance and counseling services, consti-
tuting part of the educational function of corrections, arc concerned-pri-
marily with educational and vocational development of the individual.

fUno (: i tm 1,6

,t,!,?,)mi,('_ishea in th, ay.:tem,4:,,del by telling what kind of guidahoe

m1 oounselthg oerviooe Ir. proll(ki cdW?all0,101 and VOCQH.Onal

,,y1t,f.,, the ,10 oI /J. ,7e: .'0 to Of len,k113, the pet'Supl1c
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responsible for guidance and counseling, number of offenders receiving guid-
ance and counseling, number on the waiting list, materials/methods/tecnntques
erTloyed, Sfax and physical plant facilities used, and budget allocation.

ANALYZE /DESCRIBE LIBRARY .SERVICES (1.3.1.2.1.6). A library consists
of a room, rooms, or building where hardware and software are kept,_ cared
for, and circulated. A library houses books, periodicals, newspapers, media,
and other learning ,materials. Library services, include those planned ac-
tivities conducted under supervision of a trained librarian to propote ate,

facilitate individual or group learning. An out-of-the way room wrth ma*
shelves of outdated, dusty volumes does not constitute library services. '

This service should be the center of the education function. The
library should be available to all offenders and have an inviting atmosphere
conducive to learning. The libraryaY services function is important since it
supports and contributes to all other components of the education function.
This is shown by signal paths from library services to other education sub-

',
systems.

The ANALYZE/DESCRIBE LIBRARY SERVICES (1. 3. 1.2. 1. 6) function is
accompli.she.;,' in the delivery system mole.1 by describing the physical faci-
lities, responsib".e for and supervision, availability
of the lilrare services to offenders, staff responsible for conducting

s....rvices, number of offenders participating in library services,
nuriqjr list to z..,oe the library services., number and publication
dates of volumes, ,:...irculation rate, circulation system, culling and weeding
procedures, r..at,-.':rials/,.;qui.pr:ent,/ntectia available, services offered, and
Dudget allocation.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE COLLEGE (1.3.1.2.1.7). College is defined as post-
secondary education, consisting of d planned program of learning experiences
and environments designed to contribute to the healthy growth and,levelop-
ment of the individual, and' leading to the awarding of certificates or grant -
ting degrees.

O

The college program is an important part of education in a correc-
tional institutions, since it meets the needs of the individuals who, by
virtue of having completed educational programs before entry to the institu-
tion, or through the programs offered at the institution, have achieved high
sehool equivalency or graduation which represents the upper end of the adult
basic education element of the education program.

College is offered throttgh study-release, with offenders attending
regular classes in colleges or universities outside the institution, through
contract courses. offered by professors who come to the institution, or
through correspondence courses (Barrett, 1971; Kennedy, 1970).

;;t,_ 1,LEfiE 1... 1 . ." . 1 . / 1 .1 ow 1 on is acoomptivlwd
\ 2r Lf V.sr:+ 4;1.7 ";-) ;1 13:o lea crq:1)i nu t;7. not csti-nt of co IL:go
1%. JO, p ,p.14;1. oaf ing 1101 . toff, \

1.1t ,11. I ,2' "rt el 20, WI i p cal p 1(z,n1. ,411 1 ooP t. to of fonder far
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ANALYZE/DESCRIBE PSYCHOLOGY/PSYCK*RWHERAPY FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.2)
Clinical psychologists are concerned primatily Oith treatment of individuals

are severely disturbed. Counseling psyphologists work with individuals
whose problems typically are of a less severe degree. Psychiatry, in its
broadest sense; can be defined aS medical psychology. The psychiatrist is
a medical doctor spacializing in treatment and preventioi of mental disorders,
both mild and severe. Therapy, or psychotherapy, is concerned with the treat-
ment of personality maladjustment or mental illness by psychological means,
usually, but not exclusively, through personal consultation. Therapy is
administered individually or to groups through encounter sessions, sensitivity
sessions, or behavior modification sessions. Therapy sessions are conducted
individually or with groups for the purpose of,changing attitudes, values,
and overt behavior patterns of the individual. The purpose of psychological,
,psychiatric, and therapy services for offenders is to help the individuals
achieve healthy growth and development, becoming the persons they are 'CA,-
pable of becoming. The services of the psychologist, psychiatrist, or there-
pistare designed to assist individuals in understanding themselves, modifying
their personalities in desirable directions, and achieving potitive self- images.

Through these services the individuals are assisted,in the mastery of develop-
mental tasks which must be met to achieve an adjusted, fully functioning
personality. The psychological services are concerned primarily with diag-
nosis and treatment of individuals having emotional or mental problems of-a
neurotic nature. Psychology is-a science concerned with study of behavior
of man. The function of psychological services is to understand, predict,
and control or modify'the behavior of the individual. The adjustment of the
individual is an import -ant prerequisite to the achievement of behavioral
changes which will equip, the person for constructive, productive participa-
tion in the free society ,(Ciccariello, 1971). The majority of offenders
have experienced, at least on a temporary basis, personality disorders of
one kind or another, ranging from neurotic to psychotic maladjustments in
degree of the severity of imbalance. In order to benefit from planned
educational experiences, individuals must beufficiently adjusted to be
Ale to participate in social grpups without manifesting btOrre behaviors,
and must be sufficiently in touch with reality to be able to relate the
educational program to their own growth and development.

These services, concerned'as they are with.the adjustment of the
individual, are vitally important in the correctional setting. The majority
of offenders have behavior patterns which are atypical when compared to
those of the majority of the population in free society. If the offenders
arc to become capable of functioning in a productive, constructive manner
as part of the community, it is incumbent upon them to achieve a state of
adjithtment comparable to that of the individuals in the free world.

The ANALI:,/ix., Iriat'WfN/PSYCNIATRY/TIMPAPY FUNCTION
.,% :s ao41410,1 :n t;se 417i'414y system model by describing each

tell:nj the par1,4%. tn,-; ,rucedures/Mothods employed., the

IJet alleeatiw, tbk ,',14,1)a1 tra:ned professional, the referral sys-
to!:, r,,portinglIclurJ,Ind number on maiting'lisf:d. If group sessions

:It' r,1,41, Jr, ut, requiro: for participation,

ti,*to) (0:,1 0,th,Ntilf_, z.wstriOna.

ANALYZI,./DESCRLhE MEDLCAL/DENTAL FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.3). Medical services

are concerned with 'Lure, alleviation, and prevention of disease, and the

3
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restoration and preservatioof health. Dental services are concerned with
treatment of diseases and injuries to the teeth, extraction of diseased or
injured teeth, and the insertion of artificial dentures.

The medical and dental services in a correctional institution are
important because it is essential, as a prerequisite to learning, that the
individual have a sound body (HouChin, 1972). It-is not possible to bring
about the kinds of behavior changes to equip the offender for participa-
tion in the free world as a contributing, civically responsible person,
unless the individual''first has achieved a state of physical health and
well-being.

The ANALYZE/DESCRIBE MEDICAL/DENTAL FUNCTION' (1.3.1.2.3) is accom-
pifshed in the delivery system mode/ by describing the facilities, staff,
s.rvi :es pirovide and budget allocation. The description should tell, who
provi. a the aerviet.d, the nature of services provided, where the services
art. prt,,ofred, who 1.; eligible for treatment, and report the amount of money

buigeted far these services.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE SOCIAL WORK FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.4). Social. work

services are those services which promote the welfare of faMilies and indi-
viduals through organized efforts to help in adjusting to the home and com-
munity, as well as adapting the home and community to the needs of unadjusted

individuals. Social work includes case work and group work. Case work is
concerned with assisting needy individuals and families. The needy or un-
adjusted person may be physically handicappid, mentally handicapped,-or
socially handicapped. Social group work is concerned with supervised
recreation, social settlements, and superVised handicraftS.

The social work function is important because- it is essential to,
understand the individual as a part of a social - group - -a family. peer group,
or community--if meaningful experiences are to be devised which-will assist
in bringing out the desired behavior changes. Social work'is importaAt,
also, because of the necessity of relating to the offender--aot as an indi-
vidual in isolation--but as a member of a social group (Johnston, 1971).

One of the most important sociat roles which the offender must learn is
that of family member. The impact of the family on the individual prior to

entry Into the institution, as well as the need for preparing the indi-
vidual to adjust to the Camily role upon release and assisting_him/her in
maintaining J semblance of family contact during the time of incarcera-
tioh, are critical elements,impinging von the individual and influencing
efforts to correct or redirect behavior (Nichols, 1972; Woodward, 1972).
The social workex is responsible Cor helping the unadjusted offender over-
Low social problems and prepare for a productive social role during con-
tinemenc and upon release. The social worker maintains an important liaison
between the oifender and his/her past as well as helping to prepare him/her
for, the future. The social worker has the important task of helping the
iunLl> understand the offender and develop the kind of home environment which
.will support him/her during confinement and reinforce the desired behavior

Changes upon release.

Woi?k (1.,I.1.2.0 Ls aceompltshed
taLIng oho Lo roaponoible for the ooeial work
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.

,services, o.ervices, what avviae arc pro':de..1, the purpose of the services, the case-,
load par )cial worker, thc nunLer of offenders receiving social work ser-
v:aca, the number cn the ,.2a:t::n ilst, the space and physical .plant facili,
ties, and the budget allocation.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE CLASSIFICATION/PROBATION/PAROLE FUNCTION_ (1.3.1.2.5).
Classification is the process whereby information, collected from as many .

sources as possible about individual offenders, is processed and used as a
basis for making decisions which result in establishing and maintaining a
program for each individual. Probation;is defined as the process of re-
leasing convicted inuividuals on suspended sentence under good behavior and
under supervision of an officer. Parole is the process of granting release

of offenders under supervision on condition. of good behavior after thex have
served.a portion of their sentences. Parole does not release the parolees
from custody; it doss not discharge or absolve them from penal consequences
of their acts; it does not mitigate their Runishment. Unlike a'pardon-it
is not an act of grace or leniency. The granting of parole is merely per-
mission for an offender to serve a portion of his/hex sentence outside the
correctional institution, .during which time ewe parolee continues to be in

the custody of authorities .end is under restraint. The sentence remains
in Cull force, and if at any time the conditions of the parole are violated,
the parolee can be returnecito the correctional institution.

Classification, probation-and parole are important functions of a
corrections system xznd relate to the education function (Paikinson, 1971).

information from classification is used in developing programs to meet needs
of individual offenders. This is shown by the ,feed forward from this func-
tion to the program development function which,iso paxt of (6.0). Probation
and parole are important functions in corrections and relate to education.
.21:- these, functions have determining Lpfluences, education programs fox-the
parolee or probationer are different, Ly virtue of the fact that the in4i-

.

vidnals are outside the institution, than the programs developed for those
inside the institution. The conditions of probation or parole may'specify
participation in an education program.

z.: 7:41;, :,:l:A7 ION/MOPATION/PAROLE FUNCTiON
(1....... :n thc .it,ly,cry system model by &scribing each

rce,.);t7Lic, the servicca provide the space and
th, 1:.$mi..cr of offenders served, the

P :r littpc..3, the rap,:r:ing procedures,. budget

r";a!lcn. c,)t,y,tt:,e or team composition and program,

, .cht ut!,'L., wt.! Zures.

ANALYWDESCRLIIE OMBUDSMAN/LEGAL FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.6) . The ombuds-
man lanetion is defined as the planned Morts to serve three related pur-

redressing imlividual grievances, improving the quality of adminis-

ttatin, and belping Lo SUpvrVibc the bureaucracy. The ombudsman both re-

,
keives komplaints and initiates complaints, lle/she may solicit elarifica-

tioo and help aggrieved individuils explain their grievances intelligibly.

It the ptr,ou or aguncy agailLA whom the complaint is lodged is out-
./

,Ido the' iuri.NdLLtiOh Ot the ombudsman, he/ghe instructs the individual

whole to go to lodge a tomptaint. The ombudsman gives advice ancl leg-

al old in the administ,ralive sphore .end may transmit complaints directly to

4 k)
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the, agency in question for elucidation. Zheoffice of ombudsman could not

function without the cooperation of the administration. When the fact-

finding process is complete, the ombudsman foiss an opinion as to the

correctness ofethe agency action. This is done by deciding whethez or

not the administrator, acted reasonably under the law. If it is decided

that the action was prdper and within the scope of the agency discretion,
the ombudsman explains why the action Was not objectionable. If it is

decided that the agency acted improO*rlys.the'ombudsman expresses to the

agency what a,correct action would have been and suggests a solution. The

ombudsmah's opinions and recommendations are conveyed to the complainant

after giving the authorities an opportunity to remedy the situation. The

ombudsman cannot change a decision of an,administiator, but can recommend

a different decision. An ombudsman relies on prestige and the reasonable-

ness of his/her opinions to persuade the administration to alter its post-

The function of ombudsman is important in corrections in light of

the changing emphasis on rights of offenders. When offenders have real

or imagined problems stemming from their perceptions of infringement on

their rights by the authorities, these problems mitigate against efforts to

tiring about behavioral changes in desirable directions. As lohg as the'

situation remailis unreholved, there is a tendency for the offender to

reject efforts 6n the part of the administration to operate the ongoing

programs.

+he legal function concerns opinions, actions, or decisions of the

courts relating,to correct and just procedures and denoting bases for

securing redress Of grievances and protection of individual, rights. These

services assist individuals in understanding aria implementing, in the

interest of-protecting individual rights, the edicts," decrees, orders,

statutes, ordinances, and judicial decisions which serve as controls or

regulations for society. Legal services pertain to ehe lawful rights of

offenders, and questions of a legal nature concerning cases which are

pending.

Legal services are important in corrections because offinders' rights

are a constant source of unhappiness in many correctional settings, and be-

cause-,when a great many legal cases are pending and offenders spend-a great

deal of time preparing writs and other legal documents, they are using time

which otherwise might be devoted to participation in a program deSigned to

help them achieve behavioral change.

The A1MLYZE/DP5CRIBE 014RUDNAN/LEGAL FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.6) is

accorplished in the delivery system model b11 describing the oAbudsmai: by

telling the=pu*ose, services provided, staff, reporting procedures, 'budget

allocation, epaci, and physical' paant facilities provided, number of com,

'plaints. ha'.dl.ed per month, number of offenders served, number on waiting .t.

list; and describing the legal services by telling the purpose, services

provided, staff, bu*t allocation, apaeo and phystcal plcott

'quiPment, materi.aL.-1 provi.Ld, andinudkpol'ornndeis served. Give in-

1,thi I tzr a lain 1:!,pa?7, an!? 4:zope;ces provided

Zlefert.fem or S 7rti groups.

.10
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ANALYZE/DESCRIBE RELIGION FUNCTION (1.3.1.2.7). Religious services
are concerned with belief in, reverence for, or desire to please a divine
ruling power, and provide an opportunity for faith and worship.

Religious services arc important because they satisfy the spiritual
and moral needs of the offenders. These services may be provided in the
correctional setting or in the community,

The ANALYZE/DESCRIBE RELIGION FUNCTION (1.3.1..."..2) is accomplished

:n .t.he 1:Zivex sytem model Ly taling the different denominations served,
anl foe each 3esceibing the .staff, purposes, procedures, facilities, budget
allocation, and time schedule.

ANALYZE INSTITUTION-RELATED FUNCTIONS (1.3.2)

Institution-related functions are those activities in a corrections
setting which are concerned primarily with and contribute to the efficient
operation of the total system. These functions are implemented in four
categories of activity: administration, mechanical services, personal
services, and industry operations.,

The- institution- related functions are important, bedause the environ-

ment in which the ca sections system operates, established in large measure
by these four activities, determines to a significant degree the extent to
hich the system operation will achieve its mission. The offender-related
efunctions, SECURITY/CONTROL and TREATMENT depend on an institutional enViton-
went 'in which to be' carried out. This inter-dependency between offender-

. related functions and institution-rel4ed functions is shown by the mutu-
ally -reciprocal signal paths between these two functions (1,3.1) and (1.3.2).

file ANALYZE INSTLTUTION-RELATED FUNCTIONS (1.3.2)is made up df four
parts: ANAL E/DESCRIBE INUITUTIONXL ADMINISTRATION FUNCTION (1.3.2.1),
ANALYZE/DE TIRE INSTITUTIONAL MECHANICAL SERVICES FUNCTION -(1.3.2.2) ,

ANALYZE /DI CRIBE INSII1UTIONAL PERSONAL SERVICES FUNCTION (1.3.2.3), and
ANALYZL/ ESCRIBL INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRY OPERATIONS FUNCTION (1.3.2.4).

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE INSI UTIONAL ADMINISTRATION FUNgtION (1. 3. 2. 1) .

Administration is defin(das planning, organizing, developing, scheduling,
t;oor,'.4.nating, sLaCtIng, bougcLing, and decision-making activities conducted
for the purposg of directing the operation of a given unit.

the administration function is,important because the tone and atmos-
pheni of the facility is reflection of the decisions, plans, and organi-
ation done by the top au_horities of the institution. Every element in

A ..orrt.ctions system is touched-in some. way by the administrative function.-
rhiq ib shosd by tin signal paths from (1.3.2.1) to (1.3.2.2), (1.3.2.3).
(1.1.2.4), and (1.1.1). Administrative decisions give direction to staffing,
1.adg(t allo,,attun, -pa,. allocation, nd,phvsical design/modification of
tatilities, and commuat-v Involvement and support. The psychological clt-

mate of an institution in large measure is a reflection of the attitudes
and values which are inplemented in OR administration function (Brent,

1972; Cannon, 1 12; Grvnier, 1972; Steeves, 1971).
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The ANALYZE/DESCRIBE INCTITUTIJNAL ADMINISTRATION FUNCTION (1.3.2.1
is aeeemplished in the delivery system model by describing the purpose, per-

responsibilities, and work of each one performing an adMinistrative

service. Include an organisational ,chart to show staff-line ,relationships.

Pell the pattern of communication that operates within the Ostitution.

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE INSTITUTIONAL MECHANICAL SERVICES FUNCTION
(1.3.2.2). Mechanical services are defined as the activities carried out
to maintain the physical condition of the facility in good repair and in
operating order. Mechanical services are responsible for painting, light-
ing, sanitation, ventilation, and heating of the facility.

Mechanical services are important because a sanitary, well-heated,
well-lighted, freshly painted, ventilated facility in good repair is,essen-
tial for the physical and mental well-being of She offenders (McCollum,
1972; Mock, 1971). A run-down, rat-infested, poorly healed, dimly lit
building with peeling paint and dirty walls is not conducive to learning,
and does not contribute to- healthy growth and development 'off. the individual.

Tne.A.7ALYZE/DESCRIBEIDSTITUTIWAL MECHANICAL SERVICES FUNCTION
(1.6.L.:-.) Ls accoMplished in the delivery system model by describing the_

purpses of mechanical services, the services provided, the staff, and

budg.:,t allocation. Tell the number of offenders employed, the offender
tratning potentie., and the cork schedule. .Tell the procedures for al-
Lowing .4'f enders who are employed in mechanical services time for partici-

pation in treatment programs. Tell the relationship that eiists in the
institution between mechanical services and other functions in the insti-

tu:ion. Show the re1ationship4 in the delivery system flowchart model

by sF,gn,11

ANALYZE/DESCRIBE INSTITUTIONAL PERSONAL SERVICES-FUNCTION (1.3.2.3).

Lnstitutional personal services are defined as,those services- provided to

the total population to support the physical and mental well-being of the

individuals. The personal services function includes food service, laundiy

service, barber/beauty service, and other similar services of a personal

nature which contribute to the well -being of We offender.

these services are important because well-balanced and nutritious

meals, clean clothing, and neat appearances contribute to the healthy growth

and development of the offender,...,,and make for a more relaxed and satisfied

population .

At( ANATY4YiepIRE P'R.17,1NAL 6wrivIrEa FUNCTION (1.3.2:3)

!.*7:0i4V:t by naming the personal services

1"0.,roi)1.
'net!tuti-n, ,t,:ifir,4A, tell th,. purpose, the Activi ties,

-:0-11 :'4,1j.'t - 11 th, rver.;,r of offend;rs employed,'

!;:. trz'117:4g pot.-ntir4!, III.i t; ioc,rk fwhrniqle. the procedure

i7I ' ; fir. r, rv,q,11 activities time

i 'n I r. .1.11 thr rol4tionAlp that ealists

perac:al 4 ,v :1 f lb P .:(47 tino in the in.: tul ion. Sho:,9 -these

-At F ;t ft :inal 1)o the.

4.3
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ANALYZE/DESCRIBE INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRY. OPERATIONS FUNCTION (1.3.2.4).

Industry operations, including farm operations, are defined as those activ-
ities in the institutional setting which are carried, out for the purpose of
making a profit. Industry operations include manufacture of products or
provision of services (Parkinson, 1971; Strong, 1970).

Industry operations are important in a correctional setting because
of the large number of offenders who can be employed, the utility of the
products or services turned out, and the income deriving from the operation.
Many of the treatment functions in an institution would not be possible
without the support provide.: from industry.

the ANALYZE/DESCRIBE INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRY OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS
(1.?..4) is accomplished in the delivery system model by describing the
tjpes industries operating in the institution, and for each 'ten the

the staff, _the production rate, number of offenders employed, and
truj:ing potential. T,11 the procedure for allowing offenders who are
m.*,:ceed in in,luairy time for participation in treatment programs. Tell

t..h relationship tjzat caiots between industry and. other functions in the
inst:LAtion. ;.how relationships in the flowchart model by signal
paths.

Conclusion at

This chapter has been concerned with analysis of the real life
environment. This analysis, which has identified the elements that make
up a corrections system, determined relationships among these elements,
and considered each clement separately, provides the basis for innovating,
or synthesizing, a new system. The analysis of the real life environment
requires a careful study of the offender population (1.2),, the poit-release

sittings of ;the offenders (1.1.2) and the institutional activities (1.3)
and setting (1.1.1). ,These three major elements are critical to the design
of a system aimed at/bringing about specified changes in behavior of an
offender population. It is essential to know at the beginning who, where,
and what: (1) A program will be designed for a particular group of indi-
viduals. To do this rationally and logically, it is encumbent upon the
designi,r to know the characteristics of these individuals. (2) The

individuals fur the most part will be going into a different environment,
where specified skills, knowledge and attitudes will he required for
participation in the social and economic sectors of the community. To
prepare the. individual., for a constructive, produ:tive role in society--
either inside or outshic the institution--it is essential to know the be-
haviors that will be required for job entry and career development, as well\
as social and coping skills required for community involvement. (3) The

hew program or system will:mot start in a vacuum. Tt will build on that

which already exists. It is, therefore, essential to knqw what functions
are being implemented in the institution, and the way In which these func-
tions are being carried out.

this sub= system (1.0) deals solely with analysis of the real life
environment, to produce a rational, orderly ,,description,of the existing
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organization or structure. In the next sub-system, (2.0), ESTABLISH
PHILOSOPHY, the major efforts will be devoted to synthesis of a set 9f
beliefs which will represent the ideal. When the real life environment

described in (1.0) is compared to the ideal established in (2.0), the
discrepancies will constitute assessed needs. This model is concerned

with the adult basic education function. The primary purposes tobe
realized through this: conceptual, or process, model are the assessment of
needs for adult basic education in a correctional setting and synthesis

of a plan, with implementing program, for meeting these adult basic
egutation.needs.

Adult basic education in a correctional setting is seen as an
integral part of the total corrections system. The sub-system (1.0),
ANALYZE REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT, bas provided for the analysis and descrip-
tion of the total corrections environment of which the adult basic education

function is a part. This analysis allows identification of existing rela-
tionships between adult basic education and other functions and provides a
basis for establishing and utilizing new relationships. The rest of the
model will deal almost exclusively with the adult basic education function
in the correctional setting.
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CHAPTER II

ESTABLISH PHILOSOPHY

(2.0)

Introduction

The task of correction is to take these people who
have failed and develop in, them adequate internal social
and behavioral controls which will enable them to react
to life =situations in appropriate and adaptive ways,
educate them to a level commensurate with their academic
potential, and train each one in a vocational skill to a
level commensurate with meaningful participation in the
world of work. The task includes integrating or reinte-
grating offenders into community life in the hope that
they may thereby live more competently, honestly, sat-
isi\inqly and cooperatively as members of our society.
Cynthia W. Houchin

in (1.0) the real life environment of the corrections systemIs'
analyzed, by identifying the elements, or functions, which make up the
system, determining the relationships among the elements, and studying
each element separately. Analysis of the real life environment serves
the purpse of identifying exactly what exists in the correctionE-system
as it is. Analysis is made by considering only the existing information,
actions, and objects. rhe, purpose of (1.0) is to describe the real world,
as it is. The analysis in (1.0) is made of the corrections environment in
which the adult k.sic education system operates. The rest of the model is
concerned primarily with the adult, basic education function. In the rest
of the sub-syseems of ehe model, the other functions identified and de-
scribed in (1.0) will be considered only as 0y pertain to adult badic
education. In (2.0) a philosophy is established which will serve the pur-
pose of providing a framework from which needs for adult basic education
in be assessed. The philosophy which is established in (2.0) will pro-

vide a description of the ideal, which, when compared In (3.0) with the
real (1.0) will reveal `assessed needs.

It is important to establish a philosophy because this statement of
hviicfs will unutti,ild oil furetions and activities of the adult basic
education uelkLry -,y5L,Lh Establishing a philosophy should be done in a,
sy,tematic manner. the Istausu PHILOSOPHY (2.0) function is made up of
four parts: 0-YINL Ptill0S( PhY CONCEPT C2.1), ESTABL1SH/STATE GENERAL
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CORRECTIONAL PHILOSOPHY (2.2), ESTABLISH/STATE CORRECTIONS INSTITUTION
PHILOSOPHY (2.3), and ESTABLISH/STATE ABEC PHILOSOPHY (2.4).

r.
DEFINE PHILOSOPHY CONCEPT (2.1)

Philosophy is the departmel4 of knowledge or study dealing with
ultimate reality, or the ideal. Erickson (1970) defines philosophy as
the "I believes" of the indiviaual or "we believes" of an organized group.
Ryan (1972) defines philosophy as a statement of beliefs elucidating the
ideal situation constituting a framework which gives direction to goal-
setting and decision-making.

It is important to define the concept, philosophy, at the beginning,,
so there will be clear direction to the system designer to reach fors set
of beliefs that will dzscribe "the ideal" rather than being content to
accept the realities of the present situation. If a philosophy is to
serve its purpose, it must be idealistic (Sessions, 1972).

. The DEFINE PHILOSOPHY CONCEPT (2. 1) function is accomplished in
the delivery system model by defining the concept, philosophy...

ESTABLISH/STATE GENERAL CORRECTIONAL PHILOSOPHY (2.2)

Corrections is defined as that part of the criminal justice system
concerned primarily with protecting society from further wrongs, and chang-
ing the behaviors of individuals found guilty of prior wrongs and tranA-
gressions through violation of moral, legal, and ethical codes. Corrections
seeks to redirect these individuals to make theM capable of performing con-
structive, productive roles in society. Philosophy is the statement of
beliefs which defacts the ideal about something. A statement of general r
philosbphy of corrections is a statement of the beliefs about what correc-
tions should do and would be if the system were perfect. A general pllilosol
phy of corrections is established by considering literature on corrections
and correctional philosophies, including the publications of professional
assoLiations, lear red societies, and professional journals of sociology,
criminology, and corrections (Smith, 1972).

A general corrections philosophy is expressed in the Manual of-
Correctional Standards (American Correctional Association, 1966):

A general corrections philosophy calls for individualized as
opposed to mass treatment to the fullest practicable extent, even
in maximum security institutions,*with rehabilitation as a funda-
mental aim of the institution.

Rehabilitation is no, longer a vague, haphazard and oosely

defined process. fhe essen1.41 elements of a well-ro nded cor-
rectional program of individualized training and Ire tment in an

institution for adult offenders . . . include : . . scientific
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classification and program-planning on the, basis of complete
case histories, examinations, tests and studies of the indi-
vidual prisoners; adequate medical services, having corrective
as well as curative treatment as their aim, and making full use
of psychiatry; psychological services, properly related to the
problems- of education, work assignment, discipline and prepara-

tion for parole; individual and group therapy and counseling,'

and application of the therapeutic community concept, under the
direction of psychiatrists, psycnologists, or other trained
therapists and counselors; casework services, reaching families
as well as prisoners; employment at tasks comparable fh variety,
type and pace to-the work of the world ofitside, and especially

tasks with vocational training value; academic and vocational
education, in accordance with the individual's needs, interests,
and capabilities;, library services, designed to provide wholesome
tecreation and indirect education; directed:recreation, both in-
doors and outdoors, so organized to proindt,e good morale and
sound mental and physical health; a religious program so conducted
as to affect the spiritual life of the individual as well as that
of the whole group; discipline that aims at the development of
self-control and preparation for free life, not merely conformity
to institutional rules; adequate buildings and equipment for the
varied prqgram and activities of the institution; and, above all,
adequate and competent _personnel, carefully selected, well trained
and serving under such conditions as to promote a high degree of
morale and efficiency (pp. 18-19).

The ESTABLISH/STATE GENERAL CORRECTIONAL PHILOSOPHY (2.2) func-
:s accomplished in the delivery system model by stating a philosophy

of ecrrections which will be acknowledged as one that is generally accepted
in the field of corrections. This statement of philosophy may be taken
from the statement of the Manual of Correctional Standards (1966) or
other recognized sources.

ESTABLISH/STATE CORRECTIONS INSTITUTION PHILOSOPHY (2.3)

The correctional institution is a generic concept, which refers
to a social institution of corrections limited by and identified by phy-
sical or political boundaries. The institution may be located in more than
one geographic area, but whether in a single area bounded by wall or fence,
or with two or more satellite installations located in widely separated
areas, the social institution will be unified through a central administra-
tion. The institution philosophy will be established by-stating accepted
b(Aiefs about the mission of the institution, the functions to be implemented
in the institution, the roles of staff, rights and worth of"offenderse and
concepts of rehabilitation, security and treatment (Jaksha, 1972)-

Formulating a workable, intellectually honest philosophy of adult
basil education for any correctional setting constitutes a challenge.
There are. apt to be constraints and limitations militating against the

5.3
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task of establishing a philosOphy. Erickson (1970) has answered the ques-
tion concerning whether the philosophy should be built to fit existing con-
straints and limitations, or developed to establish an ideal. "The

philosopher often lives in the world of the ideal, and fortunately for
humanity has often set forth ideas which make people keep'reaching.for
that something just beyond present limits instead of sitting with folded
hands.. Some reaching in correctional basic education is long overdue
(pp.165-166)."

The statement of beliefs which constitutes the ideal for4 corrections
institution or agertcy, must be developed as a team effort by those who are
part of the institatrOnal operation. The philosophy should be the result of
input aom al.l divisions or departments, as well as theooffenders (Sessioni,
1972). The operation of each division or department is ;influenced by_the
philosophy of the institution and the philosophies of die other divisions or
departments. It is impoktant to state the institution philosophy, to give a
thorough understanding to everyone in the institution about the overriding
mission which the corrections system seeks to accomplish.'

y ha Ej2AbL.,.;H/STAIE CORRECTIONS INSTITUTION PHILOSOPHY (2.3) is accom-
llahe,i f..r the do:.Lz;ery system model through a team effort to identify and
roprt 1 ,u? institutional mission, functions, staff roles, offender.
r.ghts cc,-4,7,,p ,:;s of rehabilitaionj correction, security, and:treat-

ment.

ESTABLISH/STATE ABEC PHILOSOPHY (2.4)

7
,

Adult Basic bducation in Corrections (ABEC) refers to tht total,pro-

gram-T,including goals, created and contrived environments, and experiences,

personnel, learntrs; hardware, software, and evaluation-ifwbith is im-

plemented in a correctional setting for individuals below college level to

prepare them for entry into gainful employment and for assuming adult re-

fhe philosophy of ABEC is a set of beliefs about the rights

and worth of those individuals who are educationally, socially, and voca-

tionally disadvantaged, and the moral obligation and legal responsibility

shared by the individuals and society to assist them in achieving their

full potential.

The central focus of any philosophy of adult. basic education in

corrections must be the _,:yendcr, (Sessions, 1970). Many have transgressed

against human dignities and iii, many cases have lost 'their personal dignity.

Otfendeis must be exposed to a total educadonal,experience which will help

them regain i'elt-contidene, recognize individual worth, achieve sOlf-

respect, and lealize personal a;ignity (gmith, 1972) . if he offender is to

gain respect tot himself or herself and others, he/she, first, must become

literate. He/she must develop the coping skills to equip htrn /her for parti-

cipation in the mainstream ut. society. He/She mOst be prepared so that Upon

release helfshe can accept his/her role as a family member, person, citizen,

and worker. Adult basic education in corrections, as 0 integral part of

the correcll.Qns system, must. provide a Logical, rational approach. to achieve

-positive change in behavior of the SI:fenders.

0
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n in corrections must bring about behavioral
y to academic proficiency,'but also with social,
nal dimensions (Kerr, 1970; Smith, 1972;
his need for a multi-emphasis approach is

Teacher Trainers of Adult Basic Education;
of Adult EduCation, 1969):

Adults who lack skills in read ng, iting, and xjamputation .

are usually inadequate in many other areas. They are often com-
pletely withdrawn from civic and social activities of the commu-
nity. Manyare undependable as jobholders because they lack simple
educational skills necessary to perform these functions. 'They
often lack knowledge of the basic rules of health, nutrition, and
safety. Without educational skills and with'serious social defir
ciencies, it is difficult for them to funcrion'as happy, contrib-
uting members of society (p.III-3).

A philosophy of adult basic education in correction must attend
to beliefs about the offendc.rs', objectives, role of instruc onal and
non- instructional personnel, program, methods, facilities, and materials.
Lrickson.(1970) has stated a set of beliefs which represent a philosophy
of adult basic education incorrections:

1. that there are constraints. hich must be considered, but that
the program must be built to circumvent constraints and aim to the ideal;

2. that a concentrated effort must be mode to educate society re-
garding the way in which benefits to tne offender ultimately benefit
society through moral clod financial support;

3. that treatment progidms provide a logical approach to positive
-change in behaviors' of Qffenders;

that total stfiff commitment is ess6ntial to the success of a
4.reatment orient ed progra,,, making stir .f atication, reorganization, and

selective recruitment vital;,

5. that the adult baiic edueation learner it a correctional setting
Is disadvantaged Ily'a uniqae bination of characteristics--educationaI, .

social, vocational, ps'ychological--and that he needs a unique corrective
program;,

a

6. that spZ;cific behavioral objectives must be designed .to fit
each individual, and that continuing evaluation.must be made of individual
progress toward these objectives;

7. that the counseling process needed to bang about positive he-
havioT change in life style needs to be continuous and concomiehnt with
the academic process, &Landing stiff t,ith,a combination or teaching-
connOting skills;

4

8. that materials, environment, and learning-atmosphere are criti-
eal and should therefore be designed to In a functional part of the learn-
ing process;

5 .)
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9. that adult basic education in correctional settingt must be

viewed as a means and not an end in the proCess of transformation, and

therefore, must be designed to carry over into the experience ;of the

individual in free society; and

and10. that each offender is a potential asset to society d is de-

serving of the best efforts of the correctional institution to the end of

taking him from where he is to the most advanced point he can ach with-

out value judgments about what he did or was, but, rather, with'acceptanoe

and support of what he is capable of becoming.

The ESTABLISH/STATE ABEC PHILOSOPHY (2.4) is accomplished in the

delivery system model by establishing for the correctional setti!w (a.

philosophy of adult basic education in corrections. This is done through-

a team effort, with representatives from different departments-c4 divisions

as well as offenders contributing to the deveZopmenr of a set oj beliefs

about the offender, the purposes of adi4lt basic edication, the program,

the staff, the mei.hods, facilities, and materials. The adult basic eu-

cation in corrections (ABEC) philosophy stated in this model can be used

in stating the ABEC philosophy for the delivery system.

Me statement of general beliefs, suck as that given in this model,'

must be followed bY a statement concerning the beliefs about which ones

9nahow many of the offenders, ideally, should be given the opportunity to

realize behavior change through adult basic education; what objectives are

to be achieved Lit,olly through adult basic education; what kind of:pro-

gram, and the nature. and number of staff, facilities, materials, and

methods should .e prvviad,ideally, in- an adult Sasic education program;

in't,'n iI,Jays tat. Endutt basic education program would relate, ideally, to '

functi:cne of the institutioni and what programs are needed to pre-

ptre for post-releoRE, vocational c4nd CL,&;.0: participation.

ConalLsion
:

This sub-system, ESIA111.ISH PHILOSOPHY 42.0), has been concernedpri-

marily with synthesizing, or putting together to make a new whole, beliefs

about cotrqctions, the institution, and adult basic education in the cor-

rectional septihg. The synthenis of an adult basic education in corrections

-philosophy (2.4) caplets the ideal against which -comparison will be made

with the real as described in (1.0). This comparison will be carried out

th,rouih the function ASSe.SS NEEDS (3.0).
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CHAPTER

ASSESS NEEDS

(3.0)

Introduction

It is imperative that residents% needs be carefully as-
sessed . . . It is necessary to study the person against
the backdrop of his. -life, experiences and culture. In
doing so, it soon becomes apparent that 'treatment'
must be individualized and selective. Amos E. Reed

53

0

The purpose of the first major sub-system (1.0) was to analyze the
real life environment, thereby establishing a baseline for planning
sound programs to achieve: realistic goals. In (2.0) the ideal was described,,
depicting the kind of real life environment which is seen as constituting
the ultimate reality for the correctional setting, and specifying the:het-
liefs about Jh, should be given the opportunity for behayior change through
adult basic educatiOn, ,.7;:j adult basic education should be provided, mat
should be offered in the way of program, staff, facilities, materials, and

gut",..a., and the adult basic education function should relate to other
functions iR the corrections system. The next step is to assess needs for
adult basic'education' in the correctional setting, by comparing what is
with whatchould be. This is accomplished in (3.0). .

The importance of assessing needs cannot be overemphasized. The

needs assessment, alone, will unveil weaknesses or deficiencies, and, when
done logically and rationally, will provide data to justify requests to
legislatures or central offices for increased budgets, additional staff, or
new facilities. The overriding purpose of this conceptual model is to pro-
vide a vehicle for designing delivery systems which will' meet real needs
and improve the educational process so more socially acceptable, economical-'
ly efficient, culturally aware, and civically responsible individuals who have

Achieved sell-realization will be returned to society with greater opportu-
nity for continued functioning in constructive and productive ways in the

free world.

The assessment of needs may reveal weaknesses to cause embarrass-
ment, but when a sincere desire to improve the system exists, the long-
rang gains will tar outweigh any temporary discomfort to indiViduals or
departments. Correctional systems have needswhether it be the newest,
most progressive correctional facility in the country or the oldest, most
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backward bastion in the nation.. It makes no difference whether the in-
stitution be large or small, with a large staff complement or a one-man
operation, there will be needs.. The essence of the systems approach is
innovation and improvement. These ends are achieved-only if -the ,discrep-
ancies between what .is and what is desired can be determined,'and if a
determination is made concerning which needs are most pressing and which
ones under existing conditions appear impossible to meet.

The ASSESS NEEDS (3.0) function is made up two parts: stating
needs and rank-ordering needs. This is accomplished in (3.1) and (3.2),
respectively.

0 STATE NEEDS (3.1)

Needs are discrepancies between what is and what is desired.
,(Sessions, 1972; Smith, 1972).

II is important to state needs so the deficiency area can be iden-
tified and plans can be made to meet these needs.

The function STATE NEEDS (4.1) is accomplished in the delivery sys--

te,1 by comparing the real life environment described in T1.0) with-the ideal

which is depicted in (..)). This comparison is_mada by listing in one col -

urn, titled heal, the existing situation, and in a second column, the Ideal.

In a third column th.; differences should be recorded. Compare the informa-

ti,,n recorded in t1.1.:':), which describes the job opportunities in the post-

ofthe offewks., with the kinds of training programs

ae ree.orded in'1.3.1.2.1). Compare the number of individuals en-

e-)11,4 in programs of various kinds and levels with the number of offenders

for whom the s,.., prpgrams,should be offered according to the-ideal. Compare

',!;' number and kin's 6f staff, facilities, methods, materials being impld-

q,qaccorEng to information provided in (1.3.1.2.1)' with the ideal, as

I in c'.41.

,'ewnpare the purpo, of existing programs (7.J.1.2.1) with the ideal

to;;,:,e(1;;/ tho? Kinis of change:. in offender behaviorincluding values,

' 11041", kn , And okills --that are given in (r..4).

net .,i$ as,soment will result in.a aut of expressed in

t,:r-4 o (1) .TcoUied changes in behaviom of learners that need to be

:r),,Qht afou'; 0) tht- nte.:brs of /earners for whom those behavior changes

qchi f3) organizational chang6s which are required to make

roe' and ideal congruent; and (4) program additions or deletions which are'

niulred to make the real compatible with the ideal posi-relehse job and

r,quizwrnts .

RANK ORDER NEF1)S (3.2)

to rank order means to placetsin order of priority. It is important,

t e e d etermine which needs ate most pressing and deserve immediate attention,
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which ones can be cdhsidered at a later date, and which ones, under pre-
sent conditions, appear impossible to fulfill.

' she ItALZ OADLR .!EEL ; (.S.2) function is accomplished in the delivery

system y considering avh identified need on the basis of urgency And

feasibility of attack. These considerations are made on the basis ofval-
ue jadgments, and siumid reflect di team consensus. Each need could be

rated on.a four-point scale, with 4 = to most urgent andl = to Least ur-
gents 4 = most feasible to attack and 2= least feasible to attack. A.

need with a rating of 8 points would be in top priority, as it wouldbe
seen as being bush most urgent and most feasible for immediate attack.

After all heeds are rated, they should be listed in order of priority,
with most urgent/most feasible,to attack listed at the top.

Conclusion

The real, life environment was analyzed in (1.0), and the ideal sit-
tuation was described in (2.0). The comparison of real with ideal, which;
was carried out an (3.0) resulted in assessment of needs. The analysis of

needs, represented by the priority listing in (3.2) of identified needs,
represents a critical function in the delivery system. These needs will

direct the setting of the adult basic education in corrections subgoals
and objectives, and the formulatiop of a plan to meet these objectives in

correctional setting: A system is conceptualized through analysis and
synthesis. The primary activities in (1:0) ANALYZE REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT,
(2.0) ESTABLISH PHILOSOPHY, And (3..0) ASSESS NEEDS have impleiented the
analysis function. The major emphasis in (4.0) and (5.0) will be on syn-

thesis of a new structure or organization. Goals, su6goals and objectives

for the delivery system of adult basic education for the correctional set-
ting will'be defined in (4.0), and a logical, rational plan for meeting

the needs assessed in 0.0) and stated as system objectives in (4.0) will
be formulated in (5.0).

d
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CHAPTER IV

DEFINE SYSTEM GOALS,

SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (A:0)

Introduction

Any attempt to define goals for education
in correctiaal settings must start from

an explication of the meaning of education
and build upon consideration of the real-
ities and ideals of the penal system.
Gisela Konopka,

The needs which were identified in (3.0) fOrm the basis for estab-
lishing system goals, subgoals, and objectives at management level. In

(3.1) needs were established by comparing the existing situation, des-
..

scribed in (1.0),with the ideal, as depicted in (2.0). The needs which.
were established in (3.1) were rank-ordered in (3.2), to establish prior-
ities on the basis of urgency and feasibility of attack. The relation-
ship between needs and system goals, subgoals, and objectives is direct..
It is not permissible to define subgoals and objectives without consider-
ing the assessed needs. Each subgoal must derive froM an assessed-need..
There are three levels at which goals, subgoals, and objectives must be
defined: management, instructor, and learner. The same goals can apply
to each level, but there will be distinct differences among subgoals and
objectives. The importance of establishing and defining goals, subgoals,
and, objectives at each level of operation cannot be overemOhasizeC
Hinders (1972) stresses the need for establishing goals, subgoals, s.,ad
objectives at three levels of operation: (1) managetent level, con-
cerned with the total system operation; (2) instructional level, con-
cerned with a program of instruction; and (3) learner level, concerned
-with individual outcomes.

Sub-system (4.0) is concerned only with management goals, subgoals,
and objeclives. Sub-system (6.0) is directed toward the process of stat-
ing and using goals, subgoals, and objectives at the instructional and
ljarner levels.

The function DEFINE SYSTEM GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBI1ECTIVES (4.0)

is one of the miOst critical elements in the akilt basic education in

corrections system.. Mager (1968)points to this importance in his ob-
servation, 1:If you're not sure where you are going, you are liable to

end up someplaceelse (p. 13)."
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A
Hinders (1972) emphasizes the desired end product from corrections:

"Offenders and staff alike desire that the ena result of prison sentences
will be more socially acceptable lives outside the walls (p.2)." One of

the challenges to corrections is to achieve accountability. In business

and industry this is accomplished through management by objectives. 8ucr

cess in managing a business or operating an, industry usually'derives froi

two related actions: (1) careful, considered designing of specific, at-

tainable, pertinent, lleasurable obserVable objectivei implementing worth-

while goals; add (2) planning and carrying out procedures for attaining
the defined objectives and thereby accomplishing the major goals. The

_need for effective systems is just as great.in corrections as'in business
or industry., This cannot be accomplished without clearly defined goals
and objectives. Goals and subgoals are tong-tern, broad in scope, and
may be idealistic or visionary. Objectives are short-term, attainable,
and function as stepping stones to the realization of goals. No organi-

zation can operate -in an effective manner unless all of its components
work together to achieve common goals.- These goals must be stated lucidly
and publicized widely, so that all the resources involved in the system
operation will be directed toward achieving these goals. The objectives 4

for each correctional institution must' be tailored specifically to that

institution, reflecting the assessed needs of the institution. Each sys-

tem is- unique and must have'its own direction. When the time for evalu-

4tion comes, there is only one way to evaluate. This is by measuring the

progress of the system toward achievement of the objectives. In evalu-

ating the program, facilities,and personnel in any correctional system,
the task is to come to conclusions about the quantity and quality of con-
tribution that is made by each element toward the attainment of the sys-

tem objectives. Evaluation, then, is possible only when there is a clear

statement elucidating the system goals, subgoals and objectives. These

are management subgoals and objectives. The function DEFINE SYSTEM

GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.0) is made up of two parts: DEFINE CON-

CEPTS ,(4.1) and DEFINE MANAGEMENT GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4,2).

DEFINE CONCEPTS (4.1)

The first step in defining goals, subgoals, and objectives for a

delivery system is to develop a clear understanding ofsthe meaning of

these concepts. This Ls accomplished through defining the concepts goals,,

subgoals, and objectives.

The importance of having a clear and unambiguous meaning of these
terms has been documented in the ,classic taxonomies of educational objec-

t tives developed through concerted efforts of reseafthers, behavioral sci-

:'! nibits, and educators, working on the Taxonomy Project as far back as

1948 (Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl, et al., 1964).'d The concepts are defined by

carrying out four unctions: DEFINE GOAL CONCEPT (4.1.1), DEFINE SUB-
.

GOAL CONCEPT (4.1.2) , DEFINE OBJECTIVE CONCEPT (4.1.3), and DEFINE SPAMO

TEST OF OBJECTIVES (4.1.4).'

6.3
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DEFINE GOAL CONCEPT (4.1.1),

The definition of the concept, goal, is a collection of words or
symbols describing a general intent or desired outcome (Ryan, 1972).1
A goal statement is a bioadly defined statement of intent, such as 'achiev-
ing self-fulfillment" or "developing self-actualization." ,A goal sets

the direction and indicates the general nature of the desired outcome,
but does not specify the characteristics of the expected products. Goals
reflect the philosophy and are characterized by broadness in intent and
scope. A goal covers a wide area. St does not give a precise definition
of the intended outcome or desired end. A goal is a statement of general
purpose. Goals tend to be Somewhat idealistic, but should not be so
far removed frOm reality as to be meaningless. Neither should goals be
so pedestrian that no effort is needed to attain them. Goals can be
handed down, and taken as givens, because of their broadness.

Four goals of adult basic education in corrections have been
identified and defined which are universally accepted as implementing
the mission of corrections. These goa,s will be taken as givens for
the delivery systems. The goals hold for all correctional settings
and apply to manageme'nt and instruction. These goals specify the de-
sired behaviors which, hopefully, can be developed in the offender popu-
lation to implement the mission of corrections. The four broad goals of
adult basic education in'coerections are the ultimate ends in terms of
offender growth and development which must be accomplished to, implement
the two-fold mission of corrections: protection of society and correction
of the individual. The goals implementing this mission are the very broad-
ly stated descriptions of the ideal behaviors which are essential to pre-
pare the offenders for a constructive role in society. The goals of a-
dult basic education in corrections tend to be somewhat idealistic, are
universal, and are general.

The four major goals of adult basic education in corrections, for-
mulated by a Committee of One Hundred (Ryan and Silvern, 1970) arc econom-
ic efficiency, civic responsibility, social relationships, and self-reali-
ation. The relationship of these, four goals to subgoals and behavioral
objectives is shown in the flowchart, in the supplementary figure in back
of this book. Identified and stated in a 1.969 work conference of participants
representing offenders, corrections, behavioral sciences, manpower economics,
labor, business, industry, justice, law enforcement, Social work, welfare,
citric organizations, and education, these four goals have been evaluated and
the definitions refined over a three year period. These goals now are accepted .

and acknowledge(Pas universally applicable to all correctional settings in the
United Suites.

_
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Self-realization is the central element among the four major goals,

interacting with the other goals. The attainment of self-realization in-
fluences civic responsibility,and the results of this interaction return,
to self-realization as feedback and control the outputs of self-realiza-

tion to civic responsibility, economic efficiency, and social relation-

ships. Similarly, self realization interacts with economic efficiency,
and the feedback returning to self-realizatiori in turn controls outputs

to economic efficiency, civic responsibility andrsocial relationships.

The same is true for the social relationship goal and the self- realiza-

tion goal. These four goals, which have been agreed upon by experts, of-

fenders, and practitioners, in the field are brOad'in scope and idealis-

tic in nature, providing a framework from whiO subgoals can be defined,
to implement the needs in any particular correctional setting. The defi-

nitions of the four universal 'goals of adult basic education in- correc-
tions are stated in STATE SELF-REALIZATION GOAL (4.2.1.1), STATE CIVICr

RESPONSIBILITt GOAL (4.2:2.1), STATE ECONOMIC-EFFICIENCY GOAL (4.2.3.1),

and STA.T2 SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIP GOAL (4.2.4.1). 4

In the delivery system model, the subsystem DEFINE GOAL CONCEPT

(4.1.1) is accomplished by stating the meaning of the term, goal.

. DEFINE SUBGOAL CONCEPT ,(4 .1. 2)

A-subgoal is a component of a goal. Each goal is made up of two or

more parts. Analysis of'a goal will result in the identification of the
kinds of behaviors, stated in general terms, which must be developed in
the offenders in a given institution or correctional setting to prepare
them for return to society, Management subgoals are stated broadly, and
refer specifically to the assessed needs -of a given correctional institu-
tion. These subgoals are,established by top and mid-level management, and
arc primarily handled by 'mid-management (Marsing,.1972). Behavior is clas-
sified in three categories: cognitive, pertaining to understanding and
knowledge: aUective, pertaining to attitudes, values, and feelings; and
psychomotor, pertaining to physical proficiency and manipulative skills
(DeCecco, 1968). Corrections subgoals implement ,braatily stated general
goals Of corrections by describing, in general terms the categories,of be-
havior which need to be developed by the offenders in a given institution-

,or under jurisdiction of a particular agency in order for them to be pre-

pared to return to society as productive,,constructive contributing mem-
bers of the community. Coals Lend to be directed to the total person and
the total population, whereas subgoals refer to psychomotor, affeCtive or

cognitive dimensions of the person and focus on the population in a patLic-
ular installation or undei jurisdiction of a particular agency. "Each insti-

tution must. 4.,vel0 p as alanv su4,oals is neccssary to fit that institution's
philosophy and needs (Hayball, 1972, p. 6) ."

The mission-o-goal-41.subgoal relationship is illustrated in the

and Objectives Mock]. tor the Adult Conservation Camp, Palmer, Alaska

,L 11., 19??1. the of corrections developedtby the Alaska

Division of CopNetions is to develop and provide programs delsigned to

change the ottendei in corder that he coati LuncLion within the norms and laws.

of the community in whieh.he chooses Lo live, ipd reinfbrce community pro-

tection.

6,,
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One goal of corrections is to develop the offender into a person
who is capable of being economically efficient, in order that he can func-
tion in the community within the norms and laws. It is presumed that a
person unable to maintain an income which will support himself and his
family will obtain funds in manners outside the laws of the community.

One subgoal for the Adult conservation Camp at Palmer, Alaska, de-
veloped "after reviewing information concerning the offender in the commu-
nity, then stating the philosophy of the Adult Camp, then assessing the
needs of the offender," is to provide training which will equip the of-
fender at the Camp with valid vocational skills for industry or home main-
tenance through limited programs in the institution or the community'
(Davis, et al., 1972).

In the delivery system-model, the function DEFINE SUBG04 CONCEPT
(1.1.f') is accomplilihed by defining the meaning o: the concept, subgoal.

DEFINE OBJECTIVE CONCEPT (4.1.3)

Behavior is defined as those activities of an Organism.which can
be either observed or inferred by another person. These activities in-
clud thinking, feeling, and doing, and constitute the cognitive, affec-
tive, and; psychomotor aspects of performance by an individual. Mager
(1962) defines an objective as an intent communicated by,a statement de-
scribing a proposed change in the individual, a statement of what the
person is to be like when he has successfully completed a learning expc-

, rience. A behavioral objective desdribes what the person will be doing,
feeling, or thinking, and specifies the terminal behavior to be observed
After the completion of a learning experience. Behavior is the maincon-
cern in a ,t,e,r,4:.objective, Mager (1968) stated that "we cannot only
aim for an objective and act to achieve it, but we can evaluate our suc-
cess in achieving the objectiv. (p. 15)." Behavioral.lobjectives are col-
lections of words describing specific, pertinent, attainable, measurable,
and observable behaviors that -will result from planned intervention. Be-

havioral objectives must be written in terms that can be evaluated. The
eplleetio of words or symbols must i1) identify and name the behavior;
(2) describe the conditions' under which the behavior will take place;'
(3) spcify 'imitations or constraints; and (4, specify acceptable lev-
els of Performance. Ryan (1972) states that corrections objectives are
statements of desired` eutcomes, whieh, when achieved, will fill assessed

needs and will be telireSented by desired behaviors acceptable to the in-
stitution and the c6Mmunily. Objectives must:Mit be written in abstract
terms, using ,words with several meanings. Mager (1962) cautions that,
"Untur,tunately, there arc many i,ALt., words, words open to a wide ,k.ange of
interpretation(p. 14)." Mager (1962) further points ,out that words such
as know, understand, appreciate, enjoy, believe, are open to many iqtoe-
pretationS and Lail have man, meaninp,s. ihe words ,,e,,;mtaej and aivreci.ate

are not explicit enough to bt ntefull"Intil there is a description of
what the petsor. will bt doine when Jemonstrating that he understands or
appreciates, very little has been described. The behavioral objectives
must eommulicate preListly what the indi4idua1,Lor group of individuals.

U ki
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will be doing. This definition must be clear and precise enough to pre-
clude misinterpretation.

The behavioral objectives must relate to the subgoals. The be-
havioral objectives must represent stepping stones or waypoints to the
'accomplishment of subgoals for the institution. If the goals of correc-,
tions and the subgoals for an institution are to be achieved, the be-
havioral objectives for every part of the system must be consistent with
these gdals.and subgoals.

Management behavioral objectives are performance objectives and
consider the total population of the institution or agency. A management .

behavioral objective will specify the desired behaviors to be developed
in a given percentage or proportion of the total population, under stated
conditions.

4

A management behavi6ral objective to implement the subgoal concerned
with vocational training to develop vocational skills for home maintenance
might be: Given a forty hour program in job readiness, 80 percent of the
to -al population of releasees completing the forty hour program will obtain
entry level employment within six weeks of release date.

In the delivery system model, the function DEFINE OBJECTIVE CONCEPT
(4.1.3) is accomplished by defining the meaning of behavioral objective and
describing the say in which management behavioral objectives are stated.

DEFINE SPAMO TEST OF OBJECTIVES (44.4)

A management behavioral objective describes what a group of indi-
viduals will be doing, or What they will be like after the objective has

,been achieved. Ryan (1972) recommends that behavioral objectives be eval-
uate& against five criteria through,a SPAMO -test. IC therse criteria are

met when specifying objectives, the likelihood of attaining a stated sub-
goal is increased., Obj4tives which meet the SPAMO test should serve as
effective milestones of progress toward the subgoals of an 'institution or

agency, and, ultimately, the goals of corrections. This quality test of

the dbjctive is an assessment of the extent to which the objective is

(1) Specific, (2) Pertinent, (3) Attainable, (4) Measurable, and

(5) Observable.

opec.77.0iii of ubje.ctiVeJ. Behavioral objectives, for the individual

should be: stated with as much specificity as needed for the decision-mak-

ing task at hand. Objectives that arc vague and ambiguous can only result
in meaningless and ambiguous plans to implement the objectives.. Vague ob-
jectives do not generate sound criteria of effectiveness. t`oals can be

presented as abstractions. Objectives must be described by the operations

that detine them. Two tests of specificity can be-.1aplc:Mented: (1) de-

grt of concreteness of meaning; and (2) degree of agreement among observ-

ers on meaning. The relative position on a continuum of abstraction, the

61
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degree of operationalism, and the extent of agreement among observers de-
termine specificity. Objectives must be sharply focused. It is,presumed.
that after participation in a program, the learneu mill (1) know more than
they knew before, (2) understand something they dia-not understand be-
fore, (3) have skills at a higher level of proficiency than before, and,
(4) feel differently about things than_they did before (Ryan, 1969).
Whether the'knowledge, skills, and attitudes relate to music appreciation,
mathematics, or vocational trade 'matters not, except that specific be-
haviors will be evident to indicate the amount and pature of,knowledge,
skills, and feelings manifeSted by an individual or a group.

Pertinence of objectives. Pertinence refers to relevancy. It is
conceivable that an objective might satisfy the criterion of specificity,
attainability, measurability, and observability--,and be completely irrel-
evant to the situation and unrelated to the subgoals. It dues little, if
any, good to have carefully conceived and precisely stated objectives
which do not support ubgoals of an institution or agency,,and upon which
it is not possible to gain conscnsus_coneerning the value or worth of the
objective, The test of pertinence is the most vital in establishing the
quality of a stated objective.

tlItainabii.itif of bje,ctives. All objectives must be within the
realm of possibility for achievement. Objectives must be defined realisr
tically. This means taking into account the human and material resources,
the limitations and constraints. Goals can be somewhat idealistic, but
objectives must be down-to-earth and capable of being achieved. Objec-
tives must be capable of being realized.

:Loourabi-Litd of (,,I,j,:etioes-.. The test of measurability is to deter-
mine whether or not the statements of objectives describe behaviors which,
in be quantified. The concern is with the relationship between product

and purpose, outcome and objective, The amount of precision in measure-
ment that is required. depends on the situation. Whether objectives de-
scribe outcomes that arc cognitive, affective, or psychomotor, there
must be some way of assessing the extent to, which the desired behaviors
have been Achieved, The results of measurement provide the basis for e-
valuation. it will not be poss.ible Lo determine effectiveness.of the a-
dult basic education in corrections program without some indication of the
extent lo which the objectives have been realized. This is provided through
measurement of the degrZ,L! (o which objeCtives have been reached by the spe-
cified proportion of individuals in the 'population.

fi

Measurability is not synonymous with- paper and pencil testing.
Measurability means that some evidvice ean,be obtained to document or
ziuggest amount of''change in behaviors. Every behavioral objective is ca- .

pablv of being measured. The degree of precision in measurement reflects
the value judgments of the decision-maker, the state of the art of oval.-
uation, and .nd availability of measurement techniques.. instruments. Ob-

jectivks dLaling with affective outcomes cannot ,be measured with the pre-
(ision that is possible in the area of psychomotor outcomes, or skill
,development, but they can be measured.

4

'Oaf rad: I Li ty . The anticipated outcomes from the
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planned intervention must be observable. There must be something which

can be observed to indicate that the o!lective has been achieved. Ob-

servation must be capable of being made directly, or behaviors must be
identified which will serve as a basis for inferring'that the desired

outcomes have been achieved. Every-objective is capable of being ob-
sT

seved, either directly or indirectly. Observability means thpt Axle-

thing can be,seen within a report or action, from Which to document the
degree to,which the intended achievement-of the desired end was realized.

In the dglivery system model, the §ub-system, DEFINE MAO TEST OF

OBJECTIVES (4. 1.4) is accomplished by stating the SPAMO test.

DEFINE MANAGEMENT GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.2)-

'The sub-system (4.1) DEFINE CONCEPTS is concerned with,general in-
formation and serves the purpose of providing a background for carrying
out the critical task of defining subgoals and objectives for the partic-

ular institution to:implement,the assessed needs. In (4.2) management
goals, subgoals, ...nd.,objecti4s are defined for the particular institution.

This is accomplished in the function DEFINE MANAGEMENT GOALS, SUBGOALS,

OBJECTIVES (4.4. In this.subsystem each of the four corrections goals
will be listed, and the definition will be given. The needs identified

in (3.2) will be considered, and priority needs will be converted to sub-

goals. Each subgoal will be converted to a management behavioral objec-

tive. The procedure for accomplishing this function is to state and de-
fine &corrections goal; then, to state and define management subgoals
Amid objectives which implement the particular corrections goal. Behav-

ioral objectivei follow immediately'after each subgoal. Each behavioral

objective is tested mentally by applying the SPAMO test. If the behav-

ioral objective does not satisfy th( criteria for specificity, pertinence,

attainability, measurability, and observability, the objective is revised

and rewritten.

In (4.2) DEFINE MANAGEMENT GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES, the first
step is to DEFINE SELF-REALIZATON GOAL, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.2.1).
This is accomplished by stating iind defining the goal of self-realization

(4.2.1.1). This is followed immediately by stating the subgoals, based

on needs listed in (3.2), which relate to self-realization (4.2.1.2).
This sub-system can,be uroken down to include as many subgoals as neces-

sary, with point numeric codes, (4.2.1.2.1), (4.2.1.2.2) . . -. Each sub-

goal is followed immediately by behavioral objectives which implement that

particular subgoal. This is clone in (4.2.1.3): Each objective is given
t

the SPAMO test in (4.2.1.41.

Th6 s.ime procedure is"Collowed for each of the corrections goals.

if there are no subgoals to implement the; major goal, the listing of the

major goal and Oefinitioll still ih/lId be given. All of the subgoals

and objectives included in subsystem (4.2.1) will relate F:o SELF-

REALIZATION..

After the goal, subgoals, and objectives for self-realization have
been given in (4.Z.1)` the riqkt sub-system /4.2.2) will be concerned with
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CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY. In (4.2.2.1) the definition of the civic responsi-
bility goal will be given. In (4.2.2.2) subgoals which implement civic
responsibility are, given. In (4.2.2.3) behavioral objectives to implement
the civic responsibility subgoals are given. The mrder will be the sine
as fot self - realization.. The major goal will be given first in (4.2.2.1).
Subgoals will be gi.3sL in (4.2.2.2), followed immediately by behavioral
objectives in (4.2.2.14, Eafh subgoal will be 'followed by its behavioral

objectives. Each behavioral 31 j e cc ive will be given the SPAMO test (4.2.2.4)
and revised if necessary.

The next subsystem, (4.2.3), will deal with the goal, ECONOMIC EF:-
FICIENCY. In (4.2.3.1) the definition of economic efficiency goal will be.
stared. This will be followe, by the subgoals (4.2.3.2), and behavioral
objectives (4.2.3.3). Again, the same order will be used. State the goal.
Follow the goal statement with a definition of subgoals to implement an
Ilisessed need (3.2). Follow each subgoal with behavioral objectives. Each
behavioral objective is given the SPAMO test (4.2.3.4).

cy),

The last subsystem (4.2.4) deals with the goal, SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS..
In (4.2.4.1) the definition of the social relationship goal will be stated.
This will be followed by the subgoals (4.2.4.2) and behavioral objectives
(4.2.4.3). Again, the order will be goil, subgoal, behavioral objectives,
SPAMO test.

These relationships are 'shown in the flowchart model in the supple-
mentary figure at the back of the book. Essentially the process of de-
fining management goals, subgoals, and objectives consists of stating each
of the four major gOals;, aad for each goal for which there is an assessed
need, state one or more subgoals; for each subgoal, state behavioral ob4ec-
tives, and apply, the SPAMO test to each o *ective. If the objective fails
the test, rewrite it.

This function DEFINE MANAGEMENT GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.2)
is one of the most important elements in the model. The subgoals and ob-
jectives defined in (4.2) implement the needs assessed in (3.2), and estab-
lish the direction to be tAer in formulating a management plan and devel-
epI4 a program. The subgoals and objectives developed by management pro-
vide the basis for achieving accountability.

;n narrat:vG, as as in the fl,ol'aehart model for the delivery
,!,...!cm, the funcqi'lArEFWIE ANWSNENT GOALS, SUBXALC, OBJECTIVES (4.2) is

l eooh of the four. major goal:;, and, then, for each
r :41L,:atl:r.d that tht. .(?oa-i7 under the present 4.)eratiin as described

rF
, _9 is /t the d'esirrq lova; or defining a subgoal which will
gen,ral stat,m, nt intolt Y3 im7 lement the gcal bkt. term a of the insti-

or ig,noR 'a 2ss._ssed n,:e4r o; ,i,;fined in Finally, for each .
. .

I be io:"Incd, for each objective a
t,;$ t. n ii lit app te,I by asking the questioqs:

!Y..7 (,!t v. si p,z.tinent: maasarsble: and ob-
rd. th. ! a:! qu,stiono tk. te0t ig

4, t, f h,ry 7 .k L. in -th, 4'10: 4iIrt ''N 1 :oh: (-41 e re-

.

0
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The following is an illustration of the way in which to irplement
the subsystem DEFINE AWNAGEMENT GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.2) in the

delivery system model. It contains the accepted definitions of the four

major goals and demonstrates the procedures to be followed in preparing
the narrative for this function. The flowchart model (Supplementary

Figure) gives the fora for preparing the graphic model of this subsystem.

DEFINE :SELF-REALIZATION GOAL, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.2.1)

r

STATE SELF-REALIZATION GOAL (4.2.1.1)

The goal .of self-realization is the development of kills,

and attitudes-valued to make the indiv-.:dual the person he is capaiole of

becoming, with a heightened self - awareness, a realistic self-concept,

a positive self-image, a realistic value system, and optimum achievement.

goal subsumes the dtwolopment of communication and computational
skills, acquisition of basic knowledge about health and leisure time,

development of realistic value systems, and generation of feelings of

self cormnensurate with potential abilities.

',DEFINE SELF-REALIZATION MANAGEMENT SUBCOAL (4.2.1.2)

Pc, increase offender employability by upgrading educational

qualification.

dEFIdE SELF-REALIZATION MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES (4.2.1.3)

offenaers lacking high school completion creden-

tiai.s; a general. Educational Development Program will be

develope.i to equip 50Z with a successful equivalency
c,..,rtificate within one year after program implementation.

APPLY SPAKO DEz71' TO O13d-E1,7TIVES (4.2.1.4). The objective

24,:ous the tiPAA9 test.

= / i'Y )AL, 'A L3., 013JRCT/ VES (1. 2.2)

3,21 development of knowledge.,
a'1 ,1 :0 mato th,.. 41diviaial a_i)erson capable of

Fng -ohieh ,.ntribict, in an onyanized, lawful way tot jr, JIG.; I Lir indlaUtien th0 aChieVUMent

jr;,1 _vtti prtet :01 Zn noiabborhood and local
"I"7.,0:;. e. 40. ; e.-'1.41' 11. V. 1 t, I O:11.0.0 and ler,le, 0I

at ', '0'01t nal i ,cl, and ;ntcmational
" jhto ani 1''r,-.171,r,,, of othoro..

o
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DEFINE CIVIC-RESPONSIBILITY MANAGEMENT SUBGOAL (4.2.2.2)

To increase offenders' knowledge of election procedures.

DEFINE CIVIC-RESPONSIBILITY MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES (4.2.2.3)

Given an offender population deficient in knowledge of elec-
tion procedures, a three month program will be developed to
equip 90% of the population with knowledge of the voting.
procedures for electing officialp.

APPLY SFAMO TEST TO OBJECTIVES (4.2:214). The objective
passes the SPAMO test.

t

DEFINE ECONOMIC-EFFICIENCY GOAL, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.2.3)

STATE ECONOMIC-EFFICIENCY GOAL (4.2.3.1)

The goal of economic efficiency is the development of knowledge, skills, ,

and attitudes- values to make the individual a person eatable of managing his
home and family affairs and supporting himself and his dependents at a living
standard above the poverty level, in a manner satisfying to the individual
with minimal or no .zsistance from a private or public agendij. ,his goal

snbsumes the development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes reOired for
gainful employment, .znd the management of income for the welfare of the work-
er and his dependents.

DEFINel ECONOMIC- EFFICIENCY MANAGEMENT SUBGOAL (4.2.3.2)

. To develop skillsinecessary for job entril.

DEFINE ECONOMIC-EFFICIENCY MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES (4.2.3.3)

Given an offender population with 200 individuals with less
than 4.0 grade placement scores on the mathematics test in
the California Achievement Test Battery (bAT), an instruc-
tional prograhz wl be developed rc' equip 90% of the offend-
ers 'with lees than fourth grade cqui)alency with the skills
and kncwledgc to equal sixth grade equivalency on the CAP.
This OSSUMS that sixth grade equivalr.n:y in mathematics is
necessar4for job entry.

4"P.7 ..TAAU F.E3f TO ,Als(!ritiTs (4.2.3.4). The objective
nas,7.s the SP,VJ test.
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DEFINE SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIP GOAL, SUE/GOALS, OBJECTIVES (4.2.4)

STATE SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIP GOAL (4.2.4.1)

The goal of social relatinships is the development of-knowledge,
akiNs, and attitudes-values make the individual a person capable of
coring with souiaZ situations and relating to other human beings in terms
of realities, expectations, and standards of society. This goal subsumes
the development of behavior patterns to equip the person to function ef-
fectively in the home and community.

.DEFINE SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SUBGOAL (4.2.4.2)

To develop knowledge of the free world community

DEFINE SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES (4.2.4.3)

Given an offender population with an unrealistic view of
the free-world community, a pre-release program will be
instituted' which.wilZ equip 80% of the population with
knowledge of the social agencies providing support ser-
vices to releasees,"knowleage of employMent opportunities
in the community, and employment services available.

APPLY SPA14 TEST TO OBJECTIVES (4.2.4.4). The objective
passes the SP M° test.

Conclusion

In (4.0) goals, subgoals, and objectives are established as per-.

formance Criteria for Management. They are developed to fit the needs,
established in (3.2) for the particular institution. After defining,cor-
rections goals, and management snbgoals and objectives, the next task is
to formulatc a plan to reach these desired ends or produce the expected
outcomes. This'is accomplished in (5.0). The behavioral objectives de-
veloped in (4.2) are fed forward to (7.0) where they are used in self-
(7.1) or external (7.2) evaluation to determine effectiveness*of the plan
devised in (5.0).

The objectives defined to implement subgoals (4.2.2.2).,
(4.2.3.2) and (4.2.4.2) represent the end results which must be attained if
the priority needs specified in (3.2) are to be met. In (5.0), FORMULATE
PLAN, alternative ways for reaching the objectives are determined and,eval-
uated, and the selection of the best alternative solution is made. Chp-
ter V descrila..s the procedures for formulating the plan (5.0) for reaching.
the management objectives defined in (4.0). This relationship is shown by
the signal patb from (4.2) to (5.1).
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CHAPTER V-

FORMULATE PLAN

Introduction

z
(5.0)

Decisions are made under conditions of reality which for-
bid the possibility of operating in isolation or without
regard to the cultural setting. PersonI responsible for
working within the institutionalized decision-making frame-
work.will generally, make sounder, more defensible decisions

if they thoroughly understand the decision-making process
and the various restraints and infringements which arc
operative within the process. Ward Sybouts

71.

A system is produced through analysis, synthesis, simulation, and
modeling. Analysis is employed in (1.0) 4$ the real world environment is
defined, the parts that combine to Make up the existing corrections struc-
ture or organization are identified and described, and the relationships
among the parts in the existing system arc. identified and descrOed. In

(2.0) analysis and synthesis arc applied, as an ideal corrections system
is set forth in the form of a -philosophy. This is accomplished by itlentis
J,:,ing the beliefs about the offender, the ultimate pulpose of corrections,

and the overriding truths that can be stated about the functions that make
up a corrections system. In (3.0) analysis is performed as the existing
organization or structure defined in (1.0) is compared with the ideal
which was dt,cribed in (2.0). This analysis results in the assessment of

a needs which are stated Ln priority order in (3.2). Synthesis is the pri-
mary systems technique employed in (4,,0) and (5.0) . In (4.0) ,the priority
needs which w,.re stated in (3.2) art. combined into a new whole, expressed-

as the statement of ,ianagtment goals, subgoals, and objectives which must
be .,:hieved in ord,r to meet the assessed needs (3.2) . In (5.0) the deci-
,i0a is reaehtd to create, or synthesize, a new training or education pro-
oaa, which may be a eomplettly new operation or may be a modification of
an uststing program. Whether the result is a program that is completely
new or a modification of the existing operation, the result will be a new
slflicturt, hiaoso the ntw 1,1.01e will I e, ditterent from that described in

(i:O.

A plan is an operational dt,.criptioli of (1) the goals to be accom-
plished, *(2) ,the specifications within whieh'operations will be carried
out to htomplish the stated goal-s; and (1) the description of operations

7
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4

to be implemented. Hatrak (1972) has raised the question: "How is it

pOlsible for . . . educators to make management and/or educational deci-
sions without a thorough understanding of the planning process? (p.1)."

The management plan must specify clearly and succinctly the desired
products, must elucidate the operations to be carried out to reach these de-
sired ends, and must describe the.requirements for carrying out these opera-

tions. The.management plan serves the function of. directing and limiting
the development, implementation, and evaluation of an instructional pro-
gram of adult basic education in corrections which will accomplish the
goals stated in (4.0) and meet the priority needs assessed in (3.2). The

priority needs which were determined in (3.2) must be taken into account
in formulating the plan, since it is necessary to meet these needs.

The function FORMULATE PLAN (5.0) is, perhaps, the most critical
function in the delivery system model for.management. It is this func-'
tion that provides the basis for management decisions. Sybouts (1972)

has called attention to the importance and difficulty in implementing the
decision-making function, observing that when consideration is given to
the numerous variables involved in the decision-making process, it be-

comes very clear that the process is not a simple one. It is extremely

important to develop a plan for accomplishing established management goals,
making optimum. utilization of available resources.

c

The urgency and need for making optimum use of personnel and time
have been stressed repeatedly (Cannon, 1971; ,Chenault, 1971; Cook, 1971,
Erickson, 1971; Flamm, 1971). Chenault supports the concept of a'team
approach and a sharp break with tradition and many currenpfactices.
Chenault. (1971) sees the optimization of staff resources-as coming about
through a superintendent functioning as a social activator of both staff
and residents. Flamm'(1971) takes the position that key institutional
managers and decision-makers can contribute most in optimizing use of.
personnel and time resources in planning and implementing adult basic
education by making certain the institution is well organized and by us-

ing sound personnel practices. Keve (1971) points out' that the manage-

ment decisions made in a correctional institution will set the direction
for the priorities given to the different elements in the system, includ-
ing academic education, vocational education, prison industry. Sybouts

(1971) and Nielsen (1971) strongly support the need for management deci-
sion-making to be systematic and scientific, Sybouts (1971) observes
that administrators, whether they work in the public or, private sector of

our economy, face the responsibility of making decisions.. Banathy (1968)

believes that the system§ approach has a dual role in education: (1) as

applied :. i education, offering a powerful methodology fox decision-making
and desio development; and (2) as applied t.,.) education; bringing,about,
clectr understanding of what education is about. Both of these roles are

implemented in (5.0). The systems techniques of analysis, synthesis, sim-
ulation, and modeling arc applied to direct decision- making and design de-

velopment. At the same time, the result of lormilating the plan contrib-

utes immeasurably to clarifying the role of edu Ilion in corrections,Sc.

i0
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In (5.0) synthesis is carried out resulting in several solutions,
in the form of program plans. Simulation and modeling are applied as
these solutions are evaluated and compared, either by the simple sim-
ulation technique of verbally talking through the different results in
terms of benefits and costs, or by making the comparison by use of the
computer. ,The result of this simulation and modeling is the selection
of the best alternative solution for accomplishing the goals set forth
in (4.0). The subsystem FORMULATE PLAN 15.0) describes how plans for
adult basic education in corrections can be developed by correctional ad-
ministrators and educational managers. FORMULATE PLAN (5.0), is made up
of five parts: STATE MISSION AND PARAMETERS (5.1); ANALYZE CONSTRAINTS
AND RESOURCES (5.2); SYNTHESIZE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.3); MODEL/SIMULATE
TO EVALUATE SOLUTIONS (5.4); and SELECT BEST POSSIBLE SOLUTION (5.5).

STATE MISSION AND PARAMETERS (5.1)

A miss::;fl is an ultimate accomplishment or a chargé to be performed.

Th specifications or requirements to be met in accomplishing the desired end
are called parameters: Every system has specifications or requirements.
These specifications,.or parameters, are essential characteristics or con-
ditions established in the design and operation of any system, and can be
quantified. by giving them numerical values. The parameters are fixed and
will not change, but the numerical values may change. The specification
of an amount of money allowed for placing a man on the moon might change,
but the parameter, at, would still be a requirement of the system. Para-

meters which are basic to every adult basic education in corrections system
and must be considered and stated are:

1. time (remaining to serve; allocated for education/training
programs, available for education/training programs)

2. cost (projected budget)

3. staff (full-time equivalent including certified and non-

certified employees, volunteers, and offenders)

4. tacil-iies (allocated space and buildings; projected space
and. buildings)

S. equipment (usable)

6. learner population (number, age-,range, ethnic background;
available/waitingfor education/training; criterion of
stlection)

A system is an organization of structure, comprising an identifiable
whole made up of rAated parts luneliauing independently and together

i*. 1 a (Ryan, 1969). The formulation of a plan to achieve

the goals stated in (4.0) and meet the priority needs assessed in (13.2)
must btgin.with a char statement of the mission 61 the System, and pre-

7 ;
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sentation of a quantified description of the requirements or specifications
which must be met in accomplishing the stated mission. A mission of a

space program might be to put two men on the moon. The specifications for

accomplishing this desired end would include requirements relating to time,
cost, personnel, facilities, equipment, criterion of proficiency, and par-

ticipant selection. The importance of establishing operating parameters
is emphasized by Silvern (1972), who believes that when analysis has been
produced it is necessary to establish operating.parameters (p. 75). Ac-

cording to Silvern (1972), "One set of parameters deals with selection
criteria- for the trainees (p.75)." It is important to-state the mission

clearly, and describe parameters with care and-precision because the mis-
sion determines the purpose of system operations, and parameters represent
the givens or the characteristics without which the system would not func-

tioh.

In the delivery system model the function STATE MISSION AND SPECIFY

PARAKE:ERS (0.1) is accomplished by stating the end product desired from

the adult basic education operations, and specifying the
must

of

the system operation. T1z. specification of parameters must include the

name of the parameter, such as cost and the quantified value for each

parameter for immediate implementatton of the plan. It is assumed that

the numerical value mght,change at a future date, thereby making possible

changes in the system plan of operations.

ANALYZE CONSTRAINTS AND RESOURCES (5.2)

constraints arc known limithtions and restrictions in the capa-

bilities of human and material factors invoi4ed in the design, develop-

ment, and maintenance of a system. A constraint can be overcome, or ways

can be found to get around the limitation. A constraint is an obstacle

in the way of realizing the system mission. If the system specification

calls or raising the .reading level of a given population of offenders by

two grades, and-the particular individuals are without motivation to at-

tend reading programs or participate in designed learning experience's,

this lack of learner motivation could constitute a severe obstacle in the

way of achieving the goal. The challenge would he to find some way around

this obstacle.

resources are means or assets which contribute to the realization

of the system mission. Resources are means which have the capability of

achieving ends. Resources are factors which facilitate accomplishment of

the mission.

The analysis of constraints and resources is accomplished by iden-

tity In obstacles and assets related to the system mission, determining

the relationships of these obstacles to the system operation and achieve-

ment of the mission, and considering each one individually. Ways to get

around or overcome constraints must he found, and ways to optimize utili-

zation of resources must be identified. The essence of systems approach

is the optimization of resources in the achievement of specified goals.

7 8
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Parameters can be either constraints or resources. It is important to
consider constraints and resources in relation to the immediate situation.
, A factor originally identified as a constraint might become a resource
which would. facilitate accomplishment of the mission. If a plan calls
fOr 50;000 square feet, and there are only 25,000 square feet available,
then this constitutes a constraint. The task would be to re-examine the
situation to see what kind of tradeoffs might be made. Money might ,be
available for purchase or rental of more space. An equipment inventory
codtaining a large amount of machinery would appear to be a resource.
On closer examination, it might be found that the equipment is not in
operating condition. This means the equipment becomes a constraint, and
efforts must be made to,see what kind of tradeoffs could be made to ob-
tain optimum use of the machinery. It is possible the.equipment could be
sold for scrap, and the money obtained in the sale used to purchase essen-
tial equipment for the program operation. In the examination of constraints
and resources and the efforts to make tradeoffs to optimize resources, it
may be that adjustment must be made in the system mission. This is shown
in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure) by the feedback signal (5.2)
to (5.1).

The function ANALYZE CONSTRAINTS AND RESOURCES (5.2) is accomplis*1
in the delivery shstem model by listing al-1 constraints and resources.
For each constraint listed, describe how the factor affects system operation
and describe trade,,ffs that might be made to overcome the obstacle. For
each resource describe ;-,fa the factor affects the system operation
2nd indicate and tradeofyS that might have to be made involving the resource.

SYNTHESIZE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS '0.3)

A so/ut:un is a method for settling an issue or answering a ques-
tion. A solution represents a decision. In the delivery system model of
adult basic education, Oe issue or question concerns how to achieve the
mission. The methods which arc hypothesized as possible means of accom-
plishing the mission represent pog'sible solutions.

Synthesis is a process of identifying parts, and relating and com-
bining them to create new wholes, or structures, designed to accomplish a
stated mission. Synthesis of possible solutions is the process of creating
or innovating methods or procedures for achieving the system mission.

The function SYNTHESIZE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.3) is made up of two
parts: BRAINSTORM POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.3.1), and DETERMINE FEASIBILITY OF
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.3.2).

7J
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t
BRAINSTORM POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.3.1)

Brainstorming is a group process of creative thinking, with no
attention to possible constraints in the real life situation. Memberfrof
the group are charged with the task of thinking far out, dreaming 9f ide-
alized plans. In a brainstorming session, every idea must be recorded.
As many ideas as possible should be considered. The results of brainstorm--
ing are the sudden inspirational suggestions or ideas, relevant to a given
problem. Brainstorming can be accomplished in a staff conference. It is-
part of the work of the system design team. The result of brainstorming
must produce possible solutions which differ from the current operation.
Continuation of the present program, with no change, is not acceptable as
a brainstormed solution. Some change must be made.

Brainstorming is important because it engenders a great deal of
creative thinking, draws on the best talents of the group, and enhances
the chances of coming up with a viable solution because of the great
variety and number of ideas presented. A good brainstorming session will
leave few alternatives undiscovered. In the brainstorming session it is
important to consider a great many ideas to avoid rejecting a possibility
whidh might be unfamiliar but might have great merit. It is possible that
a combination or modification of one or more brainstormed ideas might be
valuable. It is important for the system design team to spend some time
in brainstorming activities, with each team member thinking far out,
dreaming up ideas that might somehow be incorporated in a plan for accom-

plishing the mission. In brainstorming it is important to think in terms
of goals, rather than objectives. Coals are idealistic; objectives are
down-to-earth. The purpose of brainstorming is to innovate,and create.
This is accomplished best when the target is idealistic, rather than real-
istic. Lt forces the brainstorming group to think of wayt to reach some-
thing that is just beyond the grasp under existing oonditions.

When the design team engages in brainstorming, it is important for
sometme to be responsible for recording all of the ideas. After all ideas
are recorded, they are synthesized into plans. Brainstorming possible
solutions must result in the creation of at least two possible plans for
accomplishing the mission.

Brainstorming is important because the process forces innovation
and improvement. The results of brainstorming must be a,plan which calls
forgoing beyond the present program. This is a critical point. Some
improvement is essential:- This is indicated in (3.2), the priority needs.
If the present-program were perfect, there would be no needs. Brainstorm-
ing must result in plans for improvement which wilt meet the needs.

ihe sub-system aNAINSTORM 1)03,5X;i: ;;OLVTIONJ (5..).7-) is accomplished

iv acscribing ',,ay in which brainstorming.of possible .!olutionc was car-

rie.-1 out t'/ tits sysWm .lesign team, and OW way'in wh;ch brainstorviing will

oarri. cnct an,1 0,om at pbc,corrt-:ctional institution Cr agoney.

sub.,syst.-m al40 1 l have a detailed, complete de script lee in op rational

ter= of each po2z:b1:,.: oolution resulting from the; brainstorming procca of

the; system design ANvn. ,"here mast be at least two possibl., solutions, cash

e
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of which is different from the current operation. In the delivery system
Model, these possibL: solutions can be shown as sub-systems of (5.3:1) °

and identified by d,:scriptors of five words or less with point numeric

codes (5.3.1.1), (5.3.1.2),etc.

DETERMINE FEASIBILITY OF POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.3.2)

Feasibility refers to the extent to which something is capable of
attainment. Feasibility of possible solutions refers to the extent to
which solutions are capable of being implemented.

It is important to determine the feasibility of the many solutions
because brainstorming usually identifies some, possible solutions which
are so idealistic that,implementation is precluded. There may be some
possible solutions which indicate no possibility of implementation. These
need to be eliminated. The feasibility of each solution will be determined
by standards of feasibility. Feasibility is assessed by answering for each
possible solution the question: "Can this solution be put into operation
under existing conditions, given the constraints and resources identified
and described in (5.2)?" This sub-system gives an opportunity for making
further tradeoffs to convect an apparently unworkable solution into one
that would be feaFLble. This is shown by the .feedback signal path from
(5.3.2) to (5.2). When a solution-appears to b.. unworkable, another look
is taken at the resources and constraints to see what other tradeoffs might
be made, and further consideratiOn is given to each possible solution-de-
scribed In (5.3.1) to see if modifications could be made which would mike
the solution feasible of implementation. ,This process of determining fea-
sibility of solutions is accompPished by the dosign team, or a designated
committee, in a meeting when eacW.solution is discussed and the question
of feasibility answered by consensus.
.

'nis function, DEMME 2E11:771LITY )F PWSIBLS SOLUTIONS (5.3.21,
at,?ocipliJhe,41 in tht. dt,livcry 6.1istam m,1,21 bj describing briefly the meth-

,q-loyed .to lt;tt:rmint: feasibilitif, and, then, listing each solution

tofeaaitilitio oit-h .);utioni:3 in one section or c umn,
.17t unf,',24ibL :n anothbe .:xrlanatlon must be give for

.%)-1.!e,!,)n W the, bacig 'for mjection.
4

MODEL/SLMULATE TO EVALUATE SOLUTIONS (5.4)

is a process of ptoducing a highly simplified, but control-
lahlu, vorsion ot a Teal life situation. A mo.. /. is an analogy or simpli-
fied version of the real world. When modeling is used to evaluate theypos-
sible solutions synthesized in (5.3.2), each solution is described in narra-
ti'..e or graphie,torm, with the eesential dements, identified and the rdia-
Lion'hipq among the elk m,n1s spelled out.. lhis ptoLess requires describing
eaa possible solution clearly, succinetly,.and completely, with each ele-'
mont involved in the hypothesized plan identified.
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Simulation' is a process by which a model is tested under condi-

. tions made to resemble the real world. The capability of a space suit
to protect a person against the conditions of temperatures and pressures.
of outer space is tested through simulation, by having an environment cre-
ated to resemble the temperature and pressures which will be encountered
in outer space and then monitgring the effects on an individual wearing
the space suit under controlled condidioni. §imulation of a possible so-
lution for achieving the adult basic education in corrections mission can
be carried out by talking through each possible solution, and weighing it- .
by considering advantages and disadvantages, costs and benefits. This

hind of simulation is done by taking the narrative or flowchart model cre-
ated for each possible solution, and then considering the model against a
set of standard criteria to determine potential worth. Silvern (19703 i-
dentified two of the major purposes of simulation as model - testing and

problem-solving.

It is important to use the processes of modeling and simulation to
evaluate the possiblebsplutions, since these procedures prevent unnecessary
expenditures of resources, in fruitless efforts by°pointing up the inade-
quacies of the hypotheaizeesolutions before putting them into action in

real life.

The Anction MODEL /SIMULATE TO EVALU4TrSOUTIOS (5.4) is dons in
two parts: EVALUATE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.4.1), 'and RANK ORDER POSSIBLE

SOLUTIONS (5.4.2).

EVALUATE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.4.4)

t

Evaluation is a process of interpreting quantitative data to pro-
.
vide a basis for making decisions about value or worth of an Object; ac-

tion, or concept. Evaluation of possible solutions is the process of de-
ermining relative worth of each solution, in terms bf the capability of

accomplishing the system mission. Evaluation of possible solutions is

done by considering the dvantages and disadvantages of each solution
that was,,considered fee ible, and which has been described in narrative or

idflowchmt form. Consid.ration of the advantages ane disadvantages of each

possiblre solution is accomplished by j) defining criteria to judge the

. value of a solution, and (2) rating the proposed solution on each of -.

these criteria. The rating should he given a numerical value. A simple

operational way to majce this evaluation is to prepare a rating checklist.
At the top of the list, identify each possible solution hnd on the left
side of the page list the criteria. Check each solution against each of

the criteria to determine on a relative basis the extent to which the so-

lution satisfies the criterion. The result of this subjective rating

could, be expressed in a numerical value, from I to 5, or.by (+) and (...

Li numerical values are used, a scale is set up arbitrarily. for example,

satisfying a criterion to a great extent might be rated 5, and barely
0

s atistying a LritertA, if at all, might be rated 1, If d solution.satis-

lied a criterion Very well, it might get a plus (+), and if a solution .

tailed to satisfy a critelion.it might get (-). The criteria for evaluation

should, include the following: reldVance of
'

solution
I

ution to' system objectives;
0
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cost; extent t.I innovation; flexibility; simplicity; time required. ,Other
criteria might be added to meet unique situational requirements. The check-
list approach to the evaluation of three possible solutions to accomplish
a stated mission is illustrated in Figure 1.

Criteria
SolUaRns

(5.4.1.1) (5.4.1-2) (5.4.1:3)

Relevance to objectives

Cost

Innovativeness

Flexibility

Maintainability

Simplicity

Reliability

\\.Tithe

t A

+

+
-

Total +8 +2

*Figu-..e. 1. Ratintrrr ssibte Solutions.

Nielsen (1971) .upports the evaluation of alternatives, which in-
volves identification of alternative:- for .action ind alternative projee-

t, Lions._ identification of alternatives assumes the identification of the
problem and thy specifIcalian of 4!numbyr of different alternative courses
of action. Alternative projection follows, and it r.quirys that each L7
dyntified alternitive tor action is f'.11owed tv "If 1 take this alrerna-

Nive, what will by the probable consequetleen

Evaluation of pos4=.fW solutions to decamp.). h the system miss.e.h,

is important, sin, through this process '',11aL ioiu
in the decisio11-m,d,11.;, 1,40e..ss (LL,1 ..., 1971; S, bout' ,

1971). This mir.trai., th( ehaoces for :,ft - ssful ol,ratiln.of the sistom.
On evaluation .1i the solutions ,.. the ba: is of relative .north in relation
to a set of standard criteria.,erves the purpose ot,providing quantitative

data to support Gilt sub_kctiy. ivagment that plates `relative value on each

plan. It is critical to look AL thy r1.vanee of the solution to the sys-

tem objective's. IL qak.s no ditt r(a( X1.1 ou,t5ronliry, Ott solution, :c

L. worthless 11 it will Got. a%. ,Tplish th, 411! 1 rd Tb, relat ive

clelt tan mak. the 4;11 '!,nee hetN..n othrwi tquall att6etive so-
lutiOns. A sof0LiOn should p ovide

to, mom. (1(geye of innovation. Svuthe-

si,s is synonymous with innovation. Th. Sub-system 0.0) is the ,heart of,

t
t
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system innovation in this model. There must be a degree of flexibility,

in order to provide for adaptation to change. The cortectioAs getting,
probably as much if not more than any other, must be geared. to change.
A solution must be one which is characterized by simplicity, to provide

for tame of installation and operation. A system that is too complicated

may flounder. Time is almost always a consideration., Given three equal-
ly attractive possible solutions, the one which could be accomplished in
the least amount of time would be preferable. Attention should be giVen

to reliability. The plan must be one which will work repeatedly with the

same results. Maintainability refeis to the need to keep the system

operating.

In the delivery system model, the function (5.4.1) EVALUATE POSSIBLE
SOLUTMS is accomplished by (1) writing in narrative _form and designing in
the delivery system flowchart the sub-systems which will constitute the
possible solutions; and (2) reporting the results of the simulation carried
out through talking through each possible solution to determine extent to
which.it satisfiep the rating criteriA.

The possible solUtions which were determined feasible in (6.3.2),
are converted to model form, both in narrative and in the fipwchart, in

(b.4.1). These models identify the elements in the solution .c id describe

the relationships of the elements. These models are operational descrip-

tions of how the solutions will work,in real life. These models are the

results of synthesis.

fhe simulation of the_ possible solutions in model form is carried
out by the design team or a co!;Imitt,ee as a group activity. Simulation in-'

wolves talking through each- ewiutidn, by looking careAlly and critically
At the solution to see how it rates on each of the evaluation criteria.

:htl results of simulation are recorded in the narrative of the delivery
,,stem model in a checklist, :similar to that shown in,Fig,ure 1.

RANK ORDER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS (5.4.2)

-Rank order means to list according to priority. Rank ordering pos-

sible plutions is the process'of listing the solutions for which models

were designed ini(5.4.0 in 2rder, according to the relative worth or value

of the solution.1 The rank ordering of possible solutions is the procedure..

-of listing, according to priority, the solutions from (5.4.1).

It'is important to set priorities, because this makes it possible

to select the hest solution from among several possibl e procedures for

accomplishing-the-systom-miasion. It also provides a ready-made prolec-

tion 43ainst having to abort a sisteM operation reason of having no

ready alternatiive in case the solution selected' as- most-preferred cannot

be implemented.

8 .4
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In the deliver system mode Z, the function ROK ORDER POSSIBLE SOW-
= (6.4.2) is acccnriishediIi 2:st;:na the solutions. from (6.4.2) in order
accorling to he highest rating obtained through the simulation proceai.

SELECT BEST' POSSIBLE SOLUTION (5.5)

Selection of the best Possible solution is the process of identi-
fying the solution which will become part of the system plan. This iden-
tification is done by stating the descriptive name and the point numeric
code of the solution considered to be the best. The best solution will
be the one at the top of the priority listing. Sybouts (1971) points up
that the selection of the best possible alternative solution does not
necestarily mean the decision maker will be happy with the solution. Of

the various alternatiye solutions which are available there may be none
which is completely satisfactory, so the decision maker is faced with
.selectin6 the least of the evils. Selection of the best possible solution
also involves stating justification for the selection. This justification
is based on the results of simulation, pointing up the advantages of the
solution.

It is important to select the best possible solution. The identi-

fication of the solution, together with the statement of the mis-

sion and specification of parameters (5.1), constitute the three elements
in the plan. It is important to justify selection of the plan. It is

this documentation that provides read) answers to critics who question
the worth of an innovation or improvement in the system.

:n tht. funct.-4 i4,:f-POZIBLE SO-
- , by 3tati14, 11.2 tai d 1.oibtt, numeric code

"LP t;iL4.; LteCZ tut.; r,as,ns for the selection.
,,-(7),n..; 4Zmu;x:04, (b.4.). In list :, 2g the ma-

s:,oA1.77 17.7* t; cost of the solu-
?: ,n 0, 1:,:.tel / tnt. CO3 of dt;.er a.ternativus is

=,..;:-.xte.;: at ) :t i.. in urtant to ev;,),,, sayLng that
'1 re-Jul: , air :tn,fr stiuti,ns. This

.

7 . i"-)r all tea r' 1104eibl'

ConciJsion

;,pit,- (5.0) is the major synthvsis sub-system in the mod-
el. in (1.0) the concern was with an analysis of the existing situati6d,
the real world as it is. In (5.0) a new structure,or.organization is syn-

th.:,i4,d. This i, Lho management design ler accomplishing the system mis-

sion. this the bib-system lo which management,dccisions arelmade con-

ceentng the dirvtAton to be Laken in the future. The sub-.system (1.0) deals

with existing intotmation only. The sub-system 0.0) innovates a new plan.
The needs which were.. assessed in (1.2), and which became the basis for the
corrections goals, and management subgoals and obitctives daiovd to (4.0)

<Ali be met. through,Lhe plan lormulated to (5.0). This management plan

1
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(5.0) will be evaluated in (7.0). The report which is prepared for pre-
sentation to the decision makers in (TA) includes an evaluation of
how the mission was'or was not accomplished. Thir relationship is shown

by a feedback from (7.3) to (5.1), and a feedforward (5.5) to(7.1).

The function FORMULATE PLAN (5.0) is a management function. The

plan which is formulated in (5.0) sets the directions andillmits for the
instructional program of adult basic education tobe developed, implement-
ed, and evaluated in (6.0).

.00
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CHAPTER VI

DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT,

EVALUATE PROGRAM (6.0)

Introduction

With the national focus on correctional improvement it,
is indeed timely to examine new ways of approaching old

problems in education and to do so in the framework of

-research and evaluation. Lawrenne- A. Bennett

15

The management plan fOrmulated in (5.0) provides-the foundation for
developing, implementing, and evaluating the instructional program. The
subsystems, ANALYZE REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT (1.0), ESTABLISH PHILOSOPHY (2.0),
ASSESS NEEDS (3.0), and DEFINE SYSTEM GOALS, SUBGOAS, OBJECTIVES (4.0). deal
with management functions. These five subsystems, together with subsystem
EVALUATE SYSTEM (7.0), constitute a management,planning.and processing sys-
tem. The subsystem DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT, EVALUATE PROGRAM (6.0) is an instruc-
tional subsystem which contains all of, the elemen,c found- in the six manage-,

ment subsystems. Subsystem (6.0) provides a logical, rational, scientific
approach to -guide instruction. .

Teaching, in the most basic sense, is a communicative relationship
which involves exchange of actions, information, and objectives. Teaching
which is logically planned and systematically ordered-has more chance for
sn.cess than haphazard, unplanned instruction. Subsystem (6.0) providesca

- means of achieving accountability in instruction. Mager and Beach (1967)

have observed that:
0

Iitough schools and instructors have been'in existence for cen-
turies, and though educational researchers have been at work for
decadeswe do not yet have a science-based guide that tells us
how to make an accurate selection for appropriate instructional
strategy (p. 52).

Subsystem DEVLhoP, LMFLEMENI, EVALUATE PROGRAM (6.0) constitutes a science-
based guide for making accurate and appropriate selection of instructional

(4\ straLeglea implementing the instructional philosophy and goals, and making
)1/4 evaluation of the effectiveness of thesb selections. Instruction and man-

.

\agemen. must be tloaely and strongly related. This relationship is shown in

tile flowchart (Supplementary Figure) thd signal paths lo (6.0) from the
otlier subsystems, and,f,rom (6.0). to ()tar subsystems. There is a mutual re-

cipiv city between:the selection of a managemel4t plan in (5.5), and the del
velokment, implementation, and evaluation of an instructional program in
(6.0). this relationship L shown by 'the signal paths between subsystems

in rim and those in (6.0).

8 (4
0
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The instructional subsystem (6.0) is made.up of four parts: PROVIDE
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT (6.1); DEVELOP CURRICULUM (6.2); IMPLEMENT PROGRAM (6.3);
and EVALUATE PROGRAM (6.4).

In the delivery system model, subSystem (6.0) is accomplished by
describing each of the four subsystems which combine to make up the /Unc-
tion DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT, EVALUATE PROGRAM.

PROVIDE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT (6.1)

Management is- comprised -of the functions of organization and admin-
istration, and includes responsibilities for planning, organizing, coordinat-
ing, directing, controlling, and supervising, with obligationsyto account
for results. Managers, are concerned with activities,' projects, and programs.
Management is a decision-making process, and managers are responsible for
their decisions. Management support refers to the planning, organizing, co-
ordinating, directing, controlling, and4supervising activities which are
carried out purposefUlly by management personnel to contribute to and facil-
itate the instructional process. Instruction refers to the-process of pur-
posefully contriving environments and creating experiences to bring-ablmrt.-
desired changes in the behaviors of individuals.

An environment which encourages learning is a necessary part of the
total Adult Basic Education in Corrections program. Learning experiences
will be-ineffective if not suppbrted by administrative decisions-that maxi-
mize possibilities of achieving corrections goals and instructional sub-
goals sad. objectives. The instructional program needs to be developed on
the basis of findings from relevant research .v. The program requires coor-,.
dinAtion of funds, space, equipment, materials, supplies, personnel, and
community resources. There must be a concerted effort to maximize commu-
nity resources in a systematic way in the instructional prngram. The sup-
port of management is necessary for human and material resources to be used
most effectively in developing and implementing the instructional. programs.
Administrative and instructional decisions must be made for organizing in-
struction. These decisions must be mutually reciprocal. It is important
for managIrS to support the achievement of instructional objectives through
allocation and expenditure of funds; designing, constructing, or modifying
facilities; recruiting, selecting,- and training personnel; scheduling-time;
coordinating institutional and community resources; and maintaining a cli-
mate for learning. On the other hand the instructional program supports
managementu since it is through the implementation of the instructional pro-
gram that system subgoals and objectives defined by management (4.0)-are
achieved.

The function (6.1) PROVIDE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT is made up.of seven
Arcs: SURVEY/DISSEMINATE RELEVANT RESEARCH (6.1.1); ALLOCATE/EXPEND
FUNDS (b.1.2); DESIGN/CONSTRUCT/MODIFY FACILITIES (1.1.3); RECRUIT /SELECT/
TRAIN STAFF (6.1.4); SCHEDULE TIME (6.1.5); COORDINATE INSTITUTIONAL. AND
COMMUNITY RE;SOURCES (6.1.6); and MAINTAIN CLIMATE FOR LEARNING (6.1.7)-

8.j
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In the delivery system model describe .the importance of having man-
agement support for instruction and identify the elements which make up thi
management support subsystem.

SURVEYOISSEMINATE RELEVANT RESEARCH.(6.1.1)

Research is defined as a process of sequentially related, systema-
tized activities, conducted for the purpose-of seeking answers to hypothe-
sized questions through the use of the scientific method (Ryan, 1969b). The
degree of control exercisedin carrying out activities for the purpose of
seeking answers to specified questions, and the amount of sophistication
applied in. developing the plan for the research activities varies from a.
rigid controlled, highly experimental program aimed primarily at theory
buildiNg to the action-type projects where controls are minimal. Regard-,

less of the degree of sophistication in design, research is intended to
produce information,relevant,co defined pobless or questions and to,cul-
minate in more effective utilization of human and'material resources for
achieving results. Keve (1972) points up cthat "in addition to the conven-
tional use of research for testing the effectiveness of Methods, it can
also be used for ,its direct therapeutic or instructional value to the stu-
dent himself when he is put in the role of researcher (p. 2)." The
process of surveying research involves looking at _available inforMation in

a

fugitive literature and published reports dealing with the results of sys-
tematic efforts to find answers or produce data related to defined prob-
lems or questions. The sairvey of research is made -by determining available
information relevant to the development, implementation, and=evaluation.of
adult basic education programs in correctional settings. Dissemination of
research is the process of analyzing available information, pitting it in
a form which makes it readily-usable.by the practitioner, and getting the
packaged information to the user. Three areas of information are particu-
larly relevant to the development, implementation, and evaluation of adult
.basic education in correction*: learning systems (6.1.1.1); social inter-
action (6.1.1.2); and human growth and. development (6,.1.1.3). The research

survey is accomplished by seeking information on these topics through (1)
govekrnart agencies; (2) publications, including monographs, journals, books,

any special rcpoLts; (3) institc.tiens of higher education;
and(4) professional organizations. There are a number of clearinghouses

operated primarily by government agencies and professional organizations -,
concerned with identification and dissemination of information deatng with
program development, implementation, and evaluation. Government agencies

maintain. files and issue periodicals and other reports which are directly

relevant to program development and implementation. .Reference to.Edueation
Index, P*Ircholozical Abstracts, Socio 00-cal Abstracts and related indices
Should result in identification of materials published in, major professional

journal's, or issued as books, monographs, or special reports. Inquiries to
research and devt.lopment centers, to education, psychology and sociology
departments, and to_penters for climinai justice can be made to identify
available infoimation related to adult basic education in corrections.
Several professional organizations are engaged acsliely in information dis-
semination, and report periodically on relevant research through newsletters.
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They also provide a platform for research reporting at annual meetings. The
following list illustrates sources of information:

I._ Government Agencies

A. U.S. Office'of Education

1. National Multi -Media Clearinghouse (evaluates, abstracts,
and indexes materials on Adult Basic Education)

2. Regional Offices (on-going projects and reports)
3. Regional Laboratories and Clearinghouses (reports on spe-

cial studies related directly to specific regional prob-
leis-and populations)

4. ERIC (indexes ill education research and researdh-related
literature)

5. Division of Adult Education (teacher training and special
deionstration projects; in-house reports)

B. U.S. Bureau of Prisons (central office, clearinghouse on spe-'
cial projects in education)

C. Law Enforicement Assistance Agency (research office, and
clearinghouse)

D. U.S. Department of Labor (research,on'manpower development
and training)

.E. National. Institute of Corrections (clearinghouse of correc-'
tions materials)

II. Publications

A. Books, monographs, special regorts, bibliographies
fl

. Professional journals

1. Adult Education
2. Adult Leadership

, 3. American Educational Research Journal
4. Review of Educational Research
5. American Journal of Corrections
6. Coriectional Education Journal
74 Psychology Today

C. Dissertation abstracts-

III. Institutions of Higher. Education

IV. Professional Organizations

A. American Correctional Association

9i
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B. Adult Education Association

C. National Association of Public and Continuing Adult Education

lb As research findings are analyzed, there is direct input from the

plan selected in (5.5). The mission defined in (5.1) could baomodified.by

the research findings, or the solution selected in (5.5) coulrbelhanged.
These relationships are shown by the slgnal path (F) from (6.1.1) to (5.1).

The survey and dissemination of research information on learning sys-
tems, social, interaction, and-human growth aud development are important,
because it is here that answers are found to questions and bases are pro-
vided for program planning. Programe should be developed on the-basis of
fact, not fiction. Research results are more apt to be fact than fiction..
Research in corrections, per se, is sparse. Some significant experimental
and demonstration projects are a matter of record, but a large body of know-
ledge emanating from corrections research does not exist. Bennett (1972)

calls.attention to the importance of looking at the research results from
other fields, noting that new ideas may emerge from only tangentially re-
lated areas of study.. It is true that fundamental aspects of instruction

may be_manifested in a variety of settings., The findings from learning s'Ye-

tem studies will be of value, since these results point to the effects of
different developments in. educational technology and document demonstrated-

effects of different learning approaches. Human growth and development re-

search is important. The results from adult basic education programs in the
community and education for the disadvantaged can be of ,great value in

sisting the program planning in correctional settings. The learners are

older, and have many characteristics in common with offenders. The
/

conclusions growing out of experimental programs At elementary grades in
regular school settings should not be ignored, since some of the basic
principles found may be of considerable valua in planning programs of adult

basic education in corrections (Bennett, 1972). The social interaction re-
search is important since these studies give information to help in under-

standing the group dynamics involved in the correctional setting, and Aid
in planning programs to take. advantage of the social paychology,of indivi-

duals in a situation like the correctional setting. The correctional admin-

istrator is not expected to conduct research, although he, may support action

programs in the system. It is important for,the manager to be apprised of
what is gutng on in che.iield that pis relevant to the decision-making tasks
of administratien, and to see that'the findings from research studies are
made available to those involved in developing, implementing, and evaluating
the instructional program. Being aware of the research information places

the manager in a better position to provide support.

in order to' evelop a prograp of adult basic education for any indi-

vidual.learner or an group of learners, it is necessary to have information,
abuut the learners so ial interaction variables, and the learning process.
From the theory and research oh learning, particularly in relatiOn to the
eederedueated, dibadmanLaged gr'oup, information can be selected and utilized
to motivate the leArners and to ih'erease the chances that they will 'realize the

adult basic eddeation in corrections objectives.

9 z



Ths Anotion SURVEY/DISSEMINATE RELEVANT RESEARCH (8.1.1 ) is mad,
up of three parts: SURVEY/DISSEMINATE LEARNING SYSTEMS RESEARal (6.241.01
SURVEY/DISSEMINATE SOCIAL INTERVTION RESEARCH (6.1.1.2); old SURVEY/DIS0
SIMIAN HUMAN GROWTH/DEVELOPIENT RESEARCH (6.2.1.3).- M'7 *liftoff-8F
tarn modal, the subsystem SURVEY/DISSEMINATE RELEVANT RESEARCH (41.1.1)
aocalqp;isheclby describing the infortanoe of researoh and id/int/bin" the
three areas of research to be surveyed.

SURVEY/DISSEMIMATS LEARNING SYSTEMS RESEARCH (6.1.1.1) . Learning
systems research 'includes all information produced through syttomaie 4tOdy
aimed at answering questions on motivation, repetition, transfer of lean-
ins. reinforcement, goal-setting, individual instruction, group iestructlen,
tescher characteristics, learning materials, classroom climate, fattlittio,
educational technology. This function is 'carried out by looking for infor-
mation on these topics, making abstracts, recording principles mud audio.
and getting this information to the program developer and implementer.

Research on learning syetems is important because learning is the
central, concern and primary purpose of the instructional program. The pro.-

glut is designed purposefully to achieve changes in behaviors of the offeed-

ame. Every possible bit of information which could be used to facilitate
achievement of this end should be analyzed and put into practice.

Bennett (1972) cites principles of learning which apply particularly'
to the adult learner in corrections:

1., Principl4s of -rod teaching apply to adults as well as to chil-
dren.

2. Learning is more rapid and efficient when the learner is a par-
ticipant rather than a spectator.

.0*

3. Interest is greater and learning is more effective when a visible
and tangiAs product appears as the result of a learner's activity.

4. Group learning is more effective than individual learning.

5% The greater the number of sensory channels used in the process,
the greater the amount of learning.

6. The moire learning is used, the more it will be retained.

7, Learning is more effective when the approach is an informal learn-
ing laboratory concept, using flexible time'blocks, capitalizing on learner
needs, and using positive behavioral modifickition techniques.

The need to generate motivation on the part of the learner. is nowhere
more -critical than in corrections.. Since learning is a change of behavior
through experience, it becomes apparent that directed or planned experiences
based on the individual learner's needs can result in positive change in be-
havior. Motivation is the key to success, and unless the information can be
used to, help the learner develop motivation to learn; it has little value.
Several approaches to accomplish this end have been tested. Positive results
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have come from considered use of outside resource persons, teacher eathu
steam, positive classroom climate, and field trips. It WIs been shave that

learning is more rapid when-the learner is involved as a participant, and

material is presented in'graspable units. In beginnipg phases the -units

need to be quits ssfia.1.LT-an4-ef-a-eiae-wircoaplaxfty that spears the learner

of success.

Michael (1967) made the observation that the offender possesses-all
the human qualities that distinguish him as an individual. These qualities

are of varying degrees in their appearance but; nevertheleis, are (mite hrita

ically significant in affecting one's motivation to learn. The offender his.

a need for understanding, acceptance, success, love, status, educed**,
verbal skills, positive motivation, emotional gratification, vocational
skills, hisman relations, friends, models, recognition, goals, relevance;

reality, communication, and self- image. Sherk (1970) further emphasises

this by pointing out that failure or threat of failure will only result in
avoidance behavior which inhibits learning.

!When the formal system does not meet the value needs of learners t

will seek informal ways to fulfill their needs (hells, 1970). A value is

what one considers to be worthwhile, and it can have motivating qualities.
It is, therefore, important that information about the learners be applied

in such a way:that it will-motivate them to learn, as well as be useful in de-

veloping a program for learning which will satisfy individual nedds.lhalearn,

er is greatly influenced by the deer group. If the gtoup holds educational

attainment as a value, the individual can be motivatellito participate in

educational activities, as status is attached to the participation and de.'

gree of achievement. It is therefore crucial that a value system be created'

that regards education as a legitimate and di. Arable goal.

a
One of the most compelling. kinds of motivation for a confined offender

would be she reasonably certain knowledge that efforts one might make while

confined could result in a tangible pay-off later In.the community. Thus,

If one can have specific and extensive evidence that others in hit/her jurisdic-

titon with prison records are finding not onlyilobs but real opportunities for

ecnomic security and for careers in the community, he /she is much .more

to betm)tivated.The more specifically Opportunities can be related too par-,

tieular program in which one can and per hould engage, the more the matt -

vation. One of the first items of im rtalic in f-cilitating learning is

that the material be meaningful..

Another'L.p,.tant a pees of learning 1, knowledge of results.

iniS factor is important especially whenattention is given to the fact that

the of tender probably been subjected to; repeated failures, particularly

in educational se_444s. Feedback of results. has been demonstrated to be

important. Individuals need almo§t immediate feedback about how they are

doing in_order to progress. T.t is important to plan practice sessions. In

mot situations distributed practice tends to produce learning of a more
o

lasting nature.

etc !,(14, 0.r.u:11,1t.is a basic principle bf learning., The principle

points up the fact that re4ponses to a situation that elicit fositive
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conditions are likely ,to be repeated. The offender group is- Oaracterized
by a need for immediate gratification, and it is therefore important to
understand the reward system of the learner!s4mediatmufgrence.group,
Information about the learning process can be utilized to maximize the
reward system in. helping the learner to'athieve adult basic education in-
corrections goals. Reinforcement theory holcht that what an individual learns
is contingent upon the consequences of his /her acts. Consequences whtch
strengthen, Or reuard,.the behavior they follow are called positive rein-
forcers. In one project (McKee an Clements, 1967), it was concluded that
the warden is the most powerful reinforcer in a correctional setting, be-
cause he is in a position to cause things to happen, The basic, principle
of reinforcement points up that positive qualities should be supercharged
with success-oriented programs. that have built-in reward systems. Contin-
gency management, which implements principles of reinforcement, relies on
the notion of enhancing approach responses and decreasing or extinguishing
avoidance response tendencies. This system of manipulating and controlling
learning contingencies to maximize learOng has been found effective in
correctional` settings (Rehabilitation Research Foundation, 1968; McKee and
Clements, 1967).

A system imPlementingprinciples of contingency management was de-
scribed in the Draper Project Final Report (Rehabilitation Research Founda-
tion, 1968):

Around this principal motivational technique ll'-individualized
instruction --was built a system-of extrinsic reinforcers which
-were applieddrequently and immediately in an effort to keep
the inmate involved in achieving long-range success. (Since
achievement of long-range goals delays reinforcement, it is
necessary that a trainee be helped to set intermediate goals,
so he can.receive reinforcement and realize that he is making
progress.)

t

We were able to get trainees to increase-their academic pro-
ductivity by paying them for points earned by completing
programmed instruction. A point vatue.was assigned to each

---programned course on the basis of its length and difficulty,
and the monetary value of the points was established. A

trainee could then earn money according tc his own producti-
vity. He was not, however, paid for merely completing frames.
He had to pass unit and /or final examinations in a course in
order to earn points.

0'

Such a plan offered flexibility in delivering reinforcement.
For example, trainees might have been paid once a week for all
points earned\in that week; or they might have been paid whenever
they accumulatgA a certain 'numbeL of points; or_payment for
points .earned in one course could be made contingent upon earn-
ing points in another course. The instructor could schedule
reinforcement and vary the schedule as he saw the need (p..82-83).

r-
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Contingency management calls for rewarding the learner for acceptable, be- .

havior. Prison industry systems could adapt concepts from business and
industries such as piece work,, overtime pay;and even modified profit shar-
A.Mg plans.

Bennett (1972) notes that the concept of instrumental behavior is,
important in instructing adults in a correctional setting. Adults are sore
likely to learn those skills that are of most value to them in assisting
them to progress toward defined objectives.

One of the most difficult tasks for the adult offelr is to set
realistic, long-range goals. The idea of contract learni4 involves atten-
tion to goal-setting and aplAication,of reinforcement theory. Contract
learning starts, with learner and staff working together to set short and
long term goals. Rewards are contingent upon contract fulfillment.

The techniques of behavior modification have been shown to be effec
tive in bringing about learning. lilese techniques have been used in-a num-
ber of different ways,. including teaching machines, token economies, and
contingency management. Bennett (1972) -cites a study by Heitman and Put,

inam (1972) which demonstrated gains by use of ,token reinforcement with
adult basic education students. Behavior modification depends on providing
positive reinforcers for desired behavior while ignoring undesired behaviors.

In the deliverd Judtem model the fitizetion SURVEY/DISSEMINATE LEARNING
(c-.1.1..1) is accompliskd by listing sources of information

,gin Learning .wtems and stating important findings to be applied in develop-
ing ate adult basic education in corrections prugrarr,

SURVEY / DISSEMINATE SOCIAL OTERACTION RESEARCH (6.1.1.2). Social
interaction research is information obtained through systematic study of
group dynamics, leaderthi,p, morale, productivity, communication, sensitivity,
soqial class and structure, roles.apdlstatus.

Research on soCialinteraction isj.mporlant because of, the tremendous
peer group influences in the correctional setting. There is a need to design
and implement programs in an environment where there are two sets of classes
and .trueLures--staff and offenders -- operating 004s:t time. Leadership i

and morale among the offender population are important variable% related to
learning, and communication and senipitivity must be iinderstobd in relation

,
to both start and offenders. The sociology of the setting is
critical to the dt:.telopment and implementation of .An effective program.

Societal tnformation is particularly critical to the task of devel-'
opine duct basic education programs to serve individuals who are disadvan-
tagyd by their lack of academic, employment, and social skills essential'to
participation in and adjustment to a complex ,iiitcty. Mangano (1967) holds

that:
4P'4
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. . basic education at be more than merely a skill develop-
meat'proaren . . literacy skills and the allied-shills of
camp utatime cammet be taint apart trap fhe total behavioral

14CUMOS of *toilsome . . . Adult Basic 'decades mama inns
meet be -*wiped to . . help the participant solve immediate
life problems and which will stale kiss to bettor mederstand
the societal.strueture to mbiCh.-be must ademp-ia order to be-
came ome of the advantaged rather thee one of -the disadvan-

taged (p.210.

Parsons (060 identifies three major elements of a social system:

1. _A plurality of individuals iateractiageith each other is a
situation which has a physical or environmental aspect;

- 2. Individuals who are motivated in terms of a tendency to optimise
gratification;_ 6

3. Individuals whose relations to their situations aei to each other
are mediated by a systemoof culturally shared and structured symbols.

.6ft

The prison functiOUS as a social system because individuals interact'
with each other with sufficient uniformity so that behaviois can be classi-
fied as conforming to the onviropment. Individuals in the prison share
similar orientations to the setting, and this orientation causes individuals
to be motivated to behave in predictable ways- to seek gratification. The
individuals have learned to anticipate attitudes and social respqnses.from
other members of, be group., The prison, as a social systea,is heavily

populated by aggressive and undisciplined personalities. Reliance on co-
ercive techniques for social control encourages hostility, depeidence, and
.manipulative efforts oft thepart of the offender.

Within the prison two social systems compete for.alleCiance of the
offender. Officials make up a formal organisation, structured by a set of
rules-. A maximum custody institution operates a social system designed to
maintain alnost,totel control over offenders through power concentration in
the hands of the establishment. Rules are imposed; and surveillance and
coercion are employed to maintain control. A rival social system among

offenders is in contradiction to the formal social sxstta. Offender groups
emerge and form social systems to provide protection and assistance against

the power group. The offender gains satisfaction from membership in a group

of peers who understan4hin/her and are interested in his/hpr problems.. The
conflicts which arise between the two social systems of the correctional set-
ting must be Understood and taken into account in attempting to develop pro-0
grams for. adult basic education in corrections.

,,,Information about the social system of the correctional setting, and
the relationship between the free society and the correctional society,
will make it possible to devise realistic programs for adult basic educa-
tion geared to the personal and environmental characteristics of the of-

fender.

9 i
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In a-social system each individual occupies a position or several
positions. Each position, or status, in the social order of the cor-
rectional setting, affects the kinds and degrees of authority one has over
others; the kinds and degrees of rewards one can gain; the privileges and
immunities one can expect; and the degree of prestige one cansreceive. The

formal society places the guard in a higher status than the offender, with
the consequence that the offender is inferior in all respects. In the of-
fender society 'there is a similar differentlition among statusetwso the
aggressive offender is superior in status to the inexperienced, passive °

offender.

Social systems usually provide for tension-management (Loomii, 1960).
The correctional setting fails in this regard, as the offender is in a situ-
ation where he/she loses a sense of belonging to community reference iroups,

such as family and friends. The offender is denied heterosexual satisfaCtions,
denied the opportunity to pursue many of his/her own interests, and denied
economic incentives basic to the mon-correctional society. To accommodate to
the stresses of the social system, Loomis (1960) lists the following avenues
which are open to the offender:

1., He can accommodate to the norms of the formal society, accepting
the inferior status with its implication that he must be-guarded and re-

gaided with suspicion.

2. He can accommodate to the norms of the offender society, accept-
.

ing norms that arc inconsistent with those of the free community.

3. He can become a social isolate, minimizing contact with both
formal and offender groups.

4.. He can rebel by violating rules and regulations of the forinal

society.

Galtung (1938) and Sykes and Messinger (1960) point up some of the points
of conflict between the two cultures operating in the correctional set-

ting:

9
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Norma of the Formal Culture

1., You shall recognize that you 1.

are guilty. -

2.- You shall recognize it was
correct to take you out of
your social context and im-

prison you.

3. You shall perceive your
status as criminal as
undesirable.

4.

Norms of the Offender Culture

You shall never openly say that
you are guilty.

2. You shall never openly say that .

the sentence was correct.

3. You shall be on the side of the
offender in all confllets.

4. You shall perceive your time 4. You shall say that the prison
in prison and services offered either has no effect or a harmful
as aimed at helpidg you to effect on you. -

become rehabilitated.

5. You shall treat prison per-
sonnel as your superiors.

5. You shall maintain the position
that "screws" are always wrong and
not to be trusted, that prison per-
sonnel are inferior human beings.

Attending to problems of cross-cultural communication_is important.
Communication problems endemic to the correctional institution, and problems
of teaching individuals from cultures and sub-cultures alien to the staff,
must be taken into account in planning programs for effective adult basic
education in corrections. The potenlial for utilizing paraprofessionals
drawn from the offender group as well as among individuals indigenous to
particular ethnic or miaority groups has been demonstrated. The results
of research point to important principles relating to these characteristics.
Studies on the- relation of age to learning have pointed to a continuing

learning potential. In general adults can learn, although at a slowly de-
clining rate of about 1 per cent a year from ages 43 to_70. The efficiency
of learning might be somewhat less than for younger persons, but the quality

is apt to be higher, and there ean,be a greater retention level. Bennett
(1972) cites the conclusions of Lorge (1966) that the capacity or ability
to learn is very slightly affected by increased age, although the effects

on efficiency of learning are greater. The older offender is apt to have
the potential to learn, but it may take a longer period of time to achieve
learning-objectives.

Individuals in correctional settings are delinquently-oriented. The -

question is, what is the relationship of this delinquent orientation to

learning? The evidence appears to show that the delinquent is less facile
in tasks requiring linguistic abilities. To reach the majority of offenders,

it would be wise to select material that relates to concrete manipulations
or tasks that involve abstraction without verbal skills. Bennett (1972)

cites Rohwer (1971), and suggests an approach to increasing learning
A skills by using concrete, explicit, and specific instructional programs.

9
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Thetictor of socio-economic background is important in learning.
Bennett (19172) cites the conclusions of Rohwer (1971) that differences in
school success vary with ethnicity, socio-economic status, and mental abil-
ity. The differences in learning potential which exist by virtue of having
different ethnic or socio-economic background must be taken into account in
planning an instructional program.

In the delivery system model the function SURVEY/DISSEMINATE SOCIAL
INTSRACTION RESEARCH (6.1.1.2)is accomplished by listing sources of informa-
tion on social interaction variables, and stating important findings to be
applied in dveloping and implenenting the adult basic education in correc-
tion program.

SURVEY/DISSEMINATE HUMAN GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH (6.1.1.3).
Human growth and development research provides information about characa
teristics and needs of the offender, the adult, learner, and the disadvan-
taged; the relationship between heredity and environment; the growth and .

development of individuals in different cultures and subcultures; the na-
ture of developmental stages; the influence of values; and the causes of
conflicts and anxiety.F

Information about human growth and.development is important, since
learning is a function of the growth and_development of the individual.
An effective program can be designed only if it is planned for a target
group. A complete understanding of the person is necessary if a viable,
program is to be developed. The ;earners likely to be entering the adult
basic education program in correctional settings have a number'otidenti-
fiable characteristics. They are' apt to be older, ranging in Age frOM18
to over165. they are, or have bl'en, delinquently- oriented. They are
likely to be of minority ethnic origin and come fromilower socio-economic
levels. They will have had a loj%g history of failure in academic_pur-
suits.,

1

Forty per cent of the.offenders are without previouslwork expert-
'

ence. IMost inmates are insecur ,_ exhibit little se f-discipline, have a
low sej.f-image, and manifest di torted value syste . The average educa-

tional:achievement of offenders, is estimated at fif h to sixth gxade level.
It is enerally recognized that offenders are basically in opposition to

setting is an artificial one (Levy, 195; Parson,:, t965; Caitung,-1958;
societ and its mores, and that the social structur in,the institutional

Sykes and Messinger, 1960; Loam's, 1960). Accordinig to the President's,
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration (1967), ". . . the lower
socio-economic class is iike1ly to have more frequent contact with crimi-
nals, 'antisocial ihdl,:iduals or groups than are mitiLers of the middle orI. ,

upper class, enhiAncing the probability that these individuals, when dnem-
ployed, will become involved in criminal behavior (p. 1)." Ethnic back-
ground and socio-economic factors influence the learner-teacher. relationship.
Bennett (1972) cited the'cohclusions of Lanning and Many (1966) that some
learnyrs have difficulty a'cepting instruction from someone from a different
background. Bennett then /mikes the point that the real need may be to as-
.isttet.hers,itt 'ILtter understdading cultural diffrent.es, pointing out
that skill training in trAins,ultural communication is beLag developed and
materials arc being mady,avallabie to did in understanding and communicating
with minority groups.

7
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The expectation of failure is a characteristic typical of the major
ity of offenders. The individual entering a correctional institution is apt
to be educationally retarded, with a mean tested grade level about two years
behind the level of grade last attended- in.school '(Bennett, 1972). This
means that most of the learners entering an educational program have experi-r
enced failure. The need for the instructor to relate to the learner is crit-
ical in the correctional setting. Bennett (1972) cites the conclusions of
TruaX and Carkhuff (1967) that characteristics essential to effective inter-
personal communication between learner and teacher in corrections are empa-
thy, positive regard, and congruence.

The forces and beliefs dominating minority groups must be considered,
and efforts should be made to capitalize on their pride in their own back-
grounds and cultures. Information relating to minority group beliefs and
_demands should be synthesized in making plans to attract potential adult
basic education in corrections learners and to satisfy their cultural iden-
tificatigns. It is- important to attend to,the ways in which traditions, sub-
cultures, common relattonship-and role sets complicate the job of motivating
and assisting confined offenders (President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration,. 1967). It is necessary-but not sufficient to take into
account the generally accepted information relating to characteristics of
the adult basic education learner (Snyder, 1970). Though the adult basic
education learners in correctional settings will have many of the character-
istics of educationally and socially disadvantaged adults, they will also
be found to have characteristics which set them apart from the educationally
disadvantaged adults in the community.

In the delivery system model the functiOn SURVEY/DISSEMINATE HUMAN
7R:WHIDEVELOPME:I1' Bar:EAR= (6.1.1.3) is accomplished by listing sources of
irlformation on human growth and devaopment, and repOrting important prin-
ciples and finding .Lout human growth and a,velopment to be applied in de- .

.eloping and implmenting the delivery system model. In the delivery system,
the rvsearch function must not be presented as merely an academic or esoteric
cs,rci4e. :he pert:Ju:nt research-fIndings will be described and related to
the :fined plan and to the implenentation, development, and evaluation of
the program.

ALLOCATE/EXPEND FUNDS (6.1.2)

There are two distinct support functions performed in the area of
financial resources: allocation of funds, and expenditure of funds. Alio-
cstion means to designate the fund for a specific purpose. Expenditure
means to actually spend the money for the purpose designated. Until expen-
diture takes place, the allocation alway14 can be reviewed and changed or
modified.

Allocation and expenditure of funds,are important functions performed
by management to support the instructional program. Without funds to sup-
port the developmerkt, implemtation, and evaluation of the program, it is
almost impossible to have an instructional systeM. There is a mutually

IJi
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reciprocal relationship between allocation and expenditure of funds and the
system parameters. This is shown in the flowchart model (Supplementer/
Figure) by the mutually reciprocal signal paths between (6.1) and (5.1)..

The number of learners, requitemints for staffing, availability of facili-
ties, supplies, materials, equipment, the-nature of the program, and
the evaluation needs also influence the .allocation and expenditure of

funds.

In the delivery system modal, the function ALLOCATE /EXPEND FUNDS
(6.1.2) is accomplished by stating specific budget items and giving the
bases or criteria upon which allocation was made. This function also should

include in the narrative a description of the importance of continuing sup-

port from management through allocation/expenditure of funds, and sugges-
tions for ways to facilitate this kind of suppqrt.

DESIGN/CONSTRUCT/MODIFY FACILITIES (6.1.3)

A facility is an installation in which a program will be implemented.
This refers to the architectural product, and includes requirements for
storage, ventilation, acoustics, color, lighting, and electrical outlets.
Design of the facility, or structure complex in which the instructional pro-
gram will be implemented, is accomplished by drawing up the building speci-

fications and laying out the plan. Construction is accomplished when the

plans are operationalized and the structure takes shape. Modification of

facilities is accomplished when changes are made in existing structures.

The construction or modification of a facility should not be seen as

a one-time support function. This must be continuous. Chapman (1970) has

noted:
r.

For more than half a century architects and designers have
been living with the dogma "Corm follows (unction"--but it is

important to recognize these times in which we live are charac-

terized by CHANGE. If we understand that form permits func-

tion, we have a rational modification of Sullivan's doctrine.
Changing functions may require responsive change in physical
and environmental factors (p.5) -.

rhe management.func'ion in relation to facilities '14c been described by

Gilbert <1970):

Leaders 4.n education plan design . . . indicate before

proper consideration can be given to the design of an edu-

cational facility, appropriate educational objectives must

be established. How the established objectives are to be

achieved, type educational methods, curriculum cont,nt,
mid other questions must be ,dotermined before plant planning

can proceed intelligently (p. 197).
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A special facility is needed- in corrections to accomModate the educational
function. Gilbert (1970) states that the plant should provide flexibility
in program and create an environment which encourages student activity:

When one co1nsiders the most desirable 'teaching methods in the
correctional setting it is obvious the basic education plant
should not be.-a repj.ica of a typical public school . . . . The
education plant must be designed to permit individual student
development, and have provisions for flexible-scheduling, group
activities and varied period lengths for modular scheduling.
It is essential the design incorporate features which permit
student movement and control with a minimum interference to
other students (p. 199).

0

Gilbert (1970) describes two basic plant designs to provide an ar-
rangement giving correctional education the. desired scheduling and classroom
flexibility and permit individualization of learner activities:
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S. ADMINISTRATION AREA
c. RELATED TRADES
D. SCIENCE
E. READING CENTER
F. COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

G. NUMERICAL CENTER

H. MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
I. STORAGE
J. LEARNING CENTER
K. REMEDIAL CENTER
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Figure 2. Classroom And Learning Center ava. Design, A.
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Figure 2 shows a plant design which will accommodate approximately
150 students during any one period. Students would'be programmed from sub-
ject specialty centers to the learning center for individual work. Follow-
ing is an illustration of how the correctional education. program would func-
tion with this facility design (Gilbert, 1970):

0

A new student reporting for school would be evaluated as to
his own weaknesses and strengths. 4ased on this evaluation he
would receive a schedule which may include a single, all, or a
partial number of subject specialty centers. The schedule may

read: Communications, 8:00 - 9:30 A.M., MWF: Mathematics,9:30 -
10:00 A.M., MWF: Reading,. 10:30 - 11:45 A.M., M-F; Social Stu-

dies, 8:00 - 9:00 A.1., TTh; Related Trades, 9:00,'- 10:00 A.M.,
TTh; and Science, 10:00 - 11:45 A.M.,TTh. The,student would then

report to each area according to his schedule. Instructors in

each subject specialty center would program students according
to individual needs. It may be that half the students (perhaps
fifteen) could be working on individualized programmed instruc-

tions. These students would report to the learning center tak-
ing their program needs and assignments. These students would
not require intensive individual, staff assistance. The other
fifteen students remaining in the subject specialty area would
have the teacher working with them on individual and small group
basis depending on student requirements (pp. 199-200).

Figure 3 provides a plant which reverses the method of programming
students described for the facility in Figure 2.

A-
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E. STORAGE NOMA.' SOON 0

Figure CLassruom and Learning Center Area. Design B.
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Gilbert (1970) describes the way the facility in Figure 3 works:

The student is programmed in the learning center and then
to the classroom as his need for teacher assistance occurs..
If several students are having difficulty witha similar prob-
lem using individualized materials, then a more formal teacher-

directed class period is scheduled-in one of :the side rooms.
Learning center staff would have complete flexibility in
scheduling these classes as student requirements dictate (p: 200). .

Gilbert (1970) recommends using the design in Figure 3 when the
number of learners is less than 80 during any one scheduling period. The

number of master teachers is reduced when the Figure 3 design is used. The

design shown in Figure 2 would encourage more selectivity in programming
individual students and would allow a wider variety of materials and ap-
proaches to assist in the learning tasks.

Gilbert (1930) has, illustrated arrangements for furniture in a
.learning center. Figure 4 is representative of a learning center which

would be deoirable for the building complex shown in Figureal.

so.

1 1
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Figure 4. Learning Center. Design A.

O

Ala -OMN..

A characteristic of the desi.!lp oown Figurt. 4 is that study carrelsare
11)cated on outside wall., with room lor siOrdgc of maLerial near the room
entry and to small Lobby area which learners may use for relaxing or when
witting for instructions.
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Figure 5 (Gilbert, 1970) shows a learning center compatible for use
.with the plan design in Figure 3. In the design shown in Figure 5, areas
are designated for specific programs.

40
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STUDY
ANNA

a

Figure 5. Learning Center. Design 8.

A typis.al subject specially classroom is shown in Figure b (Gilbert, 1970):

),i
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Figure b. Classroom.
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classroom is designed for multi- instructional methods, and learners can
be arranged in small groups,. individually, or as one large ,group. Thirty
square feet per student are needed to provide this flexibility, and a shape
Ala is more square than rectangular provides additional flexibility. Gil-
bert (1970) recommends against "furniture which cannot be rearranged and
serve multi-use (p. 201)-." This means individual arm chairs with a small
surface for writing purposes shouGid be avoided.

)
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A large room where sixty or more individuals can be seated et one
time i8 esiential for testing, mass instructions,:film showing, or guest
lectures. Figure 7 (Gilbert, 1970) shows two different furniture arrange-

ments using the same arniture. With One arrangement all individuals can
be directed .to one activity, and in the other small group activities are

posiible.

Vigure 7. Mul. i-Purposo Room.

-Design B-

115
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Figure 8 (Gilbert, 1970) gives a general plan for an open laboratory

'library-reference center. ,
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Figure 8. Libras'-Reference Center!

Open laboratories are used by learners during"unsceduled periods. The

laboratory may be used Cdr relaxing, reading a novel, studying a foreign

anguage, researching for particular information, or listening and viewing:

audio. -visuol aids. the open laboratory is divided into several areas. The

subjects suggested by Gilbert (1970) in Figure 8 only represent a Possible

subject areasPlan. Selection would have yo be made on the basis of popu-

lation and needs in each institution.

Figure 9 (Gilbert, 1970) presents the relationships and locations

(It various section:, of a basic education plant in the correctional setting',

)
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A. LISRARY- REFERENCE CENTER, 4000 SOFT. MIN,
S. VOCATIONAL- TRAINING. 'CENTER
C. LEARNING CENTER - CLASS ROOM AREA
Q ADMINISTRATION
E LOWY
r. REST ROOMS - PERSONAL SERVICE AREA

Figure 9. Correctional Education--Training Plant Design.

in Figure.9 it can be seen that iE is important to locate different areas
adjacent to each other. Administrative offices, library - reference center,
maintenance, and personnel service areas should be centrally located. Class-
rooms and learning center, as well as tocational training area, should be
out of the main line of traffic but not isolated.

No one layout can satIsfy all purposes. The size and dimension of
instructional space must conform to changing emphasis in the educational
program. If the decision is made to incorporate extensive individualized
study programs, space must he designed to support the need. Additional
space must be made available for teachers so that conferences can be con-

. ducted with a minimum of interference from outside elements. if large group

a insttuction is.to be part of the program, space must be allocated based on
number of learners and program requirements. Whenever feasible, an archi-
tett. should be consulted ir developing plans for the physical plant.

Storaeirements. Ao a system moves to gteater use of harilware

and oottware, it is impoitaltt to provide an efficient storage and retrieval

system. Separate rooms .may be get up for storage and production devices,
or'these units can,be built into the individual classroom structure. The
latter course might ultimately limit' the. functidn of the room.
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Physical Climate. Since correctional institutions operate the
educational system on a.fifty -two week basis, thought must be given to
ventilating and air-conditioning the plant. Traditionally, the only con-
sideration was fur heating. Now it is important to think in terms of clima-
tizing the area in which the educational endeavors will be concentrated.

Lis:hang,. With-the multiplicity of visual aids and related hard-
ware in use in an educational program and their accompanying degrees of

lighting requirements, consideration on a professional level must be given
to the design of lighting conditions, including multiple outlets for audio-
visual equipment.

Acoustics. The move to multiple approaches in education forces
attention to the need for directing and reducing sound. Studies show
sound to be directional and highly affected by room shapes and texture
of materials. Room dividers used in flexible programs sometimes cause
problems due to lack of quality sound-proofing construction. They become
more a visual barrier than a sound barrier between program areas.

'Color. The very texture of materials used in.physical construc-
tion of an educational area has a direct bearing on color and light re-
fraction: Choosing colors to reduce monotony and establish pleasing con-
trast requires professional assistance.

In ti.e delivery system mudeZ, the plan for the physical facility
rze,:iej .7::,11 carrying out tint: instructional program will be presented in

(6.1.3) DESIGAWORSTRUCT/ADLUY FACTLITIO. This will be adbempl-ished by
Uoting critc-ria and provi,Ent; ..Lace for checking to se,: if facilities are
anti iaatt to impleg Iunt the pr)gran. flossible, a i tailed blueprint for
a ge-2 or "xclifi,:i includdd. .A ncription should be

I.nz:uring continuing support from managemelit
%hvn 'acility are needcl to implement a program.

RECRUMSELECT/TRAIN STAFF (6.1.4)

hcruitMent is a process of purposefully and systewatically seeking
to enlist fresh stipplies of personnel fur a given agency, institution, or
organ'zation. Selection is the proces4, of choosing parti,alar individuals
from among those potentially available for specified assignments on the
basis of defined criterii. Training is the process of t 11ht9 Ig workers
to do their 0s well by developing skills for effective work, knowledge
for intelligent action,.and attitudes of enthusiastic motivation. Training
not only increases production but also increases self-confidence and .LmY
proves morale.

Retruitment, selection, andtraining of staff are important, since
the efficiency of system operation der-ndN oil the availability of qualifiod
statf. eThis is as critical funeLion in the system. If there Is a malLunc
Lion in the stalfing element, adjustment is required. This is shown in
the 11, ,A.bart mod 1 (Supplementary yigure) by the 0 from (7.3) to (6.1).
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In supporting the development, implementation, and evaluation of a learning
program, the correctional administrator has no more important function than
the recruiting, Selecting, and graining of the staff who will instruct in
the program. A carefully specified system of recruitment should be estab-
lished to insure that the best available persons are attracted to the in-
stitution or agency, and a planned procedure for selection from among those
available should be instituted in order to have the best possible person
for fulfilling a specified function in the system operation. Pre-service
and in-service training must be provided on a continuing, systematic basis
both as a means of giving the individuals opportunity for professional
growth and development and of contributing to the improvement of the cor-
rectional system.

The subsystem is made up of three parts: RECRUIT STAFF (6.1.4.1),
SELECT STAFF (6.1.4.2), and TRAIN STAFF (6.1.4.3). In the delivery system
model, subsystem RECRUIT/SELECT/TRAIN STAFF (6.1.4) is accomplished by giving
a brief statement of the meaning of the subsystem and its importance. This

is followed by detailed attention to each element.

RECRUIT STAFF (6.1.4.1) . The process of recruiting staff is imple-
mented in planned activities to attract qualified individuals, adding to
the human resources supporting the system operation. Procedures for the
recruitment of staff generally are established by law, civil service regula-
tions, or rules of a governing board of a contracting agency. The manager

should be thoroughly familiar with,the procedures governing recruitment in
the specific situation and be aware of the degree of flexibility that the

regulations allow. Within the limitations prescribed by existing rules and

regulations, the manager should employ a,planned strategy for recruiting the
kinds of persons that will contribute to the system operation. Recruitment

demands a well considered procedure.' Questions which should be asked in

developing a recruitment plan are:

1. Are instructors.available within or outside the regular staff

to implement an instructional program?

2. Is the salary schedule adequate to attract qualified staff?.

3. Are opportunities for in-service training available to attract
qualified staff?

4. Are opportunities for iL-service training available to prepare
teachers for implementing the program?

5. Are staffing plans feasible?
x. 0

Attending to these questions and implementing an objective recruit-
ment procedure will do much to insure that the best possible persons are
identified for the positions in the instructional program.

ill sub (0.1.4.1)

:tan mgulati.q; goo:ming fvva:tmcit:a ,to,..w; g

tn, propc:1 t) be employ.4 in seePing to attract staff.

p:an 11. u!./ pr iidc inf.rmation on-oalAry, trainIng, an't
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SELECT STAFF (6.1.4.2). The process of selecting staff involves
the planned activities carried ouefor the sole purpose of choosing indi-
viduals for, positions related to implementation of the instructional pro-
gram. Just as the recruitment procedure must be carefully thought out and
established before recruiting begins, so must the procedure for selection ,

of staff be carefully determined. The most important decision to be made
is on what basis the teacher or staff person is to be chosen. The criteria
for selection must be stated in performance terms. The criteria for selec-
tion of thi teacher can be established by referring to characteristics of
effective teachers in correctional settings, These same criteria-may be
adapted for selection of other personnel involved in the instructional pro-
gram.

The teacher mutt posless positive characteristics, must genuinely
like people, and must be coipetent and highly enthusiastic about teaching.-
Teachers must be optimistic about the potential for success' of the learn-
ers, be able to infuse learners with this optimism, be flexible and able to
adopt new teaching tools quickly, and be able to change techniques as learn-
er interest in a specific area or learning experience rises or falls. Teach-
ers must have patience.and be understanding of the learners, most of whom
will.be sensitive about their shortcomings., teachers must be creative, since
adult baiic education learners lose interest quickly; and also must be super-
sensitive to the learning and personal needs of the learners and able to
move quickl t -They arise. He/she must be a well ad-
j e individual who can serve as a positive model for the learners to
emulate; and must be knowledgeable in the subject areas of an adult learn-
ing center. The,adult in a self-taught learning experience needs personal
assistance. Peoples (n.d.) defines the role of teacher as that of a tutor,
whO brings the learner together with the materials to be studied, and serves
as a stimulator of learning to: (I) assist the student in setting a learn-
ing pace and maintaining 'a manageable level of intensity; and (2) provide/-
recognition of the student's previous learning experience. --,

/ The Learning Center Specialist should be sensitive to adult students'
educational needs, and have insight to understand overt behavior. A back-
ground in education, learning theory, and instructional materials is needed.
The Learning Cenyr Specialist must possess the skills of an educational
leader, and must be offered the opportunity for training to equip him/her
with these ski.

In 'addition to considering the characteristics of effecti ve teachers
in corre Lonal settings, thq manager can utilize a checklist of criteria
against 411Ah each person recruited Is evaluated in the :, lc Lion process.
These c iferia might includit the following:

/1.`
Has views which are in sympathy and harmony with objectives and

/

philo0ophy of the instructional assignvenr.

0

2. has favorable attitudes toward Onyigt- and self-improvement
through in-service training.

3. Has desirable qualities,. which can be imitated by the learners.

4, Has an interest in individual learners and their ideas.
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5. Has willingness to work with learners in co- curricular activ -

6. Has willingness to assist learners with special needs.

7. Has wholesome avocational interests.

8. Has willingness and ability to work withLothers.

9. Has educational and work experiences required.

In selecting staff, it is imperative-that the basis for selection
be known. Objective criteria must be stated and each candidate measured
against them.

In considering die function of staff selection, Hirfiker (1972)
takes the stand that the most important qualifications to consider in se-
lection of the education staff are: knowledge of the subject mat-

ter; skills; teaching techniques; ability to adjust subject matter and in-
struction to adult differences; ability to communicate with the resident;
and a broad concept of the whole adult education prograa and its relation
to the institution. The education program will reflect the skills of the
personnel who are conducting the program, and the teacher is the dominant
factor in determining the image of their program.

Hilfiker (1972) noted that personnel for the teaching staff can be
obtained from many sources, such as existing institution staff, institution
population, public and private schools, trades, business, volunteers, stu-

dent teachers, and from other correctional institutions.

In the delivery system model, the criterid for selection should
be given and the selection process described in (6.1.4.2) SELECT STAFF.
This might,be accomplished by including an applicant rating sheet to be
used in the interview situation, or in recording the results of evaluating
the applicant file.

TRAIN STAFF (671.4.3). The process of conducting staff training
is accomplished by providing on a continuing basis a planned, systematic
program for crieatl..b 1Ltaff to the system and them bytincreasing

and improving their knowledge, skills, and attitudes. staff training is

conducted at two levels: pre-service, when the new staff member is just
beginning on the job; and in-service, which is continuous for the time the
staff member remains n the job.

, 4

The staff tra ning is one of the most importaut runctions of ".!.;

management. The tota beneficial effect Of good recruitment and selec-

tion of staff cannot e felt in the development, implementation, and

evaluation of the lea ning program unless new staff members are trained
and incumbents are p ovided opportunity for professional growth. The
training of staff is closely related to the success or failure of the

learning situation. !Staff training is piovided as a management support

Punctialn to constantly improve the instructional. program. Any good
training program will be based upon research into probable or appatent

1/
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weaknesses Of-the staff, development of instructional units to meet those
weaknesses, implementation of regularly scheduled, well planned, carefully
conducted training sessions, and evaluation by those involved. Properly
used, training will be a source of staff vitality, innovation, and effec-
tiveness. Triining programs can standardize work methods, reduce required
supervision, lower turnover rate, andlincrease job interest. Staff consti-
tute human resources, and every effort should be made to maximize utilize -
tion of these resources and their contribution to the program.

In the delivery system model, TRAIN STAFF (6,1.4.3) is accom-
plished by describing the importance of staff training, and outlining
plans for pre-service (6.1.4.3.1) and in-service (6.1.4.3.2) training pro-
grams.

.CONDUCT PRE-SERVICE TRAINING (6.1.4.3.1). Pre-service training is
accomplished by a planned program of activities designed to orient the new
employee and prepare him/her with knowledge, skills, and attitudes requisite
for effective performance.in the position for which he/she was employed.

Before any program of pre-service training is attempted, educational
managers should consider carefully the prerequisites that a, new staff mem-
ber should satisfy before being allowed to assume responsibilities of the
new job. Minimum prerequisites which should be satisfied in any setting in-
clude the following: ' 0

1. Knowledge of the institutional setting. The new employee should,
be familiar with the place where he/she works and should,have some idea about
the department functions, the institutional routine, and the instructional
role.

1 C.

2. Knowledge of policies and ,procedures. The new .employee should
know the rules and regulations of the bureau, department, institution, and
division; should know the forms used, general schedules, and administrative
procedures followed in the institution; and should be made completely feud:
liar with forms he/she will be expected to, use and the procedures he/she,
will be expected to follow. There is nothing more devastating to morale
than to impose chastisement either directly or through-implication on an' ,

employee; for failing to use a proper form or failure to go through some
esoteric; set of administrative channels, when the individuaLknew nothing
about the forms or channels.

3. Knowledge of the adult basic education in 11.1ctions system.
The new employee should know the philosophy of the the depart-.
meut, and the immediate supervisor; the differences and similarities between
correctional and vublic education; the meAning of adult basic cduLation; the
goals-of adult basic education in corrections, the subfoals reflecting the
Ilistitutional goals, and the management objectives; the management plan for
the adult basic edmei:tion in corrections system; and the elements which make
UP the instructional program and the plan, or program evaluation. The ob-
jeLivc of preservice training should not be detailed knowledgehich-can

. only be gained over time, but, rather, it should be familiarity with the
basic information needed for working in the inkitutionalsetting.

I.



In the delivery system model, the function CONDUCT PRE - SERVICE
TRAINING (6.1.4.3.1) is accomplished by including a Syllabus outline for

a pre-service training program. Identify units to be included, and de-
scribe procedures for developing the units and the plan for evaluating
the program, Evaluation of the program should include evaluation of the
new staff member,

CONDUCT IN-SERVICE TRAINING (6.1.4.3.2). The process ofproviding
in-service training involves the continuing provision for short-tin' edu-
cational experiences of incumbents, aimed at contributing to professional
growth and development and improvement of the instructional program. The

areas emphaiized in pre-service training must be updated or amplified from
time to time. However, in-service training should concentrate more on the
instructional program and the development of knowledge, skills, and atti-
tudes to achieve continuing improrment,in the program development and im-

',plementation. This support function offers the educational manager the
opportunity to confront in a constructive way the problems encountered by
instructors in developing, implementing, and evaluating the program. Train-

ing must be organized. The objectives of each training session must be
defined, and the procedures for accomplishing these objectives described

in detail. In-service training must be evaluated.

It is important to determine deficiencies in order to be sure that

the training program makes a concerted effort to overcome these deficits.
Techniques which,,can be employed to accomplish in-service training are:
discussion groups, seminars, lectures, brainstorming, workshops. The sub-

ject matter for in-service training could be drawn from the system model.

Ea0 of the elements in the model should be mastered by the employee. It .

is critical that each person have a thorough understanding of adult basic
edution, corrections, and systems approach.

-44-

In the delivery system model, the function CO /DUCT IN- SERVICE
UffnING 16.1,4:3.2) is accomplished by describing a program of training

fvr ,:ncumobnt empi.oyees. Include units, objectives, methods, time sched-

ule, and 'valuation.

SCHEDULE TIME (6.1.5)

Scheduling time is the process of deciding which part, and how much
of the day is tp be devoted to educational activities eich wEek.

gi

It is important to make time available for adult basic education
and to provide a system which insures that learners can be available at 4 4"

the time the adult basic education program is offered. Whenlinstructional g'4',,1:1

program based on behavioral objectives are being scheduled, certain yari- 'V't3-
-

able;, must be consideied:
,

a
1. (ILI:tering ability apd experience backgrounds of learners en-

tering the program;
o

2. different rates of learner advancement in the curriculum, and
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3. differing types of instruction required by different indivi-
duals.

. Learners, teachers, facilities, and institutional demandi are con-
trolling factors in scheduling. The aim should be to support attainment
of the adult basic education in corrections goals with the most efficient
use of facilities and staff possible. The manager Should _consider the fol-
lowing in implementing the function, SCHEDULE TIME (6.1.5):

1. general aims of the institution

2. program objectiVes

3. state and federal requirements

4. governing body requirements

'5. -facility and work utilization

6. leainer population

7. instructional staff

8. unique institutional or corrections factors
a. feeding

P .. counts

c. work assignments
d, securing and controlling constraints

9. alternative schedules
a. modules
b. Flexibility

\ 10. transportation (

'kw \

Based on considerdtion of these factots, the manager can make a
scheduling decision to maximize benefits to staff, learners, and instruc-
tionalltr program.

Ina 4;:ism woki, the plan for deter fining time schedUlqs
Jhouli be expialmi, znd ,otual time.Jch,:JUlei; for stall; vu 'earners by
pogram ie.gfre% in (C.1.&) Sk:WEDULE ME. The sch...:d.tle should allow

.r"r fu71 utili,3ati;1, of 'qet:tutional and community resoir

COORDINATE INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES (6.1.6)

The process of coordinating institutional and community resources
involves pl'acIng the elements in the institution operation and those in
the outside environment in relation to each other in order to implement
the total sy.it.em of which they are a part. This means identifying, resources
in the institution and the community, determining the ways in,which these'
resources can be related to optimize opeiation of the adult basic education
inj.orrections system, and operationalizing the relationships.

(

I 1 1
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A major source of help to the manager is to be found within the in-
stitution. Many members of the institution staff not assigned to the adult
basic education program have the capabilities of offering skills and know-.
ledge to enhance, supplebent, and enrich the program. Beyond the institu-
tion, the community provides another vast source ofs_impport. The correc-
tional administrator must coordinate these two Aesour_ces and bring them
into the program in the most effective way possible. One -oI the most im-

portant functions of the adiinistrator is to obtain and maintain support
for the program from the free world community.

The subsystem, COORDINATE INSTITUTIONAL -AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES
(6.1.6), consists of two parts: COORDINATE INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES!
(6.1.6.1), and COORDINATE COMMUNITY RESOURCES (6.1.6.2). In the-delivery
zystem, the subsystem, COORDINATE INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES
(6.1.0) is accompliahed by describing the importance of this managemetit
function, identifying institutional resources and community resources, and
describing how they are to be used.

COORDINATE_ INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES (6.1.6.1). The process of co-
ordinating institutional resources involves identifying elements in the
institution which can be used to facilitate accomplishment of the system
goals, and developing a plan for maximizing utilization of these resources.

The institution offers not only aid in the form of individuals with
specialized skills and, kLowledge,-but also equipment, extra funds, and spe-
cial programs which can be used as a, part of or supplement to the adult

basic education in corrections program. The alert manager will make-a con-

certed, organized, effort to utilize these resources to the maximum. Mechan-
ical and-food services can serve as an opportunity- to relate occupational
skills and concepts to real-life work-world. Administrative offices can

provide an opportunity for relating office _concepts and skills to areal-

ktle_sittuation. Prison industry and farm operations can contribute to the
adult'basic education program by serving as learning laboratories, incul-
cating attitudes as well as developing skills and knowledge. Medical, den-,

tal, psychological, psychiatric, therapy, and religious services can con-
tribute to the program by providing learning opportunities and supporting
the program goals in relationships with the offenders. A major aim of the
administrator should be to make the adult basic education in corrections
program one in which each element in the corrections system is involved -and
contributing to the goals.

In tht: i_Liv. ep Aodel, th42 subsyste-7, MORDINATU INSTITU-
cocoPplished by ?istir: ,,,souvces En tbe

:),.;;:t(tivdn mid ,losoeibing !he plan for atiliging :n4titutional

1,0 43tip!):.,pt inotructional program.

COORDINATE CoMMUNITY RESOURCES (6.1.6.2). fhe process of coor-
dinating community resources involves identifying elements in the extra-
institutional environment which tan be used to.tailitate &ompliShment,
of the system goals, and developing a plan Toi maximizing utilization of
these resources.

v
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The community offers a resource of great magnitude to the correc-
tional administrator in supporting an instructional program. Many citi-
zens and organizations are willing, even eager, to help if only the oppcir-
tunity is presented. The manager mu0 coordinate all efforts. One way
to obtain community support is through a concerted plan of personal appear-
anceS by the managers, staff, and offenders before civic groups, schools,
and organizations. These appearances should be designed to make the com-
munity aware of the needs of the program and the opportunities for commu-
nity contribution. A publicity program and direct personal contact are
indispensable to maximizing utilization of community resources. The plan
to use community resources should be predicated on knowledge of what is
availabl . Maddox (1970 lists the following community resources which
can contr bute to the adult basic education in corrections program;

1. ,Local ;chool systems. These can give advice on Modern' media
and their utilization. Part-time teachers may be obtained through tliis
_sAgurce. Offenders may be enrolled in local adult educational classes. In-
stitutional classes may be made a,branch of the local school, then certi-
ficates and diplomas can be issued by the-local school system. This creates
motivation which is badly needed -in the correctional setting.

2. Colleges and universities. Offenders can attend local colleges
on study release. College staff members can give advice on latest techniques
in adult education. They can assist in developing and evaluating curriculum.
Research projects can be conducted which will help to improve the instruc7
tional qualities of the school.

3. State departments of education. Support for programs of aault
basic education in correctional institutions is available through block
grants to states under the Adult Edtication Act. Advice, consultation an

materials are provided.

4. U.S. Office of Eduction. Funds are provided through state
departments of education ;for the training of teachers of adult basic educa-

tion and support of special demonstration projects. This agency is a valu-
able resource for information, research, and instructional packages.

5. The Manpower Development Training Administration. This orga-
nization assists adult basic education in corrections and vocational pro-

grams by giving advice and assistance in developing programs. Local or
district Manpower Development Training Administration cflicers can provide

assistance. Training programs are supported.

6. Veterans Administration. As'sistance can be ..brained for indi-

vidual offenders. Payment for particular courses or classes can be obtained.
Funds required to meet expenses at a local educational facility can be ob-
tained. The local. Veterans. Administration should be contacted for, further

information.

7. Vocational. Rehabilitation Adtinilmtion. Counselors and test-

ing experts are available to assist offenders in planning for release.

8. Local Civil Defense. Free and interesting curriculiim materials

can be obtained. 4

1
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9. Cooperative Extension Service. This service will proyide speak-
ers, instructional materials, and demonstrations. The material i,s interest -
ins, written on an adult level, and utilizes a low vocabulary,. '

10. Industry. Local and national offices of industries can fur-
nish evaluation standards for vocational programs. Speakers will be fur-
nished who emphasize the need for education. Free materials are avail:-
able.

11. Labor unions. Selected members can act on the advisory coun-
cil. Their education officers can advise the teachers in the adult basic
education program regarding vocational materials which can be utilizedin
the classroom to make classes more interesting.

12. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. This agency pro-
vides funds for staff training and program development./

/'

13. State departments of corrections. Support is provided for edu-
cation and training in correctional institutions.

The importance of the function of coordinating institutional and
community resources has been noted by Hilfiker (1972):

Many education programs in the correctional setting, due to
restrictions and limitations of budgets and equipment, must rely
on other available sources for assistance. Educators should be
cogniiant of the available:sources of institution residents,
staff, retired personnel, civic organizations, labor, business,
federal and state agencies, local and state wide school systems
and other professional personnel to contribute their time and
energy to the institution education program. Existing, programs

can be expanded and new exciting and dynamic beneficial pro-
grams developed.if the community is made aware and sold on the
needs of the program (p. 10).

In the ddivary stern model, the function :,10PORDINATE COMMUNITY
acconplished bij listing rc4ources available in

the comwuni*, and ,L,3-:!riting a plan for using thesc resources in the adutt

basi,-: education progmm

MAINTAIN CLIMATE FOR' LEARNING (6.1.7)

The climate for learning is the motivational effect of the total
environmal on the learner deriving from the combined-physical and psycho-
logical factors in the system. fhe total environment must be construed as
the total setting, including the facility, equipment, staff, and offenders.
Lac:h of these 'elements tontributes either by virtue of physical design pr
psychological impact on the environment, and together the elements deLer-
mine whether or not the atmosphere is one which supports learning, and
places education in a status position.

i
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A positive climate for learning can obtain in a physical netting
which is n t the most desirable, if the attitudes of staff and offenders

d
are support : ve of educational pursuits. Conversely, if morale of staff
and offen ti is low, and education is not respected, the most modern fa-
cility possible will not, in and of itself, create a positive climate for
learning. This is one of the most critical functions in the system. All
0 the other responsibilities of management for support of the adult basic
education in, corrections program will be of no avail unless the program
exists in a climate that is conddcive to learning. This climate can be
developed Xnd Maintained. The responsibility for developing and maintain-
ing a positive climate for learning rests on the shoulders of management.
At the highest policy-making level there must be strong, tangible support
for the adult basic education in corrections program,and firm commitment
of the entire institutional staff to join in creating a positive climate.
Staff roles should not be identified solely as treatment or custody, but,
rather, must, by definition, be united under the banner of corrections if
the challenge of correcting the offender's behavior is to be met. Gilbert
(1970) calls attention to the relationship between psychological climate
and physical plant facility:

C

A fa,tor which affects students and staff is the school
environment. . . A person's Morale, well-being, and man -
ner of working with others is influenced by his surroundings.
This means space, facilities, and equipment must be adequate
if the education program is to function at a high level of
efficiency (p. 203).

.a

this relationship is showWby the- interacting s gnal-patt bett,ieenclimate
(6.1.7) and ,facilities (6.1.3).

In noting that setting the tone is the first and greatept challenge
that a manager should have if interested- in effective education and
,training in.an institutional setting,-Hilfiker "(1972) recommends that the
educational staff be obligated to create an instructional tone that will
communicate'to the residents that the purpose of the staff is to help and
not punish. "It should be the goal of every educator in the correctional
setting to develop an environment that is .conducive to learning and encour-,
ages the learner to reach his goals (Hilfiker1972, p. 12)."

In the deliverif ayst,Jm 1,:odol, the function MAINTAIN CLIMATE FOR
LEAR:jIN3 ;0.1. ) iJ acctntlE,A,,Jb descriJEng-a plan for prodUcing and
maintx:ning tmuophcr,, :n total ,nviranqent which supporto the adult

eulicatiin ow,rLc'E-u: :rograr, and makes education ft res',ected part
tfitai ,ovw,Jtow ..;,.;tarn.

f i

The Innaion PROVIDE MANAGEMENT 8UPPORT1(6.1) is the liaison, among
e e

th, management ,subsystems ANALYZE REAL LIFE; ENVIRONMENT (1.0), ESTABLISH

PHILOSOPHY (2.0), ASSESS NEEDS ( .0), DEFINE SYSTEM GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJEC;

TIVES (4.0), FORMULATE PLAN (5.0) and EVALUATE SYSTEM (7.0_, and the
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development, implementation, and evaluation of the instructional pOgram
(6.2), (6.3), and (6.4), respectively. This is one of the most,Citical
functions in the total system operation, since the-, program can heather
act.ieve optimumdevelopment,nor functiOn at .the desired leVel to-imple-
ment system goals, without management 'support. Seven functions to be per-
formed by management in support of the instructional program are identi-
fied: SURVEY/DISSEMINATE RELEVANT RESEARCH (6.1.1), ALLOCATE /,EXPEND FUNDS
(6.1.2), DESIGN/CONSTRUCT/MODIFY FACILITIES (6.1.3), RECRUIT/SELECT/TRAIN
STAFF (6.1.4), 3CHEDULE-TIME (6.1.5), COORDINATE INSTITUTIONAL AND COMM-
NITY RESOURCES (6.1.6), and MAINTAIN CLIMATE FOR LEARNING (6.1.7).

The critical nature of the management support functipn is shown
by the signal paths which go from this function (6.1) 6 other functions,
and the feedback which returns to. Management support. All management sup-
port functions are fedYromu(6.1) to both DEVELOP CURRICULUM (6.2)p4IM-
PLEMENT PROGRAM (6.3). There is feedback from program evaluation-(6.4)
to management support (6.i), since the results of evaluation could have
the effect of changing any or all of the management supRort functions.
The management support function relates to program development (6.2), pro-
gram implementatiiin (6.3), and program evaluation (6.4). There is feed-
.back from management support (6.1) to FORMULATE FLAN (5.0), since any'ac7
tion on the pats of management inproviding support could have the effect
of changing the pian. This could have the effect.of changing the mission,
changing constraints or resources, or modifying the solution. There is 'a

feedback from the system evaluation (7.0) '0, management support functiost
(6.1), since the results of system evaluation can cause changes in manate-
ment support. There is no more-important function in the system that this
subsystem, PROVIDE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT (6.1). If an instructional program,
of adult basic education in corrections is to be developed, implemented,
and evaluated,, there is ,a management function of support that max, be per-
formed. When the correctional administrator has performed-that function,
the development of program guides can begin, and the program can be imple-
mented and evaluated. The relationship is a continuing one, with manage-.
ment support being on a continuous, rather than discrete- basis, so long
as the system continues to operate. It is only when the system is elimi7
nated that management support can cease. In essence, the withdrawal of
management support has the effect of destruction for any,system operation.

DEVELOP CURRICULUM (6.2)

Iht curficulam is defined as the tots lity ,L Lning e'xperiences
0

and enviw onment. iwrposefully crealed4ontrived for ill,_ sole purpose of

bringing also desirable changes in the oehaviors of a given population of
learnerl,. 'The Lurr1culum is implemented in a defined setting, which in-.
cludps the institutional environment and the extra-institutional knviron-
ment serving the system. Analysis of the total curriculum in any correc-
tional setting will reveal major coutent. areas around which sets of experi.-
enk_es and eLvironment.s.are to he orLated. 7he iota! curriculum might in-
cludea four discrete curricular areas: (1) *elf-Lealization; (2) economic.
efficiency (3)°civic responsiLbility; and (4) socidl relationships. Each

O

.e3
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Al
of these areas will be called a curriculum. There will a self-
reatization.curriculum, an economic efficiencylcurriculum, a civic respon-
sibility curriculum,, and a social relationships curriculum. Together, they
will make up the adult basic education curriculum for a partiCular correc-
tional setting. The curriculum is part of the program, which also includes-
prsonnel, learners, supplies, equipmenk, facilities,.cOmmunity ressurces,
funds'', time, and climate for learning. At each stage in development of
the curriculum the learners Must be considered. De Bow,(1972) stated:

0

The learner in a correctional setting is fundamentally there
because he was incapable in some manner of communication with
society and-its regulations governing his life. Therefore,
gieatest consideration must be given to a total commitment in
curriculum development in correctional settings so the indivi-
dual receiving the learning prOcess can, if at all possible,
return to sdciety-and understand how he functions with life and
how life functions with himh(p. 11-12).

The curriculum is developed by (1) considering and describing each
of the elements that go into making up a curriculum; and (2) producing cur-,

riculum guides for each area, 5,ncorporating in each the, essential elements
of a curriculum. The delivery system model-describes each element in a
curriculum and tells how to implement this element in a curriculum guide.
The guides are produced as separate publications, by using the information

. and following the directions in the delivery system model.

The curriculum is the heart of the instructional process. It is
essential, to the success of the instructional program. Without a rational,
logical, systematic way to organize learning experiences and environments
in terms of assessed learner needs and defined objectives, any success in

'meeting the needs will ha only by chance. The instructional process is a
decision - making process. The curriculum is Vmodel for optimizing deci-
sions of teachers and instruction- related personnel regarding the organiza-

.

tion,'IMplementation, and assessment of instruction (Sybputs, 1972). pm
::(1972)'stresses the need for careful planning of the Curriculum: Any adult
basic education curriculum must be (1) sequential, (2) carefully articu-
lated in an attempt to teach learners a coherent body -of material, (3)

designed to introduce learners to new concepts; and (4) aimed at the de-
velopmelt of particular skills. Antell (1972) remarkq,on the importance.
pf having e,criterion-referenced curriculum, including goals and objec-
tives, strategies for achic:.'ng the objectives, and methods of evaluation.
Fhe cugriculum must describe what the learners will k:'ow or do and how
het'. .111 feel, and conclude with a procedure for evaluating he extent

.

.0.....tch the content and activkties were effective in accomplishing these
ends ( Antell, 1972) .

The subsyotom DEVELOP CURRICPLIIM tof two parts: CON-

DEP/.:Pr,711E3,-' .-1;`,UP r:LEME.11.":7 1' , an.? CYTMICVLIThi OURS
. de li?)(les u tem triAtt' I t ,'Hboiro tem 1VVe.LOP

(e.T) ::r000mp7.4:0; 04 by (iLiscribinif What tz e ri,'-ect:ari is an.: i fling the
importance! of thio clonent in the instra4tiona:, Lrogram. Thie is folleved
by this too oub.:%fetcr?4, (d.::.1), in which 7.he 31,7r.vit ta that make up a cupri-
c:111A are considered and dasezlbed; and (t;.g.7:9 in ohich directions are
gi von for producing separate, curriataum gat&
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CONSIDER/DESCRIBE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS (6.2.1)

There are five major elements, or components, which go into the
making of a curriculum: (1) the set of principles deriving from theory and
research that will guide the selection and creation of learning experiences
and environments; (2) an instructional philosophy;_ (3) goals, subgoals, and
objectives; (4) strategies for achieving the goals, subgoals, and objectives;
and (5) measurement and evaluation procedures to determine learner needs and
progress and curriculum effectiveness.

Each of these elements is an important part of the curriculum, and
must he 'included in the development of the curriculum for any area, as well
as in the total adult basic education curriculum.

The subsystem CONSIDER/DESCRIBE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS (6.2.1) is ac-
complished in the delivery system 'axlet by stating the five elements which

be included in the curriculum, and considering and describing each one.
0

CONSIDER/STATE RELEVANT RESEARCH PRINCIPLES (6.2.1.1). Relevant
research piinciples refer to the conclusions which can be drawn from reported
research on learning, social interaction, and human growth and development
relating to the learners and learning situation in the particular correc-
tional setting. This information is fed forward from (6.1.1) where, as a
management support function, research was identified and results were re-
ported. The, information must be used at this time by those involved in the
instructional process, for the specific purpose of designing meaningful in-
structional experiences and environments.

The research information.is important to instxuction, just as it is
to management., In the instructional function, research serves the purpose
of providing a basis for organizing learning systematically, rather than
:having learning occur, if at all, by chance.

In the deitth.221/ spetem model, the oubsystem CONSIDER/STATE RELEVANT

R2.;EARCII PRINCIFLEL7 (6. 2. 1. 1) is accomplished by synthesizing a list of rele-
vant principles on lcarning, social interaction, and human growth and digvel-
opmtA, to guLcle in 'the creation of Ze...arning experiences and environments.

CONSIDER/STATE INSTRUCTIONAL PHILOSOPHY (6.2.1.2). The instruc-
tional philosophy is the statement of beligfs about tht. nature of and ulti-
mate purpose of the learning experiences and environments created and con=
trived to bring about desirable changes in the,learners. The individual
philosophy includes the beliefs and truths held about the learners, the
purpose and nature of instruction, and the roles and responsibilities of
instructional staff.

The instructional philosoph) is impOrtant since this.set of beliefs
provides the basis for establishing instructional objectives and determines*
the nature of experiences and environments which will be created to achieve
these ends. At the management level the philosophy of corrections, the
philosophy of the institution, and the overriding philosophy of adult basic
education have been established (2.0).. These philosophies serve to identify.
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the ideal against which the real llie situation described in (1.0) iscom-
pared and needs assessed (3.0). The philosophies established at management
level in (2.0) determine the management subgoals and objectives defined in
(4.0). In designing an adult basic education program, it is essential-to

know the purpose of the organization or institution for which the program
is to be designed. Cleavinger (1972) lists the following aspects to be
considered:

4,

1. type of institution (youth, penitentiary);

2. akotioffender;
ti

3. type of offender, cultural background, level of skills;

4. philosophy of institution;

5. Aype of outside community;

philosophy of outside community;

7. philoSophy of administration;

8. educational facilities; and

9. institutional budget.

The instructional philosophy established in (6.2,1.2). must be consistent

with the general philosophy of corrections (2.2), the'institution or agency
philosophy (2.3), and the philosophy of adult basic education in correc-

tions (2.4). This relationship is shown by the feedforward from (2.0) to

(6.2.1.2). It is important that development of the Instructional philos,-

ophy be. accomplished by those who will be, involved in the. teaching - learning

process. The instructional philosophy provides a basis for decisions in-
volved in-defining curriculum subgoals and objectives, and determining pro-

cedures for achieving these objectives.

In tha delivery aystem model, .9,(bsystem CONSIDqR/STATE INSTRUC-
TIJNAL FilILO.;0111Y (C.::..1,2) is acconpliahad by sta,ting the philosophy of

th, tAal is the insewetional philosophy. In each

o,p2rat; CUPe:.11LUM.:T:ile ie.:.;.!;), 4 briof statenont should be included

t9 ,xpr,ss the ph:L,s.13!J 4)17op4ing the particular topic area. There will

!_a a phi::,,aeehy to a self=realisati:on curriculum; another philosophy

raatiunonip curriculum. For each curr,:culum area there"

,.:at of beliirf:r ,x1--. At t" nature, importance, and purpose of the cur-
the, ri3hta r.n.lr::sponsThilities of the 1Garner in relationship to

t;:= rticular .lurricqIum arca, mud the rule and responsibility of ntafT.

DEFINE INSTRUCTIONAL COALS, SDRGOALS, OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.3). In-

str,o0;vnaL goals are statements of general intent, to be realized ag a

remit of planned instructional intervention. The goals of instruction are

the same As the goals of management: to make the individuals economically
efficient, civically responsible, and capable or maintaining healthy social

relationships and achieving self-realizatiop. ,:r
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Instructional subgoals are the general statements describing the
.knowledge to be acquired, the skills to be developed, the attitudes or
feelings to be reinforced in order to implement the four broad goals of
adult basic education in corrections. Subgoals are expressed in tern of.
know/edge or understandings, skills, and attitudes or feelings. In each

curriculum area, each of the instructional goals will be implemented in
three sets of subg0013: (1)cognitive, describing in general term what the
learner will know r.r understand, in relation to the particular goals; (2)

.affective, describing how the learner will feel.or the nature of the atti-

tudes he will have in relation to a particular- goals; and (3) psychomotor,
describing what he will be able to do in relation to the particular goal.
If the goal is for the learner to develop economic efficiency, there will
be three,sits of subgoals: (1) the knowledge or understandings that will
be required in order for the person to be economically efficient, including
knowledge for employability, money management, and related areas; (2) the
attitudes and feelings required in order to be economically efficient, in-
cluding work attitudes, work-oriented values, and feelings related to money
management and work; and (3) the psychomotor skills required for economic
efficiency, including job skillsdecision-msking skills, and problem-
solving skills in relation to money management and career development.
The Figure 10 worksheet can be used in arriving at a set of instructional
subgoals. A set of subgoals can be developed using these worksheets for

each of the four major goals.

GOAL: SELF REALIZATION

Subgoal r Content Area or Element

A. to develop knowledge about 1.

2.

3.

B. to 'develop understanding of 1.

2.

3.

C. to develop skill in 1.

2.

3.

D. to develop values of 1.

2.

3.

E. to develop healthy attitudes or 1.

feelings about 2.

3.

Figure 10. Sample Worksheet for Developing Subgoals.
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so
Instructional objectives are behaviorally stated outcomes of instruc-

tion describing the terminal behaviors of the learners following specified
instructional intervention. The instructional objective is a behavioral
objective which states the intended outcomes in term of behaviors fora
Particular group of learners, following a specified set of. learning experi-
ences, under specified conditions, and at defined criterion levels. Mager
(1962) defines an objective as an intent communicated by a statement de-
scribing a proposed change in a learner, a statement of what the learner is
to be like when he/she has successfully completed a learning experience-The
quality of behavioral objectives is determined by applying the SPAMO test
(Ryan and Zeran, 1972), This qUality test of the objective is an assessment
of the extent to which the objective is (1) Specific, (2) Pertinent, (3) At-
tainable, (4) Measurable, and (5) Observable. These criteria,must be satis-
fied, in orcier for the behavioral objective to be of-the quality necessary
for effective program development. The objectives stated in (4.2) are man-

. agement objectives, and ordinarily will be in'tersm of programs. The ob?
0 jectives in (6.2.1.3) are instructional objectives, and specify knowledge*,

skills, and attitude to be developed or acquited by the learners, as a.re-
sult of prescribed learning experiences and environments. The management
subgoals and objectives provide a framework for developing instructional
goals and objectives.

The definition of instructional goals, subgoals, and objectives is
important, since these statements of intended outcomes determine what is
to be accomplished as a result of planned intervention, influence the nature
of the learning experiences and environments provided to produce these ends,
and provide the basis for evaluation of effectiveness of the curriculum.
Without well-defined objectives there is no way to develop meaningful pro-
grams which will produce predictable outcomes. Without behaviorally-defined
objectives, instruction functions by chance rather than design, and there
is no way to achieve accountability. Devoting ample time and effort ,to the
definition of instructional subgoals and objectives will pay great dividends
in terms of saving time and improving instruction.

The subsystem WINE INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES
(6.2.2.3) is accomplished in the deliveiy system model by telling what
goals, subgoals,and objectives are, in relation to instructionland de-
scribing how to defi.ne these goals, subgoals, and objectives for instruc-
ti,,n. In tho delivery sustem model, state and define tho goals, subgoals,
and objectives o' instruction. Provision should be made for continuous
review and updating, as th, subyoals and objectives change over time. In
sal-orate curriculun guides, produced in (6.2.2), the goals, subgoa..:,, and

whZch arc relevant to a particular curriculum area willbe
This 'is shown by the signal path from (6.1) to .2). Additional

subgoals and objectives may be added, as the need ar as.

The delivery system model may not include an exhaustive list of sub-
ipalo and objcctives. The process of curriculum development is a continuous
on.:, .0,1 the leliAiv wiom provit tho-guldelln,s f,r continuing develop-,
molt of currioulum Thc, subgoals and objoetivs .hich arc given in
and delivery Jysteo model in all likelihood will mliate to narrowly defined
instructional nceds which can be implenented in one or two curriculum guiOn.
These subgoals and objectives can serve a.; examples as additional needs ark; .

identified, and implemented in subgoals and objectives in development of
new fnirriculum guides.

1 2 7
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1

The statement of goals, subgoals, and objectives in the delivery
system model is accomlished by stating the four goals with their defini;

tionstaken from subsystem (4.0). The flowchart model (Supplementary
Figure) shows this relationship by a feedfbrwarj from (4.2) to (6.2.1.3).
One goal is stated and defined, and the subgoals and objectives to imple-

ment that goal are defined before the sect .d goal is stated and defined.

ThiS procedure is continued until the, four goals have been stated, and sub-
goals and behavioral objectives,of instruction given for those for which

immediate needs have beenidentifia The statement of the four goals

serves the purpose of making it possible at a 'later date to add subgoals

and objectives if other needs of instrucion are identified.

The following illustration oPth6 way in which the goals, subgoals,
and behavioral objectives, for instruction. are stated 2n the delivery system

model implements the procedure for defining instructional,goalS, subgoals:

and objectives described in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure):

DEFINE SELF-REALIZATION COAL, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.3.1)

STATE SELF-REALIZATION GOAL (6.2.1.3.1.1)

Self-realization is the development ofknow,ledge, Skills, and atti-

°Dudes-values to make the individual the person he is capable of becoming,

with a heightened self-awareness, a realistic self-concept, a positive

self- image, a realistic value system, and optimum achievement., This goal

subsumes the development of communication and computational skills, acqui-

sition of basic knowledge about health and leisure time, development of

realistic value system, and generation of feelings of self commensurate

with potential abilities.

DEFINE SELF-REALIZATION INSTRUCTIONAL SUBGOAL (6.2.1.3.1.2)

For learners to acquire knowledge necessary to pass the English

high school equivalency test.

DEE= ;-:ELF-REALIZATION INS2R0CTIONAL OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.3.1.3)

I. Jiven the General Educational Development Test Battery,
the learners will, aAer,eompleting a 240-hour prepara-
tion course, achieve an average score of 45 on the en-
tire-battery, with a minimum score of not less than 35

on each subtext.

2. Given the mathematics computation subtext of the Cali-

fornia Achievement Test Battery (CAT), the learners

in a GED Preparation Clans will, after completing an 80-

hour mathematics review, score at least one grade level
higher as compared to their scores on an alternative
form of the CAT adminietered as a pretest before taking

the review.

APPLY ;:P/1411) /7",:f alt/E!'/ t.,;.3 3. /. The objectives

pas, tie.-' ePAI,rO te.; t.
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DEFINE CIVIC-RESPONSIBILITY (AIL, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (6.2.1. 3.2)

STATE CIVIC-RESPONSIBILITY GOAL (6.2.1.3.2.1)

The gdal of civic responsibility is the development of knowledge, skills
and attitudes-values to make the individual a person Capable of implementing

behaviors which contribute in w organized, lawful :Jay to the welfare of
the group. Civic responsibility subsumes the achievement of an awareness
of relationships and participation .in neighborhood and local conrnunity
issues and affairs; awareness of political issues and laws of the land at
local, county, state, national, and international levels; and respect for
the rights and property of others.

DEFINE CIVIC-RESPONSIBILITY INSTRUCTIONAL SUBGOAL (6.2.1.3.2.2)

For learners to -increase skills for participatiok in civic acti-:
vi ties.

DEFINE CIVIC-RESPONSIBILITY INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
(6.2.1.3.2.31

1. The learner, ,after completing a one-hour orientation
and being enrqlled in the Jaycees over a one-month
period, will attend a minimum of 22 of 24 meetings
during the next sic -ninth period.

2. After completing a ten-hour library orientation unit,
given the privilege of checking put six books per .

week, the learner will check out a minimum of twelve
books in a, four week period and return them to the li-
brary without damage.

APPLY SPAM TEST TO OBJErTIVES (C.2. 1.3.2.4). The objec-
tives pass the SPAI,9 toot..

Er'cr%17"-P;PFT,TEVOYVIAL, supotiLr., OBJECTIV6.5 (6.2.1.3.3)

STATE ECVNOW,:-EFFICIENCY WAL(6.2.1.3.3.2).

aval cffic!.?ncy ".3 the dev'elor,:ent -$f knowZedge,
.rn.1 ..ztt:*.tu.ko--927.,e,...... Plakr, the individual a -person -Capable of

r-ana..v:). ;, 2 -d Pcenf affaire and supporting self and depen-

nt;.:: at Jtandarst above the iioverk; level, in a manner Satisfying
5'*3: fndiv: dud, ;,tith or no acaistonce from a trivat. or public

,;02Z %!..k.-v ilk: ve lopment of knowledge, sA.Z,:ls, and atti-
t:(.1-.: jit:Yz,V1 &mployment, and the management of income for

.:* '.,er4-or and his dependents.

.1'.757Igh "MI/ MOGOAL ( 1. 6. 6. :1)

P.11. tno 1,.,unwv ih 11+.01'1; manat-vmmt.

4 1
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DEFINE ECONOMIC-EFFICIEAT INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
$

(8.2.1,3.3.3)

1. .liven a standard family budget-form for income, expenses,

and balances, and given a stated income from his/her daily
labor with no income from outsiderurces, the learner,
after completing a 20-hour unit on money management, will

develop a written balanced budget tb provide for needs
for 30 days, including income, expenses and sayings.

2. Given a 75-item multiple choice teacher-made test on
money management techniques, the learner, after having
completed the 20-hour unit an money management, will an-
swer correctly 80 per cent of the items in a 60-minute
time period.

APPLY SPAAJO TEST TO OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.3.3.4). The objectives
pass the' SPAM test.

DEFINE SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIPS GOAL, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.3.4)

STATE SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIPS GOAL (6.2.1.3.4.1)

,The goal of social relationships is ,the development of knowledge, skills,
and at to make the individual a person capable of coping with

situations ani relating o other human beings in terms of realities,
expectations, an,: standard's of society. This goal subsumes the development
of behal,lor patterns to equip the person to function effectively in the hone
and commAnity.

.

DEFINE SOCIAL -RtILATIONSHIPS INSTRUCTIONAL SUBGOAL (6.2.1.3.4.2)

For the learner to develop a more positive set of values-relating
to interactions and relationships with other persons.

PEPINE ,SOCIAL-RELATIONSHIPS INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
(g.2:1.3.4.3)

1. (goer: the Scott Classification of Social Values, through
oral administration, the learner, after having covleted a
ten-hour guidance curriculum, will categorize the items into

aeceptable and ,socially unacceptable behaviors.ac-
oording to criteria in the Scott manual with 80 per cent
.- curacy in 30 minutes.

Tqo learner, after 80 hour: participation in the Ilumrvz
Laborator?1, will redUce reported aterca-

other offen,lers by 10 per cent, as re3'eale4
comparing the disciplinary reporti: for ten Jays prior

fr enr,,/lwnt with the on ten days'immediately Pilco-
jng completion of the 60 hours participation.

APPLY :PAM() T.) OBJECTIVES objeottves
pr a:-: the .TA11.1" toot.

ot)
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DESCRIBE STRATEGIES FOR.ACBTEVING OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.4). The instruc-
tional philosophy stited in ( 6.2.1.2) gives the frame of reference and pro-
vides the direction to be taken in creating learning experiences aid .contriving
learning environments to bring about changes in the behaviors of the offenders.
The instructional goals, subgoals, and objectives defined it (6.2.1.3) describe

the changes in behaviors which are desired.. The next step Is the creation

of the learning experiences and the contrivance of learning environments
which will bring about the desired behavior changes in the offenders. This

is accomplished by strategies of instruction. A strategy is A predeter-
mined.plan that specifies the response to be given to each Oessible circum-
stance at each stage of an operation. An instructional strategy is a pre-,
determined.plan that specifies. the methods, techniques, devices, and moti-
vational;elements to be implemented under varying circumstances at different
stages of the program. This predetermined plan serves the fUnction 9f giv-
ing projection for and direction to. the creation of learning experiences
and contrivance of learning environments which constitute the adult basic
education in corrections curriculum. The plan is made up of five elements:

scope (6.2.1.4.1), sequence (6.2.1.4.2), methods/techniques (6.2.1.4.3),
hardware/softb;are systems (6.2.1.4.4), and motivation (6.2.1.4.5). The

scope and sequence combination, shown by the interaction between (6.2.1.4.1)
and (6.2.1.4.2) in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure), serves the
purpose-Of conceptualizing the stages of the instructional operation in
terms of concepts and time. The stages are defined by two dimensions: scope
which consists of the major topics or concepts to be learned (6.2.1.4.1);
and sequence, a timeline specifying the way in which the content is arranged
(6.2.1.4.2). The methods'and techniques of instruction'(6.2.1.4.3) refer
to the ways in which individuals are organized for learning activities, and
.the ways in which tasks are managed to facilitate learning. Hardware and

software (6.2.1.4.4) make up all of the devices and materials used to imple-
ment the instructional process. Motivational elements (6.2.1.4.5) are the

parts of the instructional process that serve the lunction of making the

individuals want to learn.'

This subsystem, DESCRIBE STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.4),

is the heart of the curriculum. It is this subsystem that provides the baste
for all learning experiences and environments in the curriculum.. Everything
the teacherS or instruction-related personnel do, and every aspect of the
teaching-learning situation is prescribed by the strategies for achieving

objectives (6.2.1.4). The arrangement of learning units into a pattern to
accomplish the objeaivec is determined ;:.y the quality and quantity of alter-
natives for instructional strategies given in (6.2.1.4). It is critical that

this subsystem be developed with care and that it be sas complete as possible,
since this is the subsystem in the delivery system model that will provide
guideliipes to the teacher to direct decision-making and help in de-

signing the learning experiences appropriate to the needs of the learner and

the particular situation. The delivery system model will provide options

with rules to govern the selection and use of each one. Knowles (1970) makes
the point that the task of selecting the right technique for the right occa-

sion is a difficult one. The specifications given in this subiystem will

facilitate this labl+ and Lontribute pa accomplishment of the instructional
objectives.

1 31
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In the delivery system model this subsystem DESCRIBE STRATEGIES FOR
ACHIEVING OVECTIVEC (6.2.1.4) will have a statement of the meaning and im-
portance of the s:. system and its relation- to the development of the cur-
'ricutum. This will te followed by detailed descriptions of the

elements which are involved in designing strategies: sctope (C2.1:4.1), se-
quence (6.2.1.4.2), methodrnechnitques (6.2.1.4.3), hardbare/soAware
(6.2.1.4,4), and motivation (6.'2.1.4.5)'.

DESCRIBE SCOPE (6.2.1.4.1). Scope is concerned with depth and
breadth of coverage. It includes those experiences necessary to achieve
the predetermined behavioral objectives, decisions to be made concerning
where to:begin, essential concepts needed,, and minimal skills to be acquired.

Total coverage must be sufficient to permit maximum flexibility and indivi-
dualization and at the same time sufficient to achieve objectives. The
depth of coverage is one aspect of scope. This refers to the depth of under- ,

standing required for the lowest level concept included in the curriculum.
Decisions about where to begin building the scope of concepts can be made
by measuring the learners on their entry performance on a representative.
sample of behaviorally defined curriculum objectives. If many, learners are

found.to be functioning at the seventh grade reading level, the scope would
be based at seventh grade level in a reading curriculum,. A thorough analy-
sis of educational achievement levels of learners determined in the prere -.
quisite and pretesting functions must be considered. -Research (6.2.1.1)
may also have concluded that a reading level of at least tenth grade is re.7.
quired to pass the Gencral Educational Development Test Battery. Therefore,
the scope of a GED Preparation curriculum should reach at least to tenth

grade level. Decisions about the breadth of essential knowledge, skills,
and attitudes for learners to acquire can be made by having personnel and
employers work together to identify essentials to qualify individuals as
employable.

The scope of the learning experiences is an important aspect of
the strategies for achieving instructional objectives. There are many op-
Lions for making up the scope of any curriculum. There are many sources
from which to identify the elements that will combine to make up the essen-
tial knowledge, skills, and attitudes for learners to acquire in order to
achieve the objectives in a givdn curriculum. It is no'longernecessary,
nor is it desirable, to rely solely oria textbook to determine the scope
of a curriculum.

In considering the scope of adult basic education, Trujillo (1972)
states that it is not enough to emphasize only the basic skill areas. it
is also necessary to include in the curricula those activities 'which help
the adult understand his/her rule in society. A total education must include
the development of a new life perspective, an awareness of family and social .

responsibilities, and the changing of attitudes from those edeleatism and.,
rejection to those of confidence and leadership: Sherk (1972) cites the
conclusions of Manzo (1971) concerning the.essential components of a com-
prtehensive adult basic education program:

I. language: capability to orally express self clearly and affec-
tively in both community dialect and the language of the core culture.
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2. 'reading and writing: capability to-read and write, at least
initially on a fourth-fifth reading level; subsequently, opportunity to
develop such skills in meaningfulsocial contexts; the use of these skills
as a participant in society's systim of communications.

3. culture-academic factors: exposure to and training in the
essential features of the "core" culture's academic and social heritage.

4. emotional solvency: freedonv,from such maladaptive behaviors

as tend to minimize cognitive growth, vocational adjustmeqt, anA emotional

Hill (1972) lists three areas essential for adult basic ucation

, in a correctional setting:

1. AcmAemic education. This area must provide a functional lit,

eracy and menta.. efficiency. This cannot be done along the old pedagogical

lines, but must embrace different techniques. It must start at the level

the offender is capable of functioning and move toward optimum skill levels

determined by the learner's potential.

2. Career education. From the first hour in class; the student

should begin the process of building toward a career. This is not synony-*

mous with vocational training, although vocational training constitutes a

large portion of it. Career education goals should be to make the student

aware of opportunities in careers. Vocational education should be as rele-

vant to that choice as possible. Career education should be as current as

possible.

3. Social education. This area should be a. study of the basic

operation of society, its organizations and institutions, preparing the

learner to cope with such social situations as proper interactions, leisure

time, and equipping hinvwith basic social-knowledge;-------- ---------

In the delivery system model,, the subs/stem DESCRIBE SCOPE (6.2.1.4.1)

is accomplished by defining tha concept, scope, and telling how different

options for determining the scope of any curriculum can be employed. This

entayls a description of sources and procedures for determining the rele-

vant concepts, attitudes, and skills in relation to particular subgoals and

behavioral objectives. Give scope for the total adult basic ech4cation cur-

riculum, or for an identified part of the ,total curriculum. In the curri-

culum guydes to-be produced in (6.2.2) scope will be specified in each cur-

riculum guide.

. DESCRIBE SEQUENCE (6.2.1.4.2). Sequence is the systematic order

or, arrangement of activities to be compatible with the way individuals learn.

Sequence refers to the order in which learners interact with elements which

make up the scope of, any curriculum or unit within the curriculum. Scope

and sequence are integrally interrelated. This is shown by the mutually

reciprocal signal paths between scope (6.2.1.4.1) and sequence (6.2.1.4.2)

in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure). Sequencing decisions muss

be made at two levels in developing a curriculum: (1) the sequence of units

within the overall curriculum; and (2) the sequence of learning experiences

within a unit. Sequencing is a systematic, logical, rational process of

ordering activities to achieve curriculum goals, subgoals, and objectives.

There are basic principles derived from learning theory to guide the pro-

cess of sequencing.

i :1 :3
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The first step in determining sequence is for the curriculum maker,
teacher, or instruction-related staff member to assess the needs of the
learners befori4.epplying principles ,governing sequencing. There must be
a constant feed fatUard from ANALYZE OFFENDER POPULATION (1.2) o scope
and sequence, since information about the needs and characteristics of the
learners must be taken into account in making decisions about the scope and
sequence of a total curriculum, as well as-determining scope andsequefice
for an individual learning unit. The signal path from the instructional,
goals, subgoals, and objectives (6.2.1.3) to-strategies for achieving goals
(6.2.1.4).serves the purpose of relating each -element in the instructional
strategy, including scope and sequence, to the instructional objectives.
Taking into account the needs and characteristics of the learners and the
instructional goals, subgoals, and objectives, the following principles
can be applied in deciding the arrangement of activities or units of the
curriculum or in determining the sequence of learning experiences' within.
the unit:

1. Materials should be sequenced from general to specific. Learn-
ers generally find it more meaningful to move from the big picture toward'
details. Once the learner knows the subject matter,l he /she can also find a
-specific-*to-general sequence meaningful.

2. Materials should be sequenced according to interest. Sta t with
a unit that contains information in which the learner is highly interAsted

at the beginning. Next, identify those units that are most interesting to
learners, and intersperse these among others whenever possible. Introduce
units to capitalize on learner interest.

3. Materials should be sequenced logically. If it is necessary

to teach one thing before another, units must be, arranged in this ,order.
Determine that this is necessary before 'using thig,oerrangementi to the ex-

clusion of other methods. An instructor can be misled in this41 unless he/she

carefully analyzes the materials and correctly justifies why it is neces-
sary that a particular teaching point should precede another. Logical se-
quencing of activities or concepts can be achieved by arranging the pat-
tern in chronological order, on a time sequence, or by concept complexie#.
Sequencing can follow a pattern of experiences arranged-from simple to com-
pia, A simple pattern is one which contains few elements or subordinate
parts. Sequencing can follow a pattern that proceeds from whole to part,'

the general to the apecific. The whole provides a framework.

4. Material "should be skill sequenced. Organize tasks or units
to provide an orderly development of skills ldading to accomplishment of

the defined objectives. This principle is supported by Antell (1972) who
takes the position,that there must be a complete identification of all re-
quisite skills leading to the final curriculum goat. Then materials and
activities will be selected to bring about the development of the requi-
site skill.-

3
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When requisites are identified, they are placed in sequence
so that a learning required for one skill precedes the ac-
tivity associated with'that skill . . . . A total curriculum
will be described as a sequence of activities leading to a
final competency. Each activity will'require a'skill or know-
ledge from preceding activities, and each activity will have
some clearly defined and observable outcome (p. 5).

5. Material should be'sequenced according to frequency of use.
Determine the information or skills the learner will need most often.

6. Material 'should cover the total package: Some curricula sys-
tematically give a learner knowledge and practice in each 'Unit, but fail
to provide an opportunity to synthesize the units into a whole. Units

should be sequenced so they will result in the learner's becoming familiar
with the whole (Mager and 'Beach, 1967).

7. Material should' be sequenced from simple to complex. Proceed

from single skills or concepts to combinations of skills and concepts.

8. Materials should be sequenced according to developmental pat-

terns of the individual. Proceed from the previqui-concept or skill to the

the next level concept or skill according to the developmental pattern of 1

the person.

9. Material can be sequenced to provide a pattern of enrichment.
The concepts pr activities are sequenced to provide enrichment to learn-
ers, based on the information provided about learner needs and character-

istics.

10. Materials can be sequenced to provide a partern`of: remediation.

The content is sequenced to provide for repetition, review, reteaching of
concepts, or skills which have not been mastered by learners.

The sequencing of,x1Ariences within the unit serves the purpose of
achieving individualization of learning, 'with learners moving at their own

pace and level. The provision of anumber of scope and sequence options in
each learning unit insures individualization of instruction, and provides'
learning experiences_Co meet the needs of the individual. Sybouts.(1972)
conceptualizes the teacher-as a curriculum decision-maker, and points up
the obligation-of. expanding alternatives for achieving instructional object-

ives. In the flowchart model of a learning sequence, shown in Figule 11, '

S9houts (1972) illustrates the way in which a Uumber.of options fdS achiev-
ing instructional objectives may be available to the learner.
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In the learning sequence, in Figure 11, the learner -can decide which
of the options iq (6..0) hekshe wants to implement.to help him/her achieve
the objectives specifoied in (3.0), taking into account the results of the
pretest (4.0) and (5.0).

It is important to give careful attention to the determination of
,

scope and_sequence for the total curriculum as well as deciding the scope
and sequence for each unit. A scope and sequence plan or chart should be
prepared'for every curriculum. This will serve the purpose of identifying
the major elements or subgoals which are to be achieved by virtue of the
purposefully contrived and crated learning experiences and environments
and relating these elements or subgoals to a timeline or continuum. With;
in the overall framework for learning defined by the curriculum scope and
sequence, it is important to provide for flexibility and individualization.

1
Sybouts, W., Curriculum dkision-making. Honolulu: Education Research and
Development Center, University of Hawaii, 1972. (mimeo)

3 ki
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In (6.2.1.4.2) of the delivery system model, define sequence and
include the busic principles which a2e considered important for the con
struction of the curriculum and sequencing of'experiences within the curri-
culum units. Inclugg a scope and sequence chart for the total curriculum.
In each curriculum guide, to be"pra4uced in (6.2.2), appropriate sequencing
principles will be stated and directions will be given for achieving flexi-
bility and individualization of instruction by providing learners with dif-
ferent options for learning eaperienoes.

DESCRIBE METHODS/TECHNIQUES (6.2.1.b.3). Verner (1962) defines
,method as the organization of prospective participants for the purpose of
education. A method is the way in which individuals are organized in order
to conduct a learning activity. A method establishes the relationships be-
tween the learner and the institution or agency through which the learning
task is accomplished. Knowles (1970) equates method with format, and iden-

tifies two major categories of instructional methods'or formats: (1),inai-
vidualized methods; and (2) group methods. Methods for individual learning

include the following:

a. individual apprenticeship or internship

b. correspondence course
c. clinical counseling
d. independent study program

e. programmed instruction sequence
f. supervisiOn
g. individually prescribed instruction.

Weinberg (1972) describes individually prescribed instruction as a combina-
tion of learning packages with diagnostic placement and follow-up testing.
A learner is initially tested to determine aptitude and ability levels. A

reasonable set of interim goals is developed, and an initial package is pre-

scribed for the learner. After each package is completed, a new prescription is
organized based on a pre- posttest combination. This procedure is repeated

until the objectives are reached. The difficulties with individually pre-
scribed instruction are found in test validation and the assembling and ere--

ation of learning packages. Weinberg (1972) cautions: "Implementation de
pends on a strong file of institutional research from which the diagnostics

are developed. In.the absence of this, initial diagnostics must be in the
category of educated guesses with refinement contingent on experienceT-
resulting in on-going test modification (p. 4-5)."

Method', for group learning include the following:

a action. projects

. b. .workshops
c. organized group program

d. conference or seminar

e. formal, structured course

f. demonstration program

g. study tour tr
4

Verner defines teAn:+0_ as the wam in which the learning task'is managed

to facilitate learning. Knowles (197Q) identified a number of categories

of instructional techniques:
1

I i i

t,'
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1. Presentation techniques. This includes lecture, television,
videotape, debate, dialogue, interview, symposium, panel, group interview,
demonstration, motion pictures, still pictures, recording, reading.

2. Participation. This includes question-and-answer period, forum,
listening teams, reaction'panel, buzz groupS, debates.

3. Discussion. This includes guided discussion, Socratic discus-
sion, problem - solving discussion, case discussion, brainstorming.

4. simulation. This includes role playing, critical'incidenc, case
method, in-basket exercises, games.

5. Skill practide. This includes drill, coaching, onrthe-job
training.

Both individual and group methods are important in developing the
adult basic educition in corrections curriculum. Utilization of the full
range of techniques should be made. In the correctional setting it is is-
portant to.consider programmed learning and individualized methods as well
as insuring that some provision is made for,the group format. It is im-
portant to consider sensory aptieals. 'relevancy to the learning process, and
practical advantages when selecting tcehniques appropriate for accomplishing
a given behavioral objective. Iwitvidualization of instruction requires
flexibility in scheduling instructional events and the creation of meaning-
ful units of instruction with clearly defined objectives. Without prLcise,
systematic educational planning, the individualization of instruction would
result in organizational and ins ttai aos. The educational decision-
makers who are re e or planning learning experiences must have de-
tailed informatiod about learners, methods, and techniques. They must have
clearly defined behavioral objectives, and a plan for evaluating outcomes. .

Miller (1971) defines an individualized program as learning activities orga-
nized in a sequence that permits each adult to move at his own pace and work
at his own level of ability, under the guidance of a teacher. Instruction
is non-graded, which enables each learner to proceed as Car as ability
permits. qndividualizitig instruction . . . does not mean that all respon-
sibility for learning is turned over to the student. or does it mean that
the program resembles an electronic arsenal with each student plugged into
his'appropriatesocket, (Miller, 1971, p. 6)." In order to make anindivi-
dualized program function effectively and get maximum benefit from the hard-
ware and software used, the teacher must, at a minimum, perform the following
tasks (Miller, 1971):

I. evaluate and diagnose needs and progress of each learner;

2. devise individual study plans to meet the special needs of each
learner;

3. design long range goals and short term learning objectives;
*a

4. supervise paraprofessionals, rearrange physical facil;ties, check
equipment, select and evaluate instructional materials.
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.4

Figure 12 shows the procedure for implementing individually pre-

scribed instruction.

Pupil is placed at his individual level
and pretested

Obtains folder iind

materials and begins

Completes work and

Needs assistance

Individual tutoring
Group teaching
Peer group discussion
Supplementary materials

takes to clerk Returns to work

Takes to aide for
new work

New skills

Assigned

Postest

re p actice skills
assigned

Mastery demonstrated

, More practice needed

Individual tutoring
Group teaching
New materials
Different methods

Posttest reassigned

New prescription developed

Figure 12. A Flow of the IPI System'

.04
1 Research for Better Schools, Inc.
prescribed instruction. Philadelphia: Research for Better Sc oo s, tnc.,

106q, Pp. 11-12.

13d
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The definition of technique as the way in which learning tasks are
managed is an implicit recognition of the importance of the role of the
teacher or instruction-related staff member in the total learning process.

The person in the role of teacher or manager of learning environ-
ments and experiences plays a key part in making the instructional method
and the techniques effective. Whether individual or group method is used,
the teacher must interact with the learner. A relationship of teacher-
learner interaction is established, regardless of method. The quality of
this relationship is probably the single most important factor in making
instructional methods and techniques effective. The characteristics, the
overt behaviors, and the covert--or nonverbal--behaviors of the teacher
combine to facilitate or obstruct the learning process. In order to make
any method or technique achieve its purpose, the teacher must give the
appearance to the learners of someone who cares about them, knows what the
subject is all about, and knows how to help then achieve the learning objec-
tives. The physical appearance, the verbal and nonverbal characteristics,
and the personality traits .f the teacher are critical elements in deter-
mining effectiveness of instructional methods. Teachers need enthusiasm,
but it must be real. Teachers need to be honest with themselves and with
others. Teachers must have subject matter mastery. They must have healthy,
positive attitudes and values. They must have real concern for others- -
empathy, understanding, and sensitivity. The role of the teacher as a
decision-maker is critical in achieving a meaningful teacher-learner inter-
action. The task of selecting techniques and methods appropriate to the
achievement of a given learning objective is a decision-making process.
Selection of method and technique must be made by taking into considexa-
tion the needs of the learners and the objectives of the learning unit.
Techniques should be matched to learners and learning objectives.

4

The interrelatedness between method/iechniques (6.2.1.4.3) and
hardware /software (6.2.1.4.4) is shown in the flowchart model (Supplemen-
tary Figure) by the mutually reciprocal signal paths. This is one of the
most,Amportant _relationships in the consideration of strategies to achieve
educational objectives. The teacher implements- this relationship in the
operating system. The teacher selects and uses appropriate hardware and
software in conjunction with methods and techniques as a means of adhiev,-
ing defined objectives, The relationship between method/techniques and
hardware/software has developed into multi-media instruction.

T the .wtom model the :Unction DESCRIBE METHODS/TE'ONIQUES
.L:compSishbd be defining methods and techniques, and giving

:)a..prinori plyo to g.,oern tht. saection and use of different methods and -

thm..qaes in :ht. adu:t ::sic education in corrections curriculum. The list
of net; Jda and.tchniqaes for thy: total curriculum will be given. The role
of thc, teacher in selecting end implementing nethyds and techniques must
Le .1e21.:Led 2nd guillines given for effctive teacher-learner interaction.
In t1 curriculum guides to be developed :n (6.2.2), the methods and tech-
nique...! appropriutc te achit.ving the objectives of the particular curriculum

in .,,Ah ,nref.ou:um each unit included in the CUPPi-
gui& whi:th will dcvelopectin (c.p.2), the options for techniques

sand methods arc given.
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DESCRIBE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE (6.2.1.4.4). Verner (1962) refers to
devices as'all those particular things or conditions which are utilized to
augient the techniques and to make learning more certain. What Yerner
calls devices can be classified in two categories; (1) hardware, and (2)
software. There is an important and essential relationship that exists be-
tween the use of instructional methods and techniques and the selection and
use of devices, including hardware and software. This important relationship
is shown in the flowchart model by the mutually reciprocal signal paths be-
tween these two functions.

9
Sherron (1972) defines hardbare as thqse machines, physical equip-

ment, and audio - visual devices that perform a)physical function in the pre-
sentation of educational software.- These items range in complexity from
the simple filmstrip viewer or sprihg loaded reading pacer to computer con-
trolled carrels containing cathode ray displays, image projectors, talking
typewriters, and audio record and playback mechanisms.. Hardware can-be
classified under eight categories:

1. Projection equipment. This includes a wide range of machines
which visually project an enlar1ged image on a screen or flat surface. The
jmagei are projected frod film, magnetic tapes, transparencies, and real
objects. Projection equipment iAcludes:

_a. 16mm and 8mm motion picture projectors
b. filmstrip projectors and previewers
c. 35mm slide projectors
d. random access projectors
e. opaque projectors
f. overhead projectors
.g. micro - projectors

-h. special purpose-projection equipment.

There are advantages to the use of-projection equipment. Hill (1972)
and Frank (1972) point out that visual media bring the distant and remote
directly to the learner. This.is important in the correctional setting.
Films and programs made available through projection equipment, cover a wide
range. Software is available from libraries for use on .closed circuit sys-
tems. Hill (1971) observes that the 8 MM motion picture camera makes it pos-
sible to include tailor-made materials for the adult learner. It does not
have the instant replay feasibility. The film loop projector makes use of .

continuous loop cartridges with vJ,ewing sequences, of varying lengths, which
may be inserted as cartridges into the projector and shown as many times as
necessary (Hill, 1971). Sherron (1972) points out that projection equipment
provides for linear or random viewing, and stimulates interest. The opaque
projector is useful for showing completed pictures, maps, drawings.- The.
material must he colpleted before insertion into the machine (Hill, 1971).
The overhead projector enables the instructor to face the learners while
providing a visual large enough for all to see. Commercially produced ma-
terials are available. Copying material onto transparencies is possible
using modern copy machines (Hill, 1971).

V.1
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2. Audio recording and 14ayback equipment. Audio hardware includes .

a variety of equipment which mechanically or eliCtronically captures sound
and stores it for subsequent playback. Sounds are recorded on discs, records,
and tapes.' The tapes may be reel to reel, cartridget or cassette. Audio .

record and playback equipment includes:

a. record playe0rs
b. reel to reel tape recorders and playback
c. cartridge recorders-and playback
di 'assette recorders and playback.

4

Sherron (11972) points out the advantages of audio record and play-
back equipment. These machines stimulate interest, maintain motivation,
capture the real life environment, and transmit sound short or long distances.

Hill

(1971) notes that the tape recorder can be used in adult basic educe-
tion for self4valuation, recording of events, role-playing, narrations,
and Public speaking. Frank (1972) states that record players, audio tapes,
and the telephone can bring. reality and practicality to the adult basic edu-
cation curriculum in the correctional setting.

3. Multimedia equipment. This group of educational hardware pro-
vides various means for combining sight and sound. The group includes: .

a. video tape systems
b.- sound filmstrip- devices
c. slide-tape recording combinations
d. print and sound systems.

Sherron (1972) points out that the multi-media equipment allows &closer
simulation of real life, provides flexibility, and allows for a variety of
software combinations. Hill (1971) recommends the use of the video tape
recorder in self-evaluation, role-playing, and public speaking. It is pos-
bible to purchase prepared sequences of instructional material for use with
the video tape recorder 117R). One set of cassette tapes for the VTR, to-
gether with a,set of workbooks, offers a self-contained General Educational
Development Test preparatory curriculum.

4. Television. Sherron (1972) quotes the National Education Media
Study Panel regarding utilization of television:

The modern teacher has books, guides, periodicals, films,
tapes, slides, records, laboratory equipment; some have
language laboratories; and soon many of them will have pro-
grammed- self - instructional' materials. The basic question,

ethereore, is not simply how to use television alone, but
rather how to combine it most effectively with other learn-
ing experiences and resources.

The well-planned television program can motivate students,
guide and sharpen their reading by providing background and
demonstrations, encourage responsibility for independent
learning, arouse curiosity, and develop new insights and

, the excitement of discovery-. The medium is so flexible that
it need never be used merely to promulgate the old lecture
method. . . (p. 42). ,

1(2
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Lawrence (19701)) differentiates.between instructional television,

concerned primarily with the day to day learning proceis associated with
instruction in schools, institutions, colleges_and universities, and edu-
cational television, which includes entertainment and leisure time pro-

.,

gramming. The contributions of television, according to Laurence (1970b),

include the following: ,4

a. it challenges the student;

b. it draws on a larger resource base, and uses-team teaching

concept;

c. it puts the best teacher in every classroom:.

Frank (1972) points out that television and radio programs' regularly

broadcast on commercial and public stations can be used as discussion start-

ers, and the daytime soap opera can assist in fostering discussion about

social relations problems.

Several networks and many educational television stations have work-,:,,

book-connected broadcast. programs which. can be used in adult bisic educatiOn.

Television teaching does not displace the teacher, but rather gives him/her

a new role as team teacher. One must prepare the class for instruction,

supervise classroom activities, reinforce responses, and evaluate results.

If well done, the product is an efficient teaching-learning activity, employ-

ing studio teacher, classroom-teacher, teaching materials, and guidance acti-

vities. It is suggested that local educational television stations be con-

tacted to secure a listing of courses, materials, and schedules. Several

other options are available if the institution has its own video tape equip-

ment. These include taping and replaying selected network programs, producing

local programs, taping and replaying simulation and role playing situations,

and purchasing program tapes for replay in classes.
0

5. Photographic equipment. With the Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaker

kit, the teacher or learners can photocopy pictures, drawings, maps, and

charts, and make excellent slide presentations (Udvari, 1972).

6. Teaching machines. Udvari (1972) describes teaching machines

and auto-tutor devices. Teaching machines are either manually or machine

operated. Manually operated varie*ies utilize printed programs of the linear

variety. The program,may be single sheets or continuous rolls. The learner

manually advances the program to the next frame and makes a response. On

the next advance the correct answer is given.
s'

Many auto-tutors are highly sophisticated and ingenious devices.

Some machines are single, system, utilizing only one device to channel the

program. Others are multi-systems. Some employ slides or filmstrips with

or without an audio track. Others employ film loops, television, audio

tracks, and response options.- The program may be linear, multiple choice,

constructed response, or branching.

7. heading machines. Udvari (1972) describes reading and tachisto-

scopic devices. Rea,dingtmachtnes are highly specialized instructional tools.

rhey-operate by projecting printed words, phrases, and paragraphs on a screen.

['heir basic function is to assist readers in. word recognition,'pacing,

i
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ihrising, phrase grouping, siimming, and-reading spied improvement. The
tachiStoscope is an image timing device. Anothex,t/pe of reading machine-
is the language master. This unit utilizei a strip of magnetic tape that
carries a prescribed sound, word, or group of words. The learner can read
the word, can hear how it sounds, and can record the speaking of the sound.

8. Computer-assisted instruction and dial-access systems. The com-
puter can be used to provide interactive learning systems in correctional
settings.

Weinberg (1972) describes computer assisted instruction as a learn-.
ing system conducted totally within the computer. The computer tests, diag-
noses, and prescribes. In addition, all learning materials are presented
by the computer at a connected terminal. There are large group terminals,
equipment systems for small group use, and self -pacing use. Weinberg (1972)
describes large group terminals. This terminal may include all sorts of
projection and reception equipment, but no facilities for interaction. It
is possible to provide for a response system at each learner position. A
question is asked, and the learner presses an appropriate button. The answers
are recorded, and a combination of percentage correct/incorrect is printed
out. The instructor can repeat or reemphasize concepts which are not grasped.
With equipment systems for individual and small group use, the terminals are
similar. Small group systems should be designed for peer interaction as
well as program interaction. Small seminar rooms should be used, as visual
and audio barriers may be required. The Allen teaching machine is an example
of an equipment system for small group use (Weinberg, 1972).

0
Weinberg (1972) describes terminal equipment systems for self-pacing

use. The learning carrel is a single unit which may incorporate several
modes of instruction. The carrel is a drawerless desk having frontal and
lateral visual barriers and meant for use by a single learner. All barriers
extend eighteen inches high, and lateral ones extend six inch -es beyond the

work surface. Dry carrels are withodt power or audio visual equipment. Wet

carrels include, electrical outlets, and may include other elements, such as:

a.

b:

c.

d.

e.

f.

audio cassette.record/playback
synchronized audio-slide units
film loop, slide or film strip
television monitors for closed
dial access audio and/or video
computer terminal.

units
with projection modules
with rear projection modules

circuit playback
terminals

ihe dial ,access retrieval system is a sound systeM having storage

and retrieval capabilities from reel to reel or cassette programs. These
programs can be dialed into by students from various local stations with
either monitor response, self recording pliyback, or only tutorial feature.
A two-way communications hook-up has been implemented in the New Jersey
State Prison system. Two identical five-point private line circuits link
the control center at Mercer County Community College with classrooms at
Trenton, Rahway, _and twoleesbilrg prisons: Portable conference telephones
in the prisons transmit the instructor's voice to the learners. Microphones
built into the sets enable offenders to ask questions. Electrowrtters at the
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college and in the classrooms are used to show diagrams or other illustrative
course material. The instructor draws with a stylus on special paper in the
machine. The diagram is reproduced instantly on similar equipment in the
prison classrooms and projected on a screen. New Jersey Bell engineers built
into the two circuits a feature that enables institutions to tape record lec-
tures. This permits each prison to establish permanent course libraries
so offenders can review lectures and institutions can repeat courses for
other groups oloffenders. There also is an arrangement that allows the net-
work to be hooked up with the prison intercom system to-transmit talk to all
inmates.

Sherron (1972) defines software as those materials that provide
learning experiences, including various media that require hardware for pre-
sentation- -such as filds, tapes, slides, loops, cassettes, and recordsind
those that do not require hardware--such as texts, workbooks; models, black-
boards, maps, graphs, posters, and magazines. Software can be Iconsidered
under-nine categories:

1. Printed textual materials. This includes texts, programmed
materials, newspapers, and work-textbooks. Texts are printed books which
serve as a fOrm.of verbal communication. Sherron (1972) points out that
texts can be modified, rearranged, and-adapted. Texts can be used in con-.
junction with other software and hardware.' Texts provide verbal communi-
cation in lour categorie0: ,(a) narration and description; (b) prescription

and direction;(c) generalization; and (d) theory (Sherron, 1972). The
basal series is a set of books, one or more on each readability level,, with
a planned sequential development of reading skills. A typical series covers
readability levels one through twelve. It encompasses reading, basic lan-
guage skills, basic numbers, and money. It provides training in vocabulary
building, comprehension..spelling, English usage,,oral reading, numbers,
charts, maps, and graphs. Programmed materials are available in a variety
of forms, including packet, book, and workbook. According to Smith (1968)
the outstanding features of programmed materials include the following:
(a) trainees work individually at their own rate; (b) feedback and re,-
ward are immediate; and (c) skills are presented progressively with varied
repetition. PrograMmed instruction is a planned sequence of learning experi-
ences using programmed materials_ leading the learner ,to mastery, of subject
matter. Each program has a specific learning goal. Information is presented
step by step, with each step progressively building on the preceding step.
Immediate confirmation of response gives the learner immediate feedback rein-
forcing the answers., The learnet proceeds at his/her own pace (Hill, 1971).
RewspapPrs provide instructional materials. One publisher produces two
readability levels of newspapers: level A, grade 3, and level grade 4.
Numerous publishers produce materials far the teaching of reading which are
geared to the undereducated adult. The innovative teacher will select those
which Meet the specific requirements. Many mak.A. newspapers provide instruc-
tional units on newspaper 'leading skills. Work-text books are produced by
several companies for the purpose of developing communication and computa-
tional skills related to specific occupational areas. These materials cover
the information required for hecuring, maintaining, and upgrading for specific
job areas.
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There are advantages to the use of printed materials. These mate-
rials can be used to individualize instruction. They are economical.

2. Still pictures. The two basic classes of still pictures are
_gat opaque and film., Opaque pictures include paintings, sketches, car-
toons, and- photographic prints. Film still pictures include slides and
filmstrips. The-idvantages of still pictures are that they are highly
portable, easily available, and easy to.shOw. They also reduce verbal
explanations (Sherron, 1972).

3. Films. There are two classes of fill: motion ma:still! Mo-
tion picture films including 16mm and 8mm are available in short 'Jingle

8mconcept.films; S cartridge film loops; rear projectionrojection systen for use
in carrels or on desks; massed fill series covering an entire 'subject;
and films for use with workbooks, texts, and other audio-visual devices.
Films are classified as documentary, training, factual, fictional, tray-
elog, or pictorial report. Still films include 35 mm filixstrips, slides,

and stereoscopic three-dimensional slide reels. The advantages of using
films are that they all recording of past events for future study, they
combine sight and sound for realism, lhey simplify complex abstractions,
they bring experts into the learning environment, and they provide a cou-
pon basis for discussion.

4. Transpkrencies. These are teacher-made or commercially prepared

textual or illustrative material on acetate for projection with the overhead
projector. There are many advantages to use of transparencies; the teacher
can write on the transparency; a wide variety of commercially_ prepared trans-
parencies is available; the rate of presentation can be controlled; composite
images can be built; transparencies are economical to buy or make and easy to.

maintain (Sherron, 1972).

NIP

,5. Audio materials. These materials are made up of the different
types of software that capture sound via recording and store it for subse-

quent playback. Two major types of audio software are., magnetic tape and

plastic discs. There are different classes of audio materials; live broad-
casts by commercial and public service stations; simulated radio broad-
casts through use of tape recorder; and listening laboratories. The lan-
guage laboratories range from complex systems comprised of a centralized
unit capable of playing and transmitting a variety of programs to<indi-
vidual_remote terminals or carrels, to the simple single unit systems such
as the language master. The listening laboratories are used effectively
to offer instruction in English, reading, mathematics, and a variety of

interest areas. Audio materials have the advantages of permitting eco-
nomic and simple recording and duplication of sound; synchronization of
sound with other hardware and software; stimulation of motivation and in-
terest; and facilitation of independent study.

6. Simulatiion games. Weinberg (1972) describes simulation games.
The purpose of the game is to simulate the functional framework of a learn-

ing objective. fhe learners act within the rules of the game, making ana-
lytical decisibns and winning or losing on the basis of the decisions.

There are games in social studies, economics, environmental studies, busi-
ness, and government. Games may or may not be computer-based, and can be
used by individuals or groups.

i 4 0
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7. Realia. Realia is defined as real things and their models.
In addition to the actual objects, modified real things, such as specially
prepared. specimens, and models of real things can be used effectively.

8. Media pack'and unipack. A media pack is a self-contained'arrange-
ment of teacher prepared learning materials designed for individual and inde-
pendent learners who are performing at the same leVel. The instructional
packet focuses'on a single concept, learnable idea, skill or attitude. It
is based on a single concept, several sub-concepts, behavioral objectives,

and diversified learning activities, and usually contains no more than three
to five lessons. It generally consists of commercially prepared filmstrips,
film loops, recordings, programmed materials,.charts, or realia. The media
pack consists of a teacher's packet which contains: (a) introduction; (b)

statement of behavioral objectives; (c) pretest; (d) lessons; (e) posttest;
(f) quest activities, and (g) learner evaluation.

.

The unipack is similar to the media pack except that its content is
.broader in scope. Although a number of commercially prepared media packs
and unipacks can be,obtained, they can also be produced locally. A teacher
may develop an entire teaching-learning package or only supplemental mate-
rials as needed in a specific situation (Lawrence, 1970a).

9. Multi-level kits. The multi-level reading kit offers a package,
of individual lessons on several different levels. Each lesson is indepen-
dent of the other, and skills are not sequentially developed from lesson to
lesson, but froth level to level. There are kits which contain selections
written -on readability levels four through eleven with emphasis on occupa-
tions and real-life.

Sherron (1972) points out that the emphasis on multimedia instruction
has created two types of facility: the adult learning center, and the edu-
cational media centers. The involvement of management in the planning and
support for these facilities is shown in the flowchart model (Supplementary
Figure) by the signal path from the management function'to the considering
of instructional strategies. The learning center or laboratory has evolved
from a narrowly conceived, single concept, programmed instruction class to
the programmed, multi-media, individualized learning approach.* The modern
learning center employs the following educational features and instruction-
al strategies:

1. applies the latest programmed learning techniques, including spe-
cifying objectives, assessing leArner capacities, designing learning experi-
ences, and evaluating the total process. . e

2. utilizes the latest advanced educational technology, including
programmed learfiing systems and teaching machines, audio visual devices, pro-
grammed texts, tilms, and slides.

3. designs an individualized program of instruction for each learner
whiLh incorporates a variety of techniques and the best of proven methods.

4. provides non-graded instruction, permitting each learner to pro-
'.ceed at his own rate.

5. utilizes' learning coordinator and instructional assistants who
conduCt and manage learning experiences, advise learners, and maintain learner
records.
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6. places majOr emphasis and responsibility for learning on the
individual.

7. provides flexibility of scheduling and a variety of instruc-
tional strategies.

A learning laboratory is a self-contained learning environment pro-,
viding individualized, self-paced instruction by combiningla multi-media
apprbach with programmed instructional materials. In the Adult Learning 0-
Laboratory developed in North Carolina (Lane and Lewis, 1970), the learning
laboratory is a conceptual methodology that developed primarily through
adult education programs. It is noted that variations of the concept,,in-
eluding multi-media centers, learning centers, and learning resource cen-
ters, while similar, are not precisely synonymous, with the concept, learning
laboratory. The distinctions lie most strongly in the areas of comprehen-
siveness, instructional techniques, and attention to individual differences.

, Lane and Lewis (1970) identify fifteen characteristics of the learning

laboratory:

1. Learning experiences. Individual programs provide a combination
of learning experiences.

2. Objectives. Individual programs are planned in terms of student
needs.

3. Materials. On the basis of behavioral objectives, materials and
0

test items are selected to measure mastery.

4. Rate. Each learner proceeds at his own rate.

S. Strategies and media. Different learning strategies are used
for objectives representing different kinds of learning.

6. Individualization. Each program is individualized.

7. Participation. The learner learns by doing, and is actively in-
volved in planning, mastering, and evaluating his learning.

8. Individual differences. Remedial help is provided to enable each
learner to succeed.

9. Time. Each learner spends as much time as necessary, to.master a
concept.

10. Freedom. Instruction is at the convenience of the learner.

11. Reinforcement. Immediate reinforcementiand correction are pro-
,

12. Testing. Learners are made aware of objectives and how the at-
tainment of them will be evaluated. Tests are designed to measure mastery
of all objectives.

46
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a

13. Adaptability Equipment, materials, and methodology can be
combined to, meet needs.

14. Revisions ot programs. Programs and subject matter can be up
dated with minimum cost and effort.

,15. Instructional placement. Every learner is assessed initiaand
given an opportunity.to state his educational objectives, which guiled

design of ag_instructronal sequence akd the learner's instructional

/

p ace-
ment.

Educational Media Centers, are being established as essential/compo-,
nents of motiern libraries and also as separate entities. Media ceqters have
evolved from storage functions to dissemination, demonstration, aqil utiliza-
tion cente,rd. A well - equipped media center should perform the foillowing.
functions:

1. Provide professional audio-visual services.to learn =ors and
staff, including production of creative professional software.

2. Design individualized media mixes to accomplish s ecified edu-
cational objectives.

3. Display and demonstrate latest and most effect e audio-visual
devices.

4. Disseminate information concerning audio-vis al resources avail-
able in the center and elsewhere.

5. Conduct research concerning effectiveness f various media in
accomplishing specific educational objectives with selected types of
learners.

Frank (1972) suggests the following publications as valuable for
references ia developing a multimedia program:

Audio Visual Instruction: Media and Methods by Brown, Lewis, and iiar-
cieroad, (McCraw Hill, New York, 1,969) o

Audio Visual Marketplace (Bowker Publi ations, P. 0. Box 2017, Ann
Arbor, Michigan)

.

Audio Visual Methods in Teaching by E. Dale -. (Dryden Press, New York,
1969)

. Developing Multi Media Libraries by/W. B. Hicks. (R. R. Bowker Co.
New York, 1970)

Educational. Broadcasting Magazine., (825 S Barrington Ave., Los
Angeles, 90049)

Educational and fndusirial Television Magazine. (607 Main St.,
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877)

Educalional/instructi,lial BrOdcasiing Magazine.. (647 North Sepul-'
veda Blvd.., tos Angeles; 90049)
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Standards for School Media Program. -(National Education Association,
- ..

Washington, b. C.) ,-
,.

Teaching_ and Media: A Systematic Approach by Gerlach and Ely. (Pren-
tice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jerriey, 1971)

The Teacher and Overhead Protection by M. J. Schultz. Cl(Prentice Hall,.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jeniey, 1965)

Hardware and software (6.2.1.4.4) are important elements in-the
strategies for achieving educational objectives. 'Ogre is a direct rela
tionship between instructional objectives, methods techniques, and hard-
ware/software. This relationship is shown by the signal paths between
these elemehts in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure). Antell (1972)
defines instruction as the artful application of teaching skill to bring
learners to the goals of the curriculum. The teacher can enrich and sup-
plement methods and techniques by systematic selection and use of-hard-
ware and software in the teaching process. Frank (1971) pointed out that
since adult basic education should be practical and dynamic, dealing with
problems of living and coping skills, the use of hardware/software systems
can contribute toward realizition,of this goal. The effectiveness of hard-
ware and software as elements in the instructional strategies to aChictie
instructional objectives depends on the-degree of care and precision taken
in selection and use of these adjuncts to- the teaching process. The follow-
ing guidelines are offered for Considerationin,selecting,and using hard-
ware:

t

1. Service. The machine is constructed to make servicing simple
and quick and replacement of parts easy (Weinberg, 1972). Parts should be

'readily available froM a nearby dealer (Weinberg, 1972; Sherton, 1972).

2. Durability. The machine should be constructed for heavy use,
and made to have a lifetime of sufficient duration to justify cost.

3. Simplicity. The machine should be easy to operate, requiring
little if any training for the operator (Weinberg, 1972; Sherion, 1972).

4. Cost. The cost should be justified by expected benefits, both
on initial aid long-term bases. Cost must include training time per learner,
quality of instructor required, logistics, modernization expense (Sherron,
1972).

5. Usability. Software must be available for immediate use'With
any item of hardware. "This rather obvious criterion is repeatedly over-
looked and numerovs existing gadgets are rusting on shelves because appro,-
priate films, tapes, workbooks, slides, . . are not available (Sherron,

1972, p. 16)."

The t011owing guidelines are offered fpr consideration in selecting
and using soTtwafe: r e

1. ,Content. All printed material must be on an appropriate leVel
'of vocabulary, by grade and social group: This is particularly important
in vocational and life skills or social studies areas (Weinberg, 1972).
Extraneous content shodld be minimal.
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2. Reliability and validity. This is the single most important
criterion for selection of software. All materials should be field tested
by ttlk publishers prior to use. The field tests should report results of
use with a population similar to that of the learner group for whom the
materials are being considered, 'Results of field tests should report reli-
ability, validity, and ,standardization, and provide norms. There is no
point in buying, let clone using, any item of. software which is not reli-
able or not valid. No matter what the content level, coat, and simplicity
factors-4f the item is not one which can be depended upon to produce the
desired results, there is no justification for obtaining it. No item should
be selected or used unless there is evidence to suggest it will, achieve a
specified objective.

3. Cost. The per item cost should be justified in terms of expected
ibenefits.' Questions of consumability and expected life of the item should

be considered.

4. Flexibility. Items should lend themselves to innovative use
and flexibility in use.

0

Hill (1971) points to the importance of selecting materials for adult basic
education with care and consideration. "The selection of materials in ABE
is not an easy task, and it is made even more difficult today by the wide
selection presented by the many companies producing the material (p. 1)."

A checklist can be used to help, in the selection of materials. Hill
(1971) recommends securing allpossible instructional materials from a numr
her of companies, evaluating each item against a checklist, and discarding
;hose which do not meet the basic criteria. A checklist for use in select-,

,ing materials is given in Figure 13.

o th

4

,
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1. Consideration is given to characteristics and background of the adult
who is to use the material.

2. The purposes for which the material is to be used are identified.
V

'3. Subject matter materials and learning activitis are acceptable in
terme c:f adult interest level.

4. Materials encourage further individual reading, speaking, writing,
and other study.

.

5. Materials xaise self-esteem and help the learner gain insight into
his self-imige. . \

6. The 1anguage is adult in tone.

7. Sentences are wiitten'in the familiar vernacular.

8. Programmed materials have built-in reasoning and evaluating devices
to help the learner and teacher determine progress. 0

9. Directions are simple and clear so that the learner can follow them
with'little difficulty.

10. Design of system for materials alkowsjor maximum progress according
to ability of the individual.

11. Materials depict actual life situations, such as: food, property,
job, voting, civics, safety, social security, housing, homecraft,
financing, etc.

12.--Each lesson teaches a single concept or small number of concepts
thoroughly.

13. Skills and conceptsare taught in sequential, logical order.

14. Materials show concern for family relations.

Figure 13. Checklist for Evaluating Materials.
I

1Hi11, L.A. 'Materials find technology for adult bpic education in correc
Lions. Honolulu: Ldakation Reselirch and Development Center, University of
Hawaii, 1971. (mimeo)
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Figure 14 is a set of criteria far selecting materials for adult basic edu-
cation in< coriections,accordini to Ast (1970).

I. Subject Matter:

A. Illustrations

B. Questions

C. Directions

D. Problems Presented

E. Print

adult oriented
multi-ethnic
photographs
pertinent
adult-oriented
clearly stated

-.pertinent
clearly stated
complete
adult

clearly presented
current

clear
easy to read

T.I. Material:

A. Can be used independently
B. Is flexible

C. Provides a successful learning experience.
D. Provides a measure of progress
E. Provides for differences in learning rate \

F. Is meaningful to student
G. Is -durable

H. Contains a complete list of all skills covered in text

Lft. Skill Development:

A. Sequential
B. Gradual

C. Logical

11/. Teachers Manual:

A. Directions for use of material easy to understand
B. Provides suggestions for diagnosis of specific skills
C. Contains a placement guide or material
D. Is necessary for the daily use of material

Figure 14. Selection of Materials) Ir

1R.J. Ast, instrgctional materials for effective adult basic education. Ip
T.A. Ryan (Ed.), tpp'sre;Collectionoilred for 1970 national seminars:

Adqlt basic education in corrections. Honolulu: University of Hawaii, Edu-
cation Research and Development Center, 1970. Pp. 6-20.

5 3
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The materials are critical to the-effectiveness of the instructional prol.

cess. Hill (1971) recommends maintaining on a continuing basis a biblio-

graphy of materials. This serves the purpose of weeding out items which.
Meet the selection criteria, using a checklist similar, to that shown in
Figure 13, but which do not. prove to be effective in the instructional

program. A rating form suggested-by Hill (1971) is given in Figure 15.

1. Subject matter area: reading arithmetic spelling science

social studies occupational.

other (specify)

2. :Form: book magazine programed imetruction film recording

other

3. Authcr:

4. Tit's:

S. Publisher:

6. Address:

Numbur of pages: G. Price: 9. Date:

10. Target group: adult adult literacy high school junior high school

elementary other:

11. Publisher's stated grade level: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8! -9+

0

12. Rated grade leve1:1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9 9+

13. Basis:. estimate/zeasured

14. General tone: condescending childish neutral .adult

.15. Interest level: high moderate .low

16.. Conttnt priuntation: academic practical occupational

17. Content accuracy: poor satisfactory good

}M.

18. Content'coverage: poor satisfactory good

19.. Entry level: too low satisfactory too high

20. Student exercises: yes no 21. Tests available: yes no

22. App,laranca: satisfactory not satisfactory

23. Durability: high low

24. Recommendation: reject adopt for - basic material
supplementary reference

25.- Commentary (suggested uses; limitations; special strengths or
. vemknesses; pocsibilitius for special nrivtatiohs; reasons for

rejection andicr acceptance):

Figure 15. Form for Rating Teaching Materials

'Hill, L.A. Materials and technology for adult. basic education in correc-
tions. Honolulu: Education Research and Development Center, University of
Hawaii, 1971. (mimeo)

i
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One of the most important tasks facing the teacher or supervisor
'of education in corrections is the identification and acquisition of hard-
ware and software. The materials dealing specifically with and prepared
.purposefully for adult basic educatioz, in corrections are limited or non-

existent. However, there is a wealth of adult basic education aterials
which should be considered, evaluated, and, when appropriate, Used either
directly or adapted for use with the offender population. In considering

hardware and software for possible use in the adult basic education in cor-
rections program it is important to study each item as thoroughly as pos -,

sible.

Udvarj. (1972) lists fCur sources of resource information on hard-
.

itare and software:

1. Audiovisual Market Place: A Multimedia Guide (Weber, 1971).

2. A Guide to Educational Media (Rufsvolg and Guss, 1971).

3. Audio-visual equipment directory (National Audio Visual Assoica-

tion, E'vanston, Illinois. Issued annually).

4. ERIC Clearinghouse on the New Educational Media (Stanford Uni-
versity, Palo Alto, California).

A list of publishers from which adult basic education materials can
be obtained is. given by Hill (1971):

Allied Education Councr., 5533 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637.

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic. Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02110.

American Education_Publications, EducatiOn Center, Columbus, Ohio 43216.

Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 440 Park Avenue, South, New York, New York
10016.

Argyle Publishing Corp., 605 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

O

Barnell Loft, Ltd., 111 South Centre Avenue, Rockville CeMe, New York
11570.

Behavioral Research Laboratories, Box 577, Palo Alto, California 94302.

California Test Bureau, bel Monte Research Park, Monterey, California 93940.

CambridgC Book Co., Inc., 488 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

Campus Book.Store, 1245 "R" Street, Lincoln, Nebraska768508.

Columbia University Press, 562 West 113 Street, New York, New York 10025.

Croft Educational Services, 100 Garfield Avenue, New London, Connecticut
06320.

13,
41.:))
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Daughters of the American Revolution, DAR Manual for Citizenship (No Cost).

The Economy Co., 1901 North Walnut, Oklahomi City, Oklahoma 73105.

Fearon Publishers,, 6 Davis Drive, Belmont,California 94002.

Follett Publishing Co.,
60607. .

Grolier Educational Corp

Harcourt Brace Jovanovic

1010 W. Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois

., 845 Third A;enue,_ New York, New York 10022.,

h Inc., 757 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

D.C. Heath and Co., 125 Spring Street, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173.

Henkle Audio - Visual, Inc., 227 North 11th Street, Lincoln,_ Nebraska 68508.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 383 Madison Ave., New York, New York
10017.

Houghton-Mifflin Co., Educational Division, 110 Tremont Street, Boston,
Massachusetts 02107.

Immigration and Naturalization gervice, Room 8411, New Federal Building,

Omaha,. Nebraska 68102.
, 4

Institute of Modern Languages, Inc., Publications Division, 2125 "S"
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008.

Institute Mexicano Norteamericano, Hamburgo 115, Mexico 6.t.
7

Lyons and Carnahan, Inc., 407 East 25th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60616.

MficMillan Co., 866 Third Avenue, New York,New York 10022.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036.

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio

43216.

University of Michigan Press, 615 East University, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

, Modern gound Pictures, Audio Visual Divigion, 1410 Howard'Street, Omaha,
Nebraska 68102.

New Readers Press, Bbx 131; Syracuse, New York 13210.

Noble and Noble, Inc., 750 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

Oxtod Book Co., Inc., 387 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016.

Reader's Digest Services, Inc., Lducational Division, Pleasantville, New

York 10570.
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Regents Publishing Co., 630 Fifth Avenge, New York, New York 10020.

Science Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois
60611.

Scott, Foresman and Co., 1909 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025.

Silver 'Burdett Co., 250 James Street, Morristown, New Jersey 07960.

Steck-Vaughn Co., Post Office Box 2028, Austin, Texas 78767.

StiphenSon School Supply Co., 935 "0" Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508.

Warp Publishing Co., 325 North Colorado Avenue, Minden, Nebraska 68959.

Xerox Education Group, 1200 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06903.

Following are additional commercial sources of adult basic education
materials on specific topics within the field.' Materials listed here might
be used directly or indirectly in developing the adult basic education in
corrections curriculum:

Programmed Instruction

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, Massachusetts 01867.

American Educational Research Association, 1126 16th Street, N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036.

Educational Development LaboratoriesrInc., Division of McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
284 Pulaski Road, Huntington, New York 11744.

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, ,New Jersey 08540.

Fund for the Advancement of Education, 477 Madison Avenue, New York, New
York 100g2.

Institute of Educational Research, 2900 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

National Academy of Science, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418.

National Education Association, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

National. Society for the Study of Education, 5835 Kimbark, Chicago, Illi-
nois 60637.

U.S. Government PtintineOffice, Superintendent of Documents, Washington,
D.C. 20402.

Varian Associates, 611 Hansen Way, Palo Alto, California 94304.

1 Ryan, T. A. (Ed.) Model of Adult Basic Education in Corrections,
San Dimas, C.ilifotnia. Honolulu: Education Research and Development
Center, University of Hawaii, 1970. Pp. 82-89.

157
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Washington Square Press, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10020.

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

Educational Technolod

American took Company, 450 West 33rd Street, New York, New York 10001.

Chandler Publishing Co., 124 Spear Street, San Fraucisco, California 94105.

Thomas Y. Crowe11 Co., 201 Park AvenueiSouth, NeV York, New York 10003.

Davis Publications Inc., 50 Portland Street, Worcester, Massachusetts 01608.

DuArt Film Labs.; Inc., 245 West 55thrStreet, New York, New York 10019.

. E & I Printing Company, Austin, Texas.

Edward Feii Productions, 1514 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

Litton Industries Film Library, 9370 Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Bills,
.

California 90210.

National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., 3150 Spring Street,

ginia 22030.

National Education Association, Department of Audiovisual Ins
1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 2003.6.

Walter G. O'Connor Co., 100 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg,

17101.

Prentice-Hall,'Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632.

The Konald Press, 79 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

Sidale Publishing Co., 2525 W. 8th Street, Los Angeles, Calife-nia 90804.

Fairfax,Vir-

truction,

Pennsylvania

;
Technicolor Corp., 1300 Frawley Drive, Costa Mesa, California 92627.

14.S. Government Prifiting Office, Superintendent of Documents, Washington,

D.C. 20402. a

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

Teaching Methods and Materials

American Council on Education, 1785 Massachusettb Avenue, N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20036.

Al.lsoeiation Press, 291 Broadway, New York, New York 10007.

California Test Bureau, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, California 93940.

t o
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Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 138 Mountfort Street,
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146.

University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637.

Dover Publication, 180 Varick Street, New York, New York, 10014.

Educational Services, 1730 Eye Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036.

Fleet Printing Co., Vancouver, Washington 98660.

Garrard Publishing Co.,.1607 North-Market Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820.

National Association for Public School Adult Education, 1201 16th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016.

Odzasey Press, 4300 West 62nd Street, Ipdianapolis, Indiana 46268.

Prentice-Ha11, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632.
0

In theadeliverysystem model define hardware and software and describe,
th, importance of th:s function in deciding on strategies to achieve the,
Instructional objectives. List hard Ware and software which are available'

or are to bs pmji,iced locally to implement the total adult basic editcation
curriculum in the correctional setting. Give'criteria for selectqw. In
the curriculum guides, to be produced in (6.2.2), guidelines will be given
fir selection of softwars approiriate to each particular curriculum, and
thj items to Lc used in the curriculum will be listed!, with an indication
ether or not the Iten is available or to be obtained'through purchase,

rental, or local production. Description of the way in which each item
-.:11 b.- used in each particular curriculum will be indicated.

DESCRIBE MOTIVATION (6.2.1.4.5). Motivation techniques are those ex-

.
trinsic or intrinsic actions, objects, or factors which make the indiVidual
want tc-accomplish the goals of adult basic education.

Motivational techniques must be high priority, considerations in the
correctional setting. Most learners are dropouts and do not value educa-
ticinal achievement to the same degree as in normal situations. Motivation
techniques must be :0elected and implemented as integral elements in the
curriculum. There is no other single element as critical to the success
or failure of the learning process in corrections as motivation. Swyhart
(1970) stated:

After an individual has matured to the point Where he can be
classified as an adult, and he hasn't learned to read and
write, it is very difficult to convince him that now is.the
time to learn. rim typical inmate response upon being approached
is 'I've made it for forty years without learning to read 'n
write, why change now!' What is needed to overcome this bar-
ger is a magnet--a .lure - -a motivating force (p. 553).

,
I 0
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.Motivation will not happen by chance or osmosis. Techniques for moti-
vation of the learner must be Planned. Essentially this is a selling job.
Bakei (1972) provides a parable to define one of the most viable of the
motivating techniques:

Teachers are constantly ,exhorted. to "sell" programs; how-
eVer,it would be well to follow the example of the successful
salesman, who, when asked what his sales formUla yak, re-
plied, "I don't sell, I just get my ,customers to buy. I use the
Musical method . . . I use the opera Aida as the basic
developMent of my working philosophy."

First, get their ATTENTION, then stimulate INTEREST, arouse
DESIRE; and finally compel them to ACTION. .(p. 18)

No*

There are options for motivational techniques which.include appli-
cation of a combination of stimulating instructional techniques and hard-
ware/software. The relationship between motivation, methods/techniques,
and hardware/software is shown in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure)
by the signal paths between these functions. Motivational techniques also
include the more subtle techniques of behavior modification through reward
systems and climate control. Behavior modification by rewards involves
identifying the behavior to be modified in each individual, deciding what
rewards would be relevant, establishing rewards. for each modification obr
jective, recording progress, and giving the reward when the goal is achieved.
The relevancy of rewards will vary greatly among individual students. One

may respond very positively to monetary rewards whereas another day respond
best to a non-monetary privilege. Favorable psychological and physical
climatic conditions in the classroom also will motivate learners to at
least be present, for the learning experiences. Teacher-learner relation-
ships also affect motivation. Woodward (1970) lists the following points
to consider in planning motivational techniques for'offenders:

4

1. Try to determine what the person's interest is and build on this.

2. Give the person an opportunity to experience success frequently.

3. Plan ahead by putting a time limit on the achievement of goals'
to be sure goals are accomplished and not just there in fantasy.

4. Use successfUl persons in different fields as models.

Individual behavior is characteristically a group phenomenon. Human
beings in general are motivated to act in certain ways by fact)rs which are
influenced by their immediate reference group (Wells, 1970). :Making learn-

ing a status activity in the peer culture can help motivate offenders to
participate in adult basic education. Barrett (1972) has identified four
elements that are keys to good learning situations and which, contribute,to_
learner motivation: -(1) ample student activity; (2). opportunities to ex-
hibit behavior; (3) realistic environments; and (4) satisfaction of learn-
ers' needs, Offendtr in correctional settings have had a history of fail-
ures in public education. Providing opportunities for succes'ss-In achieving
educational objectives is important in developing motivation to learn.
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Keeney (1970) stresses the need for seeing that each learner "has a suc-
cessful experience the first day and experiences some feeling of accomplish-
ment and success each day (p. 291)."

In DESCRIBE MOTIVATION (6.2.1.4.5) in the delivery system model,
t,SZ1 what motivation is, and describe thy: importance of this element in the
adult basic education in corrections curriculum. List guidelines and tech-
niques for motivating Learners in corrections. Inithe curriculum guides
to be produced it (6.2.2) specific motivating techniques to be applied in

'the particular curriculum pill be listed.
V

EVALUATE CURRICULUM (6.2.1.5). Evaluation is the process of assess-
ing worth or ascribing value to a person,, object, action, or system. This

accomplished by gathering objective measurement data op the outcomes fol-
lowing planned intervention, and interpreting these results in light of the '

elements or factors involved in the intervention. The evaluation of the
curriculUm is made by measuring the outcomes in terms of learner behaviors,
following and during the implementation of the planned program. These re-
sults are interpreted in terms of the strategies, which were applied. (6.2.1.4)
to achieve the goals, subgoals,, and objectives specified in (6.2.1.3). There
are two kinds of evaluation: formative and summative. Formative evaluation
is'on-going, continuing evaluation made during the time the curriculum is
being in lemented; it serves the purpose of directing immediate changes or
modifications in the strategies for achieving objectives. Summative evalua-
tion is accomplished at the end of the curriculum, and gives interpretation
of the relative worth of 'the total curriculum as well as an indication of
the contribution of each element to achievement of the instructional goals.
Both types of evaluation should be made., After strategies for achieving
the instructional objectives are considered, the next step is,to consider
apptoaches to t;e taken to accomplish both formative and summative evalua-
tion.

Evaluation of the curriculum, both as an on-going and as a terminal
p.acedure, is important since it is from the results of evaluation that modi-
fiLatiun can be made in the curriculum to improve it and that quality control
can be achieved." This function of quality cOntrol is shown in the flowchart
model by the feedback from EVALUATE CURRICULUM (6.2.1.5) to DEFINE INSTRUC-
rioNAL GOALS, SUBGOALS, OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.3) and to DESCRIBE STRATEGIES FOR
ACRIEVING OBJECTIVES (6.2.1,4). This indicates that evaluation results may
cause changes in other goals, subgoals, and objectives, or modifications in
the strategies to achieve the objectives.

in t;;;,, .-"Liatm role', tell how the evaluation of the cur -
x' eulum plan for gaa,rind pre- and posttest data and
o:1 ,,:a.4lAr,,,),:nt._ that oil/ be to determine the effectivenesb

"h ...IrriNi!oro ,4);;,,ribe

PRODUCE CURRIGULGMI GUIDES (6.2.2)

A guide is an operational plan. A curriculum guide is an opera7
tional plan for achievinc; determined learner outcomes as a result oT
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planned intervention, identifying alternative btltategies for achieving
these objectives, selecting or creating the strategies to be implemented,
in the form of created and contrived learning experiences and environments,
and strategies for evaluating effectiveness of the plan. In (6.2.1) all
of the elements or functions which must be combined to make a curriculum
are considered. This process involves defining, discussing, and describing

the elements and identifying their relationships. The five elements which
must be combined to create a curriculum are the learners, the philosophy
of instruction,_ goals, subgoals, and objectives of instruction, strategies
to achieve the instructional objectives, and strategies for evaluating the

curriculum. Consideration of the curriculum, as it'is accomplished in

the subsystem CONSIDER/DESCRIBE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS (6.2.1) is the pro-
cess of analysis. In the next subsystem, PRODUCE CURRICULUM GUIDES (6.2.2),
the elements which1were identified and described in (6.2.1) are synthesized
into curriculum guides. The delivery system model is a model of a total
adult basic education in corrections curriculum for a particular correc-
tional institution or setting. This total curriculum will be made up of a,
number of parts, each of which is defined as a curricular area, or.curricu-
lum. There may be a Self Realization Curriculum, or a Social Relationships

Curriculum. For each separate curriculum there must be produced a curricu-
lum guide, which will be accomplished by .synthesizing separate booklets,
manuals, or handbooks, one for each curriculum-area.

The subsystem FRCDPCE CURRICULUM GUIDES (6.2,2) is ace mpZished'by
making a separa:c guide for each curriculum. Each curviclaum guide will be

made up of three pdrts: 3IVE CURRICULUM OVERVIEW (6.2.2.1); P ODOCE UNITS
(6.2.2.2); and PRODUCE LEARNING EXPERIENCES/TASKS (6.2.2.3) .

GIVE CURRICULUM OVERVIEW (6.2.2.1). This part presents an overview

of the curriculum and gives the parameters for the particular curriculum

area. The following sections are included in Part I:

I. ResearCh Principles. This is a listing of the research prin-
ciples and findings. from studies dealing with learning, social interaction,
and human growth and development that are relevant,to the learners and the

curriculum area. The information is obtained from the delivery system model,

subsystem (6.2.1.1).

2. Instructional Philosophy. This is astatement of the philosophy
which will guide the development and implementation of this particular cur-

riculum. The information is obtained bysynthesizing thinking of the de-
signers with that from the delivery system model, subsystem (6.2.1.2).

3. Goals, Subgoals, Objectives. This is:a section which inclUdes

the written dctinitions at the goals of adult basic education in corrections
which apply tv the particular curriculum. The goal definitions are stated

in the delivery system model in subsystem (6.2.1.3). The subgoals .for the

curriculum are defined by following the directions given in (6.2.1.3). 'The

subgoals should define, the knowledge, understanding, skills, attitudes, and
malues"to be developed or acquired bythe learners as a result og the learn-
ing experiences and tnvironments .provided in the particular curriculum. The

subgoals will be defio.d as follows: to know ., to understand . . .; to:

have skill in . . .; to feel . .; tO value . . . . Behavioral objectives

are stated for the curriculum. These objectives describe the learner behav-

iors, srecify the conditions, and !MIL( the criteria for accomplishment.

I 6 2.
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4. Strategies for Achieving Objectives. This section describes
the way in which a teacher or instruction-related staff member can develop

.

and select strategies for achieving the stated objectives.,, The information
comes from (6.2.1.4) in the delivery system model. The section consists of
four parts, and prescribes a procedure which will allow for flexibility and
provide many options to the learners.

a. Scope and sequence. Give the scope and sequence for the cur-
riculum. This can be done in a scope and sequence chart, by,!
listing the concepts or curriculum elements, including know-
ledges, skills, and attitudes to be developed or acquired,
and plotting these on a time line. Whin this is done, it is
possible to identify the major areas, which will constitute
the units that cake up the curriculum.

b. Methods and techniques. The second section identifies and
lists methods and techniques that can be used with this par-
ticular curriculum for the intended learner group.

c. Hardwaie/software. The third section identifies and lists
hardware and software appropriate for use with the particular
curriculum for the intended learner group.

d. /Motivation. The fourth section identifies and describes moti-
vating teChnigq-e-S-that-Vitlr-be-appropriate T6Y-the-rearfar
group with the particular curriculum.

5. Evalliate Curriculum. This section describes the procedures to
be used for evaluating the curriculum. The evaluation should include on-
ping, or formative, assessment of effectiveness, as well as summative, or
total assessment after the curriculum has been used for a specified time.

This section is important since this is the part of the curriculum
guide which serves a 50.f-instructional purpose for each user. Es.4ntially
this is the section which gives the rationale for the way the curriculum is
developed, and orients the user to the way in which the guide can be used to
insure flexibility-and meet indiVidual needs of learners in correctional in-
stitutions for adult basic education.

In th,: ,_11,trat,.! curriculum guide this subsystem is accomplished by
'ogroz:zd tilu Curriculum. Po this by including five sections:

4r,:sc-arch In,structionga Philosoph:j; ;1zirriculum Goals, Subgoals,
ant fur ,c+1:.evvng Objt:ctives3 and airriculum

PRODUCE UNITS (6.2.2.2). This.section contains the introductory
descriptiod identifying the =its in Part ti, and describing the ways in
which teachers tan achieve flexibility through use of different options or
combinations to implement the unit objectives.

A unit is an organized sequence of,l(7arn-ing experiences on a specified
content area, to achieve a defined, learning objective. Instructional units
are made up of a number of elements. The instructional units are achieved

i icy
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through synthesis of behavioral objectives, instructional strategies, and
measurement/evaluation procedures into an organized and practical formate
The units are the plans to be used by learners and staff on a day to day
basis for implementing and achieving all the philosophies, goals, and ob-
jectives of the curriculum. A unit is part of the curriculum and is made
up of a number of lessons. A lesson.is the continuous portion or part of .

teaching given to the learner-or group o earners at bne time to achieve,
a defined behavioral objective. Each less n contains a behavioral Objec.-
tive,_the strategies for achieving the ob ective inauding hardware/soft-
ware,. motivating techniques, and learning experiences or tasks. A-learn-
ing task is an activity designed purposefully to provide the learner an
opportunity to develop the'behaviors specified in the lesson objective.
A lesson can be varied an infihite number of ways by rearranging or.sub-
stituting learning experiences or tasks. _Subsystem PRODUCE LEARNING EX-
PERIENCES/TASKS (6.2.2.3) results in a pool of learning tasks which are
combined in the third part of the curriculum guide. The teacher can
change any lesson by changing the learning tasks, or by substituting or,
adding 'tasks from the -pool of tasks held in Part III of the Guide. The
learning tasks are made up by describing the methods/techniques implemented
by the teacher in -- relation to hardware/software and the learner.

tmorcAnt fcafoTmat_uatdan organizing the_instructiona_
unit to provide for combining selected subgoals and behavioral objectives
(6.2.1.3), selected strategies for achieving objectives (6.2.1.4), and unit
measurement/evaluation (6.2.1.5)'into the most effective plan for bringing
about the'desired changes in behaviors of the learners. The unit format
must provide for flexibility and constant revision as program objectives
and learner needs change and new technologies are contrived and become
available.

One format for a unit is shown on the following pages. This for-
mat has the advantage of relating teacher and learner activities. It has
the disadvantage of being overly coiyplex. A more simplified version of a
unit format provides for a one page overview including subgoals and objec-
tives, sequential list of lessons included in the unit, the essential hard-
ware/software items requires., the main methods/techniques employed, the
main motivating techniques used, and the unit evaluation procedure. This
is followed by th'e set of lessons. One type of format is'illustrated on
pages .i56 -167,

t;

1. 6
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Sample Unit Plan

Unit VIII

Topic: Makin/ Out an Application Blank

:ime - 5-teaching days Su,&ested Topics
4

See Resource Unit

I. Objectives: The Specific Concepts of Unit or Lesson

lb-acquaint students with the kind of information generally requested in
--------

application blanks; to develop in students the ikAlls_nereimary_to fill

out application blanks

2. Preparation: The Specific Means for Teaching and Testing

Cuidng questions to elicit response and discussion. Language practice

and testing exercises, arithmetic problems, content for related subject

area teacn;.;, etc. Gathering and/or reproducing, application blanks.

3. TeactzirILAits: TLe Realia and Other Audiovisual Means Needed to Imple-

ment Learnings

Various kinds of application blanks: FOIE. direct job employment, for re-
.

gistration at an omployment agen,:y, for admission to housing projects, for

a Social Security account amber, for library membership, etc.

Motivation: Stimulation of Interest°

Looking at (Liter, studyingtand practicing filling out) blank application,

forms.

5. Suggested Content and Order of Each Daily Session

a. Motivational activities

- b. Discussion for content and vocabulary orientation

c.' ',rereading exercises

d. Reading assignments

4,
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e. Comprehension testing

1. Writing assignments

g. Individual reading and workbook activity

h. Arithmetic, speech, handwriting assignments

i. Unit summary and evaluation

j. Individual counseling

k. Individual tutorial help

6. The Unit Summary

I

The Unit Summary encompasses expressional activities which summarize

and apply the learnings of a lesson or'unit.

Filling out individual applications for employment

(secured fiom local business firms), for registration

in an emp oyment agency (secured from same), for So-

cial Sec ray account numbrs, for admission to public

housin

7. The Unit valu tC i t

Fot purpLs of teacher pi nning, every unit should include some means of

--Amensuring- achievemeat.

a

Correction by class, t application blanks pictured on screen

with opaque projector (or, where stuflents are sensitive about

their eirors, of umpot..ite made up by teacher to include typi-

cal error..). Whl re op.iqur projeclor in not available, the same

can be den.. .nt tewspirit er cardboard with a flow pen or magic

maaer.
J.
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is .I.EAKNER TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

I. Content Orientation Discussion - graving out of teacher questions:

a. Why do we need to fill out a blank when we apply for a job? When
we apply for admission to a housing project? When we apply for
library-membership?

b. What does the person reading the blank want to know about us?
c. What impressions can he get from the way=lie fill out the blank?
Ad. Why is it important to put the information down as clearly and

briefly as we can?

e. What kind of.references are most important?

f. Why is it a good idea to keep a copy of the information we put on

an application blank?

2. Vocabulary Orientation (as

family name
middle name
maiden name
print or type
married
single
widowed
divorced

separated
list employers
work experience
educational history
employment references
personal references
`character reference'

bank references

ti

supply information -
previous employmenti;
desribe briefly
describe tally
leason tor leaving
location at co,ipiny

ent-oi-town
night :.hilt

% jab and dals.
dates: from.

applicable for individual lessons)

mailing address
permanent address
temporary address
marital status
age

sex
occupation
signature
telephone number
health
height
salary
special skills
position
applicant
application blank
*fill out

names of-schools
circle grade completed e
elementacy school
weight
junior high school
vocational school
length of time
regular line of work
union member



1

PrereadinE

1. Content Orientation begins with the "how" or "why" question directly re-
lated to the'lesson objective. A teacher may begin with guiding questions
and_go on to secondary questions or vice versa. Question,"a." on the op-.
posite page'is an example of a guiding question planned to lead to_free
conversation or discussion. Question "b." is an example of a secondary
question designed to elicit information responses. With a slow group it
is often advisable to use secondary questions which build up to the key
question. It may also be necessary to use "cue:' questions, those which
contain 4 cue to the answer in the question as stated.

165

INSTRUCTOR GUIDE 4

Content Orientation - to communicate-these concepts:
An application blank gives a picture of the person who is
applying; it is important to supply all the information
clearly and concisely. Questions should guide students
towards an identification of the kinds of information re-
quested on blanks.

I

2. Vocabulary Orieotatien
With native-born student's, vocabulary orientation focuses on reading
readiness. The recognition of words that will be encountered in the
text is the teacher's primary concern. ,Free-cdnversation may contain
many words not Included in the reading readiness vocabulary. In his

vole ah leader, however, the teacher will guide the discussion co in-
clude the anticipated reading words. It is these words that the teacher
or students, if they feel confident enough to do so, writes on the chalk-
board when they arise in the discussion. It is_these words that the
teacher points to each time they are mentioned to establish further

auditory, and 'Conceptual associations. It is the words that
form the baLis got the word attach and vocabulary building, exercises
that follow.

Vocabulary Orientation - Introduction of reading vocabulary
on the chalkboard as the words arise in discussion. It is

usually advihable to introduce no more than five neie words in
each drily rea.ling session. Whenever possible, new vocabulary
should be presented in phrases. Sec opposite page for examplet.
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LEARNER TAMS AND ACTIVITIES

3.. Preparatory Recognition Exercises

a. See the similarities:
locate, location
complete, completion
separate, separation
describe, description
apply, applicant, application
occupy, occupant, occupation
employ, employer,, employment

refer, reference
sign, signed, signature
-marry, married, marriage

marital
b. Underline 511 the words on the board that end in al.

(personal, marital,
educational, occupational,
vocational)
What do you think the al means?
(about)

c. Underline all the words on the board about references;

about schools or education;
about marital status.

d. Choose the right word to finish the sentence:
If I have a wife (or a husband), I am

,,(single, married, widowed)

Employment references are references
about my . (work, education,

character)
Personal references mean references from

(employers, unions, people

who know t-ae)

1

4. Vocabulary Building Drills

a. Draw a line between the words that mean the same:

tirvinus. former

salary job

work history duties

position wages
responsibilities work experience

b. Draw a line between the words that mean the opposite:

present temporary

night shift completely .'

briefly single

permanent previous

married day shift

ti

i .)
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

3. Preparatory Recognition Exercises t

Sight recognition needs to be reinforced by word study skills:

a & b. For recognition of structural elements in words
These may include exercises in recognizing common beginnings or
endings of words, similar consonant clusters (true, truth; clam, .

clamp), the use of prefixes; suffixes, roots, the vowel change
effected by the addition of e (hat, hate), or varied -word fam-
ilies (silent A, silent k, le words, etc.). For applicable ex-
ercises, see Guide to Suggested Drill Activities.

c. For conceptual recognition

Conceptual recognition means recognition of words in context.
Many devices may be used for this kind of reinforcement; Find-
ing the word in the text to answer a specific question, finding
words in the text to group topically (grocery, milk, eggs; also
sec example on opposite page), finding words in the text with
similar syllabic or phonetic elements, and so on.

d. For word discrimination

Variety of drill is essential both to maintain interest and to
test application of learnings. Fill-ins, true-false questions,
etc., may supplement the multiple choice exercises suggested on
opposite page.

4. Vocabulary ilnildino-Drills

Word Luildipg exercises are planned to broaden the range of the meaning
(and recognition) vocabulary. The e;,..ercises on the opposite page do this

through rccoenition of synonyms and antonyms and through practice in sup,-
plying original vocabulary alternatives. -Other exercises use the addi-
tion of prefixes or suffixes to ;illustrate the' way words may actually be
built.

1 id
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LEARNER TASK$ AND ACTIV1TES

(Vocabulary Building Drills Continued)

c. Can you think of two other words that mean the same as these words?

Example: OcCupation job,

position

salary
location

previous
brief
completed

A. Can you think
separated

elementary
previous

5. Language Skills

(wages, earnings)
(address, place)
(former, past)
(short, quick)
(finished, ended)'

of two other words that mean the opposite as these words?

(together, united)
(advanced, difficult)
(present, current)

a. Look at those:
apply, applied
reply, replied
supply, supplied
marry,. married

employ, employed
stay, stayed
pray, prayed
play, played

Can you figure out the rule? When the rfollows a vowel (a,e,i,o,u)

we make the past time word by adding ed. When it follows a conson-

ant (the other letters in the alphabet) we change the z to i.

b.

Put these words into past time:

hurry
sway
stray
try

marry

The past timelhere is different.
pay paid

say said

Use each of tIn undrrlined words in

17i

a sentence.
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

5. Language Skills
Language skill dq elopment is concerned with correct usage or grammar.
For natiire Americans, the program concentrates on the elimination of

common substandard deviations. Practiced prior to actual reading,
language skill development serves as a further aid in recognition.

Practice techniques may include flashcard word,

phrase, or sentence-sensetAiills, transformation
drills (change present to past time, singular to
plural, etc.), oral or written fill-ins, multiple
choice questiqS, language games, etc.

t 41
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LEARNER TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

6. Text

Application blanks and/or parts of application blanks; for example:

JOB APPLICATION

Date It

NAM

ADDRESS
(last) (first) , (initial)

(number) (street)

(city) (state)

AGE SOCIAL SECURITY .NO.

EXPERIENCE:
Dates Employer Type:of Job

7. Comprehension Testing

a. Do most applications ask us to write above or below the line?

b. Which application asks us to print or to type? 2

c. What do we write in the little boxes like. these that we find

in some application blanks?

d. Which application does not require character references?

Why not?
e. What do you think would he a good character reference?

7 3.1
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

6. Text
Reading content must be related to the adult needs, interests, and ex-
periences of the students. The material - in both'substance and vocab- -0
ulary - must be familiar, a recapitulation, practically, of what has
been discussed and- learned during the preparatory part of the lesson.

The section of the application blank includes the vocabulary
of the first lesson in this unit--words related to name, ad-
dress, age, sex, 4nd marital status, and directions about
inserting the information. Subsequent lessons may use sec-
tions covering the vocabulary of work experience, educational
history references, etc. Still later lessons may offer prac-
tice opportunities in reading application blanks which differ
in format or in purpose.

7. Comprehension Testing
Comprehension testing is part of every reading lesson. The testing may

be oral or written. It may range from questions testing the identlfi-
cation of words in the text to requests for summarizations of paragraphs
or stories.

The Guide to Suggested Drill Activities includes
variety of comprehension testing exercises.
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LEARNER TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

8. Writing

a. Make a list of the information that is important in most application
blanks (name,fage, address; references).

b. Make a liit of the information that is important in an-application
for housing (above, plus previous addresses, salary, name and ad-
dress of present employer, marital status, number of people in fam-

ily, etc.).

c. Make a list of information that is important in an application for
a job (above, plus employment experiences, education, health, etc.).

d. Print your name.
Print your address.
Fill out these two lines in print:

First name Middle name Last name

Mailing Address (Number and Street) City State

e. Take turns going to the board and filling out,parts of the applica-

tion blanks printed there.

f. Practice filling out the mimeographed copies of the application

blanks.

9'. Individual Reading and Workbook Activities

iikcommended,,texts, readers, ecc, should be listed here.

'1 1 el
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

4 8. Writing

Writing activities, should be integrated with the concepts and vocabulary

of the reading lesson. The writing vocabulary is not,necessarily the
same as-the reading vocabulary. Concentration is on the words the stu-
dent is likely to use in his writing experiences in and out of class.
The reading material should contain (but will usually exceed) the writ-
ing vocabulary. Continued exposure to words in the text and practice
with them in sentence dictation and other situations in and out of the
classroom serve to accelerate spelling facility.

Dictation consists of short sentences with familiar concepts and vocab-

ulary. Original writing may supplement dictation in later stages.

The writing exercises on the opposite page illustrate the use
of realia for writing practice in situations related to the
lesson learnings.

9. Individual Reading and Workbook Activities

These are conlin inn attivitieb planned on an individual baois. Differ-

ing abilities dit learnnv rates will determine the materials used by

individual students.

1 I it
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orm is for lesson plans vary, just as unit formats differ. Three
examples of 1 sson plans are shown in Figures 16, 17 ana 18.1

Curriculum: Service Station Sales and Operation

Unit: Job Application and Interview Procedure

Lesson: lob Application Forms and Interviews'

LESSON OBJECTIVES*

1. to able So fill out Job applicadon forms accludiag ss buitsWiess slandardl.
2. Se able so demosarate poise ha a job hataview.
3. Be able so recognise characterbtics of good perusal refereassa,f"

MEDIA/METHOD*

1. Tape recast simulated, interviews.
2. Filmstrips: Union Oil, Wanted Gasaiine Saleeme , Who Wags Ice, Yon: Attitude is Showing,
3. Films Science Research Asociasas, Helpten
4. Illustrated lecure.
S. Tramparencien application ferns.
6. Simulation task: fill out job application fans.
.7. Video tape: simulated interviews.

REFERENCE&

1. Busbies: Outline Series, California State Departasest of Education, litireau of Ihnisess
Education, Human Relation: and Securing Clot:.

2. tilifazda State Department of Buds:ass Education, Service Station Salesman,
3. University of Texas, Services Rendered in a Service Station and The Modern Service Station,

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT:
1. Dittoed lesson outlines.
2. Samples of various job application forms.
3. Tape recorder.
4. Film projector..
S. Film strip trojectcr.
6. Programmed booklet Haw to Get a lob,
7. Shell OU Company Personal Selection Kit,
B. Humble Oil Compady Merchandising Manual,
9. Examples of good and poor personal references.

MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS:
1. Invite graduate to speak to class on advantaged proper Job Interview techniques.
2, Role'playing.

PRESENT/010N: _

1 Use lecture-discussion.
2. Show Illustrations cuing transparencies.
3. Tape record individual interviews and play back.
4. Show films and filrnstrits demonstrating Interviewing technique;

APPLICATION:
1. Student fills out application far on-the-Job placement to gain experiences.
2. Student applies learning outcomes from this inetruition immediately by interviewing for

on-the-Job placement in :Yak experie program.

EVALUATION:
1. Evaluation of completed applicator: forms.
2. Evaluation of taped simulated Job interview.

1
3. Oral rhino:Ion of iubject materIaL

et

Figure 16. overview of Lesson Plan for Job Applicalon,Forms and Interviews.

7,
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Curriculum:

Unit:

Lesson:

C.

a.

a

Service Station

Job Application

Job application

Sales and Operation

and Inte'rview Procedure

forms and interviews

Lesion
Objectives Media/Method Reference/

s
Materials cad
E" *Irma

To be able so
fUlout log
application

o
forms.

To demonstrate
poise in a job
interview.

To recognize
characteristia
of good personal
reference's.

.

4

Tape record
simulated
interviews.

`

Film, Science
Research 4Associate;
tielg Wanted

Business Outline .

Series, Calif.
State Dept., of
Educ., Bur. Bus.

,.
Educ.

1. Human Relation

Dittoed lassos
outliaas.

Samples of various
job application
forms.

Tape recorder.

Film projector.
:

Film strip projector.
a

Programmed book-
let

How to Get a Lot

2. Securing.' job

Filmstrip", Union Oil:
I. Wanted Gasoline

Calif, Stars bept. of,
Educ. Bur. of Bus. Ed.
Seivice St:AlanSalesman

2. IMui wants jet/ Jaiumaa

University, of Texas
1. Services Rendered '

3, Your Attitude
Is Showinj

Illustrated lecture

Transparencies of
application Runs

Simulation task: ,,

Fill out lob appli-
cation forn4e .

Video tape of simu-
lated interviews

1

in a Service Station
2. The Modern

Shell Oil Company
Personal Selection

'Service Stadon

a

,:

Kit

,.
Humble Oil Company

Merchandising '

Manual

Exam_ ples of good and
poor personal
references

6

a

Figure 17. Lesson Plan Lot Job Application, and Interviews ,

0
0

a
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Curriculum: Ldnguage Lesson NO. #1

Units
Cn .= Conversation
L = Labels
V = Verbs

-C Colors

Q .Questions
0 Opposites
P = Prepositions

Date October 22, 1971

Instructor ' John Joues.

Locatiob Podunk

Objective: Given 2 hours instruction on oral commun stion, the learner will

-
be able to_ask a question of another learner, identify correctly 3 out of 4.colorla

identify 3 our of 10 names of objects and describe correctly the activity illu-

strated in 2 out of 3 picture cards, within 15 minutes.

Unit Task llardware/Software--, Time

What? T1 Dialogue
=ND

..1101.11.1

Flannelboard figures of 30 min

jpersons et

C Red and Blue T11 Box of colored objects

':Show -

liameS T25 vorti drill 'Picture flashcards

V Comprehension T14

Tell me all

30 min_

'30 Min

Pictures of'men working

Lesson Motivation: Use reward through verbal praise, "That's good" or

"fine" for correct responses.

30 min

Lesson Evaluation: Performlwe test. Observe and record responses to thlt

following:
J..Tell learner to ask another pupil a question (1 out

of I)

2. Show 4 different colors. Ask learnr.r to identify

assts of 4).

i. Show 10 objects. Ask Learner to identify (8 out

of 10).
Vs. Stow i picture cards, ,As4 Loarner to Identify

(2 rout of 3) .

Figure, Sapple Les' ion Plan.

I. 7 i)
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The relationdhip-of lesson to unit to curriculum is shown in the example
of a lesson /plan in Figure 18. Examination of Figure 18 reveals that the
LangUage Cu riculum is made up of seven units: conversation, labels, verbs,
colors, que tions, oppbsites, and prepositions. In developing this parti-
cular curriculum the scope of tile curriculum was defined in terms of know-
ledge, ski ls, or attitudes related to the seven areas represented by the
units. Th units are implemented in the lessons, which are geared tp the
acomplis pent of a particular behavioral objective. Each lesson is made
up of a neither of learning tasks, each of which relates to a particular
unit. Th& tasks are selected from a large pool of tasks ;elated, to the
units, anp combined to make

_

a meaningful lesson to accomplish the objec-
tive and tointain learner motivation.

he important process of selecting the most effective instructional
options ifor achieving each objective must be accomplished.. Selection cc .

txchniq4e and media options can be done by using decision-making guides
such as 'those depicted in Figures 19 and 20.

I. 011
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Techniques* '

Decisional Factors

mory Appeal
Relevant Leandng

Processes

Lecture

Ceoup
discusdos

Student
reports

Field
trips

On -thee job
training

Team
training

PrograMmed
learning

Demonstration

Sand, sight

Sound, Sight

Sound, sight,
touch

Sound, sight,
touch, smell,
taste

Sound, sight,
touch, smell,
taste

Sound, sigh;
touch, sand:.

Sound, sigh;
touch

Sight, sound,
touch, smell

Information,
comprehension

Information,
synthesis, analy-
sis, evaluation

Information,
comprehension

Information,
analysis, compre-
hension, synthesis,

"application, evalu-
ation

Information, =sly-
:is, comprehension,
sytthesis, applica-
tion;, evaluation

Information,
synthesis, com-
prehension

Information, appli-
cation, analysis,
synthesis, evaluation,
cornprehersion

Information,
analysis, evaluation,
cOsurrehension

1;

,,

Practical
Advantazes

Handle large
groups. Fasway
to wise large
amount d
material

Involves students
in decisive-
making

Involves
students

Practical
experience
with real
thing

Practical
experience
with real
ihing

Allows for greater
_specialization and
flexibility. Maxi-
mum efficiency

Learner can pro-
ceed at his own
pace. Immediate
reinforcement

See how to
perform a given
task

* Additional techniques which may he developed are role playing, buzz ses-

..slons, panel disLussions, guest speakers, group Leadership, debates, prob-
lem solving, drills, question and ansuie periods, resource units, end

brainstorming.

Figure 19. Decisional Factors IA Selecting Instructional Techniques.

i 8
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Media

Decisional Factors
Sensory
Appeal

Relevant Learning
Process Advanuies

Educational
television

Sign!, sound Information,
comprehension

- Dramatization.
Enables madam.
of values, attitudes,
and concepts

Mock-ups Sight, sound,
,touch, smell

Application,
formation, analy-
sis, synthesis,
comprehension

Spatial relations.
Enables the study
of dimepsione

Slides Sight, sound Information,
comprehemion

Regulates
teaching speed

Tapes Sound Information,
corn pre
analysis,
synthesis,:
evaluation

Individualized
instruction.
Can utilize
human resources

Wall charts, Sight Information,
comprehension

Relationship seen

Trans-
parencies

Sight, sound Information,
comprehension,
analysis,
synthesis

Relationships.seen.
A selfrleaching
device

Animated Sight, sound Information,
comrrehemion,
analysis,
synthesis

Self-teaching.
device'

Icvaluafion

Concept and
skill trainers

Sight, sound
touch, smell

Information,
cornrreliemion,
appl ication,
analysit,
synthesi:;,
eva Ina don

Self-teaching
device

,

AdJitional techniques which may be developed are simulators, chalkboard,
board, printed materials, computerassisted instruction, Crimil

ter games, single concept films,. video tapes and teaching machines. `e

..(). decisional Factors in Selecting,instructional Nedia.

i :73
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The decision - making guides to selection of techniques and-media,
shown in Figures 19 and 20, provide for selection on the basis of the de-
cision factors of sensory appeal, relevance of learning processes, and
practical advantages. After use of the decision-making guides, selection
is made of the best alternatives for techniques and media, and these tech-
niques and media are listed in the unit plan. In a decisiOn-chart, the
list of techniques and media should include all known options. Those

immediately available can b4 identified with a code, such as.n asterisk.
The same type of approach for listing and selecting motivational options
can be used. If there are options for changing the scope and-sequence of
the unit, it is important for thee to be listed.

It Js important for the unit to include a plan for measurement and
evaluation. Instructional measurement and the evaluation instruments and
methods to ut used are described and included in the yrits. These include

teacher-made as well as commercially produced tests availAble for most
instructional systems. Measurements are not limited to written tests, so

staff must consider and include such alternatives as performance and ob-
servations as measuring devices.

This part of the curriculum guide containing the units which make

up the curriculum is important. The units are the backbone of the Clara-

cninm guide and the entire. instructional system. There are different for-

mats which can be, used to synthesize the elements into the units which?make
up the curriculum.

rn -d de in Part 11, include an overvieu of the

=Anis zql of upit4 proced to implenent the particular
lurr'cu 7-1 ,.R:11 include '(1) IPS tructionat* subgoals and behav-

of 1.,,sson.z. whick incorporate lesson objectives,

ivzre/..oft Auchni.,74.e.a, mw-Idat lona. techniques, and lessoh

(.;'} F/an foP un;.t eval4(ation. If possible, this part

c,irr:ca A: ,.2L AoaLl, be 4,cat off bn a'Sotinctive manney.! since it

'art %.* h. ,:urpc?..1!ap% Di 'I=tvnt colored paper it recommended.

PRODUCE LEARNING EXPERIENCES/TAhS (6.2.2.3). The last part of

the curriculum guide consists' of a' -set of learning experiences or tasks
related to the curriculum units" A learning,experience.or task is an ac-
tivity purposely Ltedt,:d to bring about a defined change in learner hehay:,

ior. The task can involve instructional method, technique, hardware, or

softwaie. the tasks are made by innovating or creating activities spe-
cifically deigned 1: terms of learner needs and characteristics and the

unit objectives. A task may involve all teacher-made hardware/ioftware,
may utilize: tomme,rtiall% prepared hardware/software, or, may be a combinao.

am of both.
N

lbe tasq's ere - -an important part of the curriculum, since Is is

through this pool of tasks that Ilexibility and individualization are
achieved. By having options beyond those in the planned lessons, the

learner am. the teaeht in modify each lesson to meet individual needs,

create motivation, arouse curiosity, and achieve learning objectives.
fbe .acre tasks, the greater the opwtunity f'or flexibility, and the

8)
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greater the number of options open to the learner in achieving the learn-
ing objectivest The learning sequence can.provide for a selection from a
number of options.

In the currismlum guide, the section PRODUCE LEARNING EXPERIENCES/
74.31C (6.2.2.e) is con pleted by including as many tasks as possible. Each
tack or learning ,:xpemence.ehould be coded and related to a particular
unit.

The development of the curriculum is accomplished by implementing
the subsystem DEVELOP CURRICULUM (6.2) through the preparation of separate
booklets, handbooks, or manuals, following the procedure described in the
delivery system model.' The work of producing the guides is accomplished by
preparing separate guides, each of which will consist of three major parts:
Overview, Units, and Tasks. The Overview includes (1) the-set of,research
findings and basic principles to guide development of the curriculum; (2)
curriculum philosophy; (3) curriculum goals, subgoals, and objectives; (4)
strategies for achieving objectives, inclu.ing scope and sequence, methods'
techniques, hardware /software, motivation; and (5) evaluation. The Unit
section is made up of the-set ST units that constitutes the curriculum.
The Tasks section contains a pool of learning experiences to provide op-
tions in making up lessons to meet individual needs.

IMPLEMENT PROGRAM (6.3)

In the first part of subsysleM (6.0), two major functions are per-
formed: (1) management support is provided on a continuing basis through
(6.1), and (q) the program is developed in (6.2). The function PROVIDE
MANAGEMENT SUt'PORT (6.1) is the bridge between the educational program and
the.management subsystems, in which management is responsible for studying
the real life environment (1.0), establishing a philosophy .(2.0), assessing
needs (3.0), defining management goals., subgoals, and objectives (4.0),
'formulating a plan (5.0), and evaluating system effectiveness (7.0). The
signal paths which flow bLtween the major management subsystems and the
management function (6-0 inside the (6.0) function box, serve to link
management and instrbetion in a reciprocal relationship. It can be-seen
from the flowe:Iart :i.odel (Supplementary Figure) that management contributes
to the development, implementation and evaluation of the educational pro
gram, and at he ban& Lime., the education program contributes to management.

The educational program function is made up of three elements: (1)
/eloping a proram: imnlementing the program; and (3) evaluating the

program. DEVELOP CURRICULUM (6.2) is the first eleinent in the educational
program function. Developing the program consists of (1) dealing on the
Ulla adult bast,' education in corrections ctirrieulum, and providing guide-
lines for continuiab, development of gilidei to implement the total curriculum;,.
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and (2) preparing on a continuing basiS the curriculum guides for the con-
tent areas of the total curriculum. DEVELOP CURRICULUM (6.2) has two
parts: CONSIDER/DESCRIBE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS (6.2.1) in which relevant prin-
ciples deriving from the management research function (6.1.1) are considered,
instructional philosophy is stated, instructional goals, subgoals, and-ob-
jectives are defined, strategies for achieving the objectives are determined,

and the curriculum is evaluated; and PRODUCE CURRICULUM GUIDES (6.2.2) in
which curriculum guides for each content area in the total curriculum are
produced as separate,booklets.

The next step is IMPLEMENT PROGRAM (6.3). To implement the program
means to initiate and maintain the instructional system. Implementation of

a program is the operation of the instructional system. The program in-

cludes the learners, the staff, the facilities, the hardware and software,
the physical space, the psychological climate, the learners, and the-curri-
culum. Implementation of the program means putting together in meaningful

, relationships the program elements and operationalizing this synthesized sub-
system in rational, logical fashion. If the program is to prove successful
and worthwhile, the potential learners must be identified, selected, and en-
rolled, and the instructional plan formulated in the curriculum guides must
be put into action. The identification, selection, and enrollment of learn-
ers entails a systematic screening which is accomplished by testing to gather
and analyze information about the potential learners. Before full scale

operation of a new or greatly modified curriculunca pilot test should be
carried out to insure the viability of major and minor changes specified in
the system design.

Subsystem IMPLEMENT PROGRAM (6.3) is important, since this is the
fun-tion which converts the thinkins.and planning of both management and
unstruction into,action. the system mission can be accomplished only ir
subsystem IMPLEMENt PROGRAM takes place. Without this important element in
the total system model, there is only a blueprint on a drawing board. The

.relation iletween program development and implementation has been discussed
by Johnston (1972):

/
The successful implementation of the adult basic education

-.curriculum in a correction institution is totally dependent upon
(1) attitude of the administration toward the program, (2) compe-
tency and empathy of the instructors, (3) instructional materials
selected for use, (4) methods. of instruction, and (5) physical
facilities at their disposal.

Cho administration of the correctional institution in the
past has placed emphasis on work programs to the detriment of
the educational. After working all day, most inmates would
choose recreational activities or inactivity in preference to
an educational program. Inmates should have a choice beteen
an educational or a work program dying the regular day. True,

some might choose the education just to get out of work, but
this would hi a challenge to the instructor to motivate the

. inmate to Further educational goals.



the selection of the, instructor is most important because
he must understand the unique characteristics of incarcerated

adults, who have all the characteristics of the undereducated
adult plus others which resulted in his incarceration. The .

primary job of the adult educator working in the basic educa-
tion programs is that of motivation.

Selection of appropriate instructional materials for adult
basic education should be determined by asking this question:
To what extent does the textbook, workbook, visual aid, or pro-
grammed learning system relate to the student, provide for ini-
tial success, provide for natural progression, serve a diver
sity.of learning abilities, respect the adult's maturity and
his background of experiences, and motivate acquisition of occu-
pational.and social skills? There are many other, criteria that
can be established in the evaluation of materials. No one set
of materials currently published could be considered a total
instructional system applicable in adult learning situations.
It is doubtful whether such material will ever be printed be-
cause of the many different learning problems of the adult
basic student. Because of this problem there is a great need
for the instructor to be able to innovate and create 'teacher-
made materials.

-:.

The methods of instruction must be adapted- to the basic
needs of the individual because Oi the diversity of environ-
ment and experiences of the students involved. ..;Inmat,S should
be encouraged to work I*.ith the staff to develop edu, tional
programs which will satisfy their individual needs/ Indivi-
dualized instruction may involve a one-to-one teacher-student 1

relationship, programmed learning using books or Machines, films
or filmstrips, small group activities, and many otkr innovative
relevant situations.

The physical location and arrangement of the class.room,are
very important in contributing to a pleasant educational atmos-
phere. Whether it is within the institution of outside, there
should ;_e ample room with adult site furniture arranged in such
a way that there an be inter-communication between all members
of 'the group, but also provide for individualized activities.

The -room should have adequate lighiing and be air-conditioned
for year around use. Many of those in the class have tad to do
with "second rate" equipment and conditions all of their lives,
and it is past time for a change (pp. 22-24)

,,ze tt
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OBTAIN LEARNERS (6.3.1)

Iie process of obtaining learners involves identification and selec-
tion of individuals for whom the program has been designed.

The process OBTAIN LEARNERS (6.3.1) is imp6rtant because it is
through this function that the individuals for whom the program has been
designed are brought together with the program. The mere presence of

available persons in a correctional institution does not imply either suit-
abiliLy or ability of thoSe individuals to benefit from a specific program.
A variety of factors must be considered before a potential learner is al-
lowed to enter a program. The learner must satisfy certain requirements
for prior background, physical or mental abilities, interest or motivation,
and must have available the time necessary to complete the program.

obta,:ning ..,arners is accomplished through a carefully planned pro-

cedure of setting up selection criteria' (6.3.1.1), determining which of the
ptenttal le,,UP,WPS these- criteria (6.3.1.2), and selecting and assigning

t;lose.learhers for aetropriate learning experiences (6.3.1.3) . In the deliv-

r:f sdswm model d4,41.,7jJtcm OBTAIN LEAMILhe (6.3.1) is accomplished by defining

0,1,1 dascrii-in g the process of obtaining learners. This is followed by oie-

tailed consiA,ration of each element in the subsystem.

ESTABLISH SELECTION CRITERIA (6.3.1.1). Selection criteria are

the conditions of prior background required for entry into a program; with

these conditions determined on the basis of characteristics or factors

site for successful achievement of program objectives. The conditions are

slated in terms of concepts, skills', knowledge, and attitudes, rather than

courses ptzviously taken.

Determining selection criteria (6.3.1.1) is an important part of any

program operation. in the implementation of any program ,these criteria must

be established ot the, program is meaningless. Information from the functions

DEIFN INSTRUCTIONAL. GOALS, SCBGoALS', OBJECTIVES (6.2.1.3) and DESCRIBE STRAT-

GIES FOR AO:LEVING oBJECTIVES (6.2.1.4) indicate the learning that is to

take place. 1hree areas to consider whemestablishing selection criteria
are: (1) khowledge; (2) skills; and (3) attitudes.

1. Knowledge necessary for attaining behavioral objectives refers.

' to the,cognitive, learning readiness factors.
1,1

a.' Background knowledge and mental skills of the learner must

be adequate for him/her to function effectively in the cho-

StD orogram.

(EL) rhe learner mustcommunicaLe and demonstrate
posssNion or ,sufficient basic knowledge

to make a successful beginning in the parti-

cular curriculum.
.(2) rho learner must communieaLe and demonstrate

understanding of basic principles related

to 'Elie' currieuhrm area.

is I

3.

.ts



b. The learning capacity of the learner must be adequate to
insure that he/she can profit from instruction.

Examples: (1) The learner must communicate and demonstrate
a level of understanding whiEh is considered

minimal for success in the particular curri-
culum.

(2) The learner must communicate and demonstrate)
ability to think through basic problems so
that a successful start in-the curriculum
can be made.

2. Physical and mental well-being necessary for attaining behav-
ioral objectives refers to the psychomotor fa'ctors.

a. The age, strength, size, manual dexterity, and development
of the senses of the individual must be adequate for him/her
to function effectively in the curriculum..

Examples: (1) The learner must be old enough to obtain a
work permit or'accept entry employment in
an occupational area.

(2) The learner must have sufficient strength and
be of the size required to perform physical
tasks required in a given curriculum.

b'. Mental ability and emotional adjustment of the learner
must be, sufficient to insure that he/she can profit from
instruction.

Examples: (1) The learner is able to maintain mental.sta-
. bility under stress.
(2) The learner is able to adjust to variable

conditions.

4

3. Attitudes and values necessary for attaining gehaviOral objet:
tives refer to the affective, covert feeling responses.

-*.

a. Interpersonal relationships of the learner must be suffi-
cient to insure that he/she can.relate with others.

Examples: (1) The learner seeks opportunities to work with
`others. 11, gr.

(2) The learner derives satisfaction from assisting
qthers.

b. The interest and motivation of the leataer are sufficient for
him/her to profit from in's'truction.

Examples: (1) The learner communicates that he/she has a
favorable attitude toward the-curriCulum.

(2) The learner has an\appreciation for the crafts-

- manship of workers' within d given" occupation.
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Determination of criteria for selecting le.arners,for any specific
curriculum must he based upon the goals and objeztives of the curriculum
and assessment of the learners' Lnowledge, Skills, and attitudes which will
be required :oQreach this level of achievement. Streed (1970) _states "In-
mates involved in basic education must be identified as Lc) their basic edu-
cational problems (p. 522)." These standards of background requirements
are determined before prerequisite tests can be obtained in (.6.3.2), and
as a standard of comparison for selection of learners in (6.3.1.3).

- In tht, d2lLvt,ry .:.7ystt:m model, the function ESTABLISH SELECTION CRI-

TERIA (6.3.1.1) is a,!.,,,N1:shed b dte.scr,::bing how to set up selection cri,,.

feria, and dtsJr:b:ng ty be used in selecting Learners for the
total adult bus:A: t,...Ltcation i,rogram. curriculum area will have a spe-
cific st.t of seltetL,m cr'f,eria. There ie a feedback signal path in the
flowcharz: mvdel frt-v1 tne :"Itnction ESTABLISH SELECTION CRITERIA (6.3.1.1)

to PROD 'E V P.': (6.2:f) (Supplementary Figure) because there

must be a d:. :..r.p1: .44.4h 'uprici,um suite of the nrinirnwn requirements

for learners to t.. neoi1.'4 .1. the particular curriculum-

IDENTIFY LEARNERS SATISFYING SELECTION CRITERIA (6.3.1.2). Identi-

fying learners who satisfy the selection criteria is the process of deter
mining which individuals trom the total population of potential learners
actually haw the naekground knowledge, skills; and attitudes deemed neces-
sary for entering the given curriculum, and will be able to profit from in-

struction. This process of identifying learners satisfying selection cri-
t2ria is accomplished through administering the prerequisite test-. In

(6.3.1.1) criceila which.ihdicaled potential for learning

success. These crit.eri..1 ',ere specific in nature indicating the acceptable,

level of qualifiL,tlions o4sel instructional subgoals and objectives.

rhese criteria coustiCutv po_trvflui:-.ite. The prerequisite test is the pro-

cess of obtaining a ,iample of tltc:_ Io.zrncr'4. behavior or an inventory of the

characteristics to be itied in eLiding whether or not he/she had .the re-

quired backgroui.1 atdtudes for successful participa-

tion in the curricul'Jz. Tile prerequisite test is not necessarily a paper

and pencil test. !I, nacre tit prerequisite Lest and the actual develop-

ment of the tt,stiai; . ,,ro4 eelures is 4ccompiished in the function

OBTAIN TESTS As tn., te.1;tsiareadministered in order to IDENTIFY

LEARNERS SA11.1:. 01:1 (_.ItLKIA (4 .3.1.2), information is gathered

which will be used 1.2arners for the curriculum. Some of

the sources of tafotma4.1on aaut I. ba.kAiound knowledge, skills, and atti-

tudes of the learnt is o.wd tor identification of potential adult,

basic education learakysin, corre,.tions Ace;

to tVstS, lio a.',:cvl.cnt aptitude, iftntal ability, interest,

Al and personality

2. pE:1-Inat

3. pt:.vrholoi:i" 11\ rcporrs

4. cential ti1( or t pre-sent eni e reports

ion n"f o t t eist

S
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6. prior academic records

7. 'occupational, background and work records

8. social service records

4 9. release plan records

10. supervisory reports

11. qua*rters reports

12. medical record.

13. intuition

9

this function, IDENTIFY LEARNERS SATISFYING SELECTION CRITERIA
(6.3.1.2), is an important element in the implementation of the program. It

is not enough to have a viable curriculum and full management support for
the educational program. it is essential to have the learners participating
in the curriculum who have the potential for benefiting fro,Onstruction
and capability of achieving the instructional.objectives. It is in this

function, IDENTLFY LEARNERS SATISFYING SELECTION CRITERIA (6.3.1.2) that__

learners who can profit from instruction and achieve the instructional ob-
jectives are identified through the process of prerequisite testing.. One
of the most important aspects of this function is the complete understandin
of the concept of prerequisite tests by all involved. It must be thoroughl

understood by everyone that administering prerequisite tests .does not man-
date the administration of a standardized battery of tests or the giving
of paper and pencil tests. These instruments may be involved, but not neces-

sarily so. The proCess of administering a test is the Trocess of obtaining
a sample of behavior or an inventory of individual characteristics.
The prerequisite testing may be dond as in integral part of admission and
orientation, with the identification of learners satisfying selection cri=
teria bting accomplished through considered, scientific interpretation of
the data already available, in terms of the potential of the individual or

isuccessful participation in the given curriculum. This mportant fUnction

serJes the purpose of keeping out of the given curriculum those individuals,,
whose char.:es for success ore nil or nearly so. This fUnction serves the
critical purpose of preventing forced failure on those,whose history has

been one of e.peated failure and for whom failures constitute an anathema,

and militatt; against the redirection or correction of their behaviors.

In Jt:Ziotr,e ,-J,7tcn icecrii4 t;;e importanc6 of identifying

.1..1rnere on ani l.:scribe the proeeduro6 to be
t,tok. toot,; ohich will be given or

00UP0s,!O WO in 3e1. o!.ing the Zarnem;.

SELECT LEARNERS (6.3.1.3). The process of selecting learners is
the purposive activity of deciding wi!i(h inlividuhs will be enrolled in the

curriculum and making these enrollments.
.0
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The selection of learners is an important sequel to the detertina-
tion of which individuals satisfy the selection criterilr. After a deci-

sion on, the selection criteria, ip terms of the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes needed 4r successful participation in a given curriculum, and.

4.'04/1,1,1S:
the interpretation of prerequisite data to determine which individuals
satisfy, the selection criteria, the next step is the actual selecting of
the ones to participate in the Curriculum., This is a de'ision process
which involves consideration of map factors, and the establishment of
priorities. It is possible tht there will be more individuals identified
who are capable of benefiting from instruction in a given curriculum than
can be accommodated in terms of the parametero of time, space, equipment,
and, staff. The relationship between the actual selection and-these manage.-
ment support functions is shown by the reciprocal signal paths between the
selection process in (6.3.1.3) and the management support function in
(6.1). Once information has been compiled about the individuals in rela-
tion to the predetermined selection criteria and a comparison has been
made to identify those individuals who could benefit from the program,
final selection of qualified aearners is possible. Individual counseling
will identify individual interests and May prove to be a 'useful tool in
final selection so that potential learners will be familiar with,the.gOals

and objectives of the program. It is essential 'to set up a rational pro-

cedure forseleCtion of learners. This means specifying the factors to
be considered in giving ptiorpity. The selection is accomplished by en-
1.01114 the individuals either in the pilot program or the full scale
program.

go, In he ,gstem nodel, describe the selection process and
so,,,,eyjd fact,.irs tL, ecinJi,2emd in giving priorities to certain categories

tjf fir participqtion ix.the adult basic education in'correc-
tiJne curriculum. :vs.,.eitw the, pro.; ees for enrolling and assigning /earn-

k;tv oatio; s,leet:,n ert.'ria and me t;t the prerequisites for partici-
pation in the. program.

1.

OBTAIN TESTS (6.3.2)

Tests are standardized situat ions designed to elicit Samples of
objects, actions, or information. The OCR sic education in correc-

tions test is designed to elicit samples behaviors of the offenders.
Measurement is the processof collecting data by objective and subjective
means to provide quantitative evidence f.r analysis and interpretation.

istan.importa4 function, since L. is in this part of the
program that iostrum.ors or measurement ate obtained which will be used in
selecting learners for the curriculum, and in gathering data to determine

effectivaness of the program. Vithout measurement of outcomes 'there is

no way of determining the amount of behavior'al change which has occurred. r

Tfte cycle begials with a statement of beh.1\0,oral objectives. Planned in-

tervention is introduced for the purpose of agfeving these objectives.
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Measureme4t determines the extent to which there has been changte in the
amount or degree of skill, intensity and direction of feeling, asita re-
A44.t_gl,,,the teaching plan. Measurement' yields quantified-data, which
form -the )asis for determining worth and value of the teaching act (Ryan,
1972).

t.)

The measurement data come from tests. The function of obt.".aining
tests (6.3.2) involves defining test requirements (6.3.2.1), describing
the kinds of tests for implementing the program (6.3.2.2), and selecting
tests (6.3.2.3).

:

In the delivery system model the function OBTAIN TESTS (6.3.b)
dcoomplished by .scribing the nature of the testing process dui the

arp4se of tests. :72i,, is followed by detailed description of the two
clt-ents MFIYE TEST REObIREMENTS (6.3.2.1), DESCRIBE KINDS OF Ti'SYS
(d.,5.::.2), and SELEIV (6.3.2.3). .

DEFINE TEST REQUIREMENTS (6.3.2.1). The requirementg for tests'
are the necessary conditions which must be met by the instruments in order
for them to De useful in the program implementation.

It is important for any ,program to be measured with instruments
that have validity, reliability,. and objectivity. Tests are reliable If
they are dependable and can be expected to yield consistently the same
information, given the same conditions at different times.. This means that
if a test were given to an individual at one time, and the same test or a i

.1,.

be
.

parallel one were 'to ue given the same individual at another lime, with no
intervention or changes in either the individual or the situation in the
meantime, the same results would be obtained. T Sts are valid if they-

'prodOcethe kind of data for .which the testing is being carried out. If

the need is for information to tell about the menial capacity of an indi-
vidual, a test of manual dexterity would not be valid no matter how good_
the instrument. The question to Oe answered concerns purpose of testing.
OUjectivity means freedompfrom Vas. A test which produces information

i

' without regardto what the Lester would Like to obtain is objective. Reli-
,ability and validity are both essential, but "it does little .good to have
a highly reliable instrument if it measeres'the wrong thing (Ryan, 1969a,

p. 10):' MeasUrement should be objective, as it is the process of deter-
mining the amount of behavioral change' in relation to the learner and the
program subgoals and objectives. rite growth and retention-of the learner,
as well as the dimen:,ions of space and aiaff, are meastrable, 4he learn-
ers shuuld be measured by (1) standardized tests and .(2) nonstandardized
tests. Dubose (1.910) cautions that no test, scale, or other device can
be thought of as yOding an absolute true measure of intelligence, apti-
tude, Knowledge, inNzs...t, attitude, or personality. "These instruments

, e611ould Ea.. Lonsidtted tools for providing useful information on the basis .

f..."LJA1 It L po!,siblt to describe, diagnose, and ptediel human behavior.
Used impropetly, teits can he more detrimental than helpful (1);. 144) ."

,

i'l,e u,e.of appropriate measuring devices and instruments is of the
utmost importantc. In the next 4ubsyst...2m (6.3.2.2) tests will be described

, .

which can be design...d to -meet rhese requirementS:,

4
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In the delivery system model, the function DEFINE TEST REQUIREMENTS
(6.3.2.1) is accomplished by describing th.: requirements which tests to

be rased in the program must poJsess, inciuJing reqability, -validity, and
objectivity.

DESCRIBE KINDS OF-TESTS (6.3.2.2). The description of kinds of

tests is the definition of categories of devices or instruments used to

obtain samples of behavior for the.purpose of predicting or deciding on

the worth of an,educatiorial program.

Tests may be classified according to the numbdr of testees'at a

given time. This cla'ssification has two categories: individual or group.

tests may be standardized or non - standardized,- depending on whether or not

norms have been established. Tests may be classified according to the kind

of behavior being sampled. This classification includes.the following
categories: achievement, personality, aptitude, interest, and mental abil-

dtyo. Tests may be classified according to the mode of answering. This

classification includes paper and pencil, and performance tests. Tests

may be classified according to the purpose of testing, such as diagnostic

tests for the pqrpose of obtaining information to describe initial diffi-

culties or predicting learning outcomes; or follow-up tests for the purpose

of obtaining post - intervention data to determine changes in behaviors of

the testees over time. Tests may be classified by the nature of the in-

struent or procedure of sampling, such as interview, observation, commer-

cially prepared or teacher prepared instruments. Tests can be classified

by source, including commercially prepared tests or teacher made tests.
The major dimension for classification of tests fs by time. Regardless

of the nature of testing or the nature of the test, testing will be carried

o.t according to four time categories, each of which serves a different

purpose. This time classification specifies four kinds of tests: (1) pre-

requisite, done before the program, which provides information to determine

if the potential learner can benefit from,instruction and is capable of

participating in the program; (2) pretest, done at the beginning of the pro-

gtam, to provide information about the extent to which the selected learners

have achieved the curriculum objectives before participating in the program;

(3) supportive test, done during the program, to provide continuing informa-

tion about progress of the learner toward the instructional objectives and

direct changes in the program; and (4) positesL, done at the conclusion of

tin' program, to determine changes in the behaviors of ,the learners.

Familiarity with the different kinds of tests is import=ant, as

this provides the basis for selecting or making the test which will best

meet the needs for testing,to accomplish four purposes: (1) providing in,-

formation to guide selection of learners for participation in the curri-

culum; (.!) deteirmining the extent to whiCh learners have progressed toward,

achievement of curriculum objectives at the beginning of the program; (3)

providing information to monitor learners' progress during the course of

the program; and (4) providing information to determine the extent to which

learners achieved the curriculum objective:, de completion of the program.

:n Cf..? ,diver; .;ys-tcm fanction :,17,wchThe KL7113 OF TR?:.;

(6.3.2.2) is accoTL:chel bils,:!ri&ing the 4..,..neb of tectJ which will bc

qrtropp!ate f a3C in currying 'Ect ..duo,ztion curricuium.

.0 .3
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The purpose of prerequisite, pretest, supportive and posttests to be used
in conjunction with im?lementat:on of particular curriculum areas must be
specified for each area. This is dOna in the curriculum guides. This is

shown in the flowchart model by the feed5ack signal path from DESCRIBE
KINDS OF TESTS (6.3.2.2) to PRODUCE CURRICULUM GUIDES (6.2.2) .

.04 SELECT TESTS (6.3.2.3). The selection of tests is the process of
deciding which tests are to be used for which purposes at the four times
in the programs This decision process is accomplished by (1) attending to
theyuKpose of testing; (2) considering all possible available commercially ,
prepared tests; and (3). obtaining commercial tests or preparing tests
locally.

The selection of tests is important, because it is at this point
in the OBTAIN TESTS (6.3.2) function that the instruments or procedures
are specified for obtaining the samples of behavior that 4111 be the basis
for critical decision about the individuals and the program. Selection of

an instrument must, nut be reduced to personal preference. The instruments

should be selected which will best measure the behavior to be evaluated.
The selected instruments should be as culture-free,as possible and produce
;reliable and valid results that are as free as possible from personal bias.
It is very important to determine what tests are available and to evaluate
these in terms of the stated purposes of testing. The availability of
commercially prepared.tests.can:be determined lfy obtaining catalog's from
the commercial test bureaus and publishers, and by referring to standard

reference books on tests. The one reference which should be used in all
cases is the latest edition of Mental Measurements Handbook, edited by
Oscar K. Buros, and published by Gryphon Press, Highland Park, New_Jersey.
This indispensable reference book was isibedtirst in 1949 and-has been
updated from time to time. Essential information about.each test is sum-
marized, and two or more reviewer comments on strengths and weaknessei
are given. Selection of a test must take into account relAbility and
validity. If a commercially prepared test is to be selected, it is impor-
tant for field testing to have been done and reported. This information
should be considered when d4ermining whether or not a test is appropriate
fox. se in any given situation: If no commercially prepared test is avail-
able, then the task is one of developing a test that is as reliable, valid,
and objective as possible In developing tests it will be helpful to study

available references to guide the test developer. Following is a list of

resource materials prepared byyilliams (1970): 0

Basic Testing and Statistical Concepts

Downie, N.M. fvpes of Test Scores. Guidance Monograph Series, Series III,

.Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968.

Downie, N.M. and Heath, R.W. Basic Statistical. Methods. (2a.ed.) New
York: Harper and Row, 1465.

Froehlich, C.P. and Hoyt,: K.B. Guidance Testing. (3rd ed.) Chicago:

Science Research Associates, Inc;. 1959.

Lae
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Stodola, Q. and Stordahl, E. Basic Educational Tests and Measurement.
Chicago: Science K2search Associates, Inc., 1959.

Traxler, A.E. and North, R.D. The Selection and Use of Tests in a School
Testing Program. In W..G. Trindley (ed.) The Impact and Improvement
of School Testing Programs. Chicago: National Society for the Study
of Education, 1963, pp. 211-231.

Wormy, F.B. Basic Concepts in Testing. Guidance Monograph Series, Series
III. Boston:.Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968.

Testing and Curriculum

Lanning, F.W. and Many, W.A. Basic Education for the Disadvantaged Adult.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966.

Mager, R. F. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Belmont, California:
:Fearon Publishers, 1962.

Otto, W. and McMenemy, R.A. Corrective and Remedial Teaching. Boston:

HoUghton Mifflin Co., 1966.

Stodola, Q.,and Stordahl, K. Basic Educational Tests and Measurement.(2..
cit.)

Traxler, A.E. and North, R.D. The Impact and Improvement of School Testing
Programs, (22. cit.)

Testing,Problems, Implications, and .Programs

Bauerfeind, R.H. School Testing Programs. Guidance Monograph Series,
Series III. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968.

Lanning, F.W. and Many, W.A. Basic Education for th,. Disadvantaged Adult.

(22. cit.)

Mager, R. F. Developing Attitudes Toward Learning. Belmont, California:
Fearon Publishers, 1968.

Psychological Tes tin&
a

Anastasi, A. Psychological Testing (5th ed.) New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1957.

7

Cottle, W.C. Interest and Personality Inventories, Guidance Monograph
Series, Series III. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1948.

Cronbach, L.J. Essentials of Psychological Testing. (2nd ed.) New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1960.

Lyman, H.ti intelli el1iilceAtIdewld Achievement Testing. Guidance

Monograph Series, Series III, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968.
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Stodola, Q. and Stordahl, K. Basic Educational Tests and Measurement.
(22. cit.)

Testing, Anecdotal and Historical Information and Counseling

1:93

Meyering, R.A. Uses of Test Data in,Counseling. Guidance Monograph
Series, Series III. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968.

Otto, W. and McMenemy, R.A. Corrective and Remedial Teaching. (2E. cit.)

Tyler, L.E. The Work of the Counselor. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
Inc., 1953.

,R= the delivery system model describe the, process to be used in
St2ZcJtin'a tests. In the curriculum guides describe the tests to be used
fr (1) prerequisite testing; (2) pretesting; (3) supportive testing; and
(4) postteJting. nis information is sent to the testing functions in
CONDUCT PROGRAM (6.3.3) and EVALUATE PROGRAM (6.1) as shown by the signal
paths in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure).

CONDUCT PROGRAM (6.3.3)

The process of conducting the program is the process of bringing
\together the learners, the curriculum, and the management support.

This function is important, because it is at this time.in the
course of program implementation that all planning and preparation are
put ,intoioperatien. Learners selected in (6.3.1.3) are given pretests
to determine the extent to which they have progressed toward the curri-
culum objectives before the instruction begins. The learners who have
not yet reached these objectives are assigned. During the course of the
program operation supportive testing is done to provide information about
learner progress and indicate the need for program modifications. Finally,
posttesting is done to determine the changes in behaviors,.of the learners
in terms of the curriculum objectives. The program is conducted either
by carr trig out first a pilot program and making needed revisions before
going i to full-scale operation; or by going directly into full-scale
operation of the program. The decision whether to by-pass the pilot pro-
gram essentially is one which is related to the extent of innovation in-
volved. With a completely new curriculum, or one which reflects major
modifications of an existing one, the sequence should he through pilot.
program (6.3.3.1) to full-scale operation (6.3.3.2).

CONDUCT PILOT PROGRAM (6.3.3.1). A pilot program is an abbreviated
version of the full-scale program, carried out for the purposes of ;1) de-
terminin6 the accuracy of predictions and validity of content; and (2)
dLrecting modifications in the program plan. In the pilot program a pre-
liminary trial is made of tho program. Thc cntire program is carried out,
including the analysis of data, on a small ,-ale involving a limited nUm-
ber of learners.
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The pilot program is impOrtant, since this permits a preliminary
testing of the program, which care lead to changing some of the program
elements, and can avoid costly efrors in'terme of human and material loss.
The pilotq)rogram can save a majoI expenditure of time and money on a pro--

gram which might be ill-conceived and in need of changes. The pilot pro-

gram can point up ideas, approaches, and clues not foreseen prior to the

trial run. The pilot, program permits a check on the planned procedures for

data gathering and analysis.

The pilot program involves three steps:. ADMINISTER PILOT PRETEST
(6.3.3.1.1), TRY OUT CURRICULUM (6.3.3.1.2), and DECIDE MAJOR OR MINOR

CHANGES (6.3.3.1.3). In the delivery sybtem model, define the pilot pro-
gram, ViSOUJJ the importance of the pilot program, and give detailed infor-

mation on each of the elements.which make up the function, CONDUCT PILOT

PROGRAM (6.3.3.1) .

ADMINISTER PILOS PRETEST (6.3.3.1.1). Pretests are devices imple-

mented to obtain samples of behaviors before the program of instruction
for the purpose of seeing the extenCto which the learners already have
achieved the curriculum subgoals and objectives. These tests are selected

in the subsystem SELECT TESTS (6.3.2.3). This is shown in the signal path

in the flowchart model (Supplementary Figure).

The administration of the pretests is important for three reasons:
(1) the level of achievement of the learners must be determined before
the program begins in order lo determine the rate of learning and amount
of retention; (2) pretests indicate which potential learners already. have
advanced beyond the level of instruction for the curriculum and there-
fore should be excluded from the program at this level; and (3) pretests
provide baseline data against which post-program data will be compared to
determine changes in behaviors of learners and thereby decide on the over-
all effectiveness of the program. On the basis of the pretest data, the
learners who hav< not progressed beyond a specified level are assigned to

the program. .%

In the delivt:ry s,:ootem model, the function ADMINISTER PILOT PRETEST
a.:complisp.:1 by lescribing in detail the testing process to

th, cxt-nt to which potential learners have achieved the curri-
&aim oNect:A,e hfir, pirt;cIpation in the curriculum. Tell what tests

tJUI b, an1 hd'.hr, tests w1:1 2,e administered, and the criteria

Yar deciJing as(=fgnnt learners.

TRY OUT CURRICULUM (6.3.3.1.2). The tryout of the curriculum is
the actual conduct oi the program on a small scale, with a limited number

of learners. This means that the basic principles of research specified

in the curriculum guide are implemented. The philosophy is put into opera-

tion, the strategies to achieve the subgoals and objectives ar," implemented,

and,the evaluation is made. .

;
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The tryout of the curriculum is important, and should involve a
limited number of learners who have been informed of the purpose. They
can helpto determine needed change. It is true that when learners know
they are participating in a pilot program there is tne possibility of
gettinc a Hawthorne effect and contributing to program success as a result
of th', feature. Despite this possible contingency, there is an advantage
in having the learners in a correctional setting aware of the fact thlt
they have been selected especially for participation,in a trial run of a
newly developed program., It is important that the offenders are given an
opportunity for involvement in the decision making regarding educational
program development.

The tryout of the curriculum has three parts: PRESENT PILOT UNITS
(6.3.3.1.2.1), ADMINISTER PILOT SUPPORTIVE TESTS (6:3.3.1.2.2), and AD-
MINISTER PILOT POSTTESTS (6.3.3.1.2.3). In the delivery system model the
function TRY OUT CURRICULUM (6.3,3.1.2) is accomplished by telling hop to
present pilot units and adinister supportive tests.

PRESENT PILOT UNITS (6.3.3.1.2.1). Presentation ot the units means
putting into action the unit plans developed in PRODUCE UNITS (6.2,2.2).
The units which Were produced as part of the curriculum guide are used in
presenting the units. This relationship is shown by the signal path from
(6.2.2.2) to (6.3.3..1.2.1).

It is important to present the units as closely as possible to the
unit plans in the curriculum guide. The first section of the curriculum
guide should be taken into account in presenting the units. This Means
that the basi.. principles derived from research and the instructional phi-
losophy should be implemented. The unit plans should be followed, accord-
ing to the prescription for scope and sequence, hardware and software,
methods and techniques, and motivating elements. During this phase-of... ,

the pilot teat, special emphasis must be placed on monitoring and documen-
tation. This information will be used in making decisions about instruc-
tional changes.

t;:C PRESE3T PILOT UNITS ( 6. 3. 3.1. 2.1)

4 ing at Pius: .1,-.)nc to pilot test the CUMLCUlUM
ac. hara.'..zr,_ an i .;Oft,dan rwthod.3 and techniques., and moti-
)ationa: .";,e r.....quLr,-;enta for staff and time should be described.

ADMINISIER PILOT SUPPORTIVE TESTS (6.3,3:1.2.2). Supportive tests

are tnose samples of behaviors taken during the course of the operation of
a program for the purpose of determining learner progress to the objectives
and indicating needed changes in the curriculum.

It is important that a series of tests. be administered at predeter-
mined intervals during the course of. instruction to evaluate whether the
learner has been responsive and whether the presLribed learning experiences
and environments were efietAive. The supportive tests provide data for use
in formative evaluation; that is, the evaluation of the program during the
.course of operation to direct changes while the program is in operation.
This process of continuou. testing and retesting will-give an overall pic-
ture of the progress of each individual and at the same time allow Instruc-
tors and administrators the opportunity to measure effectiveness of the in-
structional process (Swyhart, l970).

9 (i
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In the delivery system godel the Anction ADMINISTER PILOT SUP-
PORTIVE TESTS (6.3.3.1.2.2) is accomplished by describing what tests will
be used, when and how the tests will be administered, and the basis for

. interpreting results:

ADMINISTER PILOT POSTTESTS (6.3.3.1.2.3). The posttest is a sample

of behavior taken at.the conclusion of the curriculum implementation, to
determine how closely the performance of the learners at the end of the
program coincides with the performance called for in the specification of
behavioral objectives. Posttests can be given immediately upon the com-
pletion of a program or as a follow-up test some time after program com-
pletion. The posttest should be the same or an alternate form of the pre-
test. The aim is to measure behavioral change. Therefore the pre- and

posttests muss be comparable.

The posttest is important, since the data provided through this
test will he used in directing program changes, as well as in evaluating,

individual learners. The posttest is not designed for the purpose of
passing or failing the learner. The results of the posttest have more
meaning when they are used to compare -the learners' behaviors at the con=

cl,usion of the curriculum with the established curriculum objectives. The

data .derived from the posttest will direct decisions concerning major or
minor changes (6.3.3.1.3).

tn the ielivery system model describe posttesting plan. Tell

what tests will be tai.:en, when and how testing will be done, and the cri-

t4?.ria for interpreting data. The evaluation of the curriculum elements

(6.:3.1.0) id adcompi-iched in part through feedback of data obtained through
the pre-, and supportive tests administered during the pilot pro-

gn2P2. :Filo i.. ..-tolon by ,-f;It.!'f-,ack signal path in the flowchar model

(:;uppintarL, Pz-gurc).

DECIDE NAJOR OR MINOR CHANCES (6.3.3.1.3). The function of deciding

major or minor changes means determining which, if any, modifications are
to be made in the curriculum. Thesc decisions are implemented by making

changes in the curriculum guides. This relationship is shown by the,feed-
back signal path from the decisions about change (6.3.3.1.3) to the develop-
ment of the program in (6.2). the signal path goes back to the development

of the program, since any or all of the elements might be involved in the
change. It might mean changing the philosophy, ToOking
search principles being implemented, modifying the instructional objectives,
or making changes in the strategies to achieve the objectives through

changes in s..ope and secNence, hardware or software, methods and techniques,

or motivational elements.

the decisions about major or minor changes are important since

these decisions serve the purpose ot. avoidingcosxlyerrors in'the full-

scale operation of the program. Constant monitoring and careful documen-

tation during the trial run should yield a basis for evaluating all ele-

ments of the program. Any dianges should be made before the full-scale

operation of Lhe program. Major changes can be made in the administrative

support or in the program p..,r The impact of the decisions made in
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(6.3.3.1.3) on both administration and instruction is shown by the feed-
back signal paths going from (6.3.3.1.3) where decisions concerning major
and minor changes are made to (6.1), the management support function, and
(6.2) the program development function.

In the delivery system model the Anction DECIDE MAJOR OR MINOR.
"HANGES (6.3.3.1.3) is accomplished by describing the criteria for making
.1.43,:sidns to determine if major or minor changes are needed. These deci-
s:ons will be implemented in changes made in the management plan or the
curriculum.

CONDUCT FULL SCALE PROGRAM (6.3.3.2). Condiicting the full scale
Program means putting into operation the management support function (6.1)
and the program development plan (6.2). This involves the total comple-
ment of supporting staff, budget, facilities, equipment and supplies, and
community involvement, and ...he total.instructional program with the spe-
cified number of learners, and the complete curriculum.

Conducting the full scale program is important, since it is at
_this point that the total management and instructional systems are opera-
tionalized and the system is initiated and maintained. The functions which
are carried out in conducting the full scale program are the same as those
in a pilot program, except that the parameters of the system, specified
in (5.1) and (6.1) are implemented. This means the total number of learn-,
ers will be enrolled in the program, the complete curriculum will be
implemented, and full management support will be given. The activities
which must be carried out as the program is conducted on a full scale are:.
ADMINISTER PRETESTS (6.3.3.2.1), MAINTAIN PROGRAM (6.3.3.2.2), and AD-
MINISTER POSTTESTS (6.3.3.2.3).

In the delivery system model the function CONDUCT FULL SCALE FRO-
71i,1,11 (C.3.3.'.) is accumplished by describing what is meant by conducting

fAll scale program operation. This is followed by detailed description
of ..gich ,),f the eZementa involved in carrying out the full scale operation.

ADMINISTER PRETESTS (6.3.3.2.1). Pretests are samples of behaviors
of learners taken at the beginning of the program, before the learner has 0

had a chance to experience any of the curriculum, for the purpose of de-
termining the extent to which the learner already has achieved the curri-
culum objectives. The pretest measures knowledge, skills, and attitudes in
relation to specified curriculum objectives. The plan for administering
pretests and the kinds of tests to be administered were determiAed in (6.2)
DEVELOP CURRICULUM. The units specify the tests to be given. This informa-
tion is used when administering the pretests. The curriculum objectives
provide the basis for making the pretest.

The pretest is important since it makes it possible to redirect
learners who already are at the criterion levels. It serves no purpose to,
force a learner to sit through an entire curriculum when he/she demonstrates
at the beginning that he/she already knows what is expected at the end of
the curriculum, has skills at the specifibd proficiency level, and

2 JO
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has the kind feelings andivalues called for. Boredom is the only out-
come that,ean be anticipated lby torcing the learner tosit through a course

iwhen. he /she already is'at the criterion level. It is important to make the---
pretest non-threatening. Thj learner should be made aware of the purpose
of the pretest and should reI lize that he/she cannot fail.

S

The function ADMINISTER PRETESTS (6.3.3.2.1) is accomplished in
the delivery system model, byideseribing the procedure for giving the-pre-

test, inCZuding tests to be used, when and how .tests will be adMinistered,
and criteria for interpretatilon -

I

MAINTAIN PROGRAM (6.1,3.2'.2). To maintain a program means to con-
tinue to operate the system. The full-scale program is initiated when the
pretest is given the first time. It is assumed that continuing pretes'ting
will be done, since in a correctional setting learners do not automatically,
come on d specified date to enroll for a semester or year, as is the case
in a graded system similar tothat in .zany public school settings. The
first pretest constitutes the beginning of the system operation. The system .

must continue to operate. Thi. is what is meant by maintain program.

0

To maintain the program is important, since it means the program .

will continue to operate over a length of time sufficient to insure meeting
the major subgoals., If a program, does not operate fcir a sufficient length
of time, there is little reason to expect the intended results. During the

time the program is in operation,. the teacher or teaching-related personnel
will be concerned primarily with unit and test development. During this
time information obtained by instructors concerning learner progress and
retention will be recorded. This information will come from the pretest
and supportive tests, and will be used to determine program effectiveness
whenIthe program is evaluated in (6:4).

TIN function MAINTAIN P13GRAM (6.3.3.2.2) involves two steps: PRE-
SENT UNI1W (6.3.3.:1.2.1), and ADXNISTER SUPPgRTIVE TESTS (6.3.3.2.2.2).
In the delivery if:tcm.model the function MAINTAIN PROGRAM (6.3.3.2.2) is
,4ccomplished by _.;!ecribingAat is meant*by maintain program, and then
giding a detailej 9de..;cript:on of each elementlinvoived in maintaining a
program.

PRESENT UNITS (6.3.3.2.2.1). The prese ting of unit.s means putting

into operation the unit plans developed in (6.2.21 in light of the curricu-
lum plan (6.2.1). The relationship is shown by the signal path from unit
development (6.2) to the presentation of units in (6.3.3.2.2.1). The rules
deriving from research must be implemented. The ,philosophy must be trans-
lated into action. The strategies to achieve the objectives must be opera-
tionalizcd. The instructor will be concerned with delivery methods, techni-
ques, scope and sequence, hardware and software, and motivation. He/she
must be alert to monitoring and documentation, and must be sensitive to the
impact of the program on the Learners.

The function PRESENT UNITS (6.3.3.2.2.1) iv important since it is
this function which puts into acilpn the curriculr.. All the learning ex-
periences and environmcnta which were planned in the curriculum development
are now purposefully created and contrived to bring about the desired be-

. havior changes in the learners,
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In the delivery system model the function PRESENT UNITS (6.3.3.2.2.1)
73 accomplished by describing the. plan for putting into action the curri-
culum, consisting of the units developed in (6.2.2). Tell who will be in-
volved and what will be done.

ADMINISTER SUPPORTIVE TESTS (6.3.3.2.2.2). Supportive tests are
the samples of behavior taken during the course of program implementation
for the purpose of determining learner progress toward the instructional
objectives, and detecting needed changes in the program plan.

It is, important to administer supportive tests during the course
of program operation. This serves the purpose of gathering ,data for for-
mative evaluation. The signal path from this function to (6.4) ,EVALUATE
PROGRAM in the flowchart model indicates the relationship between the sup-
portive testing and the program evaluation. These tests can-indicate
needed changes While the program is in operation.

In the delivery system 'wdel the function ADMINISTER SUPPORTIVE
a,:compL.c;.,:2 by describing what tests wiZZ be given,

,7;2,;n and ho,., t,;ete adMi.istered, and the way in which results will
be treed.

ADMINISTER POSTTESTS (6.3.3.2.3). The posttest is the sample of
behavior taken at thcs conclusion of the ptogram, for the purpose of deter7
mining the extent to which learner performance coincides with performance
called for in the objectives specified in (6.2.1.3).
0

The posttest is important since it is this instrument or device
which will yield the data to indicate the extent to; which learners achieved

the desired changes in behaviors. The purpose of ?osttesting is not neces-
sarily to see how much the learners retain of what they were told during the
curriculum operation. It is more meaningful to compare the learners' pro-

. gress against established behavioral objectives. Pahrman (1972) makes the
point that:

Measuring changes which Lake place in the earner, although
not an easy task to accomplish, should be one with as much

objbctivity and reliability as is possibl so conclusions

reached about the growth of the learner c n be stated with
a reasonable degree of assurance. Therefi re

'

it is important
that appropriate measuringNevices and i slruments he used
(p. 2).

Posttests, given at the end of the program, /hould be the same or an al-
ternate form the pretest, and should be designed to sample behaviors
so it can be sNown how closely the learners 'come to reaching the pre-
defined objectkes. Aesults LA the pre- an( posttests should be compared
to indicate the amount of behavibral changeiwhich.has 'taken place. The
results of thc p attest should be .compiled the function COMPILE DATA

(6.4.1) as a prel:Ainary step in progrilm evialualion. The tests which are
administered as posttests are ;pacified inithe Curriculum Evaluation Plan,
which is defined in (6.2.1.5).

/1
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The function ADMINISTER POSTTESTS (6.34.3.2.3) is accomplished in
the delii,ery system model by describing what tests will be administered,

. when arid how the testing will be done, and the way in which results will
be used.'

I

EVALUATE PROGRAM (6.4)

Evaluation is the process by whiCh measurement data are compared
to standards implicit in the stated goals and objectives, and interpretation
is made of the results of theqd comparisons in terms of program effective-
ness.

1

,

The evaluation of the program is- the process of deciding on the
worth or value of the program in terms of the contribution of program ele-
ments to the accomplishment of the program mission.

c.

Although evaluation is the last element in program development, it
is o e of the most important. Evaluation provides the direction for
changes in both the instruction (6.2) and (6.3) and' manag8ment (6.1) func-

t

tions. The evaluation which tales place in (6.4) is the determination of
the,ieffectiveness of the program. This will take theTfOrm of assessing in-
dividual curriculum areas. In making these evaluations, it will be impor-,
tank to relate outcomevto program variables. The evaluation which is
carried out in relation to the program effectiveness (6.4) may haVe the
effect of requiring reassessment of assumptions in the instructional phi-
lo ophy, redefinition of instructional subgoals and objectives, and
re esign of the strategies for achieving the instructional subgoals and

ectives. This evaluation provides the basis for formulation of new
p ans and leads to the development of new programs to implement plans.
E afuation must be continuous, because society as a whole is in a con-
s ant state of change, Clark (1972) states, "A major need for effective
h'asurement and evaluation, if it is to serve its purpose of improving pro-
rams to better meet learner needs, is that it be continuous (p 1)." Cas-

sell (1972) stresses the importance of using valid evaluative techniques
ssessing the effectiveness of the adult basic eduCkion in corrections:

To measure the effectiveness of a 'program in relation to the

goals and objectives of the student, evaluative techniques
that have validity need to be developed. Within the internal
structure of a program, frequent element evaluations through
behavioral objective measurements are essential. A battery

of diagnostic tests administered as a.pretest before the_pro-
gram is initiated is one basis to compare with'the posttest
at the termination of the program. Quantified data from these
tests can be used to determine gain or loss factors of the
total program. (p. 6)

Snyder (1972) considers evaluation to be a significant activity in the
attainment of new knowledge-, identification uf problem areas,, and selec-
tion of appropriate procedures to solve problems. There are five steps
which Snyder (1972) feels are important in the evaluative process:

0

C



1. deter ning what to°,,evaluate;
%

efining the behavior desired;

detecdning.acceptable evidence;,--

4. collecting evidence;

5. summarizing evidence and making deCIS'ons.

,.,

Without evaluation there is 'no way of knowing whether-6r not the prograt,
which was developed was worth the investment 0t time, effort, and money.
Evaluation is the key to accountability.

There are three parts to program evaluation: COMPILE DATA (6.4.1),
CLWARE PRETEST/POSTTEVDATA (6.4.2), and DETERMINE PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS
(r.4.3). In the delivery system model describe the meaning of evaluation
and tell why evaluation of the program is important. This is followed by
detailed deacrii.tfons of each of the activities involved in program evalua-
tion.

-COMPILE DATA (6.4.1)

To compile darEa means to collect and Rut together in logical
arrangement the results of Lhe testing which has been done as part of
the program operation. The results o e supportive tests,land
posttests are organized and recorded. Quantitative information relating
to program elements are collected and recorded.,

,Compiling data is an important part of evaluation: If the results
of the testing and the quantitative information relating to the program
plan are not ordered into ,a systematic, logical set of results, it will be

0difficultlf/not impossible to make meaningful interpretations.

In kth,-, deli-v,-,:ry system model the function COMPTLE DATA

is accomplisl,e1 by icscribing the format to be used in compiling the data.

COMPARE PRETEST/POSTTEST DATA (6.4.2).

The comparison of pretest and posttest data is the process of de-
,

txrmiaing the degree of congruence between results from the testing before
learners were in the program and those at the end of the program.

It is important to compare the pretest and posttest results, since
these comparisons will Yiescribe the changes in behaviors of the learners
which have taken, place from the beginning of Lhe program to the end of the
program. The basic assumption underlying this comparison is that there
is a causal relationship between behavioral changes in the learner and the
program intervention. It is important to make the comparisons in a sys-
tematic manner.

rs 1
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In the delivery system model, the function COMPARE PRETEST/POST-
TEST DATA (6.4.2) is accomplished by describing the way the comparisons
will be made. If a computer is to be used, information on programming

will be used:
.

DETERMINE PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS (6.4.3)

To determine program effectiveness means to interpret the quanti-
tative measurement data on the quality dimensions of value, Woftli;aia

benefit. The major effort in compiling data (6.4.1) and comparing pre-
and posttest results (6.4.2) has been quantitative. In the function DE-

TERMINE PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS (6..4.3) the focus shifts to one of making
subjective judgments about the value and worth of the program and the
relative benefits in terms of costs involved. In this function, atten-

tion must be directed not only to the actual behavior°changes in relation

to the intended changes in behaviors of learners, but also, to the contri-

bution of different program elements to bringing about these changes.
o

This is, perhaps, the most important single function in the sys-

tem. It is at this Toipt that decisions must be made about continuing or
eliminating the program, and modifying or retaining intact the curriculum.
It is extremely important ifi -determining the program effectiveness to
look to strengths as well as weaknesses,. The program evaluation should

Lake into account factors which contributed to the program success and
variables which may havecacted as obstacles.

In the delivery system mode/ the function DETERMINE' PROGRAM ET-
ItStrTIVEdESJ (6.4.J) is accompliahed1v ,./.;scribing in detail the plan for

ao.N:gning re,TunsIbility for (1) interpmting the quantified data relat-
ing to changes ifi the learners as a result of program operation, and

(2) making recommndatiohs for change.

Conclusion

The subsystem DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT, EVALUATE PROGRAM (6.0) is the
instructional subsystem-of the Adult Basic Education in Corrections system

model. This single subsystem incorporates at instructional level all of

the functions of management which are found in the management subsystems:
study of the real life environment (1.0); establishing a total system phi-

losophy for the correctional setting (2.0); assessing the needs of the
institution (3.0); defining management goals; subgoals, and objectives
(4.0); ,formulating a management plan (5.0); and evaluating the system de-

sign and operation (7.0). These six functions are implemented at an in-

structional level,within the single subsystem, DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT, EVALU-

ATE PROGRAM (6.0). rhe Adult Basic Education in `Corrections model incor-

porates both management and instructional functions in one organized, logi-

cally related system to accomplish the mission .of corrections through adult

basic education. the management and Instructional functions are combined

and related in the model to optimize efficiency and effectiveness in'the

working system,
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CHAPTER VII

Introduction

EVALUATE SYSTEM

(7.0)

Honest evaluation is a very important part of positive
program planning 'find mange. In corrections today there
is a great need for scientific methods of evalba-

',tion . . . . Statistical analysis is sorely needed to

make accountability a reality. Don R. Erickson

209

The final element of the Adult Basic Education in Corrections Model
is evaluation of the system (7.0). This is the process of determining the
efficiency and effectiveness of the total system design and implementation.
Subjective judgments are made to ascribe value and worth to the system de-
ign and operation, and conclusions are reached about the benefits in terms
of the costs involved.

This is the most,important fundtion in the system, yet it is'' ten
neglected. The Adult Basic Education in Corrections system is concerned
4ith changing offenders in such ways that they will become assets to society,
rather than,liabilities, and at the same time ,achieve personal growth,and
development. The measurements of these behavioral changes in offenders pro-
vide the basis for evaluation of the system design and operation. Ryan
(1970) holds that results from measuring behavior changes are evaluated ,in,,
terms of objectives and constraints. These data are the basis for makih.g
judgments about the worth and values of the elements in the system of Adult
Basi,c'Education in Corrections.

Thee use of evaluation to guide decisions in adult basic education in
corrections is based on a set of basic assumptions:

1. All offenders can become more effective personally and more ca-
pable of.contributing to society by increasing their self-understanding,
feelings of personal worth, and improving their vocational, academic, and
socill skills: _

I1
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2. The quality of adult basic education in corrections programs is

related directly to the instructional philosophy (6.2.1.2) and administra-

tion of the institution. The philosdphy should be changed continuously, as

shown in the feedback signal path from (6.2.1.2). to the instituf-ional phi-

losophy (2..3).
O

3. The educational programs in adult basic education in corrections

systems need drastic improvement and, continuous updating (Lee, 1970).

4. Evaluation must be made in terms of behavioral objectives. Mager
(1968) provides examples of course-related behaviors helpful in evaluation

in a school setting.

5. Evaluation must be conducted both internally through self evalua-

tion, and externally through audit from an independent, outside contractor.

6. Education in the corrections system should be viewed and evaru-

ated as much, if not more, than education in other environments.

7. The perceptions of teachers, learners, administrators, and out-
.

siders should be identified through evaluation of the system (Lee, 1970).

8. The involvement of many types of individuals is essential to the

identification and successful implementation of changes for improvement in

the adult basic education in corrections system (Lee, 1970).

9. Evaluation generates innovative techniques and fresh approaches.

10. The level of staff sensitivity toward the offender must be mea-

sured and evaluated as part of the total system evaluation.

11. The systems approach insures. feedback which is the heart of both

formative and summative evaluation.-

It is important for system evaluation to reflect the extent to which

otfenders, identified as the target population in the management subsystem,

have changed their behaviors, and to determine the effects of the instruc-

tional and management components of the system in redirecting the offenders

into socially productive and acceptable avenues. One index which -has been

used, and which might continue t be used conditionally until better mea-

sures are found,- is the recidivism rate. It must be recognized that recid-

ivism is not a true index of either success or failure of a system. The

real question applies equally to those inside the institutions and to those

on the outside. The fact that a releasee does not return to an institution

may mean merely he/she managed to become more adept in the criminal behav-

iors as a concomitant of the incarceration and thereby is able to escape

return to an institution, even though continuing with criminal acts.

the importance of evaluation of the Adult Basic Education in Correc-

=tions system cannot b overemphasized. The impact of the evaluation 'function

on the total system is shown in the following guidelines:
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1. Evaluation results supply data to broaden the foundation, of sta-
tistical data concerning the total population.

sys tem.

2. Evaluation,cfSades the interpretation of all major areas of the

3. Evaluation provides the means to update system operation.

4. Evaluation is necessary for organization of a successful
community-oriented system operation.

5. Evaluation provides the basis for education of society con-
cerning correctional work.

6. Evaluation provides the basis for determining the extent,to
which a system is designed to achieve the mission of corrections.

7. Ekraluation provides the basis for determining the extent
to which a system js designed to insure close working relationships and
cooperation among all departments involved in the system operation.

8. Evaluation provides the basis for determining the extent to
which a system is designed to be compatible with the environment in which
it is to function.

9. Evaluation provides the basis for determining the extent to
which the structure and organization of a system are Clearly defined.

There are two methods of evaluating the Adult Basic Education in
Corrections system. The systems manager can use either one or both of
the methods. These two methods of evaluation arc self evaluation

(7.1) and outside team evaluations (7.2). Regardless of the method used,
it is important for all facets of the system to be covered to insurepro-
per direction for futdre system changes.

In the delivery system model, the subsystem EVALUATE SYSTEM (7.0)
is accomplished by Ziscussing the meaning, of evaluation and the importance

of system evaluation. This is followed by detailed description of the
plan.; for self evaluation (7.1), outside team evaluation (7.2), and
presentation of tho report to decision-makers (7.:7).

CONDUCT. SELF EVALUATION (7.1)

'Self evaluation is the process of determining the value and worth
of a system by those involved in the system design and operation.

Self evaluation is important because it provides a vehicle for in-
volvement of the staff and offenders in a correctional institution in the

continuing improvement of the system. Self evaluation is important also

because this kind of evaluation can be made regularly, thus insuring moni-
toring of a system and feedback to direct changes before malfunctions
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become too gross. The cost of self evaluation is far less than that of
outside team evaluation. Self evaluation is important because it provides
for making evaluative checks at least once a,year. This means all,mea-
surement data '0.4.1) can be kept current and up -to -date. The results of
self-evaluation will be put in a report which will go to the top adminis-
trative authority.

The self evaluation is accomplished by compiling data (7.1.1), com-
par:ng outcomes to objectives and standards (7.1.2), and relating strengths
and Jeaknesses the system to system variables by interpreting the find-
ings (7.1.3) . In the de-livery system model the function CONDUCT SELF EVAL-

(7.1) is accomplished by defining self evaluation and discussing the

importance of this kind of evaluation. This is followed by a detailed de-
scription of each of the activities involved in self evaluation.

COMPILE DATA (7.3.1)

The process of compiling data consists of the activities involved
in organizing the results from testing and the data relating to.program
operatiOn\into a logical, systematic format for use in interpreting sys-
tem effectiveness and efficiency. The data compilation should start with

the management behavioral objectives. The next step will be to collect

results of pretests, supportive tests, and posttests which were adminis-
tered. the results of offender follow-up should be compiled and summar-
ized for use in evaluation. In the follow-up data, responses from the
following should be included: (1) parole; (2) work release; (3) employer;

,(4) law enforcement agencies; (5) family; And (6) offender. Bata also

must be compiled relating to the sys.te; elements.

It is important to_compile data, since this process serves td get
the information into a logical, systematic order. It is difficult, if

not impossible, to use data which are haphazardly recorded, lacking in
completeness, or lacking in accuracy, for the purpose of evaluation.

th, deliwrir system model the function COMPILE DAV (7.1.1) is
accompii. 0;;;.i.iriling the sstem wh:ch be used for ordering and

orgln:-:;Lng 11t7 fJr -',72 system evaluation. Specify the kinds of data

J I, .-cue.es of these data, and format for organiing the data.

COMPAE OUICoMFS TO OBJECTIVES/ST,ANDARDS (7.1:2)

Comparison of outcomes to objectives and standards is the proces.y
of determining the extent. to which outcomes from system operation are 6n-

gruent. with the management objectives for the system and outside standirds
for similar systelq operations.

It is important to compare the outcomes of,ustem operation t the

management objectives, since this is the step whicti".0.1 determine ,,he ex,
tent to which the intended outcomes are achieved. lt is this step n the
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evaluation process which meets the demand for accountability: It also
is important to compare the ,outcomes against a set of standards_developed,
by an outside agency for the design and operation of systems which ere
similar in nature to that being evaluated. These comparisons point up the
extent to which the program did what was intended.

In the delivery system model the7runction COMPARE OUTCOMES TO OB-,
;1E:TIVE3 /STANEARDS (7.1.2) is accomplished by comparing what actually re-
sulted from the system operation with what was intended. This is a qua
titative comparison and should be presented. in tabular form, as well as
in a narrative.

INTERPRET FINDINGS (7.1.3)

0

The process of interpreting findings is the protess of identifying
system strengths and weaknesses. This involves analyzing the statistical
data recorded in comparing outcomes against objeclives (7.1.2) and relating
these findings to system variables. The comparison of the system against
outside standards also is analyzed. Judgments are made concerning system
strengths and weaknesses, and recommendations for the future of the system
are made to guide decision-making.

. i
the process of interpreting findings is important because this Func-

tion is the basis for decision-making. As findings are interpreted, vari- /
ations from management objectives must be translated into assumptions bout
future implementation of system variables. This inUudes.making conclu-
sions abgiltthe way in Which the system operation was influenced by staff-
ing, budget, community involvement,'equipment, facilities, and psycholo4-
LaL climate. All of the variables included in system organization and '.!ci-
ministration must be considered. After careful scrutiny of data and arriv-
ing at conclusicnsaboit the effectiveness of the system, a decision for
action is necessary. t is important for the staff to decide the action
to be taken. The directions to be taken in the future will be determined
us this function is implemented, and findings are'interpreted in light of
recommendations for system revision and continued operation.

T/fv,_!re c:Iste-; thc function INTERPRET FINDING (7.1.3)
!;t who will be involved, the procedure to be

Ind t;,4' Llt,2 '40.7'2! intelpretations about the results
temi i on.

CONDUCT OUTSIDE TEAM EVALUATION (7.2)

An alternate method to evaluate adult basic educ4tion in core ions

systems is the outside team evaluation. This is the process of assessing
the effecxlveness and determining efficiency of a system by an outside audit
from an independeut tontracLor. rids Ran be done by contracting with an out-

side evaluation team.
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The outside team evaluation is imp4tant, since this provides a'

check on the results of the self evaluation and also has the advantage'of
freedom from. bias. The outside evaluationi may not be possible each year,

but it is recommended that it be done at least every five years. Many

times systems become stagnant due to routine procedures and ideas with
little or no innovations. The outside evaluation of the system will
prove its worth and effectiveness. The optimum method of conducting sys-
tem evaluation is to have an outside teamievaluate the Adult Basic Educa-
tion in Corrections system immediately following self evaluation. An

outside team can often notice things missed by staff evaluation. It

gives an outsider's viewpoint and can be more objective.

° In the delivery system model the function CONDUCT OUTSIDE TEAM
RVALUATI;N (7.2) is accomplished by definFig what is meant_ by outside team
evaluation, and discussing the importance, of this function. This is fol-
lowed by detailed description of the stepp involved in outside team eval-
uation. Me outside team evaluation consists of SELECT TEAM (7.2.1), PRO-
VIDE DATA (7.2.2), and PREPARE/PRESENT REPQRT TO DECISION MAKERS (7.3) .

SELECT TEAM (7.2.1)

ry

The selection of the outside team is a management function that in-
volves deciding who will be the independent contractor or whomill be on
the independent team to evaluate.the,sYstem.

The selection of the team for the outside evaluation is an impor-
tant management function that is dictated by a consideration of the goals,
subgoals, and behavioral objectives indicated in the statement of manage-
ment goals, subgoals, and objectives (4.2). One method of selecting an
evaluation team might be to enlist a group of five to ten professional
people employed in the field of corrections from within the state in which
the correctional institution is located. An alternate way to select an
outside team is through the auspices of the Law Enforcement Assistance
Agency or the Bureau of Prisons technical assistance program. An-

other way to obtain an outside team is through the Adult Basic Education
in Corrections Program, University of Hawaii. This organization maintains,
a current roster of available team leaders located in every region of
the United States, and provides materials for evaluation as werl.as in-
service ant) pre-service training. Many universities offer evaluative ser-
vices, and.the State Departments of Corrections and Education provide the
these services. The American Bar Association and the American Correc-
tional Association are involved in providing outside evaluations. The

.American Correctional Association has drawn up a plan for an accredita-
tion program for correctional institutions. A cross section of expertise

should be included on any evaluation team.

2 t ;
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In the delivery system model the function SELECT TEAM. (7.2:1) is

accomplieheg by 4scrbing the ,procedure to be used inn selecting the:it.eam
for an outside au ,1it'. This section also should include a description of
when and how ofteithe outside evaluation will be made.

PROVIDE DATA (7.2.r2)

The provisidn of data means making available to the outside team
the results of system operation arid related inflormation required by the
team for assessing the system design and operation.

ti

It is important that complete data be provided to the outside eval-
uation team. It will not be possible for the team to make a meaningful

0

evaluatiori without complete information. The data should include the man-
agement behavioral objectives (4.2) that are the standards previously set
by which to measure end results. Program measurement di-ta should be pro-
vided. Complete accessibility to records, fadilities, staff, classifica-
tion folders, and learners must be provided. The compiled and compared
measurement results should be made available, with copies for each out-
side team member to use in analyzing the data and evaluating the system.

In the delivery system model t7le function PROVIDE DATA (7.2.2) is
accorapZished by describing; what data will be provided, how tnege data will
be made available, and who w'4.:11 have responsibility for seeing that the
out.5Lie team foes have aZ I thc data required for a worthwhile evaluation.

PREPARE/PRESENT REPORT TO DECISION MAKERS (7.3)

The presentation of the report to the decision makers is the pro-
cess of submitting to the administrative officers in decision making roles
the reports which contain the procedures and results of evaluation, and
.recommendations for the future of the system.

Prep ring and presenting the reports to decision-makers are impor-

tant functi ns if continuing improvement in the system is to be insured.
Regardless of the evaluative process used-, self evaluation 7.1) or out-
side team evaluation,(7.2), a complete and thorough report written in
easily understandable language must be presented to the individuals who
are responsible for making decisions (Lee,1970). It is only in this way ,

that top decision makers can have the information needed to effect real
and meaningful change. As Cannon (1970) concludes, from his study of
the evaluation of the Maryland Deparytent of COrrections, the success
of. an evaluation depends upon the evaluators' methods and the attitude
of the institution leadership toward implementation of the evaluation's
recommendations. the report should eefect positive change in the man-
agement:Junction of the program development and operation (6.1), the
management plan (5.1), the management subgoals and objectives (4.3), -

4
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the assessed needs (3.1), and the institutional ph losophy (2.3). These
relationships are shown by feedbLck signal paths rom the report to the
decision makers (7.3) to the other management functions.

,

In the delivgxy system modeVdescribe the plan for presenting the
report to the decision makers.

Conclusion

Evaluation serves as the basis for improvement. The institutional
whole was identified, management goals established, and a management plan
'formulated to reach these goals. The evaluation carried out in (7.0)
serves the purpose of determining the effectiveness of these managedent
functions, as well as assessing the instructional program developed in
(6.0) to implement the management plan. The administrator gives ongoing,

direction to the system through evaluation and. feedback.
4

.

The evaluation of adult basic education in corrections syStems can

make a major contribution to education and corrections. The substance and
methodology of adulisbasic,education can be improved by utilizing evalu-

atio. feedback in planning_and implementation. The growth and development,

of. Op offender can be enhanced by tailoring training to his/she needs and
characteristics, and social well-being can be increased through use of
feedback indicating the extent to which social needs are being fulfilled.
Evaluation is the key to the design and implementation of viable, Aynamic
systems which will accomplish the, mission/of corrections--redirection of

the offender into socially productiye and,civically responsible avenues.

8
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APPENDIX

1
Bibliolranhies of Adult.Basic Education Materials

Adult Education Council of Greater Chicago. AN INVESTIGATION OF
THE MATERIALS AND.METHODS FOR THE INTRODUCTORY STATE OF ADULT
LITERACY EDUCATION, by Anne Hayes, Nancy Lighthall and Dan
Lupton. Springfield, Illinois, Office of Supt. of Public In-
struction, 1964. 59 p. Mimeo. ,,.

. An intensive analysis of adult literacy materials under
three major rubrics: Professional Literature, Basal Materials:
Supplementary Materials. Entries are carefully annotated to
indicate application to the introductory level of reading achieve-
ment, defined as 0-2 ,grades. A summary discussion of the prob-
lems of selection and evaluation of literacy training materials
may be useful.

American Library Association. Adult Services Division. Committee
on Reading'Improvement for Adults. BOOKS FOR ADULTS BEGINNING
Tq READ, REVISED 1967. (Reprint from THE BOOKLIST AND SUB-
SCRIPTION BOOKS BULLETIN, Dec. 1, 1967) Chicago, A.L.A. Adult
Services Division, 1967. 12 p. Pa.

Ltst is=organized into two reading levels, elementary
and intermediate, with entries arranged alphabetically by author.
Not an extensive list, but it has been analyzed and annotated,
carefully to indicate subject matter and style appropriate to
adult "readers at these levels'of proficiency. CAUTION: List
includes children's materials.consideredisuitable for adult
new riuders, but these items are identifi4'.

Berdrow, John, Comp. BIBLIOGRAPHY: CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION. Springfield, Illinois, Office of Supt.
of Public Instruction, Dept. of Adult Education, n.d. (,Circular
Series A-185) 37 p. Pa.

A dirriculuiumaterials guide intended mainly 1fqr ABE
teachers and administrators, Arranged by the typical ABE
program subject areas, first by materials for instructional
use and then by materials for supplementary use. Films, film -;

stript and other useful Kardware are also listed.

Bosto Public Library. Committee on Easy-To-Read Materials.
MATER'ALS FOR THE BEGINNING ADULT READER. Boston, Public Library,.
1968. , 16, p. Mimeo.

Arranged into three sections by-reading grade 'Levels: 1-3,

4-6, and 7-8. Each entry specifies the exact readability level
and briefly summarizes content and its applicability., List
identifies materials prepared for children.

Canada. Department of Regional Economic Expansion Experimental
Projects Branch. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY: .ADULT BASIC EDUCATION.
PreliMinary draft copy. Ottawa, Canada. Dept. of Regional
Economic Expansion. 1969

A recent, comprehensive compiiatiori of ABE materials,
organized into two major sections by the purpose of the item:

4

1. Frank, R. Hardware and software Cot Adtellt basic education. Honolulu':

EduLation Researt.h and Development Gunter, university of Hawaii, 1972. (mimeo)
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1) Instructional Materials and 2) Survey of the Liteilture
of ABE Proceses The Instructional materials section'Os
arranged by its function - sequential systems, readingskill
development, general knowledge and interest reading, phonics,
math, etc. The literature section_ includes any publication
relating to ABE, including periodical articles, referenCe
books'and research reports, and ranges over the wide spectrum
of ABE problems. Appendices contain author indexes to each
section and lists of publishers and of the journals in the field.

Cleveland Public Library. Adult Education Dept. Reading Centers
Project. SUGGESTED BOOKS FOR BEGINNING ADULT READERS. Cleveland,.
Public Library, 1967. 29 p. Pa.

Annotated book list based on experience in the.lib4ry's
Reading Center Project and tested with beginning adult readers.
Entries are arranged by title in four separate sections'which
represent the fout separate steps of graded readihg diffiCulty
used at the centers. These steps are fully described in the
preface. 4

Dramond, Harriet and Phyllis Duturn. GUIDELINES FOR THE PREP-
ARATION OF WRITTEN MATERIALS FOR THE UNDEREDUCATED ADULT. Upper,

Montclair, N.J. Adult Education Resource and Service Center, 1967.
This item might have vllue for content. specialists.

Fader, Daniel N. "Reading List of 1000 Paperback Books", pp.
148-175 in: HOOKED ON .BOOKS: PROGRAM AND PROOF by Daniel N.
Fader and Elton B. McNeil. New York, Berkely Pub. Corp., 1968.

This is.an author, title,, publisher, price listing .only
of books found to be most popular and actually read by
adolescents=in a special_ program to encourage reading by semi-

literates in the schools. The list can be useful in selecting
titles fbr adult new readers because it was based on criteria
of ease of reading and comprehension plus high,interest among
undereducated readers. Items that are not appropriate for a
mature reader can be excluded by the information contained in

. titles.

Ford,. David and Eunice Nicholson, comp. ADULT BASIC READING
INSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES. Newark,, Del., International

'Reading Assn., 1967. 28 p. Pa. (I.R.A. Annotated Bibliography
No 15)

Selective list Of materials to tiuiid a reading program and
to guide the reading teacher. Arranged by sections on comprehensive
reading programs, supplementary reading practice materials,.
materials for teaching the foreign-born, professional training
publications. Brief annotations of the subject content and
Methods.

C



Harris, Larry A. Comp. GUIDE TO MATERIALS ON READING INSTRUCTION.
BloOMington, Ind., ERIC, Clearinghouse on Retrieval of Information
and Evaluation on Reading (CRIER), Univ. zf Indiana, Sept. 1968.
248.p. Pa.

This compilation.is arranged by publishers (78) in alpha-
betical order. Each entry is by title and classified by type of
reading instruction program (basal/non-basal), setting.of material,
type of material (reader, workbook, etc.) type of binding, Grade
Level (Readability and Interest) Skills Development.

labder, Muriel Comp. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FREE AND INEXPENSIVE MATERIALS
FOR USE IN ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES. Vol. 1, Union, N.J., Adult
Education Resource Center, Newark State College, n.d. 8 p. Mimeo.

Intended for comprehensive use in-AdultBasic Education,
Skills, Training, High SchoolrEquivalency and GED,classes and
includes material at all'levels of performance. .Entries are
arranged by title under 8 subject headings. Very brief annotations
and no'definite stipulation of the readability level of each
item. Heavy on pamphlets and government publications. 4

Los Angeles Public Library. REPORT II OF LIBRARY SERVICES AND,
CONSTRUCTION ACT PROJECT NO. 2842, July 1-- Dec. 31, 1966. Los
Angeles, Public Library, 1966. 45 p.

The appendices of Ibis_ report Au) u de.d_a_bostklis_t_o_f_sontral
vocabulary - high interest titles for adult and YA readers. ,An-
notated in part. Heavy concentration of urban, ethntC and Spanish
language items.

Lundeen, AlMa, Comp. "Books for Adult Beginners; Self- Improvement
Through Reading' ILLINOIS LIBRARIES-, Sept. 1964, pp. 65-597
(photocopy.)

A selected list of supplementary reading intended to enhance
or stimulate a regular reading habit in the.adult new reader.
Selections are briefly annotated in recontent and are individually
rated at three levels of reading performance, Beginning, Inter-
mediate -and' Advanced. However, entries are arranged under a
series of broad subject or form categories which could be useful
for content development purposes, e.g. Biography, Communication,

Conservation, Economics,,Health & Hygiene, Hobbies, Home Arts, etc.

Michigan. Department of Education. State Library. ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION PROGRAM. HIGH INTEREST-LOW DIFFICULTY COLLECTION: -A

SELECTED LIST ARRANGED BY READING LEVEL. Lansing, Mich. Michigan
State Library, n.d. 31.p. 45 p. Mimeo.

Two separate booklists in nearprint form. The firSt list is
arranged by reading performance levels 1-8 inclusive. Each
entry is annotated carefully to show its utility. The second
and longer list is arranged by subject headings ranging from
Adventure and Exploration through Cars, History, to Weather. No
annotation of these titles except that the reading level is
stipulated in each case.

2 I 0
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Milwaukee Public Library. ABOUT PEOPLE IN ABE BOOKS. Milwaukee,

Public Library 1967. 36 p. Mimeo.
Famous persons and celebrities listed by their popular names

in alphabetical order with references tO information about them
in books held in the library's ABE collection. Paging and author/

title of the.source publication. are cited in each'entry. The

Milwaukee Public Library periodically issues a computer printout
of its titles acquired for the Adult New Reader collection.

National Book Committee, New York, N.Y. GUIDELINES FOR VISTAS

TO USE WITH VISTA BOOK KITS. Washington, D.C. Volunteer Infor-

mation Service, VISTA - U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. .

80 p. Pa. '

A short manual of instructions of VISTA volunteers in the
application and use of packaged book kits prepared for their
varied clientele. The manual contains simple author/title
listings for each of the separate Adult and Young Adult book
kits, with special units oriented to American Indians, mental
institutions, migrant laborers, rural and urban residents, plus
an annotated list of additional titles which might have relevance
_tc any one of these units. This item might be very useful in
developing a training unit for reader guidance efforts of teacher

_aides__ °

National University'Extension. Association, Washington, p. C.
BIBLIOGRAPHY - MATERIALS FOR THE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION STUDENT.
Prepared by U.S. Office of Education, Adult Education' ranch

Washington, D.C. N.U.E.A. June 1968. 129 p. Pa,

This list is strictly confined to adult oriented materials.
It is arranged wider six inclusive categories: Communications

Skills, Computation Skills, Social Studies, World of Work,
Individual & Family Development, Materials for Spanish Speaking.
The first three. skills sections are divided into programmed
and combination programmed-non-programmed media. A useful

summary of programmed instruction techniques and a set of
succintlxstated criteria for selection of ABE materials are
included. The annotations stress application to ABE instructional

needs.

National University Extension Assn. Washington, D.C. EDUCATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY: PREPARATION AND USE IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

PROGRAMS. Prepared for the U.S. Office of Education, Adult
Education Branch, Washington, D.C. NUEA June, 1967. 86 p. Pa.

Manual to guide administrators and instructors on the
application of new hardware in ABE learning situations. Covers

general discussionof role and training technicians in use of
the technologies and then gives a detailed description of

several media: Video and Audio Tape Recording, Programmed
Learning, Teaching Machines, CAI, etc., 8mm movie film and

film loops, overhead projectors, telelectures, etc. i) comp-

rehensive bibliography covering various phases oreduCational
technology concludes the presentation.
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New Jersey. Library Association. Human Relations Committee.
LIBRARY SERVICE TO THE DISADVANTAGED. A SELECTED LIST, REVISED,
1969. New Jersey State Library, Public and School Library
Service Bureau, 185 W. State Street, Trenton, N. J. 08625.

Lists books, pamphlets and periodical articles on this
subject. The list is diOded into sections: 1) What has been
done, 2) What can and needs to be done, 3) What can be
used, and 4) To. gain understanding. Annotated to indicate
the relevance and utility of the material to this problem.

New York Public Library. EASY READING. FOR ADULTS; THREE
HUNDRED TITLES HELPFUL TO LIVING IN AMERICA. Chosen by a
workshop groUp of the library. New York Public Library, 1954.
62 p. Pa.

An older compilation prepared before the surge of publication
in this field which probably contains many citations that are
out of print or obsolete. It is arranged into eight major
sections by a loose classification of readability level of the
materials: Picture Books, Readers, Very Easy, Easy, Fairly
Easy, Standard, Fairly Difficult, Information & Reference.
Entries are by author or title in each classification, but a

subject, index is added to the Reader (type). index. Must be
used very sparingly .but can be useful as a source of carefully
evaluated titlesArApplemeatay_reMiQ9-181rRses_which_may_______
not be found on more recent standard bibliographies.

L

Ohio State Library. BOOKS/JOBS PROJECT. Core List. Jan.,
1968. BOOKS/JOBS PROJECT, Supplementary List. Mar. 1968
Columbus, Ohio State Library, 19,68. 13 p. Mimeo.

A broad, but selective list of-printed and audiovisual
materials in the fields of human relations, vocational infor-
mation and basic education. Arranged by author under those
headings. Annotations briefly describe content and usually
desigiiate the proper reading level and .also distinguishes
background items suitable for professional training.

Otto, Wayne and David Ford,. MATERIALS FOR.TEACHING ADULTS TO
READ. Working Pap. No. 2: Madison, Wis., Univertity of Wis-
consin-Research and Development Center for Learning and Re-
education, Feb. 1966 46,p. Pa. .

Results of an evaluation survey of ABE materials intended
to develop reading skills. Materials included are those which
cover the initial stages of acquiring reading skill, the "mechanics"
and the "decoding" tasks needed to establish an ability to
attack materials independently. A set.of criteria to apply to
the evaluation process and a detailed checklist of 50 analytical
and descriptive items is applied to the four lists of materials
included: Basic Reading Programs for Adults,. Supplementary
Skill Builders, Supplementary Reading Easy Materials, 'U.S.
Govt. Printing Office Publications, Materials for Foreign Born.

2 5
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PHiladelphia. The Free Library. READER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Philadelphia, The Free Library, Dec. 1968.

A series of listings of the libraryls holdings of materials
at the 8th grade reading level or below. Each list is devoted
to a separate subject category: Community, Citizenship, Family
Life, Jobs, Reading, Writing and Arithmetic (combined and
individuAl lists,) Science, The World and Its Peoples (3,sub-
ordinate lists) Entries are arranged by title on each list
along with short content notes and citation of readability
level.

Smith, Edwin H. and Weldon G. Bradtmueiller, comp. A SELECTED
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INSTRUCTIONAL LITERACY MATERIALS FOR
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION: Tallahassee, Fla. Florida State Univ:,
Department of Education, Div. of VTA Education, May 1966.

This is a carefully annotated selection of ABE printed
materials with emphasis on their instructional valueS. Arranged
into three stages of 'ABE development: Introductory (1-3),
Elementary (4-6), Intermediate (7-9). Two sets of criteria,
general and specific, are presented along with the selections
which assist the user of the lists.

Smith,leannette..Jomp, BOOKS FOR NEW READERS: A BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Syracuse, N.Y. New Readers Press 1964. 64 p. Pa.

The Laubach Literacy System list presented in four parts:
two adult reading courses based on the Laubach streamlined
English series, a New Readers Library of supplementary reading
suggestions, and a list of ABE publishers. The New Readers Library

lists are arranged under 14 broad subject headings and are
briefly annotated for content. Reading level is indicated in
each entry and these materials are concentrated on the 1-4
levels.

Stoffle, Carla J. NIBRAFY SERVICE TO THE DISADVANTAGED: A

COMPREHENSIVE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Parts I and II." LIBRARY

JOURNAL, 94:141-152 Jan. 15, 1969: 94:507-514, Feb. 1, 1969.
Bibliography covers 1964-1968 period. Available in reprint

from R. R: Bowl*. Pub. Co. on order.

Summers, Edward G. Comp. MATERIALS FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION: AN

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Bloomington, Ind., Univ. of Indiana,
School.of Education, 1967. 23 p: Mimeo. (Occasional Papers in

Reading, Vol. 1, March 1967)
This bibliography is divided into four sections of instructional

materials, graded at three levels of performance: beginning,

intermediate and advanced, plus a section on professional liter-
ature references. Entries in the instructional materials sections
lean heavily on the text series and do not incorporate much
supplementary reading.



Utah, State Board of Education. Utah Adult Education Services.
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS GUIDE. 1969.

A comprehensive guide to a broad variety of ABE materials
'including audiovisual instructional units.

Watt Lois B. and Sidney B. Murphy. Comp. ABE, A BIBLIOGRAPHY
FROM THE EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS CENTER. U.S. Dept. of HEW,
Office of Education, Bur..of Research, Washington, D.C. USGPO/
Sup. Docs, 14 p. Pa.

An abbreviated, selective bibliography largely 'devoted to
the instructional texts series in combined and eight single
curriculum areas. Minimal annotation but full bibliographic
description. Single curricular fields are: English Language
and Literature, Guidance Services, Health, Industrial Arts
and Vocational'Education, Mathematics, Religion,.Science and
Social Studies: .

Wyoming, Department of Education. Division of Vocational-
Technical Education, Adult Basic Education. ADULT BASIC ED-
UCATION: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MATERIALS. Reproduction of a
bibliography prepared by Kalamazoo, Michigan Public Library
Adult Reading_Center.,Marion ap_en.c.er,_ed._etle.yerne, Wyoming_

-Dept. of Education, n.d. 164 p. Pa.

An annotated bibliography of curriculum materials, machines,
equipment and professional guidance literature designed for
ABE instructors and students.. Arranged into 38 sections by
curricular subject area, media form, program function. An
author, title and publisher index to-contents is provided.
Useful because of the comprehensive range of its coverage.

'There are a number of other publfcationtyoU should be

familiar with as you develop multimedia programs:

Audio Visual Instruction: Media and Methods by Brown,

Lewis, and Harcleroad

McGraw Hill 1969

'New York, New York

Audio Visual Marketplace

Bowker Publlcations

P.O. Box 2017

Ann Arbor, MiChigan 48106

2.5.:.3
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Audio Visual Methods in Teaching by Edgar Dale

Dryden Press 1969

New York, New York

Developing Multi Media Libraries by Warren B.

R. R. Bowker Co. 1970

New York, New York,

Educational Broadcasting Magazine

825 S. Barrington' Avenue

Los Angeles, California 90049,.

Hicks\

Educational and Industrial Television Magazine

607 Main Street

k

-Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877

Educational/Instructional Broadcasting Magazine

647 N. Sepulveda Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90049

Educational Television Magazine

607 Main Street

Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877

Standards for. School Media Program

National Education Association

Washington, D.C.

Teaching and Media: A Systematic A6Proach by Gerlach

and Ely

Prentice Hall 1971

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersei,

4



The Teacher and Overhead Projection by Morton J. Schultz

Prentice Hall 1965 .

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey

Another good contact is:

The National Audio Visual Association

Evanston, Illinois

They publish ani6ixtepsive Audio Visual directory.
.

It would be an almost impossible task to list here all

_

of,the materials that might,be used by an ABE program. The

list could almost be eddlesi4'and would be, to say the least,

more than could be carried back by you on the plane.

The important' point is to know the source of good

bibliogriphies and to know where to get adequate information about

materials that may be of value.

I have found the folloWing bibliographies to be of special

value in selecting materials: (sic.)

The RFD bibliography. Available from RFD, P. O. Box 5421,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Annotated with limited judgements made regarding usefulness
of materials in relation to RFD project specifically. While
these judgements may not be especially relevant to your own .

situation, there may be some value in reading them and using
them once you have some idea of their broad context.

I
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

This glossary is intended primarily for those who have had little
formal training in systeins approach to adult basic education in correc-
tions. Therefore, some of the definitions may not meet the more exacting
requirements of the professional disciplines. Most of the definitions,
are discussed elsewhere in the book. Therefore, the definitions in the
glossary are brief.

Accountability -

The state of being responsible for results.

Adminigtration
r

Plhnning, organizing, developing, scheduling, coordinating, staffing,
budgeting, and decision-making activities conducted for the purpose
of directing the operation of a given unit.

Adult basic education

Education which prepares persons for implementing responsibilities\
of adults in a free society. Beyond the scope of literacy skills Vnd
job knowledge, adult basic education is involved in the total growth
and development of the individual.

Adult Basic Education in Corrections

A specialized educational program created and designed for the under-
educated adults in a correctional setting, to prepare them for entry
into gainful employment and fot assuming adult responsibilities.

1 Affective domain

The area of behavior which involves the emotions as they pertain to
receiving, responding, valuing, organizing and characterizing infor-
mation.

Analo g

Something that is'Analogous or similar to something else. Analog
refers to a graphic rqpresentation of a real life situation.

Analysis

The process of identifying a whole, relating tae parts to each other
and to the whole itself, separating the parts and limiting the process
so parts do not lose identity.

Atrainability
The extent to which dsolution can become 1 reality.

Behavior
Those activities of an-organism which can be either observed or in-
ferred by another Rersyn, including thinking, feeling, and doing.

d
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Behavior modification
Change made in behavior--which consists of cognitive, affective and psy-
chomotor elements--by planned use of positive and negative reinforcement,
aversive stimuli, or systemmatic desensitization.

Behavioral objective
An objecLive stated in terms of learner behavior describing measurable,
specific changes in skills, attitudes or knowledge of the learner. A

behavioral objective describes what the person will be doing, feeling,
or thinking, and specifies the terminal behavior to'be observed after
the completion of a learning experience.

A

Brainstorm
A group process of creative thinking, wherein people sit around and
throw out ideas about a topic, hoping to come up with a new idea, with
no attention to possible constraints in the real life situation.

Case work
Assistance given to needy individuals who may be physically, mentally,

or socially, handicapped._

Civic responsibility goal
the,development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes-values to enable
the individual to implement behaviors which contribute in an organized,
lawful way to the welfare of the group, subsuming the achievement of
an awareness relationship and participation in neighborhood and local:*
community issues and affairs, the awareness of political issues and
laws of the land, and respect for the rights and property of others.

Classification
the process whereby information, collected from as many sources as
posible about individual offenders, is processed and used as a basis
for making decisions which result in establishing and maintaining a
program for each individual.. It refers to the function of identifica-
tion and placement of an offender within an institution.

Climate control
Planned use of physical and psychological factors to enhance the learner's
motivation to learning.

Climate for learning
The total environment, including physical and psychological factors,
which combine to enhance the learner's motivation to learn.

4) I
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CliniCal psychologist

Specialized professional who is concerned primarily with treatment of
individuals who are severely disturbed.

Cognitive domain

The area of thought that involves the following levels: knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis; synthesis, and evaluation.

College

Pbst-secondary education, consisting of a planned program of learning
experiences and environments designed to contribute to the health.,
growth, and development of the individual, and leading to the awarding
of certificates or granting of degrees.

Community

The area immediately adjacent to the institution, or the area which
will be the post-release residence of the offenders. The 'community

consists of geographic, social, economic, and psychological factor's
which define a living area.

Compatibility

The extent to which a system is geared to a particular environment.

Compile data
The process of collecting the results of the testing which has been
done as part of the program operation; the organization, recording and
categorization of the results of pretests, supportive tests, posttests,
and quantitative information relating to program elements.

Component analysis
A process employed by the designer of a system to identify alternative
Duman and material means that may Garry out specific lunctionsr:quited
to attain system objectives.

Components

Parts which comprise a system and which work foi the Attainment of
the objectives of the system.

Composition of population

Description of the total offender group by ethnic, age, sex, education,
employment, and related variables.

Computer-assisted instruction

A method of instruction,utilizing a mechanical or electronic device
to assist in carrying on an educational program. It is a learning sys-
tem conducted totally within the computer which tests, diagnoses, and .
prescribes. All learning materials are presentedsby the computer
pit a connected terminal.

2 5
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Conceptual model
A generalized process model, describing a process operation which can
be replicated in many conditions and settings. A concbptual model.Iden7
tifies the essential elements or functions which must be implemented
to achieve an effective progrO operation. A conceptual model is used

for simulation, either with a computer or by verbal walk-through.

Cpnstraints
Known limitations and restrictions in the capabilities of human and
material factors involved in the design, development, and maintenance
of a system. A constraint can be overcome in order to achieve goals,
silbgoals,and objAtives.

Control
A custodial function implemented to regulate inmates and institutions
to insure an orderly operation of the correctional system.

Controlling function
Rules, and regulations that make for an orderly operation within the

setting.

'Coordinate institutional and community resources
- -The process of placing elements in_the institution operation and those

in the outside environment in relation to each other in order to
implement the total system'of which they are aipart. This means iden-

tifying those elements in the institution and the community, determining
the ways in which these elements can be related to optimize operation
of the systp, and operationalizing the relationships.

Correctional education
Education directed to and. designed for changing behaviors of the offender,
population of a correctional institution.

Corrections
That part of the justice system cone, reed primarily with protecting
society from further wrongs, and changing the behaviors of individuals
found guilty of prior wrongs'and transgressions through violation of
moral, legal, and ethical codes. Corrections seeks to redirect these
individuals to enable them to play constructive, productive roles in
society.

Corrections functions 0

Those activities carried on in the correctional setting to accomplish
the redirection of behaviors of individuals so that personal welfare
and social well-being will be achieved and maintained.
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,Cost

The expenditures which will be required.

Counseling

Services-provided by professionally trained personnel, o individuals
or groups to assist them in dealing realistically and successfully
.with the developmental tasks appropri4te to growth stages.

COu*ling psychologist
Atspecialized trained pr4essional peron providing services to individuals
and groups to assist them in achieving full development of their potential
for positive growth and development.C

Course
The objectives, experiences, skills, projects, demonstrations, related
information and methods involved in teaching a school subject over a

specified period of time.

Curriculum
The totality of learning experiences and environments purposefully created
and contrived to bring about desirable changes in the behaviors of a given
population.of learners.

----.....
Curriculum guide

An operational plan for determining the outcomes to be achieved by

planned intervention, identifying strategies for achieVing these objec-

tives, selecting or creating the strategies to be implemented as created

and contrived learning experiences and environments, and selecting or

I

creating strategies for evaluating effectiveness of the plan.

Debugging

The proc,2sli of removing problems from a graphic analog by changing it

in some way, through trial run, error correction, or comparison of al-
ternative configurations for achieving program objectives, before
launching a test of ,tke program

Delivery system
An organization made up of a number of related parts ,or functiong
which work togvtnet to achieve a stated mission or to produce iden-
tifiable objects, actions, and/or information. The products Of.a

delivery system of adult basic education in corrections are offenders,
who .have- beery changed or corrected by participation in experiences

specifiedoin the systems design.
,;,;5

Dental services
Ireatment of diseases and injuries to the teeth, extraction of dis-
eased or inAurtd teeth, and the insertion of artificial ddraures.

2
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T.

Descriptor
Phrases of five or fewer words printed in upper case letters (ANALYZE
REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT), which appear in function boxes in the flqw-
chart and in the accompanying narrative, and which describe the func-
tion or element in a system. a

Dial-access retrieval system :
4

A sound system having storage and retrieval capabilities from reel to
reel or cassette programs. These programs can be dialed into by stu-
dents from various local stations with either monitor response, self-
reC4ding playback, 'or,onlly tutorial feature.

A

1Earning power
Job skills, attitudes,and knowledge required to support oneself and
family within- the law.

11.'14

Economic characteristics of the offender
Earning power and prior occupational history of the individuals in an
institution which include identification of levels of job skills, know-
ledge, and attitudes if the offender population in an institution.

Economic efficiency goal
The development of knowledge, skills, andi,attitudes-values to enable
the individual to manage home and family affairs and support self and
dependents, at a living standard above the poverty level, in a manner
satisfying to him/her with minimal or no assistance from a private or
publiciagency.

Economic factors of the institution'
The prison industries or farm operation, and the socio-economic levels
of the majority of offenders and institution personnel.

° Education

A process of changing behaldors of an individual in desirable direc-
tions. As part of the treatment function in a corrections system,
education is planned and directed, with experiences specifically created
and environments'purposefully contrive?, to brilg about specified be-
havior changes in the offender populatJ.)n. .

-
Encu'mbered funds

Funds already allocated but not vet spent.

Environment

The totality of surrounding geographic, psychological, political, social,
and culturalconditions within the insEitutIon, or in the immediate
lot.,ale surrounding the institution, or in the post- release communities- -

the context in which a system operates, from which it receives its
purpose and resources and to which it is responsible for the use of
resources andfor the adequacy of its output.
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Evaluation

A process of interpreting quantitative data to provide a 12asis for
making decisions about value or worth of an object, action, or concept.

Facility

An installation or architectural product, in which a program will be
implemented, including requirementsforstorage, ventilation, acoustics,
colUz, lighting, and electrical outlets.

Failure oriented

Attitude of those people who have failed so often in so many areas
that they come to expect to fail.

Feasibility

The degree to which reaching the objectives is possible.

Feedback

Output from one fUnction which goes back along a signal path to an
earlier funCtion which it enters as input and upon which it exerts an
effect. It is.shown with a capital F inside a circle:

Feedforward

Output from one function which goes forward along a signal path to a
later function which it enters as input and upon which it exerts an
effect. ,Feedforward is used only when information, actions, ol objects
from one major subsystem to another major subsystem bypass a major .

subsystem on the way. It is shown with a double F inside a circle:

Flowchart model
A graphic analog which describes the flow of actions, information, ob-
jets bet,reen and among functions and specifies functional relationships.

Descriptors apptlaring in rectangular boxes-identify the functions, and
the direction of the relationship is shown by signal paths:

Fo.11ow-up

The process of organized, regalar contacting of people who have left
a program for any reason,in order to determine long lasting effects of
the program. ..

Function box
A rectangle in a flowchart model, together with a descriptor and a
point numeric code, depicting the function or part' of a system.

Functions r

attivitici carriLd out in designing, developing, and maintaining
a system in order to facilitate the attainment of the objectives of the
system. Parts or elements of a system.

"
Z./ ) 4
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Functions analysis

The process by which ,the designer of a system identifies, what is ra-
quired to be done to insure the attainment of objectives,

General Educational Development Test Battery '
A test battery developed by U.S. Armed Forces Institute to provide
those who did not get a high school diploma a chance to demonsttate
high school equivalency. GED programs are designed to develop the
educational abilities of the individual so that he may pass the GED
test.

Goal

A description of general intent or desired outcome. A goal sets the
direction and indicates the general nature of the desired outcome, but

. does not specify the characteristics of the expected products. It is
the purpose for which an organization exists.

Goals of Adult Basic Education in Corrections

The four goals of adult basic education in corrections are the desired
behaviors which can he developed in the offender population. They are
(1) SELF REALIZATION, (2) CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY, (3) ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY,
(4) SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS.

Group dynamics

,Therapeutic group interaction conducted by a professional psychologist
or sociologist.

Group instruction
The traditional teaching situatton wherein a number of students are all
doing the same thing. They are taught as a group and are expected to
react as a group.

Group work
Planned activities with two or more individuals to contribute to their
growth and development.

Guidance
Services provided to individuals or groups to maximize and facilitate
learning and direct behavioral change in desirable directions.

Hardware
The equipment used in an educational program, inclu4ing machines, phy-
sical equipment, and audio-visual devices that perform a physical func-
tion in the presentation of educational software.

Individualized instruction
The process wherein an educational program is prescribed for an indivi-
dual to attain-his educational goals and objectiv.s.

Industry operations
Those activities in thy institutional setting which are carried out for
the purpose of making a profit.

0
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Whatever becomes subject to the system, or the material upon which the
system operates; action, information, or objectives which go into and
contribute to the working of a function or element in a system.

Input competence

The capabilities of the input. In an instructional system, this term
is usually used to denote the initial capabilities, knowledge, skills,
and attitudes of the learner.

In-service training

The process which involves the continuing provision for short-term edu-
cational experiences of incumbents, aimed at contributing to professional
growth and development and improvement of the instructional program.

Institution-related functiOns

Those activities in a corrections setting which are concerned primarily
with and contribute to the efficient operation of the total system.

Institutional personal services

Those services provided to the total population to support the physical
and mental well-being of the individuals.

Institutional setting
The physical, social, psychological, and economic fa:tors that influence
system operation. It is made up of two parts, the institution proper
and the nearby community which serves the institution.

Instruction -

. The process of purposefully contriving environments and creating experi-
ences to bring about desired changesin the behaviors of individuals.

Instructional goals

Statements of general intent, to be realized ast a result of planned
educational intervention.

Instructional objectives

Behavioral objectives which state the intended outcomes in terms of be:-
haviors for a particular group of learners, following a specified set of
learning experiences, under_ pecified conditions, and at defined cri-
terion levels.

Instructional philosophy

fhe statement of beliefs about the nature and ultimate purpose of
the learning experiences and environments created and contrived to
briirg about desirable changes in the learners, including beliefs and
truths about the learners, the purpose and nature of instruction, and
the roles and responsibiAities of instructional staff.

instructional strategy

A predetermined plan that specifies the methods, techniques, devices,
and motivational elements to be implemented under varying circumstances
at different stages of the program.

2
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Instructional subgoals
General statements describing the
to be developed, the attitudes or
to implement the four broad goals
tions. Subgoals are expressed in
skills, and attitudes or feelings

knowledge to be acquired, the skills
feelings to be reinforced in order
of adult basic education in correc-
terms of knowledge or understandings,

JA description
A statement concerning duties, qualifications, and other factors of
jobs in an industrial plant or other establishment that employs workers.

LOGOS
Language for,Optimizing Graphically Ordered Systems, used in flowchart
modeling.

Learning laboratory
A planned area providing a self-contained learning unit for individualized,
self-paced instruction using a multi-media approach.

Learning resource center ti

A centrally located room or series of rooms wherein'there is housed all
the hardware and software needed to carry on a multi; level, multi-subject,

multi-media educational program.

Learning task
An activity designed to provide the learner an opportunit to develop

the behaviors specified in the lesson objective. The learning tasks are

made up by describing the method/techniques implemented by the teacher
in relation to hardware/software and the, learner.

Legal services .

An office or a person provided for the offender to assist him in under-
standing and implementing--in the interest of protecting individual
rights--the edicts, decrees, orders, statutes, ordinances, and judi-
cial decisions which serp_as controls or regulations for society.

Lesson
The continuous part of teaching given to the learner or ,group of learners
at one time Lo achieve a defined behavioral objective. Each lesson con-
tains a behavioral objective, the strategies for achieving the objective,
and learning tasks.

Lesson plan
The plan by which an instructor can steer his classroom activities, his
unit goals, and his instructional methods to daily fulfillment.

Library
A room, rooms, or building where hardware and software arc kept, cared
for, and circulated. A library houses books, periodicals, newspapers,
media, and other learning materials.

Maintainability
fhe extent to which, the operation can be maintained, taking into account

repair and replacement factors.

C*,
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Maintenance

The function of keeping up the building, grounds, and equipment of an
institution.

Management

The functions of administration, including responsibilities for planning,
organizing, coordinating, directing, controlling, and supervising, with
obligations to account for results.

Management objectives

Performance objectives defined for the particular institution based on
the assessed needs.

Management, subgoals

Components of a goal defined for the particular institution based on
the assessed needs.

Mechanical services

The activities carried out to maintain the physical condition of the
facility in good repair and in operating order. Mechanical services
include painting, lighting, sanitation, ventilation, and heating of
the facility-

Media pack

A self-contained arrangement of teacher prepared learning materials de-
signed for individual and independent learners who are performing at the
same level. It contains: (1) introduction; (2) statement of behavioral
objectives; (3) pretest; (4) lessons; (5) posttest; (6) quest activities;
and (7) learner evaluation.

Medical services

Cure, alleviation, and prevention of disease, and the restoration and
preservation of health

Method

The way in which learners are organized for the purpose of achieving edu-
catiorial goals. Method's include individual, small group, and large group.

Method-materials-media mix
A module system whereby teaching techniques, methods, materials and
media are organized and directed to develop behavioral change in terms
of specific objectives.

Mission

An ultimate accomplishment or a charge to be performed.

Model
An analog of the real world, which can be conceptualized in different
forms. A simple version of the real world can be expressed as a mathe-
matical equation, a physical device, a narrative or a gtraphic analog.
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Modeling
A process of producing a highly simplified, but controllable, version

of a real life situation. The modeling process results in organizing

and combining parts and functions into analogs.

Motivational techniques
Those intrinsic or extrinsic actions, objects, or factors which.make

the individual want to accomplish the goals of adult basic education.

Needs
Discrepancies between what is and what is desired.

Objective
A statement that describes in observable and measurable terms the ex-

pected output performance of the product of the system.

Offender population
The total number of individuals sentenced to a given institutional juris--

diction, for the purpose of correction.

Offender-related functions
Activities in,the corrections system which are concerned primarily with

redirection of the offender population from anti-social into socially

productive and constructive avenues.

Ombudsman
One hired by the institution to act for or to give legal help to the

people in grievances, to serve three related purpose's: redressing in-

dividual grievances, improving the quality of administration, and helping

to supervise the bureaucracy.

Optimization
the degree of congruence between system synthesis and system purpose.

A system should be adapted to its environment in such a way.as to secure

the best possible performance to achieve the mission of the system.

Output
rhe product of a system; the result or outcome of processes employed by

. the system. In the model it refers to a signal path leaving a function

box. It can be a sequential signal, a feedback signal, or a feedforward

signal.

Output performance
Performance relative to objectives, that the product of a system is able

to exhibit at tha terminal point.

Parameters
Specifications or requirements to be met in accomplishing the desired end.

Every system has specifications, which are essential characteristics or

conditions established in the design and operation of any system, and

which can be quantified by numerical values. Parameters are fixed, but

numerical values may change.
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Parole

The process of granting release of an offender under supervision on con-
dition of good behavior after the individual has served a portion of his
sentence.

Peer

One's equal in status, age, or condition.

Personal - psychological' characteristics

Factors and behaviors which combine to make up the personality of an
individual, including interests, values, attitudes, aptitudes, mental
ability, educational achievement, kinds of offenses, length of sentence,
age, sex, race, marital status. 4

Personal services

Those services prov,ided to the total population to support the physical
and mental well-being of the individuals, including food, laundry, bar-

.ber service, and other similar personal;ervices.

Philosophy of adult basic education in correction

A set of beliefs about the rights and worth of offenders who are educa-

tionally, socially, and vocationally disadvantaged, and about the moral
obligation and legal responsibility of corrections to assist them in
achieving their full potential.

Pilot program

An abbreviated version of a full-scale program, carried out for the
purposes of (1) determining, the accuracy of predictions and validity
of content; and (2) directing modifications in the program plan.

Plan

An operational description of (1) the goals to be accoMplished; (2) the
specifications within which operations will be Carried out to accomplish
the,stated goal; and (3) the description of operations to be implemented.

Point numeric code
The decimal numbering code which appears in the lower right hand corner
of each fun,_tion box identifying the functions and elements that make
up the. major functions.

Post-release
111'6 period of time after the offender is released from the institution,
through discharge, parole, furlough, or work-release.

Post-release community
lice geographic region or regions to which the majoi portion of the
offenders go upon release from the institution. -

110:4,tLest

1st given at the conclusion oi the program to determine changes in the
behaviors of the learners.
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Prerequisites
The qualities a person must have before being permitted to participate

in an activity.

Prerequisite test
The process of obtaining a sampld of the learner's behavior or an in-
ventory of characteristics to be used in deciding whether or not he/she
possesses the required background knowledge, skills, and attitudes for
successful participation in the curriculum.

Pre-service training
The planned program of activities designed to orient the new employee
and provide him/her with knowledge, skills, and attitudes for effective
performance.

Pretest
A test given at the beginning of the program to provide information
about the extent to which the learners have achieved the curriculum
objectives before participating in the progiam. The pretest measures

knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

Prior occupational history
Chronplogical sequence of jobs held by the individuals over previous
potential working years.

Probation
The process of releasing convicted individuals on suspended sentence
under gpod behavior and under supervision of an officer.

Psychiatrist
A medical doctor specializing in treatment and prevention of mental
disorders.

Psychological services
A set of purposefully planned activities and programs for iiagnosis,
and treatment of individuals having emotional or mental problems.

Psychomotor domain
Responses which are habitual and sequential.with the order of response
partially or wholly determined by sensory feedback from preceding

responses. these include muscular motor skills, manipulation of mate-
ria).s and objects, or so 7,i act which requires neuro-muscular coordina-

tion.

Quantify
The process of determining the amount of something.

Rank order
Order of priorities with the most important sequentially followed by

others.
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Reading laboratory

A kit or series devoted to the improvement of reading.

Real-life

The actual as compared to the ideal or the representation as in the'
model. It is what is, not what one would like it. to be.

Realia

Real things and their models, including modified real things such
as specially prepared specimens.

Recidivism

The re -entry to a correctional institution of a former offender.

Regreation.

The process of contributing to personal growth and development through
pleasurable exercise or activity conducted primarily for enjoyment.

Recruitment
1

The process of purposefully and systematically seeking to enlist fresh
supplies of personnel for a given agency, institution, or organization.

Related education

Ancillary and supplemental knowledge necessary for effective per-
formance in vocational and technical skill areas.

Reliability

The degree of dependability which can be attached to the operation
over time.

Religious services

Services concerned with belief in, reverence for, or desire to please
a divine ruling power, and providing an opportunity for faith and worship.

Resources

Means or assets which contribute to the realization of the system
mission. Resources in this model refers to budget, space, time, -per-
sonnel both from within the institution and outside.

Schedule time

The process of deciding which part and how much of the day is to be
devoted to various activities for a given period.

Scope

The depth and breadth of coverage, including those experiences neces-
sary to achieve the predetermined behavioral objectives, decisions to
be made concerning where to begin, essential concepts needed, and
minimal skills to be acquired.

Securing function

custody of the correctional setting directly involving the offender
in a manner prescribed by law. The securing function is accomplished
through wails, fences, and towers.

2 i )
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Security
See securing function.'

Selection
The process of choosing particular individuals from among those poten-

tially available for specified assignments on the basis of defined

-criteria.

Selection criteria
The conditions of prior background required for entry into a program.

These conditions are determined by characteristics requisite for suc-

cessful achievement of-program objectives, and are stated in terms of

concepts, skills, knowledge, and attitudes, rather than courses already

taken. (

Self-evaluation
1 Determination of the value and worth of a system by those involved in

Che system design and operation.

Self-image
The feeling a person has about himself. To establish a positive self-

,image is a goal of adult basic education in corrections.

Self-.realization goal
One of the four goals of adult basic education in corrections, involving

the development oie knowledge, skills, and attitudes-values to make the

individual the person he/she is dapable'oi: becoming, with a heightened

self-aWareness, a realistic self -"concept, a positive self-image, a

realistic value system, and optimum achievement,

Sensitivity
Awareness of the feelings of othdr people.

Sequence
rhe systematic order or arrangement of activities to be compatible

with the way indiVidgais learn; the timeline specifying the way in

which the content is arranged.

Signal path(---)
Path through which, output from one function feeds to another function

as input. It describes the flow of actions information, or objects

between and among functions and specifies functional relationships

among the elements of the system.

Simulation
A process for testing a model or for processing data through the model,

to see if it produces predictable results, By walking through, the model

or making a trial run.

Social ,adjust -Menc

Experiences and environments created for the sole purpose of improving

the capability of the individual, to function positively in social situa-

F dons. It demands a repertoire of coping skills and subsumes the capa-

blItty of the individual to function_as a family member, and contribute

to the community.
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Sociaf-cultural charactersitics

Patterns of behaVior expected from a group of individuals, which are
different from those of other ethnic or cultural groups; identified
as family background, religious affiliation, recreational interests and
leisure time activities, and group affiliation.

Social-cultural factors -0

The general social structure and social groupings or classes in the
institution among offenders and institution personnel. The formal and
informal power groups.

Social interaction

The process by which people live, interact, and associate with others,
including group dynamics, leadership, morale, productivity, .communica-
tion, sensitivity, .social class and structure, roles and status. It
is important in a corrections' system because of the tremendous peer
group influences in the correctional setting.

Social relationship goal

The development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes-values to make the
individual a person capable of coping with social situations. and relating
to other human beings in terms of realikies5 expectations, and standards
of society.

zt*

. Social work services

Those services which promote the welfare of families and individuals
through organized efforts to help in adjusting to the home and com-
munity, as well as adapting the home and community to the needglof un-
adjusted individuals. It includes case work and group work.

SOftware

Teaching materials and supplies, including various media that require
hardware for prose tation:such as films, tapes, slides, loops, cassettes,
and records; and those that do not require hardware, such as texts,
workbooks, models, blackboards, maps, graphs, posters, and magazines.

Solution

A method for settling an issue or answering a question. In the delivery
system model of adult basic education, solutions refer to methods which
are hypotht;ized as possible means of accomplishing-the mission-.-

SPAMO

A test devised for evaluating behavioral, objectives against five
criteria. This quality test Ls an assessment of the extent to which
the objective is Specific, Pertinent, Attainable, Measurable, and
Observable.

'Strategy

A Oredetermined plan that specifies the response to be given to each
possible circumstance at each stage of an operation.

2U-
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Sub-funCtions
Elements which combine to make up each major function, indicated in

a flowchart model by point numeric codes, i.e.,(1.1), (1.2), etc:

1.2

1.0

Subsystem
A part of a system, comprised of two or more components, with a pur-
pose of its own and designed to interact with its peer subsystems in

order to attain the overall purpose of the system.

Supportive tests
Tests given during the program to provide continuing informalion about

progress.. of the learner toward the instructional objectives and-direct

changes in the program.

Synthesis
The process of identifying parts which make up a whole, determinl.ng
relationships among the parts and between the parts and the whole,

Ocomhin,ingthe parts in new ways to create a new whole, and limiting
the operation when further combination is either not desirable or not

feasible.

System
An organization or structure of an orderly whole composed of a number
of elements related in such a way that each element and the totality
of all the parts work together to accomplish the mission of the organiza-
tion or structure.

1

System design
A graphic analog together with its narrative description. f\

SysiehatAzation
The degreerof strength in the relationships among parts of the system.

'Target' population

A group of people with identifiable characteristicg reflecting cultural,
social, educational, attitudinal,and skill factors for whom a curriculum

is being developed.

l'ask analysis
A detailed listing of duties, operations, and skills necessary to per-
form a clearly defined, specsific job, organized into a logical sequence

which may be used for teaciing, Fmployment,or tassificatton purposes.

2 '7 3
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Tedhnique

The ways in which the learning task is managed,,,to facilitate'aearning,

1.'., presentation, participation, discussion, simulation, skill practice.

Tests

Standardized hituations designed to elicit samplds of objects, actions,
. -

or information.

Therapy

The treatment of personality maladjustment or mental illness by psy-
etiological means, usually through personal consultation. It is adminis-
tered individually or to groups through encounter, sensitivity, or'ber.
haviorpodification sessions. 4

Training

The process of preparing workers to do their jobs well by developing
skills for effective work, knowledge for intelligent action, and
attitudes of enthusiastic motivation.

Treatment °

The process of managing remedial and corrective services.

Try out curriculum
The actual conduct of the curriculum on a small scale, with a limited, t

number of learners.

Unipack
A self contained arrangement of teacher prepared learning materials
designed for individuals and independent learners.

Unit

An organized secince of learning experiences on a specified content
area, to achieve &fined learning objective; plan to be used by learn-
ers and staff on a day to Flay basis for implementing and achieving all
the phil sophies, goals, and objectives of the curriculum.

Validity
The extent to which a solution will contribUte toward realization of
the stated objectives.

Values
0

Censtrpcts with cognitive and affective aspects which exert directive
influen,es on an individual; characteristics which shape the behavior
of the individual.

Variables

Lhangeably iondltions needed to be known if not controlled.

Vocational, cduLitlDn-traL4pg

rhe experiences and environments created and contrived for the purpose
of developing ot.....op,ational awateness, providing exploratory job experi,
ence,S, and preparing for gainful employment.

274
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Volunteer services.

'services which volunteers perform for an institution, ranging from do-
nating money to arranging for programs and providing services.

Walkthrough
A technique of testing the model under real life conditions by running
a series of problems and alternative soli. ions through the model to

test these alternatives, strategies and relationships as various assump-

tionstions are implemented.

0
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The persons* listed on the following pages contributed to the
development of the Yodel of Adult Basic Education in Corrections through
participation in one or more of the seminars of Adult Basic Education in
Corrections in 1970, 1971, and 1972, or through participaton in the Model

.

Design Committees.

Mx. Ralph L. Aaron, Warden, Federal Penitentiary,
Marion, Illinois

Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr, John Abshire, Teacher-Related Trades, Federal Youth Center
Ashland, Kentucky

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972 y.

Ms. Betty T. Allred, Acting Supervisor of Education, North Carolina
-Correctional Center for Women, Raleigh, North Carolina

Basic seminar participant: ' Atlanta,;).972

Ms. Janice E. Andrews, Education Program Specialist, U. S. Bureau of
Prisons, Washington, D. C.
Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972

c.

Mr. Joseph P. Angers, Educational Director, State Correctionzil Institution
at Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970
Basic Smiiar instructor: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. Alfonso E. Arellano, Principal, New Mexico Boys' School
Springer, New Mexico

Basic seminar participant: Nurman, 1972

0

Mr. Floyd E. Arnold, Warden, Federal Penitentiary,
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania
Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. Alan K. Atwood (Deceased), Associate Warden, Federal Correctional
Institution, Lexington, Kentucky
Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. Albert V. Babek, Associate Warden, Oklahoma Scace Reformatory
Granite, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971

Mr. Bruce E. Baker, As'istan Supervisor of Education, Federal Correctional
Institution, Milan, Michigan

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 197L
Advanced-Seminar participant: Chicago, 1931
Basic seminar instructor: Pomona, 1972

* The titles and affiliations are for the last known positions

0
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Mr. William N. Barber, Senior Manager, Classification and Parole

Department, Federal Penitentiary, Terre Haute, Indiana

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971

Mr. James F. Barringer, Curriculum Specialist, State Division of

Corrections, Tallahassee, Florida
Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Advanc;sd seminar participant: Chicago, 1971

Mr. Neil H. Battle, Instructional Supervisor, State Board of Corrections,

Atlanta, Georgia
' Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. Terence E. Bergin, Superintendent of Education, Illinois State

Penitentiary, Joliet, Illinois
-Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971

Mr. Obarr G. Berke (Resigned), Educational Director, North Dakota State

Penitentiary, Bismarck, lzr.Lh !Dakota

Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

Mr. Lawrence A. Biro, Teacher, Federal Correctional Institution,
Milan, Michiga9,.

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. Leonard S. Black, Director of Education, Correctional Services,

Coxsackie Correctional Facility, WeSt Cdxsackie, New York

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

4r. Dudley Blevins, Jr., Supervisor of Education, r -deral Penitentiary,

Atlanta, Georgia
Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. John G. Bodie, Counselor/Specialist, Central Correctional Institution,

Columbia, South Carolina l'

--

Basic seminar participant: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. James K. Boen, Chief, Classification and Parole, Federal Penitentiary,

Atlanta, Georgia
Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. George B. Boeringa, Sukrvisor of Education, Federal Penitentiary,

Terre Haute, Indiana
Basic seminar participant: 1971

Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971

-Basic seminar instructor: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. henry, F. Bohne, Assistant Chief, Career Development Section,

U. S. Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D. C..

Basic seminar participan0 , Durham, 1972

Mr. Lawrence F. Borek, Principal, New Jersey Reformatory for Males,

gordentown, New" Jersey

Basic seminar participant: New York, 1971

A
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Mr. Don P. Boyles (Deceased), Director of Correctional Education, Idaho

State' Penitentiary, Boise, Idaho

Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970

Ms. Virginia F. Brajner, Master Teacher, Federal Youth Center,
Ashland, Kentucky

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972

'Mr. Ulric A. Brandt, Chief, Correction Program, State Law Enforcement
Planning Agency, Trenton, New Jersey

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. James A. Breitag, Counselor and Recreation Director, South Dakota
State Penitentiary, Sioux Falls, South Dakota .

Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

Mr. Jack E. Brent, Associate Director, Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center,
Morgantown, West Virginia

Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

M's. Eileen M. Britz, Teacher, Federal Correctional Institution,
Milan, Michigan

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Ms. Mary A. Brown, Director, Learning Center, Windham School District,
Texas Department of-Corrections, Huntsville, Texas

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

Mr. Timothy Burrell, Jr., Programmed Learning Center Instructor,
Federal Correctional Institution, Lompoc, California

Basic seminar participant: Pomona, 1972

Mr. Donald M. Butts, Supervisor of Education, Federal Correctional
Institution, Terminal Island, San Pedro, California
Basic seminar participant: Pomona, 1972

Mr. Augustine J. Calabro, Correctional Treatment Specialist, Federal
Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, ,1972

Mr. Charles B. Carman, Master Instructor, Federal Youth Center,
Ashland, Kentucky

Basic seminar participant: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. James E. Carroll, Correctional Supervisor, Federal Youth Center,
Ashland, Kentucky

Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. James H. Carter, Principal, Arkansas Training School for Boys,
Wrightsville, Arkansas

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971

Mr. Sheridan H. Carter, Adult Basic Education instructor, Intermediate
Reformatory, Tucker, Arkansas
Basic seminar participant: Norma, 1972

27
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Ms. Margaret Cary, Chief Correctional Supervisor, Federal Reformatory
for Women, Alderson, West Virginia

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970

Mr. Daniel M. Casebier, General Education Supervisor, Oregon State Cor-
rectional Institution, Salem. Oregon

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1972

14r. R_chard E. Cassell, Regional Administrator

of Prisons, Washington, D. C.
Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:

Basic seminar instructor:

- Education, U. S. Bureau

Morgantown, 1970
Franklin Park, 1970
Chicago, 197.1

NeW Yotk, 1971
Norman, 1972

Mr. F. Albert Catanach (Resigned), Coordinator of Adult Basic Education
Division, penitentiary of New Mexico, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

Mr. John H. Cavender, Director of Education, Oregon State Penitentiary,
Salem, Oregon
Basic Seminar participant: Portland, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971

Mr. Dale W. Clark, Assistant Branch Administrator (Academic Education)
U. S. Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D. C.

Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Chicago, 1971
,Basic seminar i structional team leader: New York, 1971
Model design mmittee member: Schiller Park, 1970

Franklin Park, 1972

1r. Theodore G. Cleavinger, Associate Warden, Federal Penitentiary,
Terre Haute, Indiana

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971
Advanced seminar participant,: Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructor: Pomona, 1972

Mr. John B. Clendentng (Retired), Chief, Classification and Parole, Federal
Correctional Institution, La Tuna, Anthony, New Mexico-Texas
Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971

Mr. Jack D. Cornett, Correctional Supervisor, Federal Penitentiary,
Atlanta, Georgia

Basic seminar participPnt: Athens, 1971

Ms. Rachel G. Cox, Tedchei., Baldwin County Board of Educ'ation,

Milledgeville, Georgia
Basic seninar participant: Atlanta, 1972

o
1
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Mr. Wesley A. Cox (Retired), Supervisor of Education, Federal
Reformatory, El Reno, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participant: Austin, 1971

Mr. Charles A. Craig, Reading Teacher, Federal Penitentiary,
Marion, Illinois

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. William M. Dacus, Curriculum Adjuster and Designer, Board for
Fundamental Education, Indianapolis, Indiana .

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972

Mr. Karl R. Davidson, Vocational Counselor, Windham School District,
Texas Department of Corrections, Huntsville, Texas

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

Mr. Don A. Davis, Correctional Superintendent, Palmer Correctional Center,
Palmer, Alaska

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971'
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971
,Basic seminar instructor: Notre DaMe, 1972

Mr. DoUglas W. Davis, Chief, Case Management, Federal Reformatory,
El Reno, Oklahoma
Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. John R. Davis, Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal Correctional
Institution, Milan, Michigan
Basic seminar participant: Notre -Dame, 1971

Es. Dorothy B. Daye, Special Education Unit Supervisor, North Carolina
Correctional Center for Women, Raleigh, North Carolina

Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. William D. Decker, Reading Specialist, Medical Center for'Federal
Prisoners, Springfield, Missouri

Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970
.

Advanced seminar participant:. Franklin Park, 1970
Chicago, 1971

Basic seminar instructor: Austin, 1971
Notre Dame, 1972

Mr. Fred de Clouet, Media Production Specialist, Federal Youth Center,
Englewood, Colorado
Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

Ms. Ann P. Delatte, Director, Educational Services, Department of Offender
Rehabilitation, Atlanta, Georgia
Basic seminar participant!- ,Atlanta, 1972

Mr. Benjamin Deloach, Counselor, Arkansas Training School for Boys,
Wrightsville, Arkansas

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971

2d0
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Mr. Bernard W. Detlefsen, Curriculum Coordinator, Windham School District,
Texas Department of Corrections, Huntsville, Texas

Basic seminar'participant: Norman, 1972

Mr. Harold E. DeVore, Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal Youth
Center, Englewood, Colorado

Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

Mr. Fred A. Dickens, Teachef, Federal Peniltentiary,
Marion, Illinois" .

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: ,Franklin Park, 1970
Basic seminar instructor: Norman, 1971

Mr. William A. Dickinson, Deputy Superintendent, Program Services, Attica .

Correctional Facility, Attica, New York
Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. Les Dingess, Supervisor of Education, Federal Correctional Institution,
La Tuna, Anthony, New Mexico-Texas

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971

Mr. Ronald D. Ditmore, Accountant, Colorado State Penitentiary
Canon City, Colorado
Basic seminarparticipant: Norman, 1972

Mr. Stephen M. Domovich, Supervisor of Educational Programs I, Youth
Correctional Institution, Annandale, New Jersey

Basic seminar participant: Austin, 1971

Mr. Lee .D. Donigan, Assistant Commissioner (Manufacturing), Federal Prison
IndustriesInc., Washington, D. C.
.Basic seminar participant: Austin, 1971

. Mr. James H. Dudose, Director of Education, State Department of Corrections,
Columbia, South Carolina

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970
Basic seminar instructor: Portland, 1971

Mr. Jacque W. Durham, Director of Community Organizations, Board for
Fundamental Educati on, Indianapolis, lndirana

Ih seminar. participant: Notre Dame, 1972

Mr. Donald N. Fades, Educational-Vocational Director, Iowa Women's
Reformatory, Rockwell City, Iowa

Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr: William M. Egbert, Director of Education, Kentucky State Penitentiary,
Eddvville,,Kentucky

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971
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Mr. Arthur R. Ellard, Jr., Supervisor of Education, Medical Center for
Federal Prisoners, Springfield, Missouri

Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970

Mr. Robert I. Elsea, Associate. Warden, Federal Penitentiary, McNeil
Island, Steilacoom, Washington

Basic Seminar participant: Notre Mime, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971
BasiC seminar instructor: Portland, 1972

.

Mr. Lex Enyart, Supervisor of Education, Federal Reformatory,
El Reno, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructor: Boulder, 1971

Mr. Robert A. Erickson, Project Director, Minnesota Department of
Corrections, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, -1970
Basic seminar instructor: New York, 1971

Mr. Bernard M. Evanko, Assistant Superintendent, New Jersey Training
School for Boys, Skillman, New Jersey
Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. Phil Faasuamalie, Acting Director, Territorial Criminal Justice
Planning Agency, Pago Pago, American Samoa

Basic seminar partilipant: Pomona, 1972

Mr. Fred.L. Farmer, Jr., Project Coordinator and Educatioti Consultant,
Office of Director of Penal Institutions, Topeka, -Kansas

Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

Mr. Uonzo W. Farr, Job Devt.loper/Coanselor, Department of Labor7Manpower
Corrections Project, Trenton, Nev Jersey

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

'Mr. Hilt L. Fawcett, Assistant Superintendent, Canal Zone Schools,
Balboa Heights, Canal. Zone
Basic seminar participant:

ss New York, 1971

0
Mr. Nathaniel A. Fisher, Associate Warden, Federal Reformatory,

Petersburg, Virginia
Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructional team Ladef: Chicago,,. 1972 1

Basic seminar instrte.tor: Notre Dame, 1971

Mr. Gene R, Feeman, Director, eederal Community Treatment Center
HoDston, Ti!xas

Basic seminar participant: ----- Lincoln, 1971

I, 8
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Mr. Norman P. Friend, Director of Education-Academics, State Correctional
Institution, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. Charles B. Gadbois, Associate Superintendent of Training and Treat-
ment, Minnesota State Reformatory for Men, St. Cloud, Minnesota

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. Henry E. Gilbert, Jr., Associate Warden, Federal Correctional
Institution, Tallahassee, Florida

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970
Basic seminar instructor: Portland, 1971

1st Lt. Michael J. Gilbert, Executive Officer, U. S. Disciplinary
Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
. Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

Mr, James J. Gioletti, Educator, State Department of Corrections,
Pontiac, Illinois

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971

Mr. Mario Giugnino, Correctional Supervisor, Federal Correctional
Institution, Lompoc, California

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971

Mr. James R. Gorum, Auto Mechanics Instructor, Federal Correctional
Institution, Texarkana, Texas
Basic seminar participant: Pomona, 1972

Mr. Bruce Grant, Associate Warden, Federal Correctional Institution,
La Tuna, Anthony, New Mexico-Texas

Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. Robert D. Greenhoe, Academic Supervisor, Michigan Training Unit,
Ionia, MiChigan
Basic seminar participant: s, Chicago, 1972

Mr. William E. Greenlee, Superintendent of Industries, Federal Peni-
tentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania

Basic seminar participant. Athens, 1971

Mr. John W. Griffin, Associate Warden, Program Services, Colorado State
Penitentiary, Canon City, Colorado

Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971
Model Design Committee member: Franklin Park, 1971

Mr. John P. Gruccio, Supervisor of Education, New Jersey State irison,

Leesburg, New Jersey
Basic seminaf participant: New York, 1971

Dr. Robert A. Gunnell, Education Program Content Coordinator, U. S.
Bureau o@ Prisons, Washington, D. C.

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970
Babic seminar instructor: Norman, 1971

.
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Mr. Jaime Guzman, Elementary School Instructor, California Conservation.
Center, Department of Corrections, Susanville, California

Basic seminar"rarticipant: Pomona, 1972

Mr. R. Louis Harden, Director of Training, Georgia State Prison,
Reidsville, Georgia

Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. Robert S. Hatrak, Superintendent, New Jersey State Prison,
Rahway, New Jersey

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970.
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructional team leader: St. Paul, 1971

Pomona, 1972
Model Design Committee member: Schiller Park, 1970

Franklin Park, 1971
Franklin Park, 1972

Mr. Keith W. Hayball, Assistant Chief of,Educdtion, State Department
of Corrections, Sacramento, California

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructional team leader: Notre Dame, .1972

Mr. James E. Hayes, Jr., Supportive Related Trades Instructor, Federal
Correctiona11 Institution, Sandstone, Minnesota
Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. Milton C. Henderson, Instructor, Cummins Prison
Grady, Arkansas

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972
a I

Mr. Lawrence C. Henk, Vocational Training Instructor, Federal Penitentiary,,,
Marion, Illinois

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. Glen L. Henrickson, Supervisor ol Education, Federal Penitentiary,
Marion, Illinois

Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar partipipant:
Basic seminar instructor: '

San Dimas, 1970
Franklin Park, 1970
Lincoln, 1971

Mr. Eugene E. Rilfiker, Vocational Training Director, Oregon State
Correctional Institution, Salem, Oregon

Basic seminar phrticipant: Portland, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructional team leader: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. Edwin E. Hill, Prison School Teacher, Marquette Branch Prison,
Marquett42, Michigan ,

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972
1

2 8
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Dr. Marjorie J, Hill, Research Analyst, State Division of Corrections,
Juneau, Alaska

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971

Mr- Dean C. Hinder3, Programs Administrator, Zouth-Dakota_State Penitentiary,
. Sioux Falls,'South Dakota

Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Chicago; 1971

Basic seminar instructional team leader: Notre Dame, 197.1

Norman, 1972

Model Design Committee member: Schiller PArk,*1970
Franklin Park, 1971
Franklin Park, '1972

Mr. Clifford E. Hoff, Deputy Warden, South Dakota State Penitentiary,

. Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

.Ms. Marilyn K. Hoffman (Resigned), Principal, State Reformatory for

'Women, York, Nebraska

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972

Mr. Robert E. Honsted, Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal
Correctional Institution,-Tallahassee, Florida

Basic seminar participant: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. Lloyd W: Hooker, Librarian, U. S. Bureau of Prisons,

Washington, D. C.
Basic seminar participant: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. Hal R. Hopkins, Superintendent of Industries, Federal Penitentiary,
-Leavenworth, Kansas

Basic seminar participant: ,Norman, 1971

Mr. Lyle R. Howell, Personnel Officer, Federal Correctional Institution,
Milan, Michigan'

Basic seminar participant: . Notre Dame, 1971

Ms. Margarita R. Huantes, Executive Director, San Antonio Literacy
Council, Inc., San Antonio, Texas

Basic seMinarlparticipant: Austin, 1971

Mr. Charles H. Huff, Education Specialist, Federal Penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kansas

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Basic seminar instructional team leader: Portland, 1971

Model Design Committee member: Schiller'Fark, 1970

Mr. Steven L. Hughes, Teacher-Coordinator, Allegheny Intermediate Unit #3,

State Correctional Institution at Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972..

1
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Mr. Samuel M. Hull, Chief, Classification and Parole, Federal Reformatory,
El Reno, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971

Mr. E. L. Imboden, Superintendent, Regional Community Treatment Center,
Lexington, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participant: ...San Dimas, 1970
Advanced seminar pafticipant: Franklin Park, 1970
Basic seminar instructor,: Athens, 1971

Mr. Eugene*J. Jackson, Supervisor, Vocational Programs, Michigan
Training Unit, Ionia, Michigan

Basic seminar participant:
j Chicago, 1972

Mr. Calvin O. Jacobs,` Resource Center Coordinator, Federal Reformatory,
Petersburg, Virginia-- -----

-t

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970
Basic seminar instructor: Boulder, 1971

Mr. John W. Jaksha, Director of Education and Training, Montana State
Prismi, Deer Lodge, Montana
Basic seminar participant:' Boulder, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructor: Notre DaTe, 1972

Ms. Betty P. Johnson, Master Teacher, Federal Reformata4 for Women,
Alderson, West Virginia

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame; 1972.

Mr. Billie W. Johnson, Education Coordinator and Coach, Louisiana
Correctional and Indus-rial School, DeQuincy, LoUisiana

Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. James R. Johnson, Chief,,Claisification and Parole, Federal
Correctfonal Institution, Terminal /sland, San Pedro, California

Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. Shelvy E. Johnson, Jr., Assistant Administrator, Southeast Regidn,
U. S. Bureau oe Prisons, Washington, D. C.

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970

Mr. James B. Jones, Advanced Studies Coordinator, Federal Reformatory for
Women, Alderson, West Virginia

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972

Mr. Peter W. Jones, Master Teacher, Federal Correctional Institution,
Milan, Michigan

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Ms. Mary L. Joyner, Principal, Givens Youth Correctional Center,
Simpsonville, South Carolina

[

Basic seminar participant: Atlanta, 1972

2 t..?
)!".)
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Mr.,;.J.-C..;yerl Keeney, Director, Rehabilitation Programs, Oregon State

Penitentiary, Salem, Oregon

Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970 0.

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Model Design Committee member: Schiller Park, 1970

Franklin Park, 1971 4

Franklin Park, 1972

Dr. Earl R. Keesler (Retired), Coordinator 'of Correctional Continuing Educa-

tion, New York State Education Department, Hastings-on-Hudson, New-YOrk

Basic seminar participant: -Morgantown, 1970

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Basic seminar instructional team leader: Athens, 1971

Model Design Committee' member: Schiller Park, 4970

Mr. Lawrence W. Kelly, Training Coordinator, Federal Correctionfai

Institution, Danbury, Connecticut
Basic seminar participant: Durham,.1972

Mr. William F, Kennedy, Education Coordinator, Oregon Corrections Division,

Salem, Oregon
Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:

San, Dimas, 1970

Franklin Park, 1970
Chicago, 1971

Basic seminar instructional team leader: BoiLlder, 1971

Basic seminar instructor: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. William E. Key, Associate Warden, Federal Correctional In

Lexington, Kentucky
Basic seminar participant:

0

Mr. Anthony F. King, Education Programs Specialist, State Division of

Correction, Baltimore, Maryland
Basic seminar participant:

Mr. William .4. Knopke, Supportive EducatiOn Teacher, Education Department, ;

Federal Correctional Institution, Terminal Island, San Pedro, California

Basic `seminar participant: Pomona, 1972

New York, 1971

New York, 1971

Mr. Max R. Knust, Educational Counselor, Federal Penitentiary,

Terre Haute, Indiana
Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972

Mr. James A. Krone, Teacher, Missouri Intermediate Reformatory,

Jefferson City, Missouri°
Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

Mr. Norman E. Kukuk, Director of Education, Marquette Branch Prison,

Marquette, Michigan
Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. Lee S. LaBrash (Retired),. Related Trades Instructor, Federal Youth

Center, Englewood, Co,lorado

Basic seminar participant; Norman, 11)72
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Dr. James R. LaForest, Associate Professor and Coordinator, Public Service
Education, West Georgia College, Carrollton, Georgiar.

Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971

gr. Norman P. Langdon, Supervisor of Education, Federal Correctional Insti-
tution, Seagoville, Txas

Basic seminar partfcipant: San Dimas, 1970 A

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Basic Seminar instructor: Athens, 1971

Mn. Wilburt K. Laubach, Coordinator of Remedial Education, State Prison of
Southern Michigan, Jackson, Michigan

Basic seminar ,participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. t;alter F. Leapley, Educational Instructor I, Southqakota State Rani-

,
tentianr, Sioux Falls, South Dakota'

Bas,i.c seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. wrdon T, Leavy, Assistant Director of Education, New York State Depart-

ment of 'Correctional Services, Albany, New York

Basic seminar participant: New York, 1971

Ms. Elizabeth M. Lebherz, Director of Education, Maryland State Department

of Correctional Services, Baltimore, Maryland
Basic seminar participant:, New York, 1971

M. Newton E. Lewis, Supervisor of Education, Federal Reformatory,

Petersburg, Virginia
Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

1

. V%
Mr. John B. Lov.Wieacher I, Yardville Youth Reception and Correction Can-

.

,. ter, Yardville, New Jersey i

1
Basic seminar pariipipant Durham,. 1972

. i.

Mr. John L. Ludlow, Director o&Education, Colorado State Penitentiary,
Canon City, Colorado

,

Basic senfinar participant: Norman, 1972

Mr. K.Cchard 6. Lyieb, Employment Program and Training Specialist, U.S'. Bu,reau

Prisons, Washington, D.C.
Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:

Basic s eminar instructor:

!San Dimas, 1970
Franklin Park, 1970
ChicagO, 1971
Lincoln, 1971

;4% hale., W. Lyon, Principal, Frenchburg Correctional Facility, ranch-
.,

burg, Kentucky
Basic seminar participant
Advanced seminar participant:
Basic seminar' inst'ru'ctor:

Notre Dame, 11)71

Chicago, 1971
Durham, 1972
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Mr. Perry D. Lyson, Director; State Training Center, Dallas, Texas

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

. Mr. Richard A. Mack, Academic Teadher, Nevada State Prison,
Carson City, Nevada

Basic seminar participant:

Ms. Aileen Maclure, Adult BasicEducation Teacher, Federal Correctional In-

stitution, Terminal.Island, San Pedro, California

Basic seminar participant: . Pomona, 1972

JrMr. David W. MacMillan, A ult Basic Education Director, Maine State Prison,
..- Thomaston, Maine I

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Lincoln, 1971

Mr. W.C. Mqddox (Deceased), Supervisor of.Education,

Atlanta, Georgia
Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:
Basic seminarnstructional team leader:
Basic seminar instructor:

Mr. Paul D. Malcomb, Vocational Training Coordinator, Federal Reformatory,

Petersburg, Virginia
Basic seminar participant: St. ,Paul, 1971

Federal Penitentiary,

Morgantown, 1970
Franklin Park, 1970
Austin, 1971
St.Paul, 1971

Mr. Alfons F. Maresh, Educational Coordinator, State Department of Cor-

rections, St. Paul, Minnesota
Basic seminar participant:.

Advanced seminar participant:
Basic seminar instructor:

Mr. cars_on_WMarljey-ikssoci-aLe Warden, Federa
Alderson, West Virginia

Basic seminar participant:

Mr. Boyd R. Marsing, Supervisor of Edu,..tion,
City, Nevada

Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participahe:
Blsic ..tminar instructor:

St. Paul, 1971 °

Otcago, 1971
Chicago, 1972

1 Reformatory for Women,

ne., York, 1971

Nevada Prisn, Carson

Lincoln, 1271
1.,141.',c.o, 1971

Durham, 1972

nr. lommy l Martin, Corr, t, onal Programs OLLicor, Federal Center for Cor-

r.,-ti.m.1 i-:estorzh, Butner, North Carolina

htdsic ;Lmi e vrticipani: Notre Dame, 1971

:tr. Kent A.4siStant Superinteneapt, treatment Programs, Maryland
rorrttion41 Institution-Hdgerstown, Hagerstown, Maryland

p4rtiripant: Nt,,- York, 1171

0

Mr lo,:eph r. na::urek, Progrdo Director, Albany counts Jail and Peniten-

tiary, Alhiny, New York
Basle seminar participant: New York, 1971
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Mr. Kenneth A. McDannell, Director, Robert F. Kennedy Youth Ce
Morgantown, West Virginia

Basic seminar participant: Boulder., 1971

Mi. John K. McDorman, Assistant Division Director, Rehabilitative Services,
Georgia State Board of Corrections, Atlanta, Georgia

Basic semina-eparEicipant: _Athens, 1971

Mr. Tom L. 1cFerren, Supervisor of Education, Medical Center for Fed,
oral Prisoners, Springfield, Missouri

Ba%ic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructor: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. Rex F. McMullan, (Retired), Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal
Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia

Basic seminar patticipant: Athens, 1971

Mr. Kenneth D. McMurray, Teacher, Federal Penitentiary
Marion, Illinois

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971

Mr. Robert W. Meekly, Jr., Teacher, -Federal Penitentiary,

Lewisburg, Pennsylvania
Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. Gregorio G. ielegrito, Teacher, Missouri Training Center for Men,
Moberly, Missouri

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

Mr. Albert.J. Menendez, Research Associate, State Board of Corrections,
Atlanta, Georgia

Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. *William D. Messersmith, Associate Warden, federal Metropolitan Cor-

rectional Center, Chicago, Illinois
Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. William J. Meusch, Master Instructor, Federal Correctional Insti-

tution, Tallahassee, Florida
Basic,eminar participant:' Austin, 1971

Mr. Harald U. Lhict Corree-tional Supervisor, Federal Correctional

Oxford, Wisconsin

Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Nt. Ned L. :tiller, :.cnior Correctional Program Advisor, Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, Atlanta, Georgia

BA:de seminr participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. Arturo Minjare7, reacher, Federal. Correctional Institution,
La Tuna, Anthony, Mexico-Tv%a-i

Basic beminar participant: 'Pomona, 1972

Mr. Michael A. :iisiak, leacher, Federal Correctional institution,
Mi lan, Michigan

Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972.
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Mr. James O. Mobley, Education Specialist, Federal Correctional-Institu

tion, Tallahassee, Florida
Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Atlanta, 1972

Mr. Stanley I. Mopsik, Acting Coordinator, Office of Special Education,

State Department of Education, Baltimore, Maryland
Basic seminar participant: New York, 1971

Mr. Samuel Moreno, Director of Education, New York State Department of

Correctional Services. Albany, New York

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Basic seminar instructional team leader: Lincoln, 1971

Mr, Keith A. Morrow, Director of Education and Inmate Training, Louisiana

State Penitentiary, Angola, Louisiana
Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Ms. Eleanor B. Mullaley, Director of Education, New Hampshire State Pri

son, Concord, New Hampshire
Basic seminar participant: New York, 1971

Mr: William C. Muphy, Assistant Deputy Warden, Michigan Reformatory.,

Ionia, Michigan
Basic seminar participant: - Chicago, 1972

Mr. Richard L. Murray, Newgate Coordinator (College Program), Federal Youth

Center, Englewood, Colorado
Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

.Mr. Carl S. Myllo, Vocational Training Instructor, Federal Correctional

Institution, LP Tuna, Anthony, New MexicoTexas

Basic seminar participant: Pomona, 1972

'Mr. John D. Newborat saititatLLa fgat.ht_r, GregGa SL.Le ,,entiary,

Salem, Oregon
basic seminar participant: Portland, 1972

airs Administrter,71r. i:arT F. :11frol, Faci

Juni, iii, Alasa

basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:

Division of Corrections,

San Dimas, 1970
Franklin Park, 1970

. John W. Nipper, Snpervisol. of Education, Headquarters Staff, State

.
Department ot corrections, Raton Rouge, Louisiana

Baste :seminar participant: Athens, 1971
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Mr. Patrick E. O'Reilly, Adult Education Coordinator, Oklahoma State Peni-
tentiary, McAlester, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971 .

Mr. Joseph Cresic, Supervisor of Educational. Programs, Youth Correctional

Institution, Bordentown, New Jersey
Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

-Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructor: Portland, 1971

Pomona, 1972
Model Design Committee member: Franklin Park, 1971 '

-Franklin Park, 1972

Mr. James B. arrell, Principal, Education Department, San Quentin Prison - -.
Bayview Schools, Tamal, California

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971
Basic seminar instructional team leader: Durham, 1972
Model Design Committee member: Franklin Park, 1972

Sir- George H. Outlaw, Director of Education, Cassidy Lake. Technical School,
Chelsea, Michigan

BasiC seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. William H. Pahrman, Education Director, Oregon State Correctional In-
stitution, Salem, Oregon

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971
Basic seminar instructor: Pomona, 1972

Mr. Joseph S. 11almquist, Supervisor of Education, Federal Penitentiary,
McNeil island, Steilacoom, Washington

Basi seminar participant: .

r

Boulder, 1971

Mr. Frank J. Peacock, Mathematics Instructor, Montana State Prison, Deer
Lodge, 'iontana.

Basic seminar participant:

fl

Portland, 1972

Mr. David W. ctherbridge, Instructor, Basic Eduiation, Hoomana School,
Hawaii State Pr4.,on, Honolulu, Hawaii

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971

Mr. Herbert E.6Phillips, Recreation Consultant, Kinsa,: "1-'11ali System,

Lansing, Kansas
Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

Mr. John A. ?ietrowski, Assistant Project Director, Adult Basic /Civic Education,
State Department of Education, Boston, Massachusetts

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

t. Donald G. Porterfield, Suptiwisor of Erlotation, Federal PeniUcntiary,

At GunrgLa
Basic seminar participant: Austin, 171
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Mr. Louis C. Powell, rincipal, Polk Youth Center,

Raleigh, North1Carolina
Basic semin r participant:

o

Athens, 1971

Mr. 4avid C. Price, Adult Education Coordinator, Indiana State Reformatory,

Pendleton, Indiana -
Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. David B. Ramsey, Superintendent of Industries, Federal Penitentiary,

Marion, Illinois
Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971

Mr. Francis C. Ranger, Camp Administrator, Federal Correctional Institu
tion, Lompoc, California

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame; 1971

'"Zfgf;.. L

Mr. Donald C. Rasmussen, i-ksistant Superintendent of Industries, Fdderal

Correctional Institu ion, Terminal Island, San Pedro, California

Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. Arthur M. Reynolds, Direc or of Education and Special Services,
State Department of Covections, Frankfort, Kentucky

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971

Advanced seminar paricipant: Chicago, 1971

Mr. James A. Rhodes, Superintendent, Federal Prison,Camp, Eglin Air

Pores Base, Florida
Basic seminar participant.: Athens, 197 -1

Mr. Robert D. Rifyne, Director, Regon J, Division of Au;ilt Education,

State Department of Correction,. Raleigh; North Carolina

Basic seminar participant; Atlanta, 1972

Mr. John HI Riley, Senior Institution Teacher, Eastern New York Correction
Facility, Napanoch, New York

Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. Thurman D. Robbins, Teacher, Federal Reformatory,
El Reno, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participaht: Noman, 1971

Mr. Willis A. Roberts, Director, Staff Development Center, Department of

offender Itchabiiitatton, University of Georgia,

Athens, Georgia
Bniic pirt icipant: Atlanta, 1972

Mr. Walter D. Roche, Lorrectional Educator i, Colorado State Penitentiary,

Canon City, Colorado
,,eminar p4rticipant:. Woman, 1972

3r. George H. Rodzers, Associate Warden, red. ral Metropolitan Correctional

.Center. San Diego, California

Basic seminar participant: Austin, 1971,

.3
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Mr. Frank Rimer°, Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal Correctional
Institution, *xarkana, Texas

Basic seminar participant: Pomona, 1972
rv;

Ms. Evelyn Ruskin, (Resigned) Institution Instructor, Southcentral Regional
Correctional Institution, Anchorage, Alaska

Basic seminar participant:' PomOna, 1972

Mr. James T. Sammons, Supervisor of Education, Federal Youth Center,
Ashland, Kentucky

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971
Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1971
Basic seminar instructor: . Portland, 1972
Model Desigii Committee member: Franklin Park, 1971

Mr. Edgar N. Sampson, Treatment Supervisor, Colorado State Reformatory,
Buena Vista, Colorado

Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

Mr. Jon M. Sanborn,, Teacher, Valley Adult School, Salinas, Califor-
nia

Basic seminar participant: Pomona,. 1972

Mr. Joseph Santos, Jr., Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal Refor-
matory, El Reno, Oklahoma

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971

Mr. Carlyle P. Schenk, Inbtitutional Education Supervisor, Minnesota State

Reformatory for Men, St. Cloud, Minnesota
Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. Ferdinand A. Schindler, Assistant Director ot Education, Indiana State
Prison, Michigan City, Indiana r.

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1972-

Mr. Chester. H. Schneider, Vocational. School Supervisor, Michigan Training
Unit, State Department of Corrections, Ionia, Michigan

Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. James L. Scols, fostitutional Counselor, 4untatt Correctional' Center,
Juneau, Alaska

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1972

Mr. Clifford L. Scott, (Retired) Associate Warden, Fedccal Correctional
Institution, La Tuna, Anthony, New Mexico-Texas

Basi seminar participant: Norman, 1971

Mr. William R.V. Stianger, Vocational Diret.tor, Cassidy Lake Technical Sch 'a;
Chelsea, Michigan

seminar participant:* Chicago, 1972

Mr. Barry Sella, Jr. , Elementary Icathur, California Conservation renter,
Susanville, California

Basic -7eminar participant: Pomona, 1972

, ,
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O

Mr. Arnold R. Sessions, Instructor, Division of Community Se -eer, eattle

Central Community College, Seattle, Washingto

Basic seminar participant: San Dimas, 1970 ,

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970
Chicago, 1971

Basic seminar instructional team leader: Norman, 1971

Basic seminar instructor: Atlanta, 1972

Model Design Committee member: Schiller Park, 1970
Franklin Park, 1971
Franklin Park, 19.72

Mr. David A. Seyler, Supervisor of Education, Federal Correctional Insti-

tution, Oxford, Wisconsin
Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971

0

Mr. David L. Shebses, Assistant Supervisor of Educational PrograMs, New

Jersey State Prison, Trenton, New Jersey

Basic seminar participant: New York, 1971

Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971

Basic seminar instructor: Portland, 1972

Mr. Jimmy R. Shehi, Personnel Officer, Medical Center for Federal Prison-

ers, Springfield, Illinois

Basic seminar participant: Notre Dame, 1971

Advanced seminar participant: Chicago, 1971

Basic bemdnar instructor: Norman, 1972

Mr. Duane E. Sheppard, Director of Education, State Reformatory for Men,

St. Cloud, Minnesota
Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Chicago: 1972

Mr. Manuel R. Silva, Senior Officer Specialist, Federal Correctional Insti-

tution, La Tuna, Anthony, New Mexico-Texas

Basic seminar participant: Pomona -, 1972

Mr. Uarold M. Silver, Correctional Counselor, Eastern New York Correctional

Cacility, NapaLoch, New, York

hasic seminar narticipant: Durham, 1972

Mr. Theodore J. Skumurski, Senior Institution Teacher, Coxsackie,Correc-

tional Facility, :!t-it Coxsackie, New York

basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. John i. Slansky, Academic Instructor, Nevada State Prison,

Carson City, Nevada
Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. Archly C. Sloan, Jr., Farm,nana,Nr, Federal 4.atrectional Ln:althtion,

Texarkana, [oz.:as

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1971



Mr. Archie Smith, Teacher IV, Missouri Intermediate Reformatory,
Jefferson City, Missouri

Basic seminar participant: Norman, 1972

297

Mr. Edgar T. Smith, Chief, Classification and Parole, Federll Correctional

Institution, Terminal Island, San Pedro, 'California
Basic seminar participant: ' Norman, 1971

Mr. Glen B. Smith, Vocational Learning Laboratory Coordinator, Education
Department, Federal Penitentiary, Terre Haute, Indiana

Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971
Notre Dame, 1972

Dr. Jacquelen L. Smith, (Resigned) Supervisor of
tory for Women, Alderson, West Virginia

Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:
Basic seminar instructor:

Mr. Edward G. Snow, Assistant Superintendent,

State Reformatory, Granite, Oklahoma
Basic seminar instructor:

Education, Federal Reforma-

Notre Dame, 1971
Chicago, 1971
Chicago, 1972

Lakeside School, Oklahoma

Norman, 1971

Mr. Herman S. Solem, Principal, South Dakota State Penitentiary,
Sioux Fans, South Dakota

Basic seminar instructor: Notre Dame, 19-71

Mr. Salvatore S. Spadaro, Education Supervisor, Eastern New York Correc-
tional Facility, Napanoch, New York

4Basic seminar participant: Nev York, 1971

Mr. lames L. Streed, Coordinator, Vocational
Penitentiary, Marion, Illinois

Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:

Basic seminar instructional team leader:
Basic seminar instructor:
Model Design Committee member:

Training DePartment, Yederal

San Dimas, .1970

Franklin Park, 1970:
Chicago, 1971
Portland, 1972
Boulder, 1971
Franklin Park, 1972

Mr. Stanton H. Stringfellow, (Resigned) Adult Basic Education Instructor
and Supervisor, Idaho State Penitentiary, Boise Idaho

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971

Mr. William C. Strong, Supervisor of Edircatin,
Montgomery, Alabama

Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:
Basic seminar instructor:

Fede_rai Prison Chmp,

San Dimas, 1970
Franklin Park, 1970
New York, 1971

'Ir. John l.Swillev, Ir., :14.onry inslruktol ,=_AkrAl Correctional.Insti-
cation, Tallahassee, Florida

Basic. seminar participant: Atlanta, 172

2 9 0
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-Mr. David G. Swyhart, Supervisor of Education, Federal' Correctional nsti-

tution, Sandstone, Minnesota

1

Basic seminar participant: an Dimas, 1970

Mr.Jpsoph F. Tarrer, Deputy Warden, Walker Correctional Institution,
G Lafayette, Georgia I

/

/Basic seminar participant: Atlanta, 1972
/. . -

/

Mr. Edsel T. Taylor, Director of Education, MacDougall Youth Correction
1

Center, Ridgeville,.South Carolina

! Basic seminar participant; Athens, 1971

r Advanced' seminar participant: Chicago, 1971,

I

Mr.,Larry F. Taylor, Superintendent, Federal Prison Camp--Allenwood,

Montgomery, Pennsylvania
Basic seminar participant:

-

Mr. William W. Taylor, Teacher, Valley Adult School, Salinas, California

Basic seminar .participant: . Pomona, 1972

Austin, 1971

Mr. Melvin E. Tennison, Chief, Classification and Parole, Federal Peniten-

tiary, McNeil Island, Steilacoom, Washington

Basic seminar participant: . St. Paul, 1971

Mr. Edward C. Thomas, Deputy Director of Institutional Services, Depart-

ment of Youth-Services, Columbia, South Carolina

Basic seminar participant: Athens, 1971

Mr. Prank A. Thomas, Director of. Education, Idaho Stata Penitentiary,

Boise, Idaho
Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1971

Mr. Nelson N. Thomas, Special EducationlUnit Supervisor, Central Prison

School, Raleigh, North Carolina
Basic seminar participant: Atlanta, 1972

Ar. Robert F. Thompson, Director, Federal ComaiUnity Treatment Center
Complex, Chicago, Illinois

Basic seminar participant: AL1 oL, 1971

Mr. Harold L. Toevs, Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal Peniten-

tiary, Lewisburg; Pennsylvania
Basic seminar partioipant: Chicogl, 19'72

Mr. Willter E. Trout, Warden, Canal tone Penitentiary
Gamboa, Canal Zone

Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970

Mr. Harold F. lupper, Jr., Supervisor ofoAcodemic In,,truction, Correctional

Training Facility, Soledad, California
Basic seminar participant: Pomona, 1972

a
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Mr. Anthony C. Turner, Jr., Vocational Teacher, Yardville Youth Reception
and Correction Center, Yardville, New Jersey . 0

4

Basic,,seminar participant: DurhaM, 1972

Mr. Joseph M. Van Parys, (Deceased) Personnel Officer, Federal Correctional
Institution, Texarkana, Texas

Basic seminar participant: Austin, 1971

MrPeter J. Vander Meer, Instructor IV, Lica_Correctional Facility,
Attica, New York

Basic seminar participant:
7

Durham, 1972

Mr. Herman J. Venekamp, Camp Director,/Youth Forestry Camp,

Custer, South Dakota
Basic seminar participant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. Martin A. Vesel, Assistant Supervisor of Education, Federal Correc'

tional Institution, Sandstone, Minnesota

Basic seminar participant:: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. Cloval W. Vestal, Superintendent, Fordland:Ilonor Camp, Jefferson

City, Missouri
Basic seminar participant: Lincoln, 1971

Mr. Paul A. Wageley, Superintendent, Maryland Correctional Training Center,

Hagerstown, Maryland
Basic seminar participant: New York, 1971

Ms. Ethel S. Walker, Director of Education, State Correctional Institution,

Muncy, Pennsylvania
Basic seminar participant: Durham, 1972

Mr. Matthew Walsh, Director, Federal Conuntinity Treatment Center, New York,

New York 0

Basic seminar .participant: Austin, 1971

Mr. Dennis L. Weir, Academic Coordinator, Education Department, Minnesota

State Prison, Stillwater, Minnesota
0

Basic semi,lar pazticipant: Chicago, 1972

Mr. Charles L. Welker, .Education Supervisor, Missouri TrainingcCenter'er

Men, Moberly, Missouri
Basle seminar participant: Lincoln; 1971

Mr. H. Gary Wells, Superintendent, Muskegon Correctional Facility, Muske-

gon, Michigan
Basic seminar participant: Morgantown, 1970

Model Design Committee member: Schiller Park, t970

Mr. William J. Wendland, Assistant Director of Education, Montana State
Prison, peer Lodge, Montana

5

Basic seminar participant: Portland, 1972

2 98
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Mr. Jack L. Westover, School Principal, Michigan Refoi2matory,
Ionia, Michigan 0

Basic seminar participant: St. Paul, 1971

Mr. Joseph G. Wheeler, III, Superintendent, Umstead Youth Center, Butneycl

North Carolina,

Basic semidar participant: Atlanta, 1972

Ms. Edith Whiting, Director of Education, Nebraska Penal Complex,

Lincoln, Nebraska
Basic seminar participant:

0 Lincoln, 1971
Portland, 1972

Mr. Jamds A. Williams,. EdUCation Supervisor, Missouri Intermediate Refor-

matory, Jefferson City, Missouri

Basic seminar, Tarticipant: Lincoln, 1971

Advanced seminar participant.: Chicago, 19711

Basic seminar instructor:
Chicago. 191?

0.

Mr. Nelson G. Williams, (Resigned), Astitutional Instructor, SotFith Eastern

Regional Correctional Institution, Juneau, Alaska

- Basic seminar participant: San Dimas,;1970

Advanced seminar participant: Franklin Park, 1970

Basic seminar instructA: Notre Dpme!, 1971

Mr. Richard 0. Williams, Assistant Superintendent
.Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas')

participant:Basic seminar
0

Dr. Jack E. Willsey, Principal, Cassidy 'Ake

Chelsea, Michigan
Basic seminar partiftpant:

of Education, Federal

Atlanta, 1972

Technical School/

Chicago( 1972

Mr. Richard J. Witkowski, Associate Warden, Federal Reforia'tory, Peters-
,

burg, Virginia
Basic seminar participant: Boulder, 1971

<4,

Mr. Wilbert A. Wyciriff, Director, Community Treatment Cenfer, Dallas,

Te:<aS

Basic seminar participant: . 1971

Mr. Joseph Yankoskie, Director of Classification and Treatment, lontana

4,tate Prison, Deer todte, Montana

Basic seminar participant! °

Mr. Frank C. Zimmerman, Education Director, Tucker

Tucker, Arkansas
Basic seminar participant:
Advanced seminar participant:
Basic seminar instructor:

tl

Boulder, 1971

Int(ermediate Reformatory,

'Norman, 1971

Chicago, 1971

. Notre Dame, 1972

O
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The ndividuals listed below served as resource persons for the Adult
Basic Eduction n in Cotrections Program from 1969 to 1972.

Mr. Will'Antell, Director of Indian Education, State Department of Education,
St. Paul, Minnesota. 1U2

Dr. Ray J. Ast, Director, Adult Basic Education Learning Center Project, Mont-
clair State College, Upper Montclair, New Jersey. 1970

O

;

Dr. Cherie M. parrett, Dean of Continuing Educatipn Programs,
0

Department of Community Colleges, Raleigh, North Carolina. 1972,

Lawr nce A. Bennett, Chief,-Research Division, State Department of Correc-
tions, Sacramento, California. 1972

. Do is A. Berg, Consultant and Teacher, Adult Basic Education Program,

/
Boulder Publac Schools, Boulder, Colorado. 1971

0 0

. .

Dr. Gorge Beto, former Director, Texas Department of Corrections, Hunts-
file, Texas. 1970 0

Mr. ruttier U. Black, Director, Adult Basic Education, State Department of
Education, Little Rock, Arkansas. 1971

Mr. John Boone, former Commissioner, State Department of Corrections, .Boston,
Massachusetts. 1972

. Jack E. Brent, Associate Director, Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center,
Morgantown; West Virginia 1971 and 1972

lev. G,rvase J. Brinkman, Chairman, Catholic Chaplaincy Committee, and Chap-
lain, Illinois State Penitentiary, Joliet, Illinois. 1972

Mr. Nelson E. Caldwell, Allied Printers Associates, Uptown Poplar Bluff,
Missouri. 1971

I0

Mr. Joseph G. Cannon, Warden, Illinois State Penitentiary, Joliet, Illinois!
1970, 1971, and 1972

Mr. Kenneth S. Carpenter, Chief, Corrections Section, technical Assist-
ince Division, Law £ nforcement Assistance Administration, Washington,
D., C. 1971

Mr. Lawrence A. Cal venter, Assistant' Program Direci,u etions and Re-
'habilitation, Law Enforcement Assistance Administeation, Washington,
D. C. .1971

Mr. Price Chenoult, Consultant, Massey I :.chnical Institute, Inc., Jackson,
Florida. 1071

Mr. Lowrenk:.e N. Cntibiiaftsen, Assistant Director,, Bureau of Conferem.,!,-; and

institute., Division of uontinuing Education, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado. 1971

The titles and.aiilliations are
4

for the last known positions,

"JJO
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Mr. Bruno'Ciccariello, Assistant to the Director of Adult Basic Education,

Department of Education, Trenton, New Jersey. 1971

Mr. Elmer E. Clausen, DireLtur of Adult Education, State Department of Public

Instruction, Olympia, Washington. 1971

Mr. Archie V. Connett, Staff Associate, Wes.ern Behavioral. Sciences Insti-

tute, La Jolla, California. 1970

Mr. Allen Cook, Director, Department of Corrections, Phoenix, Arizona. 1971

Dr. Charles L. Cooper, Psycholo6ical Consultant, Department of Psychology,

Southeastern Community College, Whiteville, North Carolina. 1972

0

Di. Richard Cortright, Assistant Director, Adult Education Service Division,

National Education Association, Washington, D. C. 1971

Mr. George W. DeBow, State Director of Adult Basic Education, Department of

Public Instruction, Pierre, South,Dakota. 1972
O

Mr. Arthur Dilworth; Parole Agent, State Department of Corrections, Minnea-

polis, Minnesota. 1971 4

Mr: Robert K. Domer, Executive Director, Summit CountyChapter, Seventh Step

Foundation, Akron, OltioY 1972

Mr. Edgar M. Easley, Vice-President, Program Development, Communication and

Education Services, Inc., Los Angeles, California. 1972

Dr. Charles J.Eckenrocie, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology,

University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. 1971

Mr.-Peter Eichman, Seattle, Washington. 1972

Mr. Claus J. Eischea, Senior Computer Programmer, Fidelity Union, Trust Co.,.

Kearny, New Jersey. 1972

Mr. John E. Elerbe, Director, Residential Treatment Center, YM-YWCA of Newark

and Vic,inity, Newark, New .jersey. 1972

Mr. Don R. Erickson, Director, State Department of Corrections, Boise; tththo

1971 and 1972.
O

Mr. Jay F. Flamm, Director, Federal Youth Center, Ashland, Kentucky. 1971

Mr. Boris Frank, Manager, Special Projects, University of Wisconsin, Madison,

Wisconsin. 1971 and 1972

or, John H. hirhay, President, John Furbay Associates, inc., Forest Hills,

New York. 1970, 1971, and 11172

Mr. 'o:alter 61.:nlier, Director of Staft De,wloptent and Training, Lewis College,

Lockport, Illinois. 1972
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Mr. Reis H. Hall, Special Assistant to Director, Federal Youth Center,
Ashland, Kentucky. 1972

Mr. Allen E. Harbort, Suprintendent of Correctional Education, State Divi-
sion of Corrections, Madison, Wisconsin. 1971

The Honorable A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., Judge, United States District
Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1970

Dr. Howard Higman, Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado. 1971 and 1972

Dr. Leonard R. Hill, Chief, Adult and Continuing Education Section, State
Department of Education, Lincoln, Nebraska. 1971 and 1972

Mr. Cynthia W. Houchin, former Administrative Assistant, State Department
of Correction, Little Rock, Arkansas. 1972

Mr. Clen Jeffes, Associate Superintendent for Programs, Idaho State Peniten-
tiary, Boise, Idaho. 1971

Dr. Howard L. Johnson, Superintendent of Schools, Denver Public Schools,
Denver, Colorado. 1971

Mr. Russell E. Johnson, Seattle, Washington. 1972

Mr. C. J. Johnston, former Chief, Adult Education, Mate Department of Public
Instruction, Des Moines, Iowa. 1971 and 1972

Ms. Bobbie C. Jones, Chicago, Illinois. 1972

Dr. Harold N. 'Kerr, Associate Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociol-

tigy, Wesl-W .inia University, Morgantown, West Virginia. 1970

mr. Paul W. Keve, Director, Stat-a--DLvl.s!op of Adult Corrections, Smyrna,
Delaware. 1971 and 1972

Dr. Gisela Konopka, Director, tenter Cor'Youth Development and Research,
UniverSity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 1971

Dr. Allen Lee, Professor of Career Education, School of Education,
Portland State University, Portland, Oregon. 1970

Ms. Zori n a D. LotOidgv, Di.troit, Michigan. 1972

Dr. Ellis C. MacDougall, President, MacDougall, Pope and Medbery, Inc.,
Columbia, South Carolina. 1971 and 1972

Mr. Fred' I. Mayo, ManaRer, The Edward C, DeBart,)lo Corp., Castlet)n,
Indiana. 1972

3 )2
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Ms. Sylvia G. McCollum, Education Research Specialist, U.S. Bureau of Prisons,

Washington, D.C. 1972

Dr. Howell McGee, Director, Adult Admissions and Records, University of

- Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma. 1971

Dr. John M..McKee, Director, Rehabilitation Research Foundation, Elmore,

Alabama. 1970, 1971, and 1972

Mr. James W. Miller, Section Chief, Special Programs, State Department of

Education, Colubbus, Ohio. 1971

Mr. Ralph Mock, Program Director, Texas Education Agency, Austin, Texas, 1971

Mr. L. S. Nelson, former Warden, California State Prison, San Quentin, Cali-
fornia. L972

Dr. Roy C. Nichols, Resident Bishop, Pittsburgh Area, The United Methodist
Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 1971 and 1972

Mr. J,...rry O. Nielsen, State Supervisor, Vocational-Technical and Adult Educa-
tion Branch, State Department of Education, Carson City, Nevada.
1971 and 1972

Dr' John B. O'Hara, Dean of Continuing Education, Kellogg West Center for
Continuing Education, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona,

California. 1970

Mr. Jules _Pagano, Executive Director, Adult Education Association, Washing-
ton, D. C. 1971

Dr. James J. Pancrazio, Associate. Professor of Psychology and Counseling,

Sangamon State University, Springfield, Illinois. 1972

Mr. Jerald D. Parkinson, Warden, South Dakoia State PenUcntiary, Sioux
Falls,'South Dakota. 1971 and 1072

Mr. Louis Randall, EXecutive Director, St. Leonard's House, Chicago, Illinois.
1972

Mr. John M. Ratliff, Portland, Oregon. 1972

W. Jack Roddington, Sioux rill:, South DakoLa. t9.'2

nr. Amos L. 14,59',7-Admini,trator, State Corrections Division, Oregon.
L972

Mr. Ken Russell, qblet, Adult .Education, StaceiDepartment of Public Instruc-

tion, Des: :!pines, Iowa. 1971

Mr. N. Litton Schtilt4, Adult Education Sectittr Program offic.,;,r, V.S. Office of

Education, 'Region V, Chicago, 131inoli, 1971

Dr. John K. Sherri, Jr., Associate Professor of Education and Director of the

Reading C7enter, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas City,

Missouri..7 1970 and 1972

3 ,
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Dr. Rdnald H. Sherron, Director, Adult Basic Education Project, Virginia
Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia. 1972

Dr. Leonard C. Silyern, President, Education and Training Consultants Co.,
Los Angeles, California. 1970, 1971, and 1972

Dr. John C. Snider, Assistant Professor of Continuing Education, Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, Colorado. 1971

Dr. Frank Snyder, Supexvisor,:Adult Education, Montgomery County Public
Schools, Rockville; Ma6land. 1970 and 1972

Mr. Thurman L. Spach, Jr., Las Vegas, Nevada. 1972

Mr. Roy W. Sleeves, Assistant Chief, Adult Education, State Department of
Education, Los Angeles, California. 1971

Mr. 'IonroL Sweetland, Legislative Consultant, National Education Association,
Burlingame, California. 1971

Dr. Ward Sybouts, Chairman, Department of Secondary Education, University
of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska. 1971 and 1972

5

Dr Ronald C. Tarlaian, program Officer, Division of Manpower Development
and Training, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C. 1970

Mr. Carroll Towey, Adult Education Program Officer, U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, Region I, Boston, Massachusetts. 1971

Mr. Thomas M. Trujillo, Director, Adult Basic Edncition Programs, State
Department of Education, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 1972

Mr. Olin L. Turner, Superintendent, Coastal Community Pre-Release Center,
State DcpSrtmcnt of Corrections, Charleston Heights, South Carolina.
1972

Dr. Stephen S. Cdvari, Associate Projtcl Director, Rural Family Development
Project, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. 1972

1 . Oc.id A. ti's lei, D.dirbil.ao, chigan. 1972

Dr. Arthur 6,a ikprt.ment of Conferences, Center tor Continuing
Lducation, Univ,:rsity of Nebraska, Lincoln, N.braska. 1971

Ix. lori-Lqon I. 1.:arr.n, nirector, I. D, Payne Laborotorv, Arizona State
Ymp, Arizona. 1971 and 1972

Dr. c. Oinald inlet t',, Supervisor of hducational Programs, New Jersey State
Prison, Trvnton, New Jersey. 1972

Mr. Harry H. Woodward, Ir., LxeLutive lareLtor, Lewis Uniiersily Special

Service:, renter, Lewis Itniversity, Chicago, 'Illinois. 1970 and 1972
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS* - 307

The individuals listed below served as members of the Advisory
Committee of the Adult Basic Education in Corrections Program from 1969
to 1972.

Mr. Noah L. Alldredge, (Retired) Warden, Federal Penitentiary, Lewisburg,

Pennsylvania. 1971-1972.

Dr. Morris L. Brown, Chief, Program Planning, Division of Adult Education,
U. S. Office of Education, Waihington, D. C. 1969-1970, 1970-1971,
and 1971-1972.

Dr. Donald G. Butchee, Coordinator, Division of Adult Education and Com-
munity Services, State Department of Education, Lansing, Michigan.

1969-1970

Mr. Kenneth S. Carpenter, Chief, Corrections Section, Technical Assistance
Division, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Washington, D. C.
1971-1972

Dr. Barbara Chandler, Education Program Specialist, Division of Adult
Education, U. S. Office of Education, (Washington, D. C. 1969-1970.

Mr. David T. Christian, Cleveland, Ohio. 1969-1970

Mr. Arthur Dilworth, Parolc Agent, State Department Jr Corrections, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. 1971-1472

Ms. Betty Donahue, Program Specialist, U. S. D.partment of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, Washington, D. C. 19b9 -1970 and 1970-1971.

Mr. East, 1)irec,to1,- Oivision of Adult Education Programs, Staid Depart-
ment of Education, ifolumbia, South Ca47blina. 1969-1970.

Mr. 1. Clark Esai7y, Sup,rintendent of Education, State Department of Cor-

rections, Springtield, Illinois. 1'170-1971 .01(1 1971-1972.

Elearoir Jean ilinAk;, Program Specialist, U. S. Department of Health,
!'d- vacation and Welfare, Washington, D. C. 1971-1972.

hr. JMvs 4,0a:ion:ant, Correctional Servi.cts, J.i)

and RebabtatationiServiees Administration, Department of Health,
Education and Welfdre, Washington, D. C. 1969-1970 and 1970-1971.,

Mr. Paul W. Keves*Director, State Division of Adult Corrections, Smyrna,
DelJware. 1969-1970, 1970 -1971, and 1971-1972

MN. . lvia C. MLCollum, Education Research Spc,ialtst, U. S. Bureau of
PrLions, Washington. D. C. . 1969-197n 1970 1971, and 1971-1972.

Mr. Ja*.is E. Murphy, (Resigned) Bite President for Correctional Programs,

Washington, D. G. 1969-1970.

* The titles and affiliations arc for the last known positions.
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Mr. Jerry 0. Nielsen, State Supervisor, Vocational-Technical and Adult Edu-

cation Branch, Carson City, Nevada. 1970-1971 and 1971-1972.

Ms. Mary Irene Pendell, Program Specialist, U. S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, Washington, D. C. 1971-1972.

Dr. William D. Waller, (Resigned), Director of Education, State Department

of Correction, Hartford, Connecticut. 1969-19701

Mr. Alfred E. Warren, Jr., NCCY Project Crossroads, Washington, P. C. 1969-

1970.

Dr. Garland Wollard, (Retired), Director of Education, Vocational-Training,

U. S. Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D. C. 1969-1970.

ti
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Attainability, 8

Administration,- 35

Adult basic education,
53

SUBJECT INDEX

f28 -29, 38,

Adult Basic Education in Correc-
tions, rationale and need, 3-4;
real situation of 17-43;

ideal, 45-51; needs assess-
ment for,- 53-56

Analysis, 17, 31, 711 definition
of, 7, 17; of the existing
corrections sysm, 17-43;
of system envir nment, 18-22;
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18-21; of post-release com-
munity, 21- 22; /of offender
population, 22125; of correc-
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ideal corrections system,
45 -51; of the assessment of

needs', 53-56; of constraints

and ,''resources; 74

Analog, 7-8'

Behavior, 60-61

Behavioral objective, 57-58, 62,

x

139; definition'of, 61-62;

management ehavioral objec-
Live, 57-58, 62, 64; specifi-
city of, 61-63; pertinence of,
63; attain bility of 63; mea-
surability of, 63; otsevn-
bility of, 61-64; instructidnnl
objective, 57, 59,. 122, 124-

125

gramst.S1.041g, 75; definition of
76

I
classificati(;n, 33

Climate fnr tle irning, 117-118;.'

dot rilLion 4, 117

College,
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Community, 20-21, 35, 37; defini-
tion of, 20; post-releaie com-
munity, 21-22; resources, 114-117

Compatibility, 9-10

Conceptual model, nature of, 4;
development of, 4-5; defini-
tion of, 7; use of, 10-12, 17-.
207; recommended effective
utilization of, 13

Constraints, 75, 17; definition
of, 74

Control, 25-26, 35

Correctional system, 17-18; concep-
tualization of, 17-43; essential
components of, 18

Corrections, 17, 21, 23

Cost, 8, 73-74, 79, 147-148

Curriculum, 194-196, 198; definition

of, 119-120; development of,
120-181; elements, 120-158;
guides, 120, 158-181, 195;over-
view, 159-160; units, 460-180;
195, 198; learning experiences/
tasks, 180-181

Delivery system, 18, 22, 156; defi-
nition of, 7; system objectives,
57-6'. for-AuLating plan func-
tion 71-83

bbscriptor, 9, 77

Earning power, 23-24

Evaluation, 79; ii-finicion of, 78;

of possible solutions, 78-80;
evaluation system, 209-216;
basic assumptions fox use of
evaluation, 209-210; impact of
evaluation funtion on the tota.!
system, 210-211; self-evaluation,
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. Facility, definition of, 99; educa-
tional function, 100-108

Feasibility, 57; definition of, 77

Feedback, 9, 12, 77

Feedforward, 9, 12

Flowchart, 8, 12, 14, 26, 36-37

Functional block,. 9

Functions (flowchart model), defi-
nition of, 9, 12

Function(s), 37; definition of, 25;
corrections functions, 25-37;
offender-related functions,
25-35; securing and controlling
functions, 25-26; treatment
functions, 26; education=func-

__

tion, 26; psychology/psychia-
try/therapy function, 31;
medical/dental function,31-
32; social work function,
32; classification/probation/
parole function, 33; ombudsman/
legal function, 33-34; religion
function, 35;, institution-

related functions, 35-37; in-
stilutional administratiod
function, 35; mechanical ser-
vices function, 36; institu-
tional personal services fund-
tion, 36; institutional in-
dustry operatcions function, 37

Goal, 57-59, 61-62, 159; definition

of, 59; of adult basic t.duca-
tion in corrections 59-61;

self realLzatiOn gocl, 60,
64,.66; civic lespon;ibility
goal, 60, 65-66; ceol,,mt: effi-
ciency goal, 60, 63 66; social

relationships , 65,

67; manageLent g, al;, 57-58,

65-67; instructional goals,

122

Guidance/counseling, 2(1-30

3

Hardware, 135, 137, 147, 152,
160; definition of, 138;
categories of, 138-140;

' selecting and using of, 147;
checklist and criteria for
evaluating material for,

148-156

Industry operations, 35-37

In-service training, 113

Learners, 184; selection cri-
teria, 184-187 select
learners, 1877188

Learning center or laboratory,
144; definition of, 145;
characteristics of, 145-146

Legal function, 33-34

Library, 30,

LOGOS, 10, 12;definition of, 8

Maintainability, 8, 79-80

Mechanical services, 35-36

Method, 135, 137; definition
of, 134, 137

Mission, 60, 74; definition .of,

73

Model, 38, 77; definition of, 7

Modeling, 18, 73, 77278; defi-
-nition of, 7

Offender population, 22;

social-cultural character.is-
tics, 23; economic charac-
teristics, 23-24; personal -
psychoiogical characteristics,

24-25

Ombudsman, 33-34

Optimization, 10



Parameters, 75, 81; definition
of, '73

Parole, 33

Performance, 8 O

Personal services, 35-36

Philosophy, definition off.; 46;

of corrections, 46; of the
institution, 47-48; of
Adult Basic Education in
Corrections, 48-50

Plan, 71-72, 75, 77, 81

Point numeric code, 9, 64, 77

Pre:service trainingA112

Probation, 33

Program development, 119-181

Program evaluation, 200-202

Program implementation, 181-

199

Rank order, definition of, 54;

needs, 55; possible solution,
80

Recreation, 29

Recruitment, definition 01., 108 -

109; recruit staff, 109; select
staff, 110-111; train staff,

111-112

Relevant researco, C7-98; on
learning and motivation, 90-

93; on I it interaction,
91-97; )n I,uman growth and

evolopmont, 97-98

Reliability, $, 148

Ruligion function, t5

14,,onri,-4, 7j, /1; def.i9i1109
of, Pi
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Schedule time, 113-114; definition-
of, 113

Security, 25-26, 35 /

Signal path, 9, 12, 26, 30,/35 -37,

71

f

SimUlation, 7, 12, 72-73; 78.; defi-
`, nition of, 8; purpose of,'8

Social adjustment education, 27

Software, 135, 137, Y47, 152, 160;
definition of, 142;_ categories
of, 142-147; selecting and
using of, 147-148; checklist
and criteria for evaluating
materials for, 148-156''

qolution, 77-81; definition 'of, 75;

brainstorm possible solutions,
76; feaSibility of possible.
solutions, 77; model/simu-

late ITO*evaluatesolutions,

77-78

SPAM° test, 62, 64-65, 124

Strate4,y, definition of, 128; for

achieving objectives, 127-
158; instructional strategy,
128; plan, 128-158; scope,

129-130; sequence, 130-133;
methods/technique, 133 -137;.

hardware/software, 138-156;.
motivation, 156-15$

'=.7-58, 61-62, 159. slefi-

nition of, 57-60; management
su,pcIalS, 64-67; instrUc-
tiona suygoals, 57, 123-12,

Synthesis, 18, 71, 73, 75; defi-

nition of, 7; of existing
corrections system, 45-51;
in formulation of plan,-71-
413; of possible solution, 75;
of Adult Basic Education in
Corrections phil.osophy,
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stem, 17-18; 55, 73; defini-
tion of, 6 .

System techniques, 7, 72

Systematization, definition of,
10

Systems approach, 5, 6, 8,011-12,
72; definition of, 5; pro-
ceSs,5; essence of', 53-54

Systems principles, basic prin-
. ciples of, 9-10

Technique, 135, 137; definition
'of,.134

Tests, definition of, 188-189;
,requirement of, 189-190;
kinds of, 190, 193; preriqui-
site, 190;-pretest, 190;
194, 197-198;dupportive
test, 190, 195, 199; post-

test, 190, 196, 199; pur-
poses of, 190; selection
of, 191-193

Treatment, 25-26, 35; definition
of, 25 functions, 26-37;
education function, 26-31;

psychology/psychiatry/ther=
apy function, 31; medical/,
dental function, 31_32;

social work function, 32-33;
classification/probation/
parole function, 33; om-
budsman /legal function, 33-
34; religion function, 35

Validity, 8,4.148

Vocational education-training,
27-28 ,

Walkthrough, 7-8, 12: 73, 78

Wholeness, definition of, 10

O
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